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ABSTRACT
This qualitative case study investigated experiences of veteran superintendents serving small,
rural Colorado school districts during the reform era dominated by No Child Left Behind and
Race to the Top. Sixteen participants told of events and recollected leading districts in small,
rural communities where they worked and lived. Superintendents described NCLB’s impact on
their leadership and shared portraits of the human side of change. The study revealed people and
place went through transitions, and schooling evolved into a different tradition of education.
Portraits evidenced rural lifeworld as context for small, rural districts, which made an impact on
superintendent leadership. Superintendents experienced dilemmas and demands. The executive
officers struggled to reconcile external demands with the realities of schooling in their districts.
Superintendents in low-performing districts optimized reform and led organizations to improved
student achievement. Superintendents in adequate and high-performing districts resisted,
deflected pressures, and maintained high student achievement. Participants described results and
residuals. All the superintendents pushed back on some aspects of the reform, buffered staff, and
developed wariness of external reform, along with some cynicism. Bridges and Bridges’ (2016)
managing change theory explained transitions people and place progressed through during the
decade. The concept of lifeworld (Habermas, 1987) clarified the innately understood but mostly
invisible context behind leadership in rural settings. Superintendents led from structural, human
resource, political and symbolic frames (Bolman & Deal, 2014). Overall, participants emerged
from the decade as coherence makers (Fullan & Quinn, 2016).

Keywords: superintendents, leadership, rural education, change management, lifeworld,
organizational lifecycle, institutional renewal, leadership frames, Coherence Framework, No
Child Left Behind (NCLB), Race to the Top (RTTT), education reform
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
My career in education spanned the roles of classroom teacher, principal, superintendent,
university instructor, and consultant. I observed trends, fads, and reform over time. I often
wondered about changes in education: some stick and many do not, even if they should. My
particular training and expertise involved leadership and educational change to improve educator
practices and raise student achievement. At one point in my career, I served as a superintendent
of a rural school district labeled by the state department as a “turnaround” school district due to
low and declining student performance, a circumstance occurring over a period of years before I
received my appointment to the position. During the years I served the failing district as a
novice superintendent, I felt concerned about my lack of savvy regarding the political dynamics
involved in leading change. External pressures from federally mandated processes,
circumstances constantly morphing with state goals, and accountability with the threat of a state
takeover loomed over every aspect of educational practice. Within the mix of things, the
distinctive issues of rural education also garnered my attention and efforts.
To discover ways to offer leadership to my school district, I located research, poured
through information about education reform, and attended professional development meetings to
uncover solutions. I eventually realized no owner’s manual existed for fixing what ailed the
rural district I served. I learned not only was “life at the top” of a failing district isolated,
politically treacherous at times, and professionally ambiguous, but also the processes to reform
proved thorny and laden with complexity. In my search to improve our district, I met other
superintendents in similar situations.
Years earlier, federal legislation in 2001 reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, which became known as No Child Left Behind (NCLB). By the time I began
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serving as superintendent, the law had evolved into regulations governing states and local
education. As a result, many superintendents searched for answers regarding how to lead major
restructuring efforts in education. For all of us, multiple fronts demanded changes in schooling
and educator practices.
After the federal regulations were published, our Western state rolled out implementation
measures to accomplish NCLB expectations. Reform was pervasive. Most administrators
struggled with the magnitude of all the change. I experienced new state education reform laws at
about the same time as veteran superintendents, even though I had recently moved to the state
and was new to their education system. During all of this, I noticed district leaders attempting
change in small, rural districts confronted added challenges, significantly lacking ample
resources or in-system colleagues to support their efforts compared to contemporaries in larger,
more urban areas. My experience caused me to sharpen my interest in leadership as it pertained
to leading change efforts in extremely difficult circumstances in rural districts.
NCLB ushered in a decade of change; states responded with implementation measures.
New demands spawned new practices, and the vocabulary of education spewed new jargon.
Superintendents found themselves in the center of it all, leading districts faced with externally
mandated reform. What were stories of the veteran, rural superintendents experiencing this
decade of NCLB? How had NCLB and a Western state’s implementation efforts made an
impact on local district leadership? How did rural superintendents view the dynamics of their
role in leading a district in the midst of seismic change? My study concerns how veteran, rural
superintendents experienced a decade of change under NCLB and its accompanying state
measures in response to the federal education law. I describe the importance of this problem and
the purpose of my study next.
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Statement of the Problem, Purpose and Significance
The federal government created new guidelines to raise student achievement and
graduation rates among disadvantaged youth, with changes in the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act PL 107-110 (ESEA) of 2001 (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.). Legislation
required schools to insure all children would meet achievement goals and resulting graduation
rates by 2014. ESEA (2001) also introduced the idea of standard expectations for student
performance, requiring consequences for poor district and school performance in failing to make
consistent advancement on adequate yearly progress (AYP). Known as No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), the ESEA 2001 program included timelines of consequences for failing to improve
student achievement within the established guidelines (Paige, 2002). Penalties ranged from a
simple notice and required improvement plan to as serious as school closure as the final step in
failing to meet AYP over a period of years. Educator concerns heightened as the expectations of
the law became more apparent.
Federal government tasked state departments of education with implementing the law.
Initially, states informed districts of requirements and monitored districts’ success in meeting
NCLB guidelines. States eventually enforced federal ESEA guidelines. States also fashioned
new laws to maintain compliance with federal law. Questions of capacity at both the state and
local levels quickly surfaced with state mobilization. Criticism replaced wariness of such a
monumental overhaul in education and the politics of education funding sparked.
Superintendents began to loudly question the law as early as two years into local efforts to enact
it. Some suggested the real intent of the law was to undermine public education (D’Orio, 2004).
Pressure to change education came from many other areas in addition to federal
education law over the decade of NCLB implementation. Special interest groups, the business
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sector, and contemporary issues placed demands on education. Many rural communities
especially experienced demographic shifts; accountability boomeranged in areas of dramatic
shift. Most districts lacked adequate school funding, which further complicated school
leadership efforts. In the midst of this milieu, how did veteran chief education officers of rural
school districts experience and lead their districts? It was a decade of enormous external
influences of NCLB and state implementation requirements. Leading their district, for some
superintendents, included the experience of working under significant oversight and pressure
from the state education department. Superintendents also dealt with special interest group
influence from both the public and private sectors.
My study illustrates how veteran executive school district leaders experienced a decade
of change under NCLB and state regulations imposed to meet NCLB expectations.
Superintendents recollected stories of leadership and managing change as they looked back over
the past years of reform. They depicted the ways they led people and institutions in distinctly
rural places with a contextual lifeworld surrounding the schooling of children. Superintendent
actions fit within a leadership frame as they dealt with reform challenges, which brought
fragmentation to districts.
Superintendents serve as the chief executive officer of a school district. Just as
executives in any enterprise, the CEO in an education system is responsible for the success of the
organization especially in the midst of changing times. The role of today’s superintendent
differs dramatically from the role in the past. According to Ash (2014), who quoted a practicing
superintendent, traditionally the community viewed superintendents as “keeper[s] of the status
quo” but came to see them as “instigator[s] of change” (p. 4), in contemporary times.
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Superintendents recognized a multitude of pressures on American education. More than
ever, these pressures promoted myriad changes and caused superintendents to feel caught in the
middle of the muddle. Vollmer (2011) claimed a burden of at least twelve substantial additional
expectations for American education at the start of the 21st century, ranging from bully
prevention education to personal finance literacy, from Body Mass Index evaluation to elevator
and escalator safety instruction, just to name a few. Vollmer began his twenty-first century list
with No Child Left Behind and ended it with Race to the Top. As chief executive officers of
organizations steeped in culture, professional practice, and tradition, superintendents need to
regard change in light of many differing factors.
At the same time, some researchers viewed change to educational systems as impossible,
and district stakeholders often held superintendents responsible for what could not, did not, or
should not have happened. This was especially true in small, rural communities. Louis (2006)
noted observations of an “enduring drag that school culture has on efforts to make schools
different or better” (p. 165). As a result, Louis noted in education systems, “‘planned change’
and ‘system reform’ are totems rather than achievable conditions” (p. 165) when it comes to
education.
Superintendents and other district and school staff expended considerable effort and time
sorting through and working toward change. However, the superintendent often changed sooner
than the practices in the system. Hewitt (2002) captured the dilemma:
The reality of school districts is that they are people-driven organizations, not programor product-driven organizations. When bringing about long-term meaningful change,
relationships are much more important than are innovative and creative ideas. To be
successful over the long haul, a superintendent must be seen as part of the culture. (p. 40)
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Studying the context and the experience of veteran, rural superintendents adds understanding of
systems change literature and the role superintendents played in change processes.
According to research, rural education matters. Influences of change over the past ten
years often made a different impact in rural education settings than education settings in urban or
suburban areas. In making his case for the many demands placed upon rural school
superintendents, Copeland (2013) explained the United States Department of Education
classified about a third of Colorado’s schools as rural, classifying a significant number of the
state’s superintendents as rural educators. A lack of research existed on the perceptions of
veteran, rural superintendents from Western states regarding leadership under NCLB and a
decade of implementation. Chen (2010) demonstrated the importance of rural education by
pointing out “more schools (29,257) were in rural locations than in any other locale in 2009–10. .
. .and rural areas served 24 percent [of the students]” (p. 3). My study adds to the current
literature regarding executive leadership in school districts especially as it pertains to change in
rural education contexts.
Rural superintendents may find the results of my study offer a window to see how others
experience change and gain from lessons learned when implementing an external mandate from
a state or federal program. My study may be used to help improve higher education
administrator preparation programs, professional administrator associations, and school board
associations by illuminating superintendent perceptions of leadership during change. In addition,
state departments of education may consider additional or alternative supports and options to
reform when substantial waves of change filter to local education settings in response to federal
directives. I next present my research question and follow with the definition of terms before
turning to a review of the literature.
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Research Question
How did veteran, rural superintendents experience and make meaning of leading a
Colorado school district in response to a federally mandated reform effort of ESEA, known as
the No Child Left Behind Act, and associated state-adopted programs and measures in response
to NCLB?
Overview of Chapters
My study describes how veteran, rural superintendents experienced leadership during a
decade of significant change brought on by No Child Left Behind and Colorado’s state version
of Race to the Top. I investigated the stories of 16 superintendents who served as superintendent
in a district for at least five consecutive years during the school years 2003-2004 through 20132014, the NCLB era. I introduce the research topic in chapter one and provide the circumstances
of my background leading to my interest in the topic. I present brief background to the topic and
the context to the federal legislation, as well as the place superintendents fit in the reform
scenario. I establish the research question and the potential relevance of the research to
superintendents, administrator preparation programs, professional associations, school boards,
and state department of education representatives.
In chapter two, I describe research related to my topic and organize it around three main
aspects. The first aspect is the historical backdrop to the federal legislation, which set precedent
for NCLB and Colorado’s work to gain funding for Race to the Top. The second aspect
concerns literature regarding the superintendent’s role and challenges in organizational change.
Finally, I review the research describing challenges pertinent to rural superintendents leading
change, especially distinctions of place and lifeworld. Following the review of literature, I
describe several theories which provided the framework I used to analyze and understand my
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results. Those theories included Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) theory of phases of change and
institutional life cycles and renewal as well as Habermas’ (1987) concept of lifeworld from
communicative theory. In addition, I use Bolman and Deal’s (2014) research explaining
leadership frames and also Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) Coherence Framework, which clarifies
actions leaders take to overcome organizational fragmentation and bring coherence.
Chapter three describes use of qualitative study to understand the phenomenon of
superintendent experience during the decade of reform. I also explain case study methodology I
used for the study as well as recruitment of participants, data collection and analysis methods,
and ethical considerations I took to ensure quality approaches to my research.
I organize my findings according to three themes: (1) people and place, (2) dilemmas
and demands, and (3) results and residuals. In chapters four through nine, I provide discussion
of data findings followed by analysis for each data chapter. Chapter four describes the people
and places central to the stories each superintendent recollected. In Chapter five I use Bridges
and Bridge’s (2016) research of the phases of change people and organizations go through.
Continuing in the chapter, I consider the ways superintendents managed transitions and led their
educational institutions to renewal. Finally, chapter five explains how the concept of lifeworld
(Habermas, 1987) further impacted rural school superintendents as they led during
unprecedented change.
Chapter six discusses the stories superintendents shared of dilemmas and demands they
experienced. Chapter seven follows with analysis based on Bolman and Deal’s (2014)
leadership frames. Leaders encountered challenges from the dilemmas and demands they faced
and responded using a structural frame, human resource frame, political frame, and symbolic
frame of leadership.
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Chapter eight explains participants’ stories of results and residuals related to NCLB and
RTTT. Chapter nine describes the finding through the lens of Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) theory
regarding leaders as coherence makers. Superintendents eventually made sense of the era of
monumental change by improving low-performing districts or, in high-performing districts, by
resisting and deflecting the pressures. Superintendents in either case took action steps to build or
maintain coherence in their organizations.
In chapter ten, I summarize my research, discuss limitations of my study, and provide
recommendations and concluding thoughts for ongoing collaborative efforts and collegial
interactions, which might benefit practicing and aspiring superintendents. I also encourage
school boards and state department of education representatives to consider the findings to
further support the work of executive officers of small, rural districts.
Definition of Terms
I adopted the following terms and definitions for use in my study:
Accountability: the general and specific context establishing schools, districts, school boards,
administrators and staff as all responsible for each student’s success toward academic attainment
with penalties imposed on schools and districts under federal and state law for persistent low
performance. [ESEA, Public Law 107-110]
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP): under academic measurement protocols students were to
show growth toward proficient understanding or mastery of learning. Federal NCLB law
expected each child to demonstrate at least a year’s growth at the end of a year of schooling,
some more than a year’s growth in order to “catch up” and some to maintain and “keep up,”
rather than diminish growth. [ESEA, Public Law 107-110]
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Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES): an educational service agency made
up of member school districts, functioning as an extension and at the discretion of the districts
Comprehensive Appraisal for District Improvement (CADI): Colorado Department of
Education offered to coordinate on-site visits to school districts in need of improvement. Visits
provided an audit of effective practices and recommendations for improvement. Lowperforming districts invited a review after board approval along with collaborative administrative
and staff efforts to organize toward improvement.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA): Originally enacted by President Lyndon
Johnson, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act designated expectations and programs of
education assistance for public schools serving children of poverty. [Public Law 89-10]
Individual Career and Academic Plan (ICAP): Colorado education legislation enacted in
2009 followed reform initiatives in 2008 and included SB212 legislation, Colorado’s
Achievement Plan for Kids (CAP4K). The laws required schools to develop policies and a
process so students, educators, and parents devised and managed written plans for student career
and academic paths.
Misadministration: Standardized testing protocols required test administration to closely
follow procedures and processes. Deviations from protocols sometimes resulted in a designation
of “misadministration” from the state and potentially invalidated testing individually or
collectively. Accountability officials at the state department considered a testing
misadministration a very serious infraction.
Negative Factor: Every year the State of Colorado’s budget processes determined the allowed
cut to education relative to the funding formula established by law. The percentage cut was
money previously designated by formula to go to school district funding for equity factors. The
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amount cut carried forward in accounting processes as a negative factor in the overall school
funding calculations.
No Child Left Behind (NCLB): familiar name for Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) of 2001 requiring increased accountability and standards based education. [Public Law
107-110]
Performance ratings: As part of Colorado legislation in SB163 the Education Accountability
Act of 2009, District and School Performance Frameworks were designed to display key
performance indicators, measuring district and school status. District performance based on
student achievement and other designated factors earned accreditation ratings, highest to lowest:
Accredited with Distinction, Accredited, Accredited with Improvement Plan, Accredited with
Priority Improvement Plan, Accredited with Turnaround Plan. In a similar way, school ratings
earned status as, highest to lowest: Performance Plan, Improvement Plan, Priority Improvement
Plan, Turnaround Plan.
Race to the Top: The Race to the Top (RTTT) program was President Obama’s education grant
funding mechanism established to encourage states to voluntarily restructure education to meet
the requirements of NCLB and foster innovation in education reform.
Rurality: Culture and context of settings remote from and/or of limited proximity to small city,
urban, or suburban cores areas.
Rural Education: Denoted districts and schools in rural areas, especially those with 6,500
students or fewer. Small, rural districts comprised 1,000 students or less.
Title 1/Chapter 1: Federal program initiated under President Lyndon B. Johnson to fund
improvements in math, language and reading education for disadvantaged children. [Public Law
89-10]
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
For purposes of a review of literature salient to my proposal, I organized the
literature into four main areas. First, I established a brief history of NCLB followed by a
discussion of Colorado’s NCLB implementation via RTTT. This main category covered federal
and state legislation and the context for school change since 2003. The second category of the
literature included studies of the superintendent’s role, especially as it pertained to organizational
change and district reform during pressures from NCLB and RTTT. A third section included a
description of rural education during the decade of change from 2004-2014. This third section
discussed rurality, NCLB and RTTT reform challenges in rural education, and comparisons of
the challenges facing rural school districts and superintendents versus the experience of suburban
and urban school superintendents. I concluded the review of literature by examining theoretical
literature regarding rural lifeworld, phases of change during transition including institutional
renewal, cohesiveness of organizations undergoing change, and leadership during change. I
conclude the chapter with summarizing the gaps and tensions in the literature relevant to my
study.
My study concerned the experiences of veteran, rural superintendents in one state and
their leadership during a period of significant educational change from approximately the 20032004 school year to the 2013-2014 school year. (Colorado school terms run from August to the
following May.) No Child Left Behind became law in 2001 and eventually rippled out to local
education districts in waves of reform pressures. It took time for specific regulatory directives to
filter to states and then on to local superintendents. Regulations, U.S. Department of Education
guidance documents, implementation and dissemination directives to states, and training
continued for several years. Wording in the legislation set expectations for student proficiency
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on to-be-determined levels of attainment for the end of the 2013-2014 school year. The apparent
impact of the federal reform began to reach local district administrators a few years after
President Reagan signed it into law.
I examined how superintendents responded to and made meaning of their role once local
districts began to deal with changes imposed from federal law, state laws, and mandated reform
programs pertaining to the implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act (U.S. Department of
Education, n.d.). The reforms associated with NCLB engaged superintendents in substantial
change with regard to educational practice and included public reports of student achievement
and comparisons. Failure to improve student achievement scores resulted in substantial penalties
(Paige, 2002, para 4).
I reviewed literature to examine studies pertaining to the experience of superintendents
and the implementation of NCLB. I also searched for studies providing information about the
historical background of NCLB, and especially superintendent responses to the law.
Additionally, I reviewed studies about a state reform related to the implementation of NCLB. I
selected Colorado’s Race to the Top (RTTT) because I planned to interview superintendents
responding to change in one state. I paid attention to literature concerned with the leadership of
change in education over time and reviewed studies of organizational change specific to school
districts. This included the influence of political pressures within the context of NCLB. A
search of the literature also led me to study information specific to the superintendent’s role
during the past decade and distinctive aspects of rural education settings on the role of a
superintendent.
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A Decade of No Child Left Behind
Legislation from the federal level increased the influence and expectations on education
at the local level. No Child Left Behind and later related executive action in Race to the Top
resulted from many years of federal education laws evolving over multiple presidential
administrations.
NCLB: A Brief History
Historically, many Americans recognized and experienced American education as a
system with strong traditions and familiar practices. Schools generally linked closely to a
community and maintained a sense of “local,” particularly in small, rural towns where not a lot
changed. Yet a decade of reform took place between the years 2004-2014 and resulted in
significant change in education. This was a period in American education when No Child Left
Behind frequented local school board agendas and demanded time in superintendent day
planners. During this period, federal and state mandated changes in education left some
doubting whether schools were actually “local” or not.
I present a brief history of NCLB and one state’s reform initiative pertaining to a related
federal program called Race to the Top in this section. I describe the required changes, revealing
how new federal laws and programs shifted the responsibility of education from local control to
federal and state control in a mandated reform agenda.
Chronology of federal legislation. In its simplest terms, the No Child Left Behind Act
of 2001 was current federal education law at the time. However, the 2001 legislation
substantially changed education from nearly 40 years of relatively limited federal influence to
extensive federal and special interest influence. No Child Left Behind materialized into law
several decades after President Lyndon B. Johnson’s major education legislation. Johnson’s
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Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) first set overarching federal education
funding into motion (Jennings, 2015; Sreenivasan 2009; Thomas & Brady, 2005).
During the thirty-six years before NCLB, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
waxed and waned over the years through various U. S. presidential administrations, depending
on the philosophy and politics of the times (McAndrews & Scott, 2002). For example, President
Ronald Reagan enacted a federal law overriding Title I funding aspects of ESEA to reduce
federal involvement in juggling education resources but didn’t substantially change ESEA.
Reagan’s Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 fortified resource management
in the hands of states and local districts (Darling-Hammond & Marks, 1983). Overall, Johnson’s
1965 Act, along with its amendments and related legislation through the years, remained in place
until President George W. Bush signed a reauthorized federal education act into law. According
to the U. S. Department of Education website, Congress reauthorized federal education law in
the “One Hundred Seventh Congress of the United States of America, January 3, 2000 [as] An
Act -- To close the achievement gap with accountability, flexibility, and choice, so that no child
is left behind” (United States Department of Education, n.d., para 1).
President Barak Obama sought to fund innovation in education years later with NCLB
firmly in place. In 2009, he authorized the Race to the Top Fund as a highly competitive grant to
states willing to “do what works” in reforming education (Alliance for Excellent Education,
2009, para. 6). His version of a funding apparatus drove change in education without having to
upset the NCLB apple cart. Race to the Top was a separate legislative mechanism, though
aligned with NCLB. The Race to the Top Fund became a strong companion piece to the impact
of NCLB and will be discussed in greater detail in a later section.
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Figure 1 displays the progression of federal law or executive initiative, which
significantly altered American education during particular presidential administrations. Each
action increased the federal reach into local education delivery and services.

1965
President L. B.
Johnson
Elementary
and Secondary
Education Act
(ESEA)

1981
President R.
Reagan
Education
Consolidation
and
Improvement
Act (ECIA)

2001
President G. W.
Bush
Elementary
and Secondary
Education Act Reauthorized
(NCLB)

2009
President B.
Obama
Race To The
Top Initiative
(RTTT)

Figure 1. Increasing federal impact on education
Increasing federal impact on education. The impact of NCLB is not as simple to
portray as the chronology. In this section, I discuss the increasing federal influence through
mandated changes. NCLB left little question of federal involvement in local education, unlike its
predecessors ESEA and ECIA. No Child Left Behind assumed federal authority to organize
state education departments and local districts around key features of the law. All education
entities receiving federal funding signed assurances agreeing to meet requirements of the law in
the following aspects as specified in the public record of PL107:110 NCLB:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Adoption of Challenging Academic Standards
Accountability for Student Performance Results
Academic Assessments to Measure Student Progress
Attention to English Language Proficiency
Reporting of Performance
Provisions for Professional Supports
Parental Involvement and Notifications of Student Progress and Teacher Quality
(US Department of Education, n.d.)

No Child Left Behind defined parameters of student progress, established testing
expectations, and required schools to meet deadlines for implementation and student success.
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The law read, “The timeline shall ensure that not later than 12 years after the end of the 20012002 school year, all students in each group described in subparagraph (C)(v) will meet or
exceed the State's proficient level of academic achievement on the State assessments” (U.S.
Department of Education, n.d., NCLB, Part A, Subpart 1, SEC. 1111. State Plans b.2(F)).
Penalties for not meeting the provisions of the law included withholding funds and a continuum
of corrective action. Corrective action spelled out school restructuring and possible takeover at
the end of a multiple-year cycle and aimed primarily at Title 1 funded districts and schools (U.S.
Department of Education, n.d., NCLB, Part A, Subpart 1, SEC. 1116. Academic Assessment and
Local Educational Agency and School Improvement 3 (b).7-8).
Federal involvement via NCLB pervaded state and local education as compliance began
to dominate attention. A better grasp of the federal encroachment helped illuminate the context
of veteran, rural superintendents leading districts throughout the changes resulting from NCLB.
The history of increasing federal oversight in education started mostly unnoticed those several
decades before NCLB with Johnson’s ESEA (Jennings, 2015). As noted earlier, ESEA gave
substantial funding to public schools for disadvantaged students, but initially without much
federal oversight imposed on schools receiving the funds.
Johnson’s 1965 ESEA contained specific provisions for education improvement in
mathematics and reading. Obligation for program evaluations fell to local and state
responsibilities. The federal level of interest constituted the “big picture” at the outset of the
legislation. In 1981, under President Ronald Reagan’s administration, ESEA’s mechanisms for
funding programs shifted with money going more directly to local districts rather than largely
siphoning through state education departments. Legislators passed the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act (ECIA), accompanying Reagan’s version of ESEA. This shift gave local
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districts and schools greater discretion in making decisions about programming and expenditures
(Verstegen, 1985). However, it increased critical attention to evaluation of federally funded
programs as far as their effectiveness compared to the money expended, especially Title 1, which
became known as “Chapter 1.”
Evaluators criticized the effectiveness of ESEA and especially the Title 1/Chapter 1
programming. Evaluators Stonehill and Groves (1983) reported the divergent evaluation results
to be “early misadventures” (p. 66) and considered the evaluation system to be problematic.
Stonehill and Groves highlighted the state and local responsibilities in the federal law, noting
Chapter 1 funding as “a statute that gives the responsibility for most aspects of program design,
implementation, and evaluation to the state and local agencies” (1983, p. 65).
Galey (2015), looking back at education trends, pointed out federal oversight started to
increase due to President Johnson’s ESEA. ESEA 1965 marked the start of “incrementally more
tightly coupled federal and state governments” and their involvement in local education matters
(Galey, 2015, p. S14). Federal education policy set the pace for education reform, between the
initial ESEA and the most recent reauthorization in 2001, No Child Left Behind. The pace
ramped up especially in the areas of accountability and testing. Galey specified, “Bush’s NCLB
act and . . . Obama’s RTTT [Race to the Top] initiative, have further developed and entrenched
state systems of standard-based accountability, where schools (and more recently teachers) are
held responsible for educational performance” (p. S14).
Additional influences and tensions from NCLB. Another historical aspect of NCLB
magnified its influence. It opened the door of external demands and tensions in education even
beyond the federal influence. External demands and tensions further complicated local control.
In a review of political trends involving education, Galey (2015) discussed the national
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movement in education towards centralization and privatization as an important factor. This
movement tended “to diminish the power of local school boards” (p. S13). NCLB drew broad
criticism and broad interest in education along with amplifying local tensions in communities.
Two years after NCLB became law, Lere (2004) studied power structures in communities,
school board types, superintendent leadership style and the relationship they had to
superintendent longevity. Concerns included the potential impact of No Child Left Behind. Lere
found districts “confronted with closer scrutiny from a [sic] untrusting public; greater demands
from state government for accountability in the form of mandated assessments and increasing
demands for options in the form of charter schools and other alternatives to public education” (p.
4).
In a review of American education, Larabee (2011) succinctly set forth the tensions in
public schooling—public aims versus private interests. The review contended reform had
always been a part of education in the United States and visible in the struggle between
consumer demands for access to education as a property right and means to advantage. Larabee
traced federal government action towards standards in education as a longstanding reform
interest. No Child Left Behind catalyzed private interests in the use of standards-based
education.
This brief discussion of the historical context of NCLB leads next to the additional
impact President Obama’s Race to the Top had as an intended lever to innovative reform under
NCLB requirements. I will describe one state’s reform initiative to give a more detailed
explanation of the ways the competitive grant program empowered states to promote a federally
mandated agenda and further complicated the education scenario during the decade of change
being studied, 2004-2014.
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Race to the Top and One State’s Implementation
Like No Child Left Behind, Race to the Top’s historical context began subtly, long before
politicians announced support for it. Gubernatorial interest in an over-arching education agenda
resulted in collaborative action, which eventually not only played into NCLB but also into Race
to the Top. Achieve, an organization comprised of governors and business leaders, emerged
from the National Education Summit in 1996. The organization publically promoted academic
standards coupled with assessment starting in 1998 (Achieve, n.d.). According to Perspective
(2010), a newsletter representing views of Achieve, state governors showed particular interest in
the reforms designed in NCLB, which later were also echoed in Race to the Top.
Looking back to 2001, NCLB emboldened private and public interest and varying
perspectives in education, which led to additional programs, funding, and shift of control. The
Perspective (2010) found it noteworthy in 2005 the nation’s governors brought to the discussion
table education standards for curriculum, assessments, and accountability systems supported by
data infrastructure.
Many of the key elements to Race to the Top replicated the focus of the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO) and the National Governors Association (NGA) as a result of
their partnership efforts. The CCSSO, generally comprised of state education department
executives, worked in conjunction with NGA to draft Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for
the areas of English/Language Arts and Mathematics (Perspective, 2010).
During the July 24, 2009, launch of Race to the Top, President Obama joined U.S.
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan in the spotlight of announcing one of the most generously
funded education initiatives in American history. Obama specified the vision: “Better standards.
Better teaching. Better schools. Data-driven results. That’s what we will reward with our Race
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to the Top Fund” (Alliance, 2009, p. 1). The language mirrored influence similar to CCSSO and
NGA concerns. States had less than a year to begin their “race” and get important stakeholders
on board with the Obama vision for education. Public comment on the grant application as
proposed was due by the end of August 2009, notice of the grant and invitation to apply was
scheduled for October, followed by a December 2009 deadline for first-round applications
(Walsh & Jacobs, 2010, p. 5).
The United States Department of Education announced 16 finalists for the first round of
Race to the Top competition on March 4, 2010. A few days after the announcement, the first
draft of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) shared the stage. The CCSS draft hailed as a
signature piece of reform championed by governors, business, private sector stakeholders and
Council of Chief State School Officers (Perspective, 2010). Together, RTTT and CCSS set a
frenetic pace for the education race heading into the winning round. Selected states would take
on the work of unprecedented reform and divide up a pot of $4.35 billion to accomplish
innovations.
In the next section, I discuss the context of the Race to the Top funding and the
mechanism for change it turned out to be. The federal government wielded powerful influence
through RTTT funding, dangling it like a carrot. Control over education decisions and systems
noticeably shifted from local and state initiatives to decisions intended to meet federally
mandated reform.
Funding tips the balance. Race to the Top developed during austere times for every
state, following the economic downturn in the previous years. The recession hit education hard,
and Race to the Top was a part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).
Obama sought to revitalize economies in part by education sector benefit. He signaled the RTTT
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fund, as an education improvement incentive, was “based on a simple principal—whether a state
is ready to do what works” (Alliance, 2009, p. 1).
Walsh and Jacobs (2009) noted RTTT’s generous “education stimulus funding to states”
(p. 3) included $4.35 billion, complemented by other separately established federally funded
programs for education. The largest portion filtered to all states through a formula, but a
competitive process earmarked a significant portion to be awarded outside of state formulas.
The goal stood as innovation in education; however, the innovation needed to be in areas of
“data infrastructures, struggling schools and standards/assessments” (p. 3)
Grant application guidelines clearly established expectations for close compliance to the
requirements of the competitive process. Aims of RTTT were strikingly similar to work
sponsored by governors, many years prior. State responsibilities included “developing
internationally benchmarked standards and assessments; establishing longitudinal data systems;
improving teacher and principal effectiveness; and providing intensive support for lowperforming schools” (Alliance, 2009, p. 2). Specific grant details as well as rhetoric from
President Obama and U.S. Secretary of Education Duncan interpreted how states were to lead the
education reform within those defined areas of reform. In fact, Obama made it clear the intent
was to change the way states considered education: “Any state that makes it unlawful to link
student progress to teacher evaluations will have to change its ways if it wants to compete for a
grant” (Obama as cited in Alliance, 2009, p. 2).
Race to the Top shook things up according to Moe’s (2011) analysis of special interest
impact in American education. Obama used an aggressive response to the dismal economy as
the pipeline he needed for funding education innovation. He began taking bold action less than
two months into his presidency. Education was one of the bold moves. President Obama
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couched the opportunity for monumental change in a competitive grant. By offering a grant,
Obama sidestepped political controversy regarding NCLB reauthorization, delayed going up
against the force of the National Education Association (NEA) to disarm poor teacher
performance, and appeared to spur innovation and economy while also bolstering choice and
charters.
The grant opportunity seemingly blew the top off status quo thinking and promoted an
“anything goes” approach. The reform dance began. However, governors, their legislators and
state departments of education danced to a very particular tune. What’s more, the band was
made up of several individuals who had been part of a strong “education reform community [that
was] not just strong inside the Department [of Education], but it has penetrated Washington, and
will exert considerable pressure of its own to ensure that RTT lives up to its potential” (Walsh &
Jacobs, 2009, p. 4). It included names such as Bill and Melinda Gates, the Aspen Institute, and
players associated with the Education Trust, NewSchools Venture Fund, Carnegie, National
Council on Teacher Quality, and the Center for American Progress, to name a few.
States needed to accomplish a significant portion of the work prior to submitting
applications, an expectation distinct to the RTTT competitive process. Even if a state was not
awarded, the master-minded reform trajectory of RTTT bulldozed through state legislative cycles
without assurance to legislators and state education leaders of additional federal funding.
Purportedly keen changes displayed a readiness and a willingness among stakeholders at the
state power levels to push the federal agenda mandated in NCLB and endorsed in RTTT. The
first area of pre-compliance required states to offer a teacher licensure pathway outside of the
traditional certification by post-secondary education program completion. The second area
involved state legislation and accompanying regulations designed to form the building blocks of
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monumental change toward the four prongs of RTTT: standards and assessment
(accountability), data systems, educator effectiveness, and critical attention to low-performing
schools and districts (Walsh & Jacobs, 2009).
Figure 2 captures three critical elements evolved from NCLB. These elements enabled
RTTT to capitalize on a climate and culture for change toward American Education. RTTT
resulted in an even greater impact on local education than previous executive influence and
magnified the loss of coherence in systems within school districts.
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Increased Public Interests
Governors, Council of Chief State School Officers, General Public
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Funding, Influence, Demands
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Figure 2. Race to the Top capitalizes on NCLB reform
Moe (2011) called it “genuinely historic: a unique national experience that succeeded in
setting off the biggest explosion of reformist activity . . . there has been much more reform—and
public attention to the need for it—than the nation has experienced in a very long time” (pp. 362363). RTTT was a new way of doing education business at the federal level: “Race to the Top
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was an effort by Obama and Duncan to get the state to do things they wouldn’t otherwise do,
using money as the inducement” (Moe, 2011, p. 367).
In the following section, I trace the background for Colorado’s efforts to win funding
through Race to the Top. Aggressive efforts evidenced many aspects of targeted reform and set
the stage for reaction at the local level where superintendents felt the dizzying impact.
One state’s race to the top for funding. Colorado determined Race to the Top was
worth going after and knew, from working with consultants, it needed to move forward with an
aggressive approach. Walsh and Jacobs (2009) established seven areas of vital change which
Colorado needed to address if the state expected to succeed in its bid for funding under RTTT.
The authors included an overview of the undercurrents afoot with the new, well-heeled initiative
as a preface for their advice to Colorado, in a commissioned report. The Piton Foundation along
with the Donnell-Kay Foundation, the Colorado Children’s Campaign, and the Public Education
& Business Coalition commissioned the report.
Walsh and Jacobs (2009) emphatically urged Colorado to respond immediately to “pass
groundwork legislation and regulation . . . [establishing] fundamental building blocks” (p. 7) to
the major reform needed. They promoted the idea of authority outside of legislation could
strategically accomplish some change, though muscle for reform by law was also absolutely
necessary to garner RTTT funding. Politics abounded; a strong alliance among many
stakeholders in a state increased the likelihood of a funded application. In Colorado, at least 100
of the 178 districts and their superintendents indicated agreement to support pursuit of the grant,
at the time of Walsh and Jacobs’ publication. (Later the percentage grew to 90% of the districts.)
Along with support from educators and district leaders, involvement of parents and stakeholders
representing children’s interests was imperative.
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To ensure Colorado submitted a successful grant application, the National Report on
Teacher Quality (Walsh & Jacobs, 2009, p. 10) recommended the following seven strategy areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Performance Management
Equitable Distribution of Educators
Teacher Induction
Compensation Reform
Teaching in STEM Fields
State-Aided Adoption of an Effective Curriculum
Educator Preparation, Including Alternative Certification

Frenzied change efforts engulfed competitive states, Colorado included. RTTT deadlines
and funding prizes spurred relatively hurried response, despite legislation and reform generally
being lengthy processes in any usual context. Race to the Top and state efforts to secure funding
became regular news items in many venues. In a Washington Post article, Shear and Anderson
(2009) reported,
The Colorado legislature passed three laws this year aimed at aligning state and federal
goals on turning around low-performing schools, linking teacher and student data and
helping students at risk of dropping out, according to Lt. Gov. Barbara O'Brien (D). One
of the state laws “lifted language” verbatim from a federal education document, she said.
“I have read every speech that Arne Duncan and President Obama have given on
education like a literary critic,” she said. O'Brien has noted it all on a spreadsheet, and
she is aggressively reviewing policies and developing coalitions to maximize the state's
chances.
“We all know Colorado needs this money,” she said. “Nobody wanted to be the
group that threw up the roadblock that would kick us out of the competition.” (p. 2)
At the outset of Race to the Top, Colorado Governor Bill Ritter, Lieutenant Governor
Barbara O’Brian, and Commissioner of Education Dwight Jones aggressively pursued the
funding opportunity. Colorado policymakers moved ahead on state legislation even though they
met resistance and criticism. Walsh and Jacobs (2009) noted reform plans had to be practical
enough for rural districts to participate as well as appealing to urban and suburban districts.
Walsh and Jacobs recommended technical assistance to rural districts from the state, which
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would make up for the capacity larger districts already could provide toward their own efforts.
In addition, local issues would require contingency funding to overcome barriers sure to arise.
Klein (2009), in an Education Week article primarily focused on Colorado’s efforts, noted
the challenge for Lt. Gov. Barbara O’Brian as she sought widespread support for Colorado’s
RTTT application. O’Brian, tapped by Governor Ritter to head the application effort, needed to
find ways to massage the strong sense of “local control” in order to get necessary buy in. Klein
pointed out, “Given Colorado’s tradition of local control, the state’s eventual plan for the federal
grant money will have to be married to a culture that prizes local prerogatives” (p. 21).
The sentiment toward local control in Colorado loomed in the face of federal usurping.
Klein (2009) reported U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan went so far as to declare that
preventing government access to local information technology could curtail a state’s competitive
edge. Colorado quickly put into play four steering committees to rigorously determine ways to
address the four areas of required assurance. The committees involved business and community
people along with staff from Gov. Ritter’s department of education. The committees hoped to
open needed conversations with key public figures and gain additional support.
In the midst of disseminating information about RTTT to mayors, Lt. Gov. O’Brian
raised issue with low-performing schools and talked tough. Klein (2009) reported O’Brian’s
blatant threat to schools and school boards telling them they should be afraid. Only 95 out of
178 districts had signed letters of intent to support the state’s initiative, at the time of the article.
Klein interviewed one rural superintendent who cited the power of local control. The
superintendent had not signed yet because of caution about the plan becoming an unfunded
mandate. Klein quoted the superintendent who predicted instead of a “carrot” dangling, it would
turn out to be the “stick” educators felt ( p. 23).
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Prior to Race to the Top, Colorado had already passed a provision for working with
academic standards and expected to create computer based testing components to gauge student
and teacher performance by measuring student achievement through a growth model. Gov.
Ritter had already begun utilizing state and private funding for the start of an “educator
identification system” to link teacher and student performance (Klein, 2009, p. 23).
According to Maxwell (2010), not all went smoothly in the race. Some local districts in
Colorado were slow to sign assurances and give backing to the state’s bid for the economic
stimulus funds sought through the Race to the Top American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) Funds. At one point in the processes, 90% of the 178 districts, 132, had signed on, but
support was fickle and fragile, especially later in the game. District assurances needed to attest
to solid support from superintendents, school board presidents, and leaders of teachers unions.
In Colorado, state lawmakers were in the thick of the concerns as they juggled grant legislative
requirements against disapproval of local unions.
When the first round was finally completed, Colorado failed in its bid.
Round Two began.
The National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ, 2010) gave Colorado high marks
going in to Round Two. After a lot of protocol, jockeying for position, and losing a first-round
bid, Colorado secured designation in Round Two as a finalist in a field of eleven states and the
District of Columbia for a RTTT grant. The designation, however, came with notification of less
available funding than what was requested. Colorado got a finalist slot but needed to reduce its
requested grant budget by over $100 million to a $175 million dollar ask. With the
announcement of the grant finalists, U. S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan gave indications
the expectations and tough rhetoric were diminished somewhat. Duncan said that a lack of some
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key players such as teacher’s associations and not getting 100% of the district support would not
prevent an award (NCTQ, 2010, p. 1).
Private and public interests leveraged together in Race to the Top outcomes. For
example, the NCTQ served as grant application reviewers on segments of the proposals dealing
with Great Teachers and Leaders. At the same time, NCTQ publicly complimented codified
laws passed in Colorado between the first round of grant applications and the second.
Specifically, Senate Bill 191, a law which created upheaval in educator evaluation processes,
seemed to be a hallmark of the application. Yet the Colorado Education Association (an affiliate
of the National Education Association, NEA) reversed its support for RTTT. The NCTQ report
indicated the reversal signaled the strength of the state legislative action (NCTQ, 2010).
Later in the processes of the second round of state applications for federal Race to the
Top funds, plans of dramatic change pitted varied interests against each other. State interests
battled the interests of teachers’ unions under the requirements of RTTT to be tough on educator
quality. Colorado Education Association eventually withdrew support and publicly opposed the
second-round application (McNeil, 2010).
As the competition heated up toward the completion of the second round, Education
Week reported Colorado requested grant funding of $377 million with 74% of its districts
indicating support and no caps on growth of charter schools. In the “dash for cash,” McNeil and
Maxwell (2010) noted some states legislated no caps on charter school growth, “tore down data
‘firewalls,’” and yielded to federal influence. Colorado, along with the other finalists in the
second round, scored above a 400 out of a possible 500 points, earning a “B” on its “blue print
for education improvement” (McNeil & Maxwell, 2010, p. 26).
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The run for the money brought a variety of special interest stakeholders together. The
Gates Foundation gave all but two state finalists $250,000 dollars to pay consultants, in
promotion of the competitive process. Colorado Department of Education described a
“‘Turnaround center’ [sic] to be operated by a nonprofit organization to ramp up state and
district capacity to turn around low-performing schools, as part of their proposal (McNeil &
Maxwell, 2010, p. 27).
Round Two culminated and Colorado earned an award, but perhaps the real race was just
beginning. In the next section, I delineate the required changes established by the Colorado
Department of Education and the results of winning a funded Race to the Top proposal. The
numerous required changes disrupted multiple areas of traditional education structures and
compelled superintendents to implement changes at the local level.
Colorado’s requirements with Race to the Top. In Colorado, the Race to the Top
competition set off a firestorm of legislation in 2009 as state officials sought to strategically
position the state, even before grant details were published. Over time, major legislation resulted
in three key and very comprehensive laws: Senate Bill 163 (accountability), Senate Bill 191
(educator effectiveness and evaluation), and Senate Bill 212 (standards-based education and
assessments). Superintendents especially noticed the impact in a multitude of areas. Caughey
(n.d.), Executive Director of the Colorado Association of School Executives (CASE) issued a
brief concerning Senate Bill 191, which summarized the newly passed law aimed at insuring
quality teachers and administrators. Caughey captured a Colorado administrator’s response to
the monumental shifts just beginning, following the 2009 legislative session: “Whenever we
experience a paradigm shift, it forces us to focus on our worst fears and greatest hopes” (p. 1).
According to Caughey (n.d.), the “new law adds a new dimension for evaluating licensed
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personnel—assessing their ‘effectiveness’ as the basis for making decisions about hiring,
compensation, promotion, assignment, professional development, earning and, [sic] retaining
probationary status, dismissal, and contract renewal” (p. 1).
Regardless of any local school district policies, SB 191 required annual evaluations of
teachers and principals, standardized performance rubrics, and timelines for evaluation
processes. It established statewide probationary and tenure status along with status portability
parameters. SB 191 mandated districts develop and use School Accountability Committees
(SAC). Required SAC membership included parents and community members alongside
teachers and administrators. All were to consider performance of staff and principals, among
other duties. The new law specified dismissal processes and required mutual consent of teachers
and principal if administrators reassigned a low-performing teacher to a different school in the
district (Colorado Department of Education, n.d.-b). These were a few of the notable areas from
SB 191, which dramatically added to the education change landscape in Colorado education.
Ultimately the superintendent in each local district would need to mobilize implementation.
Caughey (n.d.) pointed out, as local districts determined their measurement of educator
effectiveness, SB 191 established “one of the standards for measuring teacher performance must
require that at least 50 percent of the evaluation is determined by the academic growth
[emphasis in the original] of the teacher’s students” (p. 5). Principal evaluations also hinged on
school performance with half of the measurement based on calculations derived from student and
school data. Some aspects of the new law took effect in the 2010-2011 school year. SB 191
mandated each district to implement its evaluation system including forms, defined measures,
timelines and processes by the 2013-2014 school year.
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As a result of Race to the Top, another new law, Senate Bill 163, increased district and
school accountability and added to the many changes already required through SB 191. SB 163
set forth a required system of reporting student, school, and district performance along with
teacher quality, school finance, and school safety and discipline data. Once developed by the
state, the plan meant district and school report cards would be publicly displayed using results of
student achievement. Utilizing a to-be-created online system, anyone accessing the public
website could access results of newly devised growth model measures, district and school
improvement plans, and accreditation contracts. The law further defined performance
expectations and steps for removal of accreditation. In addition, each district was to develop a
District Accountability Committee involving parents, community and business members,
teachers, and administration with a membership majority of parents (Colorado Department of
Education, n.d.-a).
Finally, Senate Bill 212 completed the trio of new Colorado education laws enacted
under RTTT. SB 212 mandated the used of content standards for subject areas along with new
assessments to be aligned to the standards. The law dealt with early education as well as higher
education in a PK-16 effort. It specified school readiness details through aspects of preschool
and early reading initiatives, including required processes for student retention at third grade for
deficient readers. It also established an enhanced and tiered diploma system and required
changes to graduation requirements, individual learning plans for all students, as well as
implementation of workforce readiness standards. SB 212 also pushed the broadened
involvement of parents and community with each district developing a “blueprint” for student
success and requiring progress reporting of assessments and performance to parents, the
community, and the business sector (Colorado Department of Education, n.d.-c).
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Figure 3 displays significant aspects of each law enacted as Colorado’s response to Race
to the Top. The laws included extensive new requirements as part of the all-encompassing
changes legislated in Colorado’s reform aimed at earning RTTT funding. The laws set in motion
simultaneous efforts on multiple fronts to meet the legislative requirements and resulted in
fragmentation in school districts.

SB 163
Accountability

SB 191
Educator Effectiveness

• Statewide annual reporting system of
student, school, and district
performance in Report Cards
• Teacher Quality annual reporting to the
public
• School Finance annual reporting to the
public
• School Safety and Discipline annual
reporting to the public
• Statewide use of student achievement
growth model for school and district
performance measures
• School and District Improvement Plans
annual reporting to the public
• District Accountability Committee
involved in various aspects of district
improvement and accountability
processes
• Accreditation processes and annual
status reporting publically

• Annual evaluations of all certified and
administrative staff
• Standardized performance rubrics
• Educator effectiveness measured 50%
on student achievement results
• Statewide timelines for evaluation
processes
• Statewide Probationary and Tenure
Status and portability
• School Accountability Committee
involved in performance considerations
• Statewide dismissal processes including
mutual consent

SB 212
Standards-Based Education
• Content Standards
• New statewide assessments based on
new Colorado Academic Standards
(aligned with Common Core State
Standards)
• School Readiness and Early Education
assessments
• Early Reading initiatives
• Statewide retention of students at 3rd
grade based on lack of reading
proficiency
• Enhanced and Tiered diploma system
• Graduation requirements
• Workforce Readiness standards
• "Blueprint" for student success
• Periodic reporting of performance to
parents and community

Figure 3. Colorado’s big three: Education legislation for Race to the Top
In the following section, I summarize the literature regarding organizational change in
education under the pressures of NCLB. As chief executive officers of school districts,
superintendents fill a distinct position and had to deal with the circumstances resulting from the
external pressures as well as the internal dynamics following.
Superintendent Tensions in Organizational Change and District Reform
Change to education organizations in the past decade placed exponential tensions on the
skills and expertise of district superintendents. Considering a pre-NCLB study provided
contrast. Andero (2000), alarmed at the changing role of superintendents prior to NCLB, felt the
shifting responsibilities were significant. Andero correctly foreshadowed bigger change ahead
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due to courtroom decisions, government, and special interests. The irony is Andero’s perception
of noteworthy change in role was singular: superintendents responded to increased pressure
around curriculum. The remainder of the superintendent’s job appeared to be status quo.
Andero’s early study observed within the larger systems the “superintendent is the most
influential player in the business of forming curriculum policy. His function is to influence
curriculum policy on the local system level in a positive way” (p. 276). The superintendent’s
task of leading a district under NCLB saw the role expanding in multiple dimensions,
considerably beyond curriculum alone.
Freneticism, External Forces, and Challenges to Organizational Cohesion
School districts under the pressures of NCLB functioned with frequently shifting
scenarios. The climate of schooling took on fragmentation and cohesion was threatened. The
external forces tainted local sentiment toward schools and districts. Malen and Rice (2004), only
four years after Andero’s (2000) study, assessed the impact of education reform. They referred
to “broad notions of organizational freneticism and fragmentation to characterize sets of policy
effects that can undermine the ability of organizations to put resources to productive use” (p.
636). Malen and Rice concluded in the cases of the underperforming schools participating in the
study, “high-stakes accountability reforms may deplete resources . . . the resource misalignments
and the organizational freneticism and fragmentation that accompanied the policy undermined
the productivity of these resources” (p. 653). Superintendents grappled with use of alreadylimited resources amidst the frenetic pace of federal and state policy mandates.
Julian (2006) typified organizations and their leadership under pressure of accelerated
change in a study of Illinois superintendents. The researcher portrayed the education realm prior
to 2001 as one in which education leaders felt general public satisfaction in education services.
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However, the scenario changed when district leaders needed “to facilitate change [in order] to
avoid public dissatisfaction that can potentially weakens [sic] the support base of the current
system structure” (p. 4).
NCLB and Race to the Top elicited considerable attention to how education organizations
assimilated the external pressures of reform demands. Hanson surmised “school administrators
are not in control of the external systems that have major effect in the affairs of their
organizations” (as cited in Bell, 2008, p. 19). As the CEOs of their districts, superintendents
maintained cohesion in the organization. Bell (2008) believed, “Changes from different levels of
government can lead to fragmentation” (p. 19).
No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top propelled systems into monumental change
and altered education to such a degree superintendents were caught in the center of the storms
encircling their organizations. External pressures surrounding education organizations required
superintendents to “act as facilitators who can transform strong external demands into
manageable processes of teaching and learning” (Johnstone, Dikkers, & Luedeke, 2009, p. 18).
Complex Roles, Capacity Concerns, and Powerlessness
Under NCLB, superintendents sought innovation and programs to meet accountability
demands, yet incorporating improvements added to the layers of complexities. District leaders
looked to systems approaches to build a more responsive culture in the organization toward
accountability. Concerns about the capacity of education organizations along with questions
about effective district leadership practices and superintendent impact on student performance
eroded confidence and further disrupted systems.
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Mitchell (2008) recognized the complexities of South Dakota school superintendents’
jobs in leading the organization as he studied their responses to innovation following enactment
of NCLB. Mitchell observed the complexities of the superintendent’s role related to reform:
Most public school superintendents are running the largest and most complex enterprise
in their communities. They play a political role balancing the desires of parents and
taxpayers, staff, and the community, becoming a lightning rod for controversy and
conflict. Public school district superintendents are caught between the lay school board
that sets district policy and the teachers and staff who must carry it out. In the last few
years, public school district superintendents have been called upon to be implementers of
state and federal mandates, often without the resources to do their job. (p. 4)
Local public sentiment of schools tended to be positive in the past, but the push for
reform challenged local school satisfaction, putting superintendents in a precarious position.
Mitchell (2008) drew from the 2007 Phi Delta Kappan Gallup Poll found most people favored
their own local school and felt other schools needed to change, even in the face of NCLB’s
attention to accountability. As a seasoned rural superintendent, Mitchell recognized the chasm
between external political and reformist views (outsiders to the district) and those closest to the
local schools (school boards and community stakeholders): “The public school district
superintendent seems to be placed right in the middle of this argument. Instead of demanding
reform, most communities appear to desire improvement by making minor changes to the current
structure” (p. 6).
Some superintendents became openly hesitant about the positives of NCLB as related to
their organizations. The changes pressed on public education from federal and state mandates
causing issues in local school districts: “Public school district superintendents in visible change
agent roles often create conflict and chaos” (Mitchell, 2008, p. 7). Mitchell (2008) maintained
executive educators felt “disempowered” and the future of education looked to be full of
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increased pressure different from the past where “change occurred incrementally and
infrequently” (p. 8).
Education organizations experienced change and resisted change in many of the same
ways as other organizations. Mitchell (2008) noted building capacity for success in change
meant increasing collective efficacy and “closing the knowing-doing gap” (p. 29).
Superintendents navigated changes in an organization and took steps to avoid additional
problems. According to Kotter (2007), leaders needed to take eight steps to transform an
organization. The steps consisted of:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

establishing a sense of urgency
forming a powerful guiding coalition
creating a vision
communicating the vision
empowering others to act on the vision
planning for and creating short-term wins
consolidating improvements and producing still more change
institutionalizing new approaches (p. 4)

Midway in the NCLB journey, some researchers wondered about the impact of districtlevel leadership. Johnstone, Dikkers and Luedeke (2009) “hypothesized that a national policy as
pervasive as NCLB would have an impact on how superintendents lead . . . [and asserted] the era
of accountability has become a stubborn reality for school district leaders” (p. 14).
Superintendents felt pressured to develop education cultures aligned with accountability
expectations but recognized reliance on narrow measures had implications. Johnstone et al.
(2009) noted a weariness among district leaders and a “lack of training exacerbated their feelings
of powerlessness and frustration” in seeking increased student performance under the external
pressures of NCLB (p. 14). An unintended outcome of the law was “reduced autonomy . . . [and
situations that] diminish the influence of school district leaders” (p. 15).
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Johnstone, Dikkers, and Luedeke (2009) used qualitative inquiry to gather data through
focus group interviews to “better understand how school superintendents lead and manage
locally in an era driven by a pervasive and controversial national policy” (p. 15). The
researchers described three emergent themes: “politics and leadership of accountability, emotion
and accountability, and impacts on instruction and accountability” (p. 15). Superintendents cited
issues such as the transient nature of the scenario: processes were not in place and changed
throughout the reform movement. Superintendents also acknowledged funding was inadequate,
communities and school boards became emotional and confused, and challenging decisions
pitted needs of student subgroups against other needy concerns: “NCLB created a political storm
for superintendents both in and out of their school systems” (p. 16). NCLB storms also stirred
up operations within systems due to scrutiny surrounding program changes. Superintendents
strove to lead organizations experiencing disruptions to instructional personnel qualifications,
reconstitution of instructional time, and upheavals in addressing special populations (Johnstone
et al., 2009).
The contexts of NCLB and Response to Intervention (RtI) created concerns regarding the
capacity of district level leadership to effect change at the student performance level. Miller,
Feagan, Kupka and Laubenstein (2009) researched Missouri superintendents to determine if use
of five core leadership practices applied to reform models led to sustainable change in
organizations. Impetus for the study came, in part, from the lack of literature regarding district
leadership through core practices.
Miller et al. (2009) used an expert panel to validate their selection of core leadership
practices important to sustaining change: “Moral Purpose, Capacity Building, Knowledge
Creation and Sharing, Relationship Building, and Fidelity Monitoring” (p. 3). These practices
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served the researchers as a lens to illuminate what superintendents think and do. They concluded
if all five practices were used, sustainable change led to increased student performance; but if
any of the leadership practices were missing, change did not occur. They based their study
largely on the theories of Waters and Marzano’s and Fullan’s work, which focused on districtlevel leader impact on student achievement. According to Miller et al., sustainability in
innovation and reform rested with “district leadership support and the extent to which leadership
succession is cultivated across the district” (p. 17). Part of the organizational capacity to
appropriately respond to improvement depended on legacy and breadth of continuity in direction
from leader to leader and among leaders.
Urgency and Wariness of Reform
NCLB also spawned research focused on to what extent superintendents perceived
urgency related to improving student achievement. Gauzy (2010) used survey research to study
perceptions of 98 Missouri superintendents and their sense of urgency toward student
achievement. Gauzy noted greater sense of urgency on the part of superintendents serving in
districts with lower student performance ratings and status than superintendents of districts of
distinction. Sense of urgency also determined frequency of communication to key stakeholders
as well as level of urgency in messaging.
The context of state closure and potential takeover of school districts under the pressures
of NCLB also prompted part of Gauzy’s (2010) research. The researcher described the increased
complexity and challenges of superintendent work comprising roles as change agent, moral
leader, reformer, policy endorser, and messenger of urgency, among other roles. Gauzy
compared superintendent perceptions based on sense of urgency, source of urgency,
communication of urgency, perception of change in urgency and sought to determine any
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relationship between communication strategies used and change in sense of urgency within the
district.
Gauzy (2010) claimed the impact of accountability on public education in general and the
pervasive demands placed on superintendents in particular resulted in an “ideological shift” (p.
20). Gauzy noted in the context of over two decades of accountability demands “this consistent,
intense focus on any policy issue was rare. Most policy issues have a life span of three to five
years” (pp. 20- 21). The researcher maintained some research noted a lack of ethical response at
the superintendent level when executive leaders knew an achievement gap existed but did not
take action to address the gap. Moral leadership called for action at the district level especially
where student achievement was lowest.
Roles and expectations of superintendents varied from the past. Gauzy (2010) provided
an overview of the changes since 1830 when the position “was a weak position often filled by
volunteer clerks” (p. 23). Gauzy equated superintendent effectiveness with increased student
performance. District and building leadership made a difference in the achievement of students.
The multiple roles of superintendents had to be well executed for the leader to successfully
impact student academic results. Part of the success came from a superintendent creating a
“learning organization” so the organization became one using inquiry and allowing for tolerance
of uncertainty (p. 41). Leaders in contemporary times faced greater challenges in meeting
expectations for improved student performance than in the past. Gauzy urged superintendents to
“establish a sense of urgency . . . all must rally to the hope of a better future for all students” (p.
174).
Superintendents felt constricted by mandates as they led their organizations through the
pressures of NCLB. Smith (2011) utilized survey research to explore and describe the beliefs of
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Illinois public school superintendents toward NCLB reform. Smith gained a 40% response rate
with 349 completed surveys, and 60% of the respondents represented rural districts. Smith found
52% of superintendents felt NCLB had not added to their leadership of reform, 75% felt less
freedom working with the community, and 70% disagreed NCLB accounted for increased
parental choice. Most agreed the law helped them as far as “strengthening school district
accountability systems” (p. iv) and “developing goals and objectives concerning usage of proven
educational methods” (p. 133). Rural superintendents agreed to a lesser degree than leaders of
mid-sized or urban districts.
Smith (2011) noted criticism toward American education systems because systems defied
reform efforts for as long as reform had been advocated. Disagreement among educators,
politicians, and pundits fueled resistance to change and resulted in no meaningful consensus.
Educators became calloused against hazards of susceptibility to fads, cycles, and external
pressures. Amidst the turmoil “of these various difficulties is the public school superintendent”
who is the “designated chief executive officer of the school district and has the duty to perform
the responsibilities of the educational leader” (p. 4).
Smith (2011) claimed “the superintendent’s position is the most visible and has the
potential of being the most influential in the achievement of educational goals within the school
district . . . [and] the effectiveness of the school district is centered on the superintendent” (p. 9).
The researcher highlighted the perspective of superintendents shortly after enactment of NCLB.
Most recognized the profound impact of mandated requirements and expected the testing and
accountability were not going away. Wallace Foundation’s 2003 Public Agenda acknowledged
small-district superintendents supported NCLB less than large-district administrators (para. 3).
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Superintendents and Systemic Change
Some attention turned to the ability of superintendents to lead systemic change, as the
years of NCLB continued. Schumacher (2011) discussed the need for systemic change to meet
expectations in an era of accountability. When change was met with resistance, Schumacher
asserted “that successful systemic change only occurs if there is a process in place to ensure
continuous improvement” (p. 17). Countering failure in reform efforts necessitated change in
culture. Schumacher focused on implementation and sustainability efforts of districts which
were successful with the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program. The researcher used survey
research to glean insight from 65 top Baldrige districts in 21 states along with interviews of
leaders of five of the Baldrige award winning districts.
Schumacher’s (2011) study led to recommendations regarding implementation and
sustainability. Schumacher found change began with superintendent leadership and incorporated
introspection toward organizational performance, need for cultural change, holistic
implementation, fidelity and care regarding implementation and increments of change.
Sustainability depended on pervasive regard for continuous improvement, increased capacity,
systems approach with clear and consistent communication of goals, stable leadership, and a
flexibility to correct course based on learning from challenges.
The influence of chief education officers of districts in the midst of reform tied to
relationships in Sanders’ (2012) qualitative case study. Sanders wanted to understand the
influence of reform leaders implementing the National Network of Partnership Schools’ (NNPS)
framework in response to the NCLB reform push. Findings focused on positive relationships
between leaders and specific partners in the framework. Sanders recognized the concerns
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surrounding failure in reform and the importance of “scaling up” in the face of “the nested nature
of school systems” requiring the attention and support of district level leaders (p. 155).
The role of district leadership especially influenced the formation of positive
relationships throughout reform implementation processes and helped balance fidelity versus
adaptation issues. Sanders (2012) considered the implications for sustained change in systems
and noted district leaders “can significantly influence the quality with which external reforms are
implemented” (p. 156). Overall, Sanders explained the role district leaders had in reform
success, particularly by “building structures and human agency and enacting policies that support
and sustain meaningful change” (p. 182). They did this when they “facilitate[d] the relationships
linked to effective reform implementation by constructing opportunities within a district for
reform leaders, school leaders, the superintendent, and school board members to engage in
meaningful discussions about reform implementation” (p. 182). Superintendents also prompted
“district reform leaders across sites to share experiences, insights, and expertise from the
ground” (p. 182).
Recent research by Feuerstein (2013) discussed the dominant forces in education taking
superintendents down a dismal course. Feuerstein maintained superintendents showed little
resistance to testing and accountability issues, which magnified a lack of advocacy at the district
executive level toward social justice. Historically, progressivism began a shift in education and
administrative leadership followed an industrial order. The researcher established a case against
a later defining trend toward the “managerialist” (p. 888) model built upon a business style in
superintendent preparation. Feuerstein noted examples of new superintendent prep programs
promoted by those who espoused student performance decrease was the fault of low capacity and
inept leadership. Programs Feuerstein cited as examples emerged with backing from wealthy
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private foundations with distinct private sector values and the influence of politics inciting
external pressure on education.
According to Feuerstein (2013), superintendents were vulnerable. The researcher
claimed a “prevailing belief in the power of accountability-based reform. . . . [which had
become] so deeply imbedded in the consciousness of the public” (p. 873). Leonardo labeled it
“hegemonic” (as cited in Feuerstein, 2013, p. 873). Teachers viewed superintendents as out of
touch when it came to concerns about over-testing children. Feuerstein acknowledged,
“superintendents, sensing widespread support for increased accountability on all sides, are likely
to, either consciously or unconsciously, adjust their behavior so that their decisions align with the
circulating discourses. . . . [and in turn promoted a] ‘no excuses’ point of view” (p. 873).
Ironically, in the process “local school districts and superintendents have lost a great deal of
authority to pursue alternative policies and programs” (p. 874), which drove them ever closer to
prevalent philosophies. To go against the predominant wave of reform, superintendents risked
being seen as the problem in an already precarious position.
In the next section, I consider aspects of rural school districts and the ways
superintendents led their organizations in rural settings. Rural education, like education in
suburban and urban areas, experienced the challenges already discussed in earlier sections. At
the same time, rural education settings demanded particular considerations from the executive
leader of the district in ways differing from superintendents in suburban and urban districts.
Distinctions specific to rural and the ways they impact education leadership added to the
challenges of the past decade under NCLB.
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Challenges to Rural Superintendents and Meeting NCLB
Meeting the mandates of NCLB challenged most superintendents during the decade of
2004-2014. The reforms impacted multiple aspects of education and created change in
expansive ways. Managing the changes and leading the reform fell immediately to
superintendents as chief executive officers of their organizations. In small, rural districts, the
demands multiplied for superintendents who wore many hats and did not have depth of human
resources or systems with capacity to absorb the magnitude of reform.
Rural schools educated over 20% of American students in the 2010-11 school year,
which accounted for well over 9.7 million students (Johnson, Showalter, Klein, & Lester, 2014).
Since the previous Rural and Community Trust’s biennial report, the rural student population had
increased; was more transient than the non-rural student population; and showed increases in
demographic shift factors including diversity, poverty, and special education needs. Many
complexities of rural education stemmed from these changes. Johnson et al. claimed in spite of
the drastic shifts, “invisibility of rural education persists in many states . . . [especially regarding
state policy and the] national educational landscape” (p. 28). Superintendents of these students
grappled with the realities of serving the needs of this distinct population and particularly in
meeting demands of NCLB.
Rurality, Rural Education, and Distinctions of “Place”
Understanding superintendent experiences bounded, in part, as “rural” required a
scholarly consideration of how rurality impacted superintendent experience. It also merited
consideration of research explicit to rural. Some involved in the research of rural settings, and
rural education in particular, promoted attention to the rural experience and recognition of the
phenomenon of “place.” Howley, Theobald and Howley (2005) reminded those interested in
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studying education in rural contexts place is important: “[As] a result of the human condition,
education is likely to remain an upbringing in place, through place, and partly, therefore, about
place” (p. 3). For studies involving rural education, Howley et al. defended the importance of
“historical, ethnographic, and other forms of research that rely on analysis of language” (p. 1), in
addition to and beyond research based in progressivism, outcomes, and outputs only. The
researchers promoted the sense of rural being more of “meanings inherent in rural lives,
wherever lived” (Howley et al., 2005, p. 1). Howley et al. promoted recognition of “‘the
lifeworld’ (e.g., Schutz & Luckann, 1973), in the flow of seemingly unremarkable everyday
moments where rural people make rural sense of, and with, their rural lives” (p. 2). The
researchers urged the motive of understanding rurality as a lifeworld in any tradition or
methodology of research focused on rural issues and external to study design.
Pini and Mayes (2015) provided a geographic conversation to education research and
refined the use of terminology. In reviewing the literature regarding rurality, Pini and Mayes
noted “instead of a fixed, singular and unchanging entity . . . writers instead [began] recognising
[sic] it as socially constructed, fluid, fractured and multiple” (p. 27). This broader understanding
especially highlighted the diverse circumstances of rural people. Similarly, Pini and Mayes
challenged the concept of a homogenous community generally associated with the idea of
rurality. They urged awareness of issues of “power, diversity, spatiality, identity” (p. 29)
particularly as rural populations changed and the sense of community in such a distinct space
morphed. Pini and Mayes signaled education researchers to be mindful: “a number of
senses/experiences/constructions of community can coexist in single geographical location” (p.
30).
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Other researchers also stressed diversity and value attributed to rural. Sher and Sher
(1994) framed discussion around rurality based on their seminal work (Roberts & Cuevo, 2015)
related to rural development in Australia. Sher and Sher (1994) argued the term “rural”
constituted a variety of meanings and configurations: “the true meaning of rurality varies
considerably from nation to nation—and, sometimes, even within different parts of the same
nation—as well as from purpose to purpose” (p. 6). They also carried forward a
conceptualization: rurality meant something to be highly valued and sustained for the common
good. They especially dispelled myths of deficiency thinking about rurality.
Some scholars urged fidelity to motive, if research purpose asserted to be related to rural
phenomenon. Howley, Theobald and Howley (2005) called for research surrounding rural
education to be guided more by motive than by definition of rural since rural definitions
legitimately vary, saying, “The rural in rural is not most significantly the boundary around it, but
the meanings inherent in rural lives, wherever lived. This insight points to the need to ask
questions centered on, or informed by, such meanings” (p. 1). Howley et al. argued a grasp of
the rural context added to quality research about rurality, did not impair trustworthiness of the
study, and fostered a generative aspect to the research. They claimed, “education that serves
community and place exists. . . . [and] good research . . . will foster more thoughtful engagement
with the important issues, and with rural meanings” (p. 3).
Roberts and Cuervo (2015) questioned the direction of research surrounding rural
education. They cited earlier debate presenting rural education deficits versus those studies
promoting clearer understanding of the distinctiveness of rural education. Roberts and Cuervo
emphasized “rural education research must engage with rural meanings and rural places as
valuable and important” (p. 1). They promoted research valueing the distinctiveness of rural.
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Roberts and Cuervo proposed research about rural education ought to be more than merely about
context. They urged rather research should treat “place and rurality . . . as generative concepts . .
. countering dominant “metropolitan hegemony” (p. 3).
Rural dynamics related significantly to education. Theobald and Alsmeyer (1995)
distinguished between the diverse economic orientations foundational to rural communities.
They contended, “it is impossible to separate the concerns of rural schools from their larger
social, economic, and political milieu” (p. 1). Theobald and Alsmeyer argued the importance of
rural education to community renewal and likewise the implications of place to rural education.
A sociological perspective adds to research about rural education. Corbett (2015) urged
greater use of a sociological perspective in rural education research. This perspective helped
elevate rurality as an important counter context to modernity and “metrocentric” (p. 9) influence.
Corbett claimed research too often discounted or subsumed rural as a nonessential construct. In
the contemporary world, both metropolitan and rural contexts embodied diversity, specialization,
and held value. Corbett promoted “understanding this matrix of ruralities and their specific
specializations [in ways it] may contribute to a better understanding of the kinds of educational
needs of a place” (p. 12). In noting sociological issues and trends impacting rural education,
Corbett discussed the elusive definition of rural: “It isn’t getting any easier to know what is and
isn’t rural. At the same time we know quite well what rurality is and that makes educational
difference” (p. 14). Rural folks know rural. In rural parts of the world, “the term ‘rural’ means
something immediate[ly]” (p. 20). Corbett argued against usual presentations of rural as
“culturally and economically deficient” (p. 18). Instead the researcher reasoned for “representing rural places as a source of wealth and strength and as delicate environments that
require stewardship” (p. 18).
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Howley (2004) promoted research of rural education generated first from “a workable
idea [italics in original] of the rural circumstance” (p. 257) and merely labelling a setting as rural
did not take into account the multiple considerations needed to truly earn respect as quality rural
education scholarship. Howley found the bulk of research designated as related to rural absent of
a strong rural theory base and containing little regard for the relevance of place. The power
structures affiliated with research generally overlooked or completely ignored rural issues
because of a perceived lack of value and reciprocal power or benefit.
Quality rural research often involved regard for the concept of lifeworld. Howley (2004)
briefly traced the term “lifeworld” as rooted in phenomenology: first from Husserl, then to
Schutz and also through Habermas’ work. Howley explained lifeworld is
concerned with the space of everyday relationships and routines. Not only is human life
almost entirely constituted of such relationships and routines, but most importantly, the
lifeworld is the realm from which humans draw deepest meaning, albeit often in taken-for
granted fashion. (p. 261)
Howley proposed filling gaps in rural education research by asking pertinent “questions about
the dilemmas and contradictions prevalent in rural schooling. . . . [and, in doing so] honor rural
perspectives and issues … [by] articulating them. … address[ing] rural meaning and concerns”
(p. 269-270). Good research focusing on rural concerns explained differences and similarities
among rural issues and places. Howley also noted, “rural places have their own qualities, and
shared qualities with one another, that make them recognizably ‘rural.’ These diverse rural
qualities harbor meanings that are significant” (p. 270), worth studying, and offer strong
constructs for rural students seeking their own meaning and purpose in the world.
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According to Howley (2003), research illuminating rural education issues essentially
consists of meaning related to the rural lifeworld as those issues confront the
conventional agenda for schooling. It just doesn’t make sense that the point of rural
education would be to undermine the meaning inherent in and generative for, rural life
and rural communities. . . . [rural education research] should enlarge our understanding
of “what’s going on here anyway?” (p. 7).
Howley claimed much of the educational research simply ignored rural issues or mitigates them.
As a result, research surrounding rural education suffered additionally, becoming a cycle of
futility.
Researchers promoted generative research regarding rural education. Howley, Howley
and Yahn (2014) described the evolution of scholarship regarding rurality. During “the 19771997 era [scholarship] worked to reconceptualize [italics in original] the place of rurality in
schooling…. [followed by] generative pedagogical engagement in rural places” (p. 10).
Howley, Howley and Yahn urged researchers to attend to “having your paradigm altered by
reading significant works in rural sociology and education” (p. 11). They denounced the lack of
quality and rigor of scholarship concerning rural education.
Researchers claimed a need for high quality research of rural education regardless “there
is no single definition of rural” (Coladarci, 2007, p. 2). For scholarly research about rural
education, Coladarci (2007) called for “provision of sufficient information about the context in
which the research was conducted so that readers can make informed judgments regarding
generalizability. . . . only in this way can readers apprehend the investigation’s import for rural
education—as they [italics in original] define rural” (p. 2). Coladarci clarified research exploring
“inherently rural phenomena are more the exception than the rule” (p. 3) and not everything
claiming to be rural research merits validation as such: “The rural education researcher typically
must go further to provide sufficient warrant for any conclusion that invokes rurality [and] offer
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vivid contrasts between rural and non-rural contexts in order to establish the rurality of the
phenomena they putatively uncover” (p. 3). Rural-specific study design and literature base
added to the likelihood of research invoking rurality. Qualitative research which utilized
multiple rural sites could claim to be rurality-based because the study represented differences in
rural characteristics. Additionally, literature allowing for comparisons to non-rural and rural
discussions and findings also illuminated rural specific phenomena.
Arnold, Newman, Gaddy and Dean (2005) deliberated the paucity of high-quality
research regarding U.S. rural education settings and found important gaps in the research,
especially in light of the many challenges school districts were facing including NCLB. The
researchers conducted a review of literature published in the years 1991-2003 and defined two
types of research related to rural education settings: “Rural Specific” and “Rural Context Only”
(p. 3-4). One of the recommendations Arnold et al. (2005) made regarding the need for
additional high-quality research was in the area of administrator quality. They noted, “Rural
administrators have to assume more responsibilities in small districts (e.g., instructional leader,
athletic director, bus driver)” (p. 18), they get paid less, are more visible yet more isolated, deal
with highly valued local control, and “it is a difficult job that fewer and fewer people are willing
to take” (Arnold et al., 2005, p.18).
Populations decreased in many rural areas, yet schools experienced increasing
populations of at-risk students due to poverty, mobility, risky behaviors, and disruption to
families (Cormier, 2003). Cormier (2003) researched the lived experience of rural school
directors of education (synonymous with superintendent position) in Saskatchewan, Canada,
regarding ways they facilitated change. The researcher’s grounded theory approach focused on
superintendent roles in effecting change in services for at-risk students in rural settings. Cormier
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noted the challenges to administrators who were often the only central office administrator for
the district and yet who were responsible for multiple roles in the education system. Cormier
noted the importance of the significance of rural context as a distinction, and regarded the rural
district leader as much more than an administrator of an education system. The leader’s
involvement often met resistance and mixed dynamics from conflicts in values due to
community diversity in areas of culture, race, religion, and ethnicity. The values spoken and
outwardly conveyed by various groups did not always jive with the actual values internalized,
held most deeply, and from which groups actually operated.
Cormier (2005) noted the literature often didn’t distinguish differences in the
superintendents’ role distinct to size of district or location. The need for the district executive to
model collaboration and communicate effectively magnified in rural contexts: “To effect change
in rural context a director must understand the concepts of ‘community’, shared visioning,
decision making, and goal setting” (p. 36). The leadership of the rural superintendent expanded
to drawing together the executives and leaders of many other agencies and organizations in the
small town and rural setting. Rural superintendents mobilized resources through interagency
involvement for the good of students and families, especially pertaining to the needs of at-risk
students.
In rural settings, often only one administrator served the district. Research on rural
superintendents was scant, especially regarding dual role administrators (Hesbol, 2005). Hesbol
(2005) advanced a grounded theory study of four leaders serving in a dual role of superintendent
and principal in rural school districts in Illinois. He was concerned for district administrators
serving in rural schools. Hesbol felt “leadership in rural schools is different and unique for
school administrators” (p. 4), especially those in dual roles. He discussed rural as a subculture
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with aspects impacting education: small and sometimes sparse populations; remote or isolated
geographically from urban and suburban areas; challenged by cultural shifts due to connectivity
or family members working outside of the community; declining enrollments; shifting
demographics; generally comprised of one to three schools; and often had more concentrated low
income and poverty levels. In addition, the researcher recognized an overarching threat of
pressure by state governments to consolidate rural school districts.
Hesbol (2005) regarded the importance of local rural contexts in research because rural
schools were so integral to the community, sharing values, traditions, and activities (p. 55).
Politics amplified in personalities and issues, since everyone knew everybody else and had an
opinion. Rural communities were in transition and often had difficulty when the youth and talent
migrated out and didn’t return: “Rural schools are renowned for having strong parental support.
. . . [and a] family-like atmosphere of the school enhanced by everyone knowing that the
members of the school board were their fathers or the fathers of their friends” (Hesbol, 2005, p.
58). The sentiment toward the local school and its place in the community was multidimensional. Efforts to economize through consolidation often drew contentiousness.
Rey (2009) conducted a study involving two superintendents using comparative case
methodology in two high-needs rural school districts in New York State. The researcher’s
results noted a strong leadership narrative in response to community specific contexts. Rey
discussed rurality and connectedness. Rural superintendents moved on to bigger districts at a
higher rate than superintendents in urban and suburban districts, Rey (2009) noted. The
departure left a more noticeable impact due to the small number of administrators in a rural
education district. Rey spotlighted the impact of a long tenured superintendent and noted many
rural districts hope “to find ‘the country boy’ to fit the local context . . . [when hiring a
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superintendent] because rural districts have cultures and values that are distinct from and often in
opposition to the national values and norms” (p. 19).
Rey (2009) illuminated “the ‘rural effect’ in poverty research . . . that odds of being poor
are higher in rural areas” (p. 23). Poverty in rural areas tends to be multigenerational. The
school system was important both as the hub of the community and also as an economic asset.
The schools often employed the most people, bought goods and services, and had a
superintendent who was often one of the highest paid people in the area. Rey felt the school
system benefitted from shared culture with common goals for student performance and
discipline, less bureaucracy, and closer interactions and contact in a local environment among all
local constituents and stakeholders.
The rural superintendent often ended up in the crossfire with change imposed externally
(Rey, 2009). On the one hand, according to Rey, the superintendent promoted the local sense of
school as a relational place with longstanding community interests and traditions. On the other
hand, the superintendent stood as the messenger of the external, mainstream professional culture
from academic and national influence. In addition, Rey noted, the external views often signified
change, loss of a way of life, and signaled an anticipated outmigration of youth, a precious
commodity in rural settings.
Cogswell (2009) completed a multi-site case study of small Nebraska schools in light of
state legislative policy pressuring for consolidation as cost cutting measures for state budget
woes. The researcher wanted to learn the impact a small school had on student success, on
communities and what challenges the small schools faced relative to per pupil costs especially
regarding legislative policies enacted to push consolidation. Cogswell discussed considerable
literature certifying small rural schools were successful in reducing effects of poverty. Cogswell
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noted literature indicated student academic performance in rural schools exceeded student
academic performance in larger schools. Schools were safer. Students were more likely to
graduate. Plus, compared to suburban and urban schools, rural small schools boasted higher
student activity participation along with better attendance rates. Cogswell’s study found similar
rural education benefits to students. Cogswell also noted the future of small towns was
perceived to be jeopardized when schools were shifted to a different community or otherwise
consolidated. Finally, the cost of keeping a student in school to graduation, though more
expensive in small schools than larger schools, was still less than the estimated cost of a dropout.
Place created an impact on superintendents’ roles because of the challenges resulting
from the distinctive aspects of rural settings. The following section considers literature focused
on rural education challenges.
Rural Education Challenges
Superintendents of rural districts met challenges similar to those experienced by
superintendents in non-rural districts; however, the challenges manifested in ways distinct to
rural education and implications were often magnified. Funding particularly challenged rural
superintendents trying to meet reform demands, especially when funding pertained to special
populations and shifting demographics. Arfstrom (2010) provided perspective about future
trends for rural education and their settings. The researcher claimed rural education held its own
against suburban and urban education based on comparisons of student achievement scores and
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other measures. Arfstrom advocated from an equity standpoint. Rural education was doing well,
and, given the number of rural districts along with their success, their longevity should be
supported:
The majority of districts, over 70%, in the nation enroll fewer than 2,500 students and
account for 20% of the entire U.S. student body population. The statistic that astonishes
most folks is that one-third of all districts educate fewer than 600 students; that’s not in a
school, but a school district.…rural students are able to out-perform or maintain equality
with their peers in many if not most categories. . . . Small districts have small budgets
and a [sic] need greater federal and state assistance. (Arfstrom, 2010, p. 14)
Special education costs were consequential for rural, small districts, given their limited
budgets and resources according to Arfstrom (2010). Finances for rural education remained
uncertain with the various federal funding sources hobbling together additional potential sources
such as in the Telecommunications Act and the Rural Education Initiative. The researcher
explained secure support for rural education was in everyone’s best interests: “When a school is
at the center of the community and when that school is adequately funded and respected, the
whole community succeeds” (p. 14).
Staffing rural schools challenged rural administrators due to low salaries and limited
available services to support education in rural areas (Hesbol, 2005). Superintendents conveyed
inability to compete against larger districts and the various perceived benefits associated with
working and living in a larger district. In Hesbol’s study, staffing was not the only challenge for
rural superintendents. They described wearing many hats and doing various jobs urban and
suburban colleagues weren’t expected to do. To top it off, they performed all those extra duties
for less pay than urban and suburban colleagues.
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Unfunded mandates exacerbated fiscal concerns for rural district superintendents, in
addition to already troubling economic times for rural low income areas with little resources for
adding revenue sources:
Rural school administrators are paid significantly less than their non-rural counterparts
and expected to perform a daunting [sic] of duties, including being available for the board
of education at all times, driving buses, custodial work, technology expert, substitute
teacher, athletic director and/or team coach, supporting daily student discipline issues,
serving as the information and human resources officer, overseeing special education and
gifted programs, seeking and writing grants to support the school, ensuring the fiscal
health of the school district, and being responsible for the ongoing operation of the
district. (Hesbol, 2005, pp. 63-64)
Lamkin (2006) developed grounded theory from a study of rural superintendents in New
York, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. Lamkin identified specific challenges to superintendents of
any size district as well as some particular to rural settings. The researcher recommended
administrator preparation programs address the challenges in training distinct to rural
administration. The five areas Lamkin determined to be of particular note to superintendents
were school law, finance, personnel, government mandates, and district or board policies.
Additional challenges Lamkin (2006) substantiated as distinct to district administration in
rural settings included the superintendent was the sole administrator wearing many hats and was
always in the public eye. Superintendents in the study identified they were
[t]he only chief executive in the community, and often the only target of public criticism.
These superintendents manage what is often the largest employer in the community and
thus bear sole responsibility for both success and failure in the school district and often in
the community. Due to the nature of such rural communities, rural superintendents suffer
a unique lack of privacy; they enjoy little private life and come under scrutiny for
everything they do both at school and in other settings. (Lamkin, 2006, p. 17)
Superintendents in Lamkin’s (2006) study acknowledged concerns, such as the need for
specific training germane to rural, difficulties with acculturation, and troublesome aspects related
to “close-knit relationships among life-long residents and the prevalence of emotional responses
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to considerations for change in those communities” (p. 19). Lamkin (2006) reflected on the
context of the superintendent’s work under "current conditions that prevail in our public
schools—increased accountability for academic achievement, increased parent and community
participation, increased media attention" (p. 19). The study acknowledged "the nature of the
school staff as educated and independent, and the stormy context of schools in general that
threatens the stability of the work of education" further challenging the work of the rural
superintendent (p.19).
Surface (2006) conducted a multi-case study of five rural Wyoming superintendents to
learn about the challenges they faced and responses they exhibited under increased external
pressure associated with accountability. Surface distinguished rural factors compared to urban
and discussed five themes: “declining enrollment, isolation, board and community relations,
data-driven instruction, and rural vs. urban” (p. 89). The researcher recognized differences
between rural superintendent situations and their urban counterparts in areas of lower salaries;
greater extent of challenges to meet state and federal mandates; working in the face of a lack of
regard for rural administrators and education settings; facilities; school closures; and distinctive
political circumstances.
Emotions heightened and political issues surfaced along with increased lack of civility
when the well-being of a local school was challenged. Surface (2006) claimed,
Any challenge seems to quickly cause assumptions to be made, tempers to fly, and finger
pointing. Rural superintendents are often the brunt of emotional abuse. If information is
incorrect, the relationship between citizens and the school and specifically the
superintendent is challenged further. (p. 90)
Turnover in administrative teams became a critical issue, often destabilizing the system.
Speaking of dysfunction, diminished civility and lack of administrator continuity, Surface (2006)
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lamented, “without this stability, systems and processes collapse, and each new administrator
must rebuild these” (p. 91). Surface acknowledged for rural superintendents, multiple roles
make it difficult to accomplish all the requirements of their jobs, from paperwork mandates to
balancing the concerns and the celebrations of accountability, to administering special education,
Title 1, and grants.
Using survey research and follow up interviews, Montgomery (2010) sought to quantify
the challenges faced by superintendents in rural, sparsely populated Nebraska school districts.
Montgomery concluded the greatest concerns fell into four overlapping categories: (a) school
finance related to limited resources and allocation dilemmas, (b) declining and small enrollment,
(c) distance and logistics for students and staff, and (d) people qualified to fill positions and
remain in the system. Montgomery found a gap in literature specific to rural issues and
commented often a passing reference was made to rural education mostly as an overview within
topics, but substantial research was missing.
Montgomery (2010) noted rural, suburban, and urban districts faced many of the same
and similar challenges; they also were distinct in ways creating significant challenges for rural
superintendents. Poverty, concentration of diverse populations, and fiscal and staffing concerns
had a bloated impact in rural districts compared to suburban and urban districts. These same
factors related to challenges associated with meeting requirements of NCLB as far as
subpopulation performance, adequate resources, and teacher quality, all substantial concerns for
superintendents.
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Schools in rural areas provided vitality to a community, increasing advantages for
students and the sense of value of the school (Montgomery, 2010). Rural schools housed the
hope of the community and community roles in education were part of the culture:
There was an abiding faith in the ability—and necessity—of schools playing a broader
role as vital community institutions. In part, this was a legitimate expression of the need
of rural people in a democratic society to believe that they had a measure of influence
over something in their world . . . the consequence of the rural tendency to see the interconnectedness of all the components of their local community. (Montgomery, 2010, p.
36)
Rural schools and districts functioned as the athletic and aesthetic centers of small town
communities where they often operated as the core economic investment and employer.
Montgomery (2010) documented rural schools proved to perform as well as urban schools based
on standardized assessment results: “A key challenge for the rural education system then is to
preserve its competitive advantages—small scale and close community ties—while it better
prepares its students for the higher skill jobs that are coming to rural America” based on
advances in technology in rural and non-rural settings (p. 17).
Several factors made an impact on turnover for rural superintendents. Tekniepe (2015)
surveyed rural superintendents in 48 states and compiled data from 618 responses (35.4% return
rate) to learn about linkage between job pressures and involuntary departure. Tekniepe’s study
found three aspects important to insulating rural superintendents from unwanted job loss: “learn
how to interpret and predict the political landscape—both internal and external—and to adjust
accordingly. . . . negotiate multi-year employment contracts [to protect] from politically driven
terminations. . . . become well versed in fiscal management …” (p. 10).
Tekniepe (2015) recognized rural superintendents played a crucial part in fostering
collaborative conditions providing education system well-being and adding to community
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vitality in partnership with the economic benefit of the school district. The researcher also
pointed out “superintendents’ efforts, however, do have an associated cost. . . . [since]
superintendents must navigate turbulent environments” (p. 1). Tekniepe (2015) theorized
regarding superintendent turnover. He referred to “push and pull factors,” which are ones “that
force [push] leaders from their current positions” or “pull factors . . . facilitating his or her
opportunity for professional, financial, or personal advancement to another jurisdiction” (p. 2).
Tekniepe discussed four areas generally applied to executives in private and public sectors. The
areas could also push rural superintendents to an involuntary departure and included: “political
conflict, internal pressures, external (community) pressures, and fiscal stress” (p. 2). Tekniepe’s
results mirrored findings of executive turnover in public and private sector organizations. The
researcher also found a higher percentage of superintendent turnover among those in smaller
rural districts compared to larger rural districts.
Superintendents faced challenges distinct to rural settings. No Child Left Behind further
complicated the challenges. In the following section, the literature deliberates distinctiveness of
rural and the impact NCLB had more specifically on rural education, superintendents, and
student success.
Rural Education, NCLB, and Student Success
Rural areas experienced tough times in the 1980s, known as the Farm Crisis. Lane
(2006) provided a context for a study of rural Illinois superintendents. Rural communities in
agricultural areas, and by default their education systems, had experienced considerable
transition. Starting with the Farm Crisis, economic ramifications dramatically changed rural life
after the 1980s. Farms got bigger with fewer owners, which decreased the number of families.
The recession magnified the crisis in farming and ghost towns replaced small towns in many
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Midwest and Western agricultural areas. Lane reported the additional stressors of poverty,
transiency, and mobility marked many rural areas, forcing people to seek employment in urban
and more industrialized areas. Coercion toward consolidation and government intrusion on local
control plagued rural education systems, leading even further to public dysfunction when the
sentiments of the local school were threatened. Then NCLB followed the economic strife.
Lane (2006) completed a qualitative study to examine the implications NCLB had on
rural Illinois superintendents. The researcher established a focus group of six rural
superintendents regarding their experience with NCLB to gain direction for the study in a
preliminary phase. Lane reviewed documents associated with four districts selected for a
sample, used fieldwork and purposive sampling for another focus group, followed by analysis.
From the study, Lane (2006) substantiated superintendent participants examined school results
and led their district’s focus on instructional processes related to student achievement. The
superintendents struggled with NCLB’s Highly Qualified Teacher requirements and AYP
calculations, particularly in light of the student numbers, rural conditions, and financial
limitations of their district. Lane determined continuous improvement efforts derailed, stunting
systems changes. Follow through of improvement processes trailed off, diminishing to informal
rather than foundational efforts and lacked authenticity.
The rural superintendent served in “a multidimensional role as instructional leader,
business manager, transportation director, state and federal grants coordinator, and special
education director, among others” (Lane, 2006, p. 6). Amidst the roles, superintendents dealt
with politics, conflict, and an ongoing contradiction of priorities and ethical dilemmas often with
unique and local fingerprints. The scenario eroded with further complications. NCLB’s urban-
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centric standardized mandates pushed centralizing forces, ultimately overwhelming local culture
of schools and districts. Rural districts particularly felt the threat to local culture of schools.
The literature lacked documentation of rural school district success, based on Clark’s
(2009) review. Clark suggested research overlooked aspects of rural and scale. The researcher
felt previous research cast a shadow on the performance results worth noting in successful rural
education systems and, in turn, often raised questions about the economics of educating rural
students. According to Clark, the success of a rural superintendent had an amplified effect on a
small district, yet would likely go undetected in the bulk of research.
Clark (2009) cited concerns for rural districts under NCLB: “attracting and retaining
highly qualified teachers, professional development for superintendents and principals, acquiring
adequate funding; [sic] meeting the requirements of special education laws, developing standards
based instruction, and school consolidation” (p. 25). For rural education settings, Clark noted
advantages in ready support systems of community interest and interconnectedness; schools
functioned as the community center; teaching strategies naturally led to cooperative effort; and
integrated curriculum framed around strong, common goals. At the same time, culture in rural
education settings caused particular dynamics, both positive and challenging, for the rural
superintendent in the midst of change.
Rural school superintendents influenced student success in some districts in remarkable
ways, especially in the context of accountability of NCLB. Clark (2009) studied the distinctive
aspects of a superintendent’s leadership along with the programs and culture supporting students
of a rural school district exceeding academic expectations for multiple years. Clark’s case study
yielded conclusions: visionary leadership inspired, data-driven decisions guided, and a cultural
shift toward excellence insured the district made significant academic improvements:
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“Individual leadership in rural schools and rural districts is even more acutely important than in
urban schools and urban districts . . . leadership often times is consolidated among very few
individuals, therefore leaders often must take-on [sic] multiple roles” (Clark, 2009, p. 1).
Forner, Bierlein-Palmer, and Reeves (2012) utilized a multi-case approach to study
seven veteran, rural Michigan superintendents through a lens of Waters and Marzano’s
leadership correlates. The selected districts had documented success in improved student
academic performance over a five-year period in spite of lower socioeconomic conditions. The
study results evidenced macro-level priorities and superintendent practices appeared to lead to
substantially increased student performance in the district. The researchers held effective
superintendent leadership to improve test scores went beyond a skill set and also had to be
coupled with leadership in context. The study looked at context-specific implications.
Rural context added a dynamic to education challenges worth studying. Forner et al.
(2012) acknowledged a lack of literature regarding superintendent leadership in rural districts.
They claimed superintendents in rural settings faced a very different leadership context from
their urban and suburban counterparts. The researchers made a case for the distinctive
challenges experienced by rural education leaders, signifying the context noteworthy for study.
Those distinctive challenges involved poverty and economic loss significant to the community; a
position overstrained by multiple responsibilities and role expectations; and the obligatory public
nature of the role in a small, tight community.
Making difficult resource allocation and personnel decisions in rural contexts required
courage and resiliency when superintendents led districts in meeting AYP under NCLB. The
superintendents studied within Forner et al.’s (2012) research “were also able to make difficult
decisions and to withstand the short-term constituent wrath that is highly likely to occur when
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such decisions are made. . . . [and] making hard choices is about toughness and sacrifice” (p.
11). Savvy superintendents in the study recognized the community’s hope in the potential of the
students could be appropriately leveraged to accomplish the necessary changes as a district
worked to improve: “They [superintendents] had no interest in pushing higher learning
outcomes at the expense of diminishing the community, but instead spoke of the need for current
students to help lead the future revitalization of their communities” (p. 12).
Summary of Review of Literature
In summary, the review of literature illustrated the background of No Child Left Behind,
contextualizing the impact of the far-sweeping federal legislation. Historically, NCLB embodied
the progression of federal government reach into public education and started a firestorm of
political tensions influencing federal, state, and local systems. NCLB spawned Race to the Top,
which infused federal stimulus funding into the equation, setting states in motion to compete for
substantial money with strings attached requiring specific education reform. The review also
shed light on the scramble taking place in response from Colorado to garner funding, which
significantly changed the state’s education legislation. Literature cited in the review considered
issues related to the role and situation of the superintendent as public education grappled with
NCLB and RTTT. Literature depicted school superintendents in the mix of it all at the local
level: facing the challenges of implementing the policies necessary to comply with mandates,
juggling external and internal pressures, and leading organizations undergoing dramatic change.
The final section of the literature review discussed the distinctive circumstances of rurality and
distinction of place as related to rural superintendents. Rural superintendents not only dealt with
NCLB and reform, but also with their duties as leaders of organizations where rural settings had
a particular impact on the role.
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Overall, the literature provided a research basis for history and background of the topic,
the education environment during and resulting from the impact of NCLB and RTTT, and the
particular nature of rural education settings. However, there was little research regarding the
phenomenon of the rural, veteran superintendent’s story of leadership during the decade of
change comprising NCLB specific to rural places. There was information yet to be learned to
give greater understanding to superintendent leadership of rural districts during dramatic reform
movements. A balcony view by superintendents combined with a perspective of “looking back”
may yield insights for leaders dealing with change now and in the future.
In the next section, specific theories related to change and leadership during change will
provide particular lenses to better view the experiences of superintendents during the decade of
No Child Left Behind. Selecting theoretical lenses related to change and leadership guided my
understanding of the comments, stories, and recollections shared by superintendents. Use of
particular theories established my frames of reference and parameters for various aspects of
research and the processes involved.
Theoretical Literature
I adopted several theories to analyze my content review findings and serve as a
theoretical framework for my qualitative study of superintendent experience in leading change.
Before introducing the theories, I first describe the general purpose and reasons for selecting
theories and their relevance to conducting research and analyzing data. Following explanation of
each selected theory, I also describe the alignment of the theory with the literature review, which
led me to form my conceptual framework.
Theories serve as tools to analyze experience, providing a way of thinking and knowing
about the world. Creswell (2014) described the use of theory in qualitative studies, arguing
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theory provides a “broad explanation for behavior and attitudes” (p. 64) and also serves as “an
overall orienting lens” (p. 64). Salient to qualitative research, “this lens becomes a
transformative perspective that shapes the types of questions asked, informs how data are
collected and analyzed, and provides a call for action or change” (p. 64).
A combination of theories form a theoretical framework—broadly defined as a
combination of ideas, approaches, and perspectives used to interpret data and offer insights
regarding human experience. The structural metaphor of “framework” reveals the central role
theory plays in informing research and interpreting data. A theoretical framework is
much like a frame of a house. It is the body, the glue, the component that holds the house
together. . . . [A] theoretical framework [serves] as a guiding theory or combination of
theories that aid in giving direction to the study. The theoretical framework is seen
throughout the study, grounding it, framing it, giving it direction, and bringing it to
closure. (Edmonson & Irby, 2008, p. 39)
Theory organized in a theoretical framework may be used: (1) to provide an introductory grasp
of a phenomenon being researched, (2) as a means to validate data, analysis of the data, and
further validate the theory adopted, and (3) as a guide for the study (Edmondson & Irby, 2008, p.
40).
My study concerned the experience of veteran, rural superintendents and the meaning
they made as they led school districts during the decade of reform from No Child Left Behind.
Participants experienced the decade of reform in rural settings where they worked and lived. The
settings included a lifeworld as context for the way education and schooling happened in small,
rural districts. Theory explaining phases of change people and institutions go through, dynamics
of educational change as well as the leadership approaches adopted during the various
stages/phases of change helped to focus the structure of my study, data collection, and the
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analysis. I begin with Habermas’ (1987) concept of lifeworld due to the distinctiveness of the
rural places where superintendents experienced the myriad of changes.
Lifeworld
Quality research distinct to rural education issues and phenomenon builds upon previous
work and theory better defining significance of place. Place factored in to the sense
superintendents made of leading districts during NCLB. Place determined some of the
differences in how change transpired. If a person originated from a place for any length of time,
part of that place manifested in how that person saw the rest of the world: “There’s no getting
around it. Not everyone realizes it the same way or is conscious of it, but you can’t be from a
place and not be of that place” (Geye as cited in Havey, 2017, para. 1).
Researchers of rural phenomenon often noted Habermas’ (1987) foundational work
distinguishing lifeworld (McConnell, 2002; Morrow, 2012; Nelson et al., 2008). Habermas
discussed communication in view of “lifeworld and social solidarity” (p. 114) and held “society
is conceived from the perspective of acting subjects as the lifeworld of a social group” (p. 117).
Habermas proposed the concept, “we conceive of societies simultaneously [italics in original] as
systems and lifeworlds. . . ., [which have] mutual understanding” (p. 118). Lifeworld members
participated in everyday experiences within a community and as part of “a reservoir of taken-forgranteds . . . [and] draw upon cooperative processes of interpretation” (p. 124). Change took
place within a context of lifeworld vetted against the familiar: “Every new situation appears in a
lifeworld composed of a cultural stock of knowledge that is ‘always already’ familiar” (p. 125).
Any kind of significant change naturally challenged deeply held norms contained within
a lifeworld existence. Change emerged contrary to lifeworld schema. Additionally, lifeworld
members held up matters of change against cooperative interpretation and considered change to
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be a disturbance of the way things were to be. Habermas (1987) denoted lifeworld as
“intuitively present, in this sense familiar and transparent, and at the same time [including a] vast
and incalculable web of presuppositions. . . . The lifeworld always remains in the background
[italics in original]” (p. 131). In addition, members of a lifeworld existed with a “naïve trust in
the lifeworld” (p. 132) and tended to immunize against boundaries stretched beyond lifeworld
experiences. The safety of lifeworld consistency promoted lifeworld continuity: “The
reproduction of the lifeworld consists essentially in a continuation and renewal of tradition” (p.
139).
Lifeworld took in the whole of a person’s everyday, moment-to-moment existence.
Schutz and Luckmann (1973) noted lifeworld encompassed “the reality which seems self-evident
to men remaining in the natural attitude. . . . The world of everyday life is consequently man’s
fundamental and paramount reality” (p. 3). People within the same lifeworld presumed a same
natural attitude. A natural attitude perpetuated a “consciousness that is essentially the same. . . .
Intersubjective” (p. 4) and innately formed a shared reality. The lifeworld consisted of
“situational circumstances” (p. 5) involving others in “manifold social relations” (p. 5) and
reciprocal experiences. Experience built upon experience to become a “stock of previous
experience” (p. 7) so a unified sense of a person’s world formed, becoming “the reference
schema for the . . . explication of the world” (p. 7). According to Schutz and Luckmann, “The
everyday life-world is that reality in which reciprocal understanding is possible. The world of
daily life is given to us in a taken-for-granted way” (p. 35).
Lifeworld denoted cultural understandings and influenced systems within organizations
and settings. Nelson, de la Colina, and Boone (2008) differentiated between lifeworld and
systemworld when addressing needs of novice administrators. In their study, technical aspects
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related to the “effectiveness and efficiency in schools” (p. 697) and dealt with the systems.
Greater understanding beyond the technical needed to be grasped for administrator success in
rural settings: “Lifeworld, on the other hand, refers to the aspects of the school that are reflected
in culture, values, and relationships. The lifeworld is about developing human capital within the
school community and is what gives purpose to the organization” (p. 697).
Lengkeek, Willem te Kloeze, and Brouwer (1997) argued within debate surrounding rural
tourism policy and contributed the ideas of “thematization of the countryside and the creation of
rural identity” (p. 325). Taking a stance of social construction of reality, they asserted a
difference between the kinds of value people attributed to a place. They claimed, “experience
value involves a specific experience that is associated with the countryside” (p.327) and pastoral
images which the experience evoked. For others, Lengkeek, et al. said, “attraction value is
primarily associated with place [italics in original]: something that only exists ‘there’ and is
identified by all the many special references to it in descriptions and stories” (p. 327), often
fictionalized and not authentic. A third value captured a sense of connectedness. They labeled
the additional type of value,
appropriation value [which] can be based on a feeling of connection . . . which is
sometimes associated with activity, the investment of time (exercise of social control or
helping to keep certain things going) and with actual legal rights and authority. (Lengeek
et al., 1997, p. 327)
The researchers recognized the value attached to a place involved a response to “socio-physical
surroundings . . . giv[ing] rise to widely differing concepts of rurality” (p. 328).
According to Lengkeek et. al (1997), some people attach even more closely to a rural
setting because those people take part in the lifeworld of the place. They referenced “lifeworld
[as something] encompass[ing] all the social and cultural experiences that have been built up
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over time . . . both the everyday as well as all experiences and fictions that diverge from it” (p.
332). Lengkeek et al. (1997) noted a sense of connectedness culturally and socially over time
further determined a place’s significance to a person:
lifeworld thus creates a frame of reference from which people as human beings together
experience culture and society as something external to themselves. People adopt an
attitude to this and undertake action. . . . the external world is constructed or
reconstructed. . . as if this were objective reality. The lifeworld not only forms the
background. . . . it also forms the source from which all sorts of realities that differ from
those of daily life are derived” (p. 332).
The concept of lifeworld explains the idea of a rural area being more than a geographic
space. It also encompasses a social and cultural space. People in a particular space function at
times in particular ways because of the cultural and social norms derived collectively over time
and circumstance. The concept captures the socio-physical phenomenon of a person becoming a
part of the place and the place becoming part of the person. For the purposes of this study, I
define “lifeworld” as a frame of reference, unseen but recognizable, originating over time among
people in a particular place emerging as a construct with common experience within the culture
and society of the place.
Rural settings encompass lifeworld perspectives because of people, organizations, and
ways of doing and being in a particular place. In the following section, I discuss Bridges and
Bridges’ (2016) theory dealing with phases of change involving people and the organization.
The researchers explained how people and organizations move through change. Lasting change
evolved into transitions. Similarly, longstanding organizations develop into institutions and go
through renewal or die.
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Phases of Change, Managing Transitions, and Institutional Renewal
Lifeworld tends to resist change but invariably when faced with monumental change,
people and organizations go through change, often in contradiction to lifeworld preferences.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) found people and places experience transition as part of deep
change. They said people go through three stages of transition, “ending—neutral zone—new
beginning. People need to experience all three phases, and in order, for a transition to work” (p.
10).
Illustrating the difference between change and transition, Bridges and Bridges (2016)
pointed to American writer Irene Peter’s wise comment: “Just because everything is different
doesn’t mean that anything has changed” (as cited in Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 72).
Conversely, the authors also claimed, “Just because everything has changed, doesn’t mean
anything is different” (p. 3).
Bridges and Bridges (2016) emphasized the effects of change on people, saying, “Change
is situational. . . . Transition, on the other hand, is psychological; it is a three-phase process that
people go through as they internalize and come to terms with the details of the new situation that
the change brings about” (p. 3). Transition puts people somewhere in an ending, in the midst, or
in a different place, which represents a new beginning one way or the other. When people and
organizations experience dramatic shifts—the kind where people look back and realize nothing
will ever be the same again—they actually transition to a different way of doing and being.
Transition involves more than just the human side of change, however. Transition
evokes more than the psychological process through which people go when a change occurs, or
the way people reorient themselves to do things a new way. People experience transition when
an organization moves from one stage of its development to the next (Bridges & Bridges, 2016,
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p. 104). People go through definite phases of transition as a result of significant change.
Transition does not follow a linear process. Generally it does not guarantee processes where
boundaries are clean-cut, orderly, and strictly sequential. People going through multiple parts of
organizational change processes might experience phases simultaneously.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) identified three phases of transition and some leadership
considerations in each phase:
1. Letting go of the old ways and the old identity people had. This first phase of
transition is an ending and the time when you need to help people deal with their
losses.
2. Going through an in-between time when the old is gone but the new isn’t fully
operational. We call this the “neutral zone”: it’s when the critical psychological
realignments and repatternings take place.
3. Coming out of the transition and making a new beginning. This is when people
develop the new identity, experience the new energy, and discover the new sense of
purpose that makes the change begin to work. (p. 5)
Whether it is letting go, the neutral zone, or the new beginning, the essence of each phase is
distinct from the other phases.
Endings. It is possible to experience change and never manage the transition, though
doing so probably creates a precarious situation. Significant changes generally “trigger
thousands of smaller changes, all of which require people to stop doing things an old way”
(Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 7). Transitions involve endings, unknowns, and beginnings.
People need leaders during each of these phases because of the disorienting effects of change on
people. Bridges and Bridges (2016) described the ironic backward but necessary progression by
saying, “Because transition is a process by which people unplug from an old world and plug into
a new world, we say that transition begins with an ending and finishes with a beginning” (p. 5).
Although Bridges and Bridges (2016) used terms somewhat interchangeably, they
distinguished nuances of transition phases during life passages: “‘Ending’ refers to the thing that
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ceases. ‘Letting go’ is what we have to do when that thing ceases. And ‘loss’ is what we feel
when we have to let go” (p. 11). They clarified the importance of “defining what’s over and
what isn’t” (p. 37) in managing transition. People in organizations experience three types of
reactions, when an ending has not been defined:
1.
2.
3.

People don’t dare to stop doing anything. They try to do all the old things and
[italics in original] the new things. Soon they burn out with the overload.
People make their own decisions about what to discard and what to keep, and the
result is inconsistency and chaos.
People toss out everything that was done in the past, and the baby disappears with
the bathwater. (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 38)

Endings do not insure successful change and completion of transitions. Managing each
phase of transition necessitates thought and strategy. Mismanagement delays or derails
successive phases:
The single biggest reason organizational changes fail is because no one has thought about
endings or planned to manage their impact on people. . . . People have to let go of the
present first. . . . The first task of change management [italics in original] is to
understand the desired outcome and how to get there, the first task of transition
management [italics in original] is to convince people to leave home. (Bridges & Bridges,
2016, p. 42)
Leaders assist people in the organization to “leave home” when people understand endings and
what must change. Moving out of endings leads to the next phase.
Neutral zone. Bridges and Bridges (2016) described the neutral zone of transition as a
time when “people are caught between the demands of conflicting systems and end up
immobilized” (p. 45). The neutral zone “is a time when all the old clarities break down and
everything is in flux” (p. 46).
Neutral zone management isn’t just something that would be nice if you had more time.
It’s the only way to ensure that the organization comes through the change intact and that
the necessary changes actually work the way that they are supposed to . . . And it’s
neutral zone management that prevents the organization from coming apart as it crosses
the gap between the old way and the new. (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 48)
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People experience feelings of chaos and instability when former protocols, structures, and
processes no longer match new expectations or requirements. For many it may feel like nothing
is familiar or secure.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) suggested a strategy for leaders managing the neutral zone
transition phase: “Create temporary systems for the neutral zone. . . . You can try hard to
protect people from further changes while they’re trying to regain their balance. . . . But many
changes can be headed off or at least delayed” (p. 51). Leaders do well to pay attention to
meaningful procedures and keep in mind procedures do not necessarily need to be entrenched.
Leaders support people in the organization by reassuring them undergoing new ways of doing
things does not mean those aspects would have to last forever. In addition, Bridges and Bridges
promoted using the neutral zone as a time to consider human resources and reconfigure to
strengthen teamwork:
What new roles, reporting relationships, or configurations of the teams do you need to
develop to get through this time in the wilderness? . . . You would do well to set shortrange goals for people to aim toward and to establish checkpoints along the way for
longer-term outcomes that you are seeking. . . . So, it is crucial to give people a sense of
achievement and movement. This helps to counter the feelings of being lost, of
meaninglessness, and of self-doubt that might occur. (2016, p. 52)
Bridges and Bridges (2016) described the neutral zone as a time of confusion when
changes disrupted people and the flow of the organization: “It’s a journey from one identity to
another, and that kind of journey takes time” (p. 49). Managing the neutral zone could still
provide a productive time in spite of the chaos. Leaders use the neutral zone in strategic ways:
“The neutral zone is not the wasted time of meaningless waiting and confusion that it sometimes
seems to be. It is a time when reorientation and redefinition must take place, and people need to
understand that” (p. 49).
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During the neutral zone, leaders take advantage of opportunities for innovation. Bridges
and Bridges (2016) listed seven options to creatively use the neutral zone:
1. Establish by word and example that this is a time to step back and take stock . . .
2. Provide opportunities for others to step back and take stock, both organizationally and
individually . . .
3. Encourage learning in the areas of discovery and innovation.
4. Encourage experimentation.
5. Embrace losses, setbacks, or disadvantages as entry points into new solutions.
6. Look for opportunities to brainstorm new answers to old problems.
7. Finally, restrain the natural impulse in times of ambiguity and disorganization to push
prematurely for certainty and closure. (pp. 56-58)
Leaders foster regrowth and renewal when they carefully and strategically support people’s
interest in better ways of accomplishing the work needed to move forward. Comfort with the
discomfort of transition and productive uses of change circumstances helped people move to the
third and final stage.
New beginnings. Bridges and Bridges (2016) designated the third transition phase as “a
new beginning” (p. 10). The first phase shift depends on letting go: experiencing endings. The
second phase, repatterning, follows endings as people and organizations deal with the neutral
zone. Next, people and organizations move into the phase of transition when a sense of different
and new emerges. Bridges and Bridges observed, “beginnings are psychological phenomena.
They are marked by a release of new energy in a new direction—they are the expression of a
new identity” (p. 65). Bridges and Bridges distinguished between simply “a start” and “a new
beginning.” They considered starting as a situational change, whereas “beginnings involve new
understandings, new values, new attitudes, and—most of all—new identities” (p. 66).
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Bridges and Bridges (2016) posed questions leaders ask in the new beginnings phase to
clarify and communicate purpose:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the problem?
What is the situation that requires this change to solve it?
Who says so, and on what evidence?
What would occur if no one acted to solve this problem? And what would happen to
us if that occurred? (p. 69)

Leaders seek to clarify the vision of the organization and the roles people have. A clear vision
garners people’s willingness to see the transitions through to a better future. Bridges and Bridges
(2016) described the importance of a clear vision:
Most people are not ready to throw themselves into a difficult and risky undertaking
simply on the basis of an idea. They need something they can see, at least in their
imaginations. They need a picture of how the outcome will look, and they need to
imagine how it will feel to be a participant in it. (p. 73)
People follow leaders who share a compelling vision and move beyond the transitions to the new
beginnings of the organization. Leaders and people make up the organization. They move the
organization along in its own cycle of change by successfully transitioning to new beginnings.
Organizational Lifecycles and Institutional Transitions
As an entity from inception, organizations progress through stages. Then, during times of
change, organizations move through transitions similar to the people making up the organization.
Leaders manage institutional transitions best in terms of “organizational lifecycles” (p. 89).
Bridges and Bridges (2016) listed seven stages to depict an organizational lifecycle:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dreaming the dream
Launching the venture
Getting organized
Making it
Becoming an institution
Closing in
Dying (p. 89)
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At some point in the life cycle of some organizations, they develop into institutions. In the case
of an organization as well-established as a school district, a deep-seated shift occurs somewhere
along the way:
This shift is subtle but profound: the emphasis moves from doing to being, from the
results that the organization achieves to the external impression that it makes. The
organizational imperative shifts from that of taking and staking out territory to occupying
it. . . . there comes to be a timeless quality to this phase, a sense of having arrived and a
loss of concern about moving on. . . . This phase can last a very long time. (Bridges &
Bridges, 2016, p. 92)
According to Bridges and Bridges (2016), institutions follow a circular path of institutional life
where new beginnings lead to rejuvenation, unless they cannot or do not renew. Resistance leads
to closing in and finally dying, in the case of an institution unwisely resisting change and
transition. Institutions undertaking deep-seated change experience renewal:
Renewal comes about not by changing specific practices or cultural values but by taking
the organization back to the start of its life cycle. Renewal—or the recovery of the
youthful vigor that the organization had earlier in its life cycle—is in fact wired right into
the organizational life cycle. (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 99)
Renewal entails a period of revitalization of the initial three phases of the organizational
lifecycle. The first phase for organizations going through renewal requires returning to core
ideas in new ways: “Redreaming the dream. . . . involves getting a new central idea around
which to build the organization’s activities and structures” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 100).
Leaders in the organization capture a new or improved dream of what the organization could
accomplish.
The second phase organizations go through during significant change toward renewal
tackles “Recapturing the Venture Spirit. . . . [and encourages] a new cultural emphasis and style
of leadership” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 100). A path of renewal necessitates an enterprising
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type of leadership promoting a vital spirit of endeavor. A culture of vitality and mission
facilitates moving the organization to a desired future.
Leaders restructure the organization during the final stage of institutional transition
toward renewal. Restructuring entails “Getting Reorganized. . . . By remodeling the policies,
roles, and structures of the organization to more nearly approximate those of a young
organization” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 100).
Leading Continuous Change
Change never ends. Organizations face the normalization of continuous change: “Only
if continuous change is normalized as the new status quo can it be assimilated. People have to
understand that the point of change is to preserve that which does not change” (Bridges &
Bridges, 2016, p. 117). Continuous change dynamics impact the human side of change and
oblige leaders to deal with a non-stop atmosphere of flux. Leaders respond by considering the
overarching ways change could be assimilated: “The first thing you’re going to need in order to
handle nonstop organizational change is an overall design within which the various and separate
changes are integrated” (p. 111). Nimble organizations incorporate ongoing change as part of
the climate.
Status quo for the NCLB era equated with change in education. Research explaining how
leaders framed their work, deflected fragmentation, and brought coherence to organizations
added to my understanding of superintendent experiences during the reform era. Next, I explain
Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) theory. Following my discussion of the coherence framework, I
describe Bolman and Deal’s (2014) theory.
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Educational Change
Fullan’s (2003, 2005), Fullan and Quinn’s (2016), and Bolman and Deal’s (2014) studies
of organizations helped me interpret my data. The organizational theories advanced offered
other perspectives regarding how superintendents experienced change using a “systems”
perspective. I describe in detail the various frameworks and models of organizational change in
the next section. Large scale studies of change over time remain pertinent to understanding the
ways superintendents led during change. I begin with Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) Coherence
Framework. The Coherence Framework was developed from studies of organizational change
“in action” over the past several decades.
Coherence Framework. Fullan (2003, 2005, 2016), a noted researcher on change in
education and business settings, used his 35-year experience in studying change and created a
“coherence framework” to explain how sustained change occurs. The Coherence Framework
provided a model regarding the multiple components deemed to be foundational as “drivers” of
organizational change; all four components centered on leadership. The drivers included
different elements needed to move the organization toward sustainable change. In combination,
the drivers and elements interacted in ways enabling leaders to gain coherence in the
organization in the face of substantial change. To achieve, Fullan and Quinn (2016) urged
education leaders to “make a difference by being a coherence maker in chaotic times” (p. 137).
Fullan’s (2003, 2005, 2016) history of studying change—as well as lack of change—in
education systems and business systems around the world is well-recognized in education
circles. He offered ideas based on his work over almost four decades in districts and schools.
Fullan observed educational change over time and in many settings. Fullan’s early work
advanced the ideas of the complexity of systems, particularly as complexity related to education
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systems. Branching from chaos theory, he pressed educators to grasp “the essence of complexity
theory. . . . [and for them to be at ease] with the awful mystery of complex systems” (Fullan,
2003, p. 21). He listed eight key aspects of complexity theory related to the change forces
experienced as education moved into the 21st century:








non-linearity, unpredictability
interaction or correlation (“moving towards order”)
auto-catalysis (“when systems interact and influence each other toward new
patterns”)
the edge of chaos
social attractors (“compelling social motivators”)
butterfly effects (“when small numbers of key forces coalesce [and] have
disproportionately huge effects”)
a complex adaptive system (Fullan, 2003, pp. 22-23)

At the advent of NCLB reform, Fullan (2003) observed public education became more
intricate and educational change aspects resembled the chaos of complexity theory.
Superintendents led districts through conflicting pressures and responded to the change forces
surrounding education systems where, “politically it [was] fragile . . . [and] systems [were] closer
to chaos than order” (p. 62). Many in district and school systems felt overwhelmed with multiple
disconnected initiatives toward school improvement as responses to NCLB were mandated,
expected, or undertaken. School districts in the United States felt enormous external pressures in
over a decade of No Child Left Behind.
In clarifying the notion the pace of educational change was not going to slow down,
Fullan (2003) cautioned in his early research, “we begin to realize that it is not the pace of
change that is the culprit, it is the piecemealness and fragmentation that wears us down” (p. 25).
From there he advocated for the need for “coherence making” (p. 25) as everyone’s business,
from policy makers to practitioners. The following section examines solutions to fragmentation
through components leading to sustained change.
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Drivers of coherence in education systems. Fullan and Quinn (2016) recognized the
dilemmas faced by education system leaders in complex times of change and asked, “How do
you turn overload and fragmentation into focus and coherence?” (p. ix). They explained
successful school improvement resulted within whole system reform when change was based on
the “right drivers in action” (p. ix). Fullan and Quinn developed a four-component coherence
framework to analyze the work of school improvement within whole systems. Their
components—“drivers”—included “focusing direction, cultivating collaborative cultures,
deepening learning, and securing accountability” (p. 3). Those four components were the “right
drivers in action” (p. x) of effective and sustainable change, according to Fullan and Quinn.
Importantly, though the Coherence Framework detailed four separate drivers, it was
simultaneous action and amalgamating processes causing change and resulting in successful,
sustainable reform. In addition, ample linkage existed between the drivers so coherence making
culminated from the interaction between and among action steps within each component (Fullan
& Quinn, 2016, p. iii).
The Coherence Framework served my study as one analytical theory to be used to better
understand the district leadership experience in times of pervasive change, particularly with
regard to the organizational flow and superintendents’ actions in response to NCLB. Fullan and
Quinn (2016) clarified their framework included leadership at the hub of what happened to
school systems during change. They urged leaders at all levels to consider the four drivers and
infuse “capacity building into all levels and work of the system as it combines the four
components” (p. x). In this framework, Fullan and Quinn portrayed leadership in a broad
perspective as including all stakeholders, from students and community, to staff and
administration, to state and federal officials.
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Figure 4 summarizes the key aspects of the Coherence Framework. The Coherence
Framework captures drivers, strategic questions to help deliberate foundational aspects of the
drivers, and elements of each driver, conceptualizing the work needed within each driver. The
Coherence Framework promotes leadership efforts toward sustained change, decreases
fragmentation, and redirects overload to productive organization improvement.

Coherence Framework
Turning Overload and Fragmentation into Focus and Coherence (adapted from Fullan & Quinn, 2016)
Fostering
Creating Collaborative
Deepening Learning
Securing
Drivers
Direction
Cultures
Accountability

Driving
Questions

Elements

1. What is my moral
imperative?
2. What actions do I
take to realize this
moral imperative?
3. How do I help others
clarify their moral
imperative?
4. Am I making
progress in realizing
my moral purpose
with students?
(Fullan & Quinn,
2016, p. 19)

1. What is our current challenge?
What is our current capacity for
solution finding?
2. Who has the greatest expertise
or potential to address this
either internally or externally?
3. How important is it to find a
quick solution or to build the
capacity of the organization to
implement and find its own
solutions?
4. What intended and unintended
messages will our approach
send to the organization?
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 53)

1. Does the district have
clarity of learning goals?
2. Have high-yield
pedagogical practices
been identified and
shared?
3. Does the district create a
culture of learning for
all educators?
4. Does the district provide
resources for
collaborative learning
structures and processes
to thrive? (Fullan &
Quinn, 2016, p. 101)

Purpose Driven
Goals that Impact
Clarity of Strategy
Change Leadership
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016,
p. 18)

Culture of Growth
Learning Leadership
Capacity Building
Collaborative Work
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 48)

Clarity of Learning Goals
Precision in Pedagogy
Shift Practices through
Capacity Building
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p.
80)

Internal Accountability
External Accountability
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016,
p. 110)

Figure 4. Summary of Coherence Framework displaying drivers and elements.
The lens of the Coherence Framework conceptualized leadership broadly and considered
superintendent experience and perceptions in terms of four drivers used to make coherence
during change. Especially in small rural schools, superintendents were key players in setting a
focus for the district, establishing the degree of collaborative efforts, promoting system regard
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for learning, and insuring response to accountability. Superintendents in small, rural districts
orchestrated coherence making in the organization.
A closer look at the ideas behind the framework suggested avenues of analysis for the
study. Fullan and Quinn (2016) denoted “focusing direction” as one of the drivers within the
Coherence Framework. In this component four elements were included: “purpose driven, goals
that impact, clarity of strategy, and change leadership” (p. 18). A thread of moral response
interlaced the elements. Fullan (2003) consistently advocated for the moral dimension of
leadership in his earliest work as well as throughout his ongoing work in education reform.
Speaking of the work of school leaders especially toward whole system reform, he said:
It should be clear that this is not just a matter of helping out a few schools. Rather, this is
changing the whole system. If school leaders do not take their moral imperative on the
road, system transformation will be impossible because you can’t change the system from
the center or from weakly supported grassroots networks. The new moral imperative
implicates all school leaders in a shared mission to improve all schools. (Fullan & Quinn,
2016, p. 59)
Fullan and Quinn (2016) saw systems change operationalized when leaders crystalized their
moral imperative. Leaders’ moral imperative drove their actions, demonstrating the “focusing
direction” component of the framework. The following questions helped leaders determine the
driving purposes of education:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is my moral imperative?
What actions do I take to realize this moral imperative?
How do I help others clarify their moral imperative?
Am I making progress in realizing my moral purpose with students? (Fullan &
Quinn, 2016, p. 19)

Along with clarification of purpose both individually and collectively, Fullan and Quinn claimed
“talking the walk” (p. 21) was essential to focusing direction. Talking the walk meant goals and
strategies were memorable and limited in number, delineated clearly, and integrated within the
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fabric of the change processes to the extent leaders represented them fluidly, authentically, and
frequently. Also, “talking the walk” included recurrent reiteration of the progress toward the
focused direction, which fostered innovation diffusion and implementation.
Change leadership within the driver of focused direction built from the idea “change is a
process, not an event” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 27). Leader responsibility equated to moving
individuals and the organization “from the current state to the future state” (p. 27). Factors
coming into play for individuals in change processes resided largely in “confidence and
competence” (p. 27) and required leaders to attend to “capacity building and a supportive
climate” (p. 28). The researchers pointed out leaders of change at times “push” change and at
other times use a “pull” approach:
Great leaders read situations and people. They build strong relationships and seek
feedback from all sources. These attributes give them insight into when to push or be
assertive and when they need to draw people in or follow. The best leaders use push and
pull in combination. (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 33)
A push-pull approach complemented what the authors termed “leadership from the middle
(LFTM)” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 9). As staff and administrators, schools, and districts
coalesced around solutions in improvement efforts, they influenced upwardly in right-minded
policy at the state or federal levels. In addition, LFTM enabled ongoing improvement and
greater leveraging of influence toward the focused direction.
Fullan (2003, 2005) has long expressed the importance of the organizational culture in
response to change and shared meaning during change. According to Fullan (2005), “cultures
consist of the shared values and beliefs in the organization” (p. 57). One of the right drivers was
“cultivating collaborative cultures.” Fullan and Quinn (2016) promoted the idea of “leaders who
create a culture of growth; know how to engage the hearts and minds of everyone; and focus
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their collective intelligence, talent, and commitment to shaping a new path” (p. 47). Those were
the leaders who understood the genius to “use the group to change the group. . . . [in a]
collective shaping and reshaping of ideas and solutions” (p. 47).
The four elements within the driver of “collaborative culture” include “culture of growth,
learning leadership, capacity building, and collaborative work” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p.48).
Following the concept of cultivating a collaborative culture, leaders tapped the potential of the
internal human resources, honored and valued in-house talent, and grew internal capacity.
Questions leaders asked under this driver were
1. What is our current challenge?
2. What is our current capacity for solution finding?
3. Who has the greatest expertise or potential to address this either internally or
externally?
4. How important is it to find a quick solution or to build the capacity of the
organization to implement and find its own solutions?
5. What intended and unintended messages will our approach send to the organization?
(Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 53)
An important aspect of this driver involved the savvy of leaders toward three components
of capital: human capital (human resources), social capital (quality of community among and
between employees), and decisional capital (professional expertise and practical means related to
decision making). Across these contexts and the organizational dynamics, leaders who
exemplified learning along with leading did so by “modeling learning, shaping culture, and
maximizing the impact on learning” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 54).
Overall, cultivating collaborative cultures intersected the concepts of depth of learning
with the degree of collaborative learning. Fullan and Quinn (2016) established it strengthened
the culture, when collective capacity was built via essential common knowledge base and
strategic professional skills. The greater the depth of learning of individuals at every level of the
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district combined with increased degrees of collaboration in learning, the more sustained and
systemic the learning turned out to be (p. 60).
Fullan (2016) found change in systems did not occur easily, especially in an entire
system. In one of his most recent writings, he emphasized the importance of change in whole
systems:
Educational change stands or falls on whether educators, students, and other learners find
personal meaning in what they are learning and how they are learning. This is difficult
because groups must find meaning, not just individuals. All of this is further complicated
because circumstances are constantly changing due to demographic, environmental, and
other natural shifts, as well as deliberate policy attempts to improve the situation, which
more often than not muddy the waters. In all cases, meaning, especially shared meaning,
is at a premium. (Fullan, 2016, p. 4)
As such, Fullan (2016) regarded the larger change to be a “need for whole-system, sustainable
reform” (p. 17), incorporating change at three levels: local and community, district level, and
state or national level. He referred to the success seen when systems used his theories: “we now
call this phenomenon whole system change and are making even more progress [italics in
original]” (p. 17). Whole system change requires cultivating a collaborative culture.
The third driver in the Coherence Framework also guided the study. “Deepening
learning” had to take place at every level of the organization, student and adult, internal to the
system and external. This driver comprised three elements: clarity of learning goals, precision
in pedagogy, and shift practices through capacity building (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 80). To
truly move learning into the 21st century, leaders fostered sustained change in education from a
shared enterprise toward developing and clarifying outcomes of learning. Fullan and Quinn’s
(2016) theory espoused competencies of deep student learning as the “6 C’s: Communication,
Critical Thinking, Collaboration, Creativity, Character, and Citizenship” (p. 84).
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The back story to the context of this driver involves technology. The ubiquitous nature of
technology and its power of connectivity obligates leaders of educational change to attend to
technology as an accelerator in learning or as an amplifier of learning. Leaders need to move
beyond thinking of technology as simply an acquisition and an add-on to learning (Fullan &
Quinn, 2016, p. 81).
As with the other drivers, Fullan and Quinn (2016) offered critical questions leaders
could ask to determine progress toward deep learning. These questions needed to be asked
applicable to each level of the system (teachers, schools, and district). For the purposes of this
proposal, questions were stated relative to the district level:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the district have clarity of learning goals?
Have high-yield pedagogical practices been identified and shared?
Does the district create a culture of learning for all educators?
Does the district provide resources for collaborative learning structures and processes
to thrive? (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 101)

Deepening learning compelled education systems to improve instructional skills, which
equated to precise, expert practice. Expert practice was incumbent upon the extensive
knowledge base of practices in the classroom now known to ensure learning and mastery. Fullan
and Quinn (2016) referred to “pedagogical precision [as] a priority and a driving force” (p. 88) of
the necessary change in education. Closely coupled with expert practice, concepts of engaging
partnerships, safe learning environments, and “leveraging digital” (p. 90) combine and enable
learning to take place in settings and ways more authentic and relevant to students and real life.
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Fullan and Quinn (2016) designated the final driver to effective, sustainable educational
change as “securing accountability.”
If you want effective accountability, you need to develop conditions that maximize
internal accountability [italics in original]—conditions that increase the likelihood that
people will be accountable to themselves and to the group. Second, you need to frame
and reinforce internal accountability with external accountability [italics in original]—
standards, expectations, transparent data, and selective interventions. (p. 109)
The two elements within the driver encompassed internal accountability and external
accountability. While the two go hand in hand, for best results overall the authors claimed
internal accountability must be developed in strategic ways before external accountability. In
dealing with external accountability, Fullan and Quinn (2016) advised those in higher echelons
should “focus their efforts on two interrelated activities: investing in internal accountability and
projecting and protecting the system” (p. 119). External accountability alone does not change or
improve systems.
Organizations experiencing change undergo complex dynamics. According to Fullan and
Quinn (2016), leaders using the right drivers make the difference in organizational coherence
during heightened change: “They actively develop lateral and vertical connections so that the
collaborative culture is deepened and drives deepened learning and reinforces the focused
direction” (p. 128). Superintendents fostered coherence in education systems when the work of
school improvement enabled shared meaning across all segments of the system. Shared meaning
determined outcomes and learning within the organization. Fullan (2016) noted “the pursuit of
meaning involves constantly refining knowledge” (p. 36). Leaders must continually pursue
knowledge and deepen their own learning because “multiple, fragmented initiatives compound
the problem of meaning” (Fullan, 2016, p. 36) in organizations. Fullan (2016) found
fragmentation to be a perennial problem in learning how to put the right pieces in place:
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“Organizationally speaking, schools must figure out how to achieve program coherence among
many pieces” (p. 36).
The theories of Fullan and Quinn (2016) provided a framework to view the systems work
led by superintendents during a decade of change brought about by No Child Left Behind and
Race to the Top. My review of literature with regard to educational change showed how the
Coherence Framework proved useful in understanding the concerns leaders expressed and
researchers noted. The changes in education systems were complex and dealt with focus,
culture, new learning and ways of doing business, and accountability around every corner.
These changes corresponded with the four drivers of the Coherence Framework.
Throughout the decade of NCLB and RTTT, the overall context echoed a sense of
overload and fragmentation facing all sectors of education. Researchers noted superintendents
recognized a need for system cohesion (Bell, 2008; Hannay et al., 2006). Malen and Rice (2004)
detected freneticism in organizations. Additional cited literature demonstrated a lack of
coherence in the midst of reform pressures, which frustrated superintendents (Julian, 2006).
Superintendents faced challenges dealing with keeping the system focused, building
collaborative cultures, enabling strategic professional learning, and navigating accountability
(Gauzy, 2010; Johnstone et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2009; Mitchell, 2008). Many of the
challenges facing superintendents who led districts during NCLB could be categorized within the
Coherence Framework. Experiences and actions of superintendents during the changes of the
past decade could be calibrated to the drivers and elements and analyzed regarding aspects
leading to or failing to lead to sustainable changes in the organization.
Organizational change depended on leaders and the collective work done to achieve
shared meaning and coherence. In the following section, I consider leadership theory as
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promoted by Bolman and Deal (2014), who noted leaders of systems undergoing change
operated from frames of reference.
Leadership in Organizations
Understanding the work superintendents did in light of NCLB also required analysis
pertaining to leadership approach and practice within their organizations. Bolman and Deal
(2014) used the concept of frames to examine and guide the work of leaders: “A frame is a set of
beliefs and assumptions that you carry in your head to help you understand and negotiate some
part of your world” (p. 11). Their theory captured “four major frames—structural, human
resource, political, and symbolic” (p. 15) used to discern what leaders do and to offer help in
understanding leadership situations.
Leadership frames of reference formed the conceptual context of how leaders responded
in circumstances. Bolman and Deal (2014) felt by understanding the frames and using them as
tools, leaders gained flexibility and freedom to think more effectively about how they were
leading. The authors introduced the idea of “reframing—our prescription for sizing things up
and figuring out what’s really going on” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 9). Leaders who could see
more than one side of an issue or to understand others in light of interests, motivations, or
concerns broadened their options: “Reframing requires an ability to think about things in more
than one way. . . . using different mental models to determine what’s going on and what to do in
complex situations” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 9). Bolman and Deal (2014) discussed the frames
and typified the leadership style of each frame. In addition, they posed considerations leaders
could take to emulate or strengthen each particular frame.
Leadership frames. The “structural frame” uses a perspective concerning structures of
an organization. A leader who tends to lead from the “structural frame” relates to the
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organization like an executive leading a factory. A structural leader is concerned with “rules,
roles, goals, policies, technology, and environment” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 19). This kind of
leader has a strong “ability to design a workable social architecture of strategy, role, and
coordination for the times” (p. 21). Structural leaders pay attention to elements including
“hierarchy of authority, or chain of command . . . functional groups [formed as] . . . units created
on the basis of time . . . groups organized by product . . . established around customers or clients
. . . groupings around place or geography . . . groupings by process [italics in original]” (pp. 2728).
Structural leaders see their “responsibility is to shape structure to fit the situation”
(Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 27). The theorists offered questions facing these kinds of leaders:
1. What are my strategies and circumstances?
2. How do I allocate responsibilities across different people and units?
3. And, once I’ve done that, how do I integrate diverse efforts in pursuit of common
goals? (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 27)
Structural leaders demonstrate talent in approaching the organization as a factory model.
Challenges for structural leaders emerge in scenarios from which they “may overlook human
emotions, politics, and the cohesion that comes from cultural bonds rather than structure” (p. 35).
Another leadership frame in Bolman’s and Deal’s theory, the “human resource frame,”
pays attention to people in the organization: “Great human resource leaders see people as the
key to success” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 49). Seeing the organization more like a family, these
leaders derive their purpose in leading based on “needs, emotions, skills, and relationships” (p.
19) and seek to empower others to accomplish the work together.
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Human resource leaders follow six elements significant to their frame of reference:







Develop a philosophy and values
Hire the right people
Keep them around
Invest in their future
Sustain power to the people
Promote diversity (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 55)

Skilled human resource leaders use advocacy combined with inquiry (p. 73) and “spend most of
their time communicating with others . . . [as a] great listener and learner” (p. 76).
Questions essential to leaders operating out of the human resource frame involve
thoughtful concern based on values and people. Bolman and Deal (2014) proposed the following
questions of consideration for the human resource leader:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What philosophy and values will you follow?
What will you look for in the people you hire?
How will you keep people once they sign on?
What will you do to invest in your people?
How will you empower your people?
How will you promote diversity? (pp. 59-60)

Cautions for this type of leadership often originate in “interpersonal blindness” (Bolman
& Deal, 2014, p. 63), “interpersonal misfire” (p. 67), or being victim of or party to “unconscious
coconspirators [sic] in a social contract to keep each other comfortably unaware of
discrepancies” (p. 68) in leadership and personality flaws. The challenge perceived by human
resource leaders arises in the campaign to “align [an] organization with human needs and talent”
(p. 19).
Political frame of leadership focuses on the resources of the organization. Leaders who
operate from a frame of the political “see a world of contests among individuals and interest
groups competing over scarce resources. They recognize they need to plunge into the political
arena to move their organization where it needs to go” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 77). The
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organization of the political leader resembles a jungle model (p. 19) and requires a skillset
attending to four areas: “agenda setting, mapping the political terrain, networking and forming
coalitions” (p. 81).
Because organizations are made up of people, “every group and organization is political,
for two reasons: (1) individuals and groups have divergent interests and values, and (2) they live
in a world of scarce resources” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 79). Political leaders navigate multiple
dynamics by understanding power is based both in position and in association.
Position power is important, but it is never sufficient. Organizations and societies are
networks as well as hierarchies, and the power of relationships is a crucial complement to
the power of position. In simplest terms, network power amounts to the power of your
friends minus the power of your enemies. (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 80)
Political leaders bargain and negotiate. They see their leadership task as being a savvy
advocate who develops the organization’s agendas and forms relationships to amass a power
base enabling them to carry out the agenda. Questions leaders asked to clarify from the political
frame were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How well does [the leader] know the political landscape?
Has she identified the key players?
How do they line up on the issues?
Does she have the power she needs?
If not, how can she get it? (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 83).

The central concept shaping political leaders’ views of leadership involves “power, conflict,
competition, and organizational politics” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 19). These questions expose
potential limitations for political leaders or for those who want to strengthen leadership in the
political frame: “Misreading the political landscape can lead to costly errors” (Bolman & Deal,
2014, p. 83). Leaders challenged in this area face “networking and building coalitions” (p. 83),
dealing with conflict (p. 91), and leveraging power assets (p. 100).
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The final leadership frame Bolman and Deal (2014) established, the “symbolic frame,”
views the organization in terms of essence and spirit: “Symbolic leaders see an ambiguous
world in which meaning is created rather than given. They follow a consistent set of scripts and
rituals to take advantage of the interpretive opportunities and challenges they encounter” (p.
105). Symbolic leaders see their organizations as a “temple [or] theater” (p. 19) and their task to
“create faith, hope, meaning, and belief [by bringing] “inspiration [and] significance” (p. 19) to
the organization.
Symbolic leaders orchestrate the culture and climate of their organizations, mindful of
“soul and spirit. The symbolic frame can fill the gap and spiritually bond an organization and its
people in a shared destiny. Symbols cluster to form culture, the shared patterns that define ‘our
way of doing things’” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 107). Symbolic leaders find six elements of
leading compelling. They







Respect and use history
Interpret experience
Develop and communicate a hopeful vision
Lead by example
Tell stories
Convene rituals and ceremonies (Bolman & Deal, 2014, pp. 114-118)

Leaders, especially symbolic leaders, cultivate teams with “uncommon spirit—or soul”
(Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 119), which is a vital aspect to the symbolic leadership frame. These
teams often have a distinct sense of joining in or “signing up” (p. 121), they capitalize on
diversity (p. 122), foster a specialized language (p. 123), maintain and promote a sense of
traditions and use stories (p. 124), enjoy “humor and play . . . ritual and ceremony” (pp. 124125), and are often supported by “informal cultural players” (p. 126).
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Questions aimed at considering areas of a symbolic leadership frame are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is the leader’s example strengthening the organization?
What symbols can be used to unite and inspire followers?
How is a collective experience being interpreted, enlivened, and honored?
Is there a hopeful vision and how can it be portrayed?
What are the stories of the organization and members?
What are the organization’s unifying rituals and ceremonies?
How is the leader respecting and using organizational history? (Adapted from
Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 105)

Challenges to the symbolic frame potentially come from lack of sign-up by key players or not
managing resulting tensions from diverse leaders within a high-powered team.
Reframing and the organization’s story. Effective leadership requires finesse in
navigating various frames, given various scenarios with organizations. In addition, Bolman and
Deal (2014) recognized the juncture of the leader’s story with the situation of the organization,
its story:
Great leadership begins when a leader’s worldview and personal story, honed over years
of experience, meet a situation that presents both challenge and opportunities. Great
leaders use multiple frames so as to see what they need to see, and craft a story about
what will work. (p. 193)
The four frames of leadership set forth by Bolman and Deal (2014) exist within a larger picture
of leadership in action. Nuances of leading in organizations under stress depends on situations.
Effective leadership weaves metaphors, central concepts, images, and related aspects together in
intricate ways.
Bolman and Deal (2014) titled their theory “The Art of Reframing” and explained, “The
interplay of leaders’ and organization’s stories give rise to an emerging script that, at its best,
provides a compelling image of where a group or organization is, where it needs to go, and how
it will get there” (p. 193). A leader’s flexible use of varying frames of reference mobilized
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forces and teams to meet varying scenarios. In one way or the other, the leader’s story impacts
and reflects the story of the organization.
Figure 5 depicts four frames as natural reference points leaders tend to use in
organizations. A leader can pay attention to the strengths and limitations in the preferred frame
of reference to hone leadership behaviors. Great leaders consider multiple frames especially
during change circumstances and navigate the challenges adapting as needed.
• Structural Contingencies (p. 29)
• Size and Age
• Core Process
• Environment
• Strategy and Goals
• Information technology
• Nature of the workforce

• Political Skills (p. 81-86)
• Setting Agendas
• Mapping the Political Terrain
• Networking and Building Coalitions
• Bargaining and Negotiating

Structural
Leadership

Human
Resource
Leadership

Political
Leadership

Symbolic
Leadership

• Principles for Leading People (p.55)
• Develop a Philsophy and Values
• Hire the Right People
• Keep Them Around
• Invest in their Future
• Sustain Power to the People
• Promote Diversity

• The Ways of Magic:
How Symbolic Leaders Work
(pp. 114-117)
• Respect and Use History
• Interpret Experience
• Develop and Communicate a
Hopeful Vision
• Lead by Example
• Tell Stories
• Convene Rituals and Ceremonies

Figure 5. Summary of frames of reference for how great leaders think. (adapted from Bolman &
Deal, 2014)
Bolman and Deal’s (2014) frames helped explain my review findings. As
superintendents’ voiced concerns of change their stories tended toward a frame of reference.
Superintendents’ concerns fell into categories depicting: structural contingencies, human
resource aspects, political avenues, or the work of symbolic leadership. When superintendents
recollected stories of events during the decade or related actions they took, their behavior
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typified a particular frame. They viewed their organization’s change circumstances from the
perspective of a frame. As researcher, I analyzed the story of the leader’s experience during the
changes of a decade of NCLB relative to the questions they asked of themselves, the metaphors
alluded to, the concepts expressed, the images of leadership revealed, and the challenges
perceived. Mapping various aspects of the leaders’ experiences which corresponded to
leadership frames yielded insights for education leadership during organizational tensions of
change.
Summary of Review of Theoretical Literature
The reviewed literature depicted superintendents concerned with finding themselves in
“chaos . . . [and] in the middle of arguments” (Mitchell, 2008, p. 6). Superintendents felt
pressured to develop education cultures aligned with accountability. They felt caught in
“powerlessness . . . reduced autonomy . . . [situations which] diminish influence” (Johnstone et
al., 2009, pp. 14-15). “Political storms” (Johnstone, Dikkers, & Luedeke, 2009, p. 16) loomed,
bringing moral purpose and imperatives into question (Gauzy, 2010; Miller et al., 2009). These
kinds of scenarios revealed underlying images and metaphors challenging roles, responsibilities,
and behaviors previously assumed to be part of the superintendent’s job (Feuerstein, 2013;
Smith, 2011). The review of literature pertaining to rural superintendents noted importance of
place and lifeworld contexts (Arnold et al., 2005; Cormier, 2003; Hesbol, 2005; Howley et al.,
2005, Rey, 2009) signaling a distinct reference point of place. Analysis based on leadership
frames provided insight as far as superintendents’ uses of executive reference points when
leading rural districts.
Researchers portrayed the turbulence in rural communities when local school and district
well-being was at stake (Cogswell, 2009; Forner et al., 2012; Lane, 2006; Montgomery, 2010;
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Rey, 2009; Surface, 2006). Success in a rural superintendency included longevity and
collaboration with the community (Rey, 2009; Tekniepe, 2015), a condition often susceptible
with pressures of change. I understood the leadership pressures better from exploring previous
research regarding the circumstances of other rural superintendents during NCLB.
In this section I also described the concept of lifeworld from Habermas (1987), and
theories from Bridges and Bridges (2016), Bolman and Deal (2014, )Fullan (2003, 2005), and
Fullan and Quinn (2016). Habermas’ concept of lifeworld deepened my grasp of the invisible
but enveloping sense of community and beliefs about children and education often so much a
part of rural settings. Superintendents lived and worked in rural places where decisions and
responses to change pressures weighed against education expectations of place. Phases of
transition explained by Bridges and Bridges enhanced my awareness of the human and
institutional sides of change. Phases of transition, organizational life-cycle, and institutional
renewal permeated the experiences of superintendents during the reform era.
Bolman and Deal (2014) conceptualized leadership of organizations going through
monumental change and leadership approaches from frames of reference. Leaders of
organizations in change characterized their role and organization, then responded according to a
frame of reference: structural, human resource, political, or symbolic. Exploring the narrative of
rural veteran superintendents alongside the four leadership frames (structural, human resource,
political, and symbolic) explicated some issues of school district leaders submerged in change:
“Leaders’ stories exchange energy with an organization’s story, present and past” (Bolman &
Deal, 2014, p. 192). Leader behaviors explained successes and struggles rural superintendents
faced amidst close-knit communities given the distinctive attributes of the rural superintendency
illustrated in the literature.
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Many factors came into play when leaders led organizations undergoing pressures and
change, suggesting sociopolitical dynamics were at play. Fullan and Quinn (2016) claimed
educational leadership is a “normative job” (p. 134) and “developing other leaders becomes the
natural order of the day” (p. 135). Fullan and Quinn clarified successful educational change
meant using action elements derived from the right drivers, along with “tools to systematically
foster leadership in the system” (p. 135), and incorporating coherence as a leadership framework
tool.
These theories presented perspectives considered for the study of veteran, rural school
superintendents who led school districts during a decade of No Child Left Behind. The
perspectives highlighted leadership and added to my understanding of superintendents’ stories of
their experiences while they led organizations during times of heightened change.
Gaps and Tensions in the Literature
A casual observer might have expected the role of superintendent of schools to be a
powerful one in the myriad reforms over the past decade or the roles and responsibilities
remained status quo. However, the literature cited seemed to suggest a more complex story.
Superintendent concerns of external pressures and leading during times of change presented
leadership challenges amidst increased powerlessness, loss of autonomy, and organizational
fragmentation. The review of literature established the context for the political undercurrents
resulting in a decade of dramatic change in public education. Research represented a reform
quagmire at the local school and district levels as an outgrowth of federal and state level law,
regulations, policies, and funding mechanisms. Reviewed literature brought to light a sense of
disruption in public education, which added to district level leadership struggles, roles, and
responsibilities.
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Researchers studied public education throughout the influence of No Child Left Behind
and Race to the Top and in some cases questioned the moral response of superintendents tasked
with ensuring accountability (Feuerstein, 2013; Gauzy, 2010). Studies verified tensions and
stresses in organizations and complexities for superintendents. The literature also confirmed
leaders’ sense of urgency alongside wariness of reform demands on systems ill-equipped to
succeed at sustained improvements. Much of the research cited was quantitative and used survey
research. Some applied mixed methods, usually involving surveys along with interviews, focus
groups, or case studies. Some qualitative studies explained superintendent leadership in terms of
designated theories, certain programs, or in specified locations. Some research considered rural
school superintendent challenges distinctive to a rural setting, in terms of comparisons to urban
and suburban, or as survey findings extrapolated as a subpopulation of a larger study.
However, the research review I carried out revealed missing key information, and I noted
identifiable gaps. The literature does not include sufficient research examining superintendent
experience in the milieu of rural lifeworld, especially as it pertains to phases of transition and
institutional renewal during change of the magnitude of NCLB.
While there were studies including Fullan’s work, the research was based on earlier
theories rather than Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) recent Coherence Framework. At the time of my
search for literature, I did not find any studies including the Coherence Framework as a
theoretical base. While Bolman and Deal (2014) were cited in a variety of studies especially
regarding their earlier work, I did not locate a substantial quantity of research based on their
most recent theory involving how great leaders think.
I also did not find any current qualitative research expressly studying rural, veteran
superintendents experiencing change as a result of a decade of NCLB combined with RTTT. I
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found an additional gap pointing to a lack of recent qualitative studies of Colorado
superintendents. In particular, I didn’t find any recent qualitative study of rural, veteran
Colorado superintendents and their narrative of experiencing a decade of change under NCLB
and RTTT. A qualitative, case study concerned with the phenomenon of rural, veteran Colorado
superintendents leading districts in the past decade of change adds to the literature.
The next section discusses the methodology of the study. The methodology concerned
the best ways to study and understand the experiences of superintendents leading rural districts
during NCLB.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
In this chapter I discuss the context behind qualitative study and why it best fit the
phenomenon of superintendent experience during the era of reform. Next I explain the research
design of my study including participant selection, data collection, and data analysis. Additional
sections of the chapter establish ways that I bracketed researcher experience and bias, increased
trustworthiness, and considered ethical dimensions of the study.
My study examined the experiences of rural, veteran Colorado superintendents as they
led school districts during a decade of change under No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top.
I designed the study as a qualitative study and did not seek to quantify or measure, but to
describe, illuminate, and learn from stories of veteran, rural school superintendents who led
organizations under unprecedented pressure to change. I considered which scholarly traditions
and methodology would best fit the question posed for the purposes stated.
Effective academic scholars plan, design, and organize research based upon a tradition or
approach. Academic scholarship follows “philosophical assumptions” (Creswell, 2014, p. 3) and
makes particular study design decisions aligned with the assumptions. Creswell differentiated
between two recognized traditions: qualitative and quantitative. Generally, researchers using a
quantitative approach formulate their methodology around numerical relationships. They
examine variables and represent data analysis in statistical processes. Quantitative researchers
use a deductive process and protocols allowing for close replication. Replication further
validates, tests, and controls conditions in ways allowing for generalizations. Analysis using a
quantitative tradition often compares, derives cause and effect, or measures to test a hypothesis.
Researchers engaged in a qualitative approach, on the other hand, base methodology on
“exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human
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problem” (Creswell, 2014, p. 4). Qualitative research follows an inductive pattern of
investigation. This research tradition interprets and views a slice of life, given a particular time,
setting, circumstance, or other defined boundaries. According to Creswell, the qualitative
tradition involves “the researcher making interpretations of the meaning of the data . . . [with] a
focus on individual meaning, and the importance of rendering the complexity of a situation”
(p.4).
Philosophies guide worldviews. A researcher’s worldview guides observation and design
of a study. Creswell (2014) described a worldview of a social constructivist researcher as one in
which “individuals seek understanding of the world in which they live and work” (p. 8). During
a qualitative study, a researcher seeks to find clarification emerging out of study participants’
various contexts, behaviors, stories, and interactions. The researcher discerns patterns and
recognizes phenomenon. The researcher’s task continues by describing the phenomenon and
elucidating further understanding of the meanings participants constructed. In qualitative
studies, “The researcher’s intent is to make sense of (or interpret) the meanings others have about
the world” (Creswell, 2014, p. 8).
Taylor and Bogden (1998) summarized the history of qualitative tradition and pointed out
the approach eventually grew out of the social sciences and positivism. They noted the approach
grew as a trend to investigate “the facts or causes of social phenomena apart from the subjective
states of individuals [italics in original]” (p. 3). The qualitative approach developed even more
distinctly from philosophy and sociology. Taylor and Bogden traced a later, more distinct
perspective to “understanding social phenomena from the actor’s own perspective and examining
how the world is experienced” (p. 3).
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Methodology in research, according to Taylor and Bogden (1998), “refers to the way we
approach problems and seek answers” (p. 3). Methodology depends on the type of problem
being studied. Positivists maintain “a natural science model of research” (p. 4) whereas the
“phenomenologist seeks understanding through qualitative methods, such as participant
observation, in-depth interviewing, and others, that yield descriptive data” (Taylor & Bogden,
1998, p. 4). Qualitative methods advanced further from the field of anthropology as fieldwork
became a respected and legitimate way to capture data. Researchers attend carefully to “people’s
own written or spoken words and observable behavior” (p. 7). Researcher attention focuses on
the participant as a salient aspect to qualitative methodology.
Wolcott (2001 described methodology as the underlying principles of inquiry rather than
to specific techniques” (p. 93). Wolcott visualized the realm of qualitative research as a large
tree with its roots deeply embedded in the soil of “everyday life” (p. 90). The roots were labeled
“experiencing, enquiring, and examining” (p. 90) My study is about understanding the
experiences of superintendents. I enquired about the sense they made of external reform
pressures and examined the change phenomenon related to superintendent leadership.
Experiencing, enquiring and examining all formed roots of my inquiry.
I determined qualitative methodology and case study research to be most appropriate for
my study because my research sought to understand the phenomenon of superintendent
leadership experiences in the midst of large scale, externally imposed change, in a specified
setting, and during a specified period of time. Merriam (1998) explained regardless of the type
of qualitative study being done, each of them “share the essential characteristics of qualitative
research—the goal of eliciting understanding and meaning, the researcher as primary
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instrument of data collection and analysis, the use of fieldwork, an inductive orientation to
analysis, and findings that are richly descriptive [italics in original]” (p. 11).
This study focused on close observations of what superintendents described as their
experiences of leading during change. I was concerned with how leaders made sense of the
milieu faced by districts. What did superintendents make of their own leadership in the midst of
it all? I listened and observed as they narrated their experiences of leading. Their stories
revealed what aspects of the reform era carried importance. They recollected approaches they
took to keep their organization coherent during the decade of reform. Superintendents recalled
and explained responses to change driven by external pressures.
Fullan (2016) noted the importance of understanding failures and successes in education
reform through a lens of meaning at the individual level:
The problem of meaning is central to making sense of educational change. In order to
achieve greater meaning, we must come to understand both the small and the big pictures.
The small picture concerns the subjective meaning or lack of meaning for individuals at
all levels of the education system. (p. 8)
Individuals experience change within systems. All of the smaller pictures lead to better
understanding of the bigger picture. Change in education impacts individuals primarily and
solutions must be studied at the individual levels to grasp the phenomenon of change at the
macro levels.
Fullan (2016) recommends finding solutions to reform fragmentation by examining those
forced on education in the past. Seeking to understand past reform fragmentation enables
solutions to emerge from shared meaning and builds understanding at the big picture level.
Fullan promotes perspectives based in phenomenological inquiry. Clarifying the meaning
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behind educators’ experiences of change is at the core of social reform, providing needed insight.
Phenomenological research provides avenues to understand the big picture because,
More and more we are finding the solution in shared meaning, which conveys the idea
that change processes that engage individuals and groups to develop new solutions will
be essential. In the meantime, the neglect of the phenomenology of change, that is, how
people actually experience change as distinct from how it might have been intended—is
at the heart of the spectacular lack of success of most social reforms. It is also necessary
to build and understand the big picture, because educational change after all, is a
sociopolitical process. (Fullan, 2016, pp. 8-9)
The range of naturalistic inquiry, a foundation for qualitative research, includes research
seeking to understand meaning in light of experiences. Lincoln and Guba (1985) designated
“qualitative methods are stressed within the naturalistic paradigm” (p. 198) partly because the
researcher is the research instrument. They delineated 14 characteristics of naturalistic inquiry as
differentiated from a positivist tradition. I selected the following characteristics as they applied
to my study:








Utilization of tacit knowledge. . . . (intuitive, felt) knowledge in addition to
propositional knowledge
Purposive sampling
Inductive data analysis. . . . because that process is more likely to identify the
multiple realities to be found in those data
Emergent design
Negotiated outcomes. . . . involves the human sources from which the data have
chiefly been drawn because it is their constructions of reality that the researcher
seeks to reconstruct
Idiographic interpretation. . . . drawing conclusions [relative to] the particulars of
the case
Special criteria for trustworthiness. . . . [researcher] is likely to define new . . .
criteria and devise operational procedures for applying them . . . [such as]
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, pp. 40-43)

I regarded the process of qualitative research as a time of discovering, pondering and
wondering throughout my study. I attended to the intuitive knowledge of my participants and
probed to grasp their sense of how they experienced the phenomenon of NCLB and its pressures
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on them as leaders. I sampled the population purposively and with the intent to get a
comprehensive view of each case within my study. I allowed for patterns and ideas to emerge.
When a comment or segment of story struck me I noted it and interpreted it in the context of the
individual interview before taking a particular route of interpretation in the whole study.
Periodically I returned back to examine individual comments with regard to the whole.
Eventually I could see clearer patterns and themes. The design of my study promoted an
effective naturalistic inquiry of superintendent experiences.
Research Design
Studying “veteran, rural superintendents” denotes a distinct type of participant. “Leading
during No Child Left Behind” signifies a particular context, implying varying stories, notions,
and experiences. As Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, and Allen (1993) said, “In a naturalistic study
the principal task of the researcher is to communicate a setting with its complex
interrelationships and multiple realities” (p. 163). My study derived structure from naturalistic
inquiry characteristics and followed a case study design. Lincoln and Guba (1985) listed
advantages of using case study as a format, since it







Is the primary vehicle for emic inquiry . . . [and provides] a reconstruction of the
respondent’s constructions
Builds on the reader’s tacit knowledge, presenting a holistic and lifelike description
that [allows the reader to] receive a measure of vicarious experience
Is an effective vehicle for demonstrating the interplay between inquirer and
respondents
Provides the reader an opportunity to probe for internal consistency . . .
trustworthiness
Provides the “thick description” so necessary for judgments of transferability
Provides a grounded assessment of context [italics in original] (pp. 359-360).
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I reconstructed participants’ experiences and provided holistic descriptions of each case, rich
with context. I made it my task to recognize the overarching complexities but also to regard the
details of salient moments the superintendents shared with me.
Merriam (1998) cautioned regarding the confusion occuring with misunderstood
terminology surrounding “case study,” “a case,” “case history,” “case method,” “case record,” or
“casework” (p. 32). A case is “a thing, a single entity, a unit around which there are boundaries .
. . intrinsically bounded” (p. 27). Thus, when I chose to study a “bounded phenomenon,” my
case study required defining limits to be included or not included. Over time, Merriam realized,
what defines a case is the limitations imposed by the researcher. Delimiting the case frees the
researcher to explore the phenomenon holistically.
According to Yin, “A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its real-world context, especially when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident” (2014, p. 16). By
bounding the case, the researcher casts a wide net within the boundaries to probe broadly.
Merriam (1998) explained, “Case studies include as many variables as possible and portray their
interaction, often over a period of time” (p. 30). Within the circumscribed boundaries of a case
study, “the researcher aims to uncover the interaction of significant factors characteristic of the
phenomenon” (p. 29). During my study, I allowed respondents to tell me their stories. Things
important to them made the case and determined the essence of their experiences. While each
superintendent portrayed a distinct case, his or her leadership during the designated time of
reform became a particular element of my research and fit the boundaries of the phenomenon
being studied.
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Overall, Merriam (1998) portrayed three attributes of case study research. Case studies
are “particularistic . . . focus[ing] on a particular situation, event, program, or phenomenon
[italics in original]” (p. 29). Case studies are also “descriptive . . . [meaning] the end product of
a case study is a rich, ‘thick’ description of the phenomenon under study [italics in original]” (p.
29). Finally, central to case study research is the way it sheds light on what was being
investigated: “Heuristic means that case studies illuminate the reader’s understanding of the
phenomenon under study [italics in original]” (p. 30).
Case study promotes nimbleness within the tradition of qualitative research: “A case
study might be selected for its very uniqueness, for what it can reveal about a phenomenon,
knowledge we would not otherwise have access to” (Merriam, 1998, p. 33). Case study expands
research agility because it encourages multiple avenues of investigation. According to Merriam
(1998),
Unlike experimental, survey, or historical research, case study does not claim any
particular methods for data collection or data analysis. Any and all methods of gathering
data, from testing to interviewing, can be used in a case study, although certain
techniques are used more than others. (p. 28)
The sociological aspects of education added a final consideration of case study as a good
fit for my study topic and question. Merriam (1998) stated, “The case study offers a means of
investigating complex social units consisting of multiple variables of potential importance in
understanding the phenomenon” (p. 41). This approach fit my study because I collected a
variety of data to tell and interpret a complex story occurring over a decade. Superintendents
narrated aspects of the reform era, and I sought patterns in their responses, which clarified the
complexities and nuances of their leadership.
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I next provide a detailed account regarding my methodology—beginning with seeking
approval from the Institutional Review Board, and continuing with participation recruitment and
selection, data collection and analysis, limitations and the effect of researcher experience and
bias on my study, the criteria used to evaluate qualitative research, and ethical considerations.
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
I reviewed and carefully observed the guidelines concerning human subjects research.
This involved completing training, designing an ethical study, and carefully recruiting and
selecting voluntary participants. I submitted application and supporting documents outlining my
study’s safeguards and received approval to conduct my study on March 14, 2016. Once I
received permission to conduct my study, I started with recruiting and selecting participants. I
followed IRB protocols regarding informed consent (see Appendix A) and participants’ wellbeing as informants. Finally, I respected participants’ privacy by safeguarding identifying
information and maintaining confidentiality to the best of my ability. Prior to using a
transcription service I followed UST IRB procedures to update my IRB application and received
an Administrative Review acknowledgement April 13, 2017. I obtained a Transcriber
Confidentiality Agreement form (see Appendix B) with the transcription service prior to
exchanging any data with confidential information.
The study involved adults who were in professional positions of authority and power
during the years of NCLB and who were not in any way subordinate to me. From those
parameters, the study fit within the expedited review process. I carefully followed protocols
regarding human research. I obtained informed signed consent prior to a person’s voluntary
participation in the study. Pseudonyms replaced names for all participants and related locations
to protect the identity of participants where possible. I replaced identifying information and
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stored private information separately in a secured area. I was the only person to access
identifying information other than a transcriptionist. I stored all confidential data and research
documents on password-protected devices and kept confidential data in a secured area. I was the
only person who accessed any of the confidential information other than a transcriptionist. IRB
forms are included in the Appendix along with a copy of an initial contact email (see Appendix
C), and an official recruitment letter as an invitation to participate (see Appendix D).
Recruiting and Selecting Participants
The study commenced by following the requirements of human subject research
guidelines. I designed my work with subjects understanding the need to safeguard them and
their information. I established processes to protect their privacy and confidentiality and also to
extend appropriate care and respect for them as participants. I gained approval from the
Institutional Review Board of the University of St. Thomas prior to working with any human
subjects and included 16 participants in my study.
Because qualitative research “is the attempt of a researcher to give order to some set of
phenomena. . . . [and there is inherent] complexity of any human setting” (Erlandson et al., 1993,
p. 73), my research design followed careful planning but allowed for flexibility. As Erlandson et
al. (1993) explained, “The naturalistic researcher recognizes the complexity of the context and
allows structure to build only as his or her understanding of that context and of the respondents’
constructions of reality allows the design to emerge” (p. 73). The concept of an emergent study
guided my research design, particularly in the case of participant recruitment and selection.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) established, “Naturalists sample in ways that maximize the scope and
range of information obtained; hence sampling is not representative but contingent and serial” (p.
224).
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Qualitative research seeks to discover from rich samples derived in purposeful ways.
Merriam (1998) established, “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the
investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample
from which the most can be learned” (p. 61). According to Merriam, purposeful sampling begins
with criteria used to select participants with potential to offer rich information about the
phenomenon being studied. To some extent, sampling often depends on a measure of
convenience. Because of limitations of “time, money, location, availability of sites or
respondents. . . . some dimension of convenience almost always figures into sample selection”
(Merriam, p. 63). Though as indicated above by Lincoln and Guba (1985) naturalistic sampling
is not necessarily representative, I wanted my participant population to be somewhat
representative of the varied pool of superintendents serving small, rural districts in Colorado. To
represent the larger pool of superintendents and their rural districts, I considered the stratification
of the potential population. “Stratification means that specific characteristics of individuals (e.g.,
gender—females and males) are represented in the sample” (Creswell, 2014, p. 158). Creswell
clarified that “these characteristics may or may not be present in the sample in the same
proportions as in the population; stratification ensures their representation” (p. 159).
My research question initially defined the basic sample. At the outset of my study and
once approved, I designated a potential pool of participants who met the criteria of “veteran,
rural superintendent.” To compile this potential participant pool, I obtained public information
from the Colorado Department of Education (CDE). First, I gathered information available from
CDE’s website. Next, I requested some public information from CDE no longer available
through the website, which had been archived. CDE representatives accessed archived data and
provided a spreadsheet of the public information.
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The data included names and organizational contact information of superintendents
serving in Colorado school districts by year during the designated time period: 2003-2004
through 2013-2014. I created a spreadsheet from all the information and listed the school
district, each school year fitting the study and also listed the superintendent per school year. I
sorted according to student population numbers. From there, I created a listing of school districts
designated by CDE as rural. Then I subdivided the listing according to further rural
classifications of “small rural” (less than 1,000 students) and “rural” (1,000 - 6,500 students). I
extracted the information specific to my potential population and archived the rest. Once I
bounded the rural district pool, I created a new spreadsheet with the same information without
the district contact information. I drew a box around the information displaying a superintendent
who had served five or more consecutive years in a rural school district.
In my initial design, I limited my pool of districts to those fitting a rural designation. I
had additional considerations to make once I organized the school district data, including district
size. I limited my pool to superintendents serving in districts in the range of approximately 1,500
students or fewer. (I noted over the decade some student populations fluctuated, thus districts
may have had a range of student numbers over the course of the decade.) A student population
of 1,500 students made my target slightly above my original conjecture of cutting off the pool at
1,000 students. I felt this cut-off made sense because I noted a natural division of the number of
rural districts above and below 1,500 students. Most rural districts served less than 1,200
students. There were 41 districts serving 1,200-6,000 students. Approximately one-third of the
rural districts had several hundred more students than 1,500, which potentially changed the
dynamic of the study. Districts larger than 1,500 students seemed to be a “big” district. In
addition, some of the districts served student populations less than 100. Such a low student
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population also seemed to potentially change the study. I decided to seek participants from
school districts serving approximately 200-1,500 students. I charted the count of the potential
participants by number of consecutive years served and stratified by size according to 001-300
students, 301-600 students, and 601-1200 students. In all, 86 potential participants surfaced
from the extrapolation of pertinent data.
After I charted my participant selection options according to school district student
population size as categorized above, I considered geographic distribution. I planned to engage a
representative sample of superintendents leading in small districts located in various rural
regions in the state. I also used a map of Colorado and pinpointed locations of potential
participants’ school districts in order to sample geographically diverse areas. The geographic
distribution of participants’ school districts represented six rural areas out of the eight different
regions in the state as designated by CDE. The remaining two regions involved metropolitan
areas, and district size prevented their inclusion.
When compiling the potential participant pool, I noted unexpected challenges. I realized
it would be particularly difficult to contact some individuals no longer at a district because I
might not be able to access current contact information for them. I felt it might be awkward to
request contact information from a school district administrative assistant because I had no way
of knowing the disposition of a superintendent’s departure. Additionally, I did not want to
encourage district employees to give out private and personal contact information. I also
realized some state or professional association sources I thought might be able to assist in an area
would not be able to help because of confidentiality restrictions. I decided I would need to start
interviewing, and, if necessary, I would ask participants for possible contact information for
those I lacked current phone numbers, addresses, and/or email addresses.
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Prior to selecting an initial pool, I completed a practice interview with a recently retired
superintendent of a rural school district larger than 1,500 students. I asked the retired
superintendent for names of potential participants and also eventually gathered names from my
first two participants to ensure a sufficient number and sampling of participants. Eventually I
limited my potential participant pool to those participants who still practiced in the state with
publicly available contact information with one exception. In one case, I obtained contact
information for a recently retired superintendent no longer in the state and whose district size and
setting helped balance my sample population. A mutual associate contacted the former
superintendent about my study, supplying my contact information, and the participant indicated
an interest in my study.
As a final determination regarding participant pool, I paid attention to recruiting both
men and women participants. There are considerably fewer female superintendents in the state,
and a few fit the parameters of my study. My participant sample did include both women and
men superintendents. Because of the small sample size and to better protect identities, I did not
further identify how many or which superintendents were women and which were men. After
incorporating both male and female participants as a final detail, I designated a potential sample
to contact and started with two participants.
Once I determined a potential sample pool, I contacted individuals by email (see
Appendix C) and where necessary I followed up by phone call. In my initial communication, I
introduced myself as a researcher, briefly summarized my study and the time commitment
needed, and invited them to potentially participate. If I thought participants might know me, I
referenced my affiliation for their recall, since several years had passed during my time as a
Colorado superintendent. I followed up initial contacts by sending an additional introductory
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email and phone call, if I did not get a response from the first contact. One potential participant
chose not to participate, and I followed up with a thank you email. I received no response from
several superintendents and returned to the potential pool and maintained a relatively balanced
sample as far as region and school district student population size. If I did not receive a response
after additional contacts, I selected another potential participant in the same region and continued
to balance sizes of districts included.
Taylor and Bogden (1998) reminded researchers to take care to not “limit the diversity of
your informants” (p. 93). Although the pool of superintendents in Colorado is not very diverse, I
pursued “information richness . . . [and to] maximize discovery” (Erlandson et al., 1993, pp. 8283). I remained mindful of representing regions, school district sizes, ethnicity, and gender to
the extent possible. Sixteen participants responded to my invitation and shared their narrative
with me. My data collected from participants gave me flow of discovery and increased my grasp
of the phenomenon. My sample size and ongoing review of data helped me reach saturation.
According to Taylor and Bogden (1998), “The size of the sample in an interviewing study is
something that should be determined toward the end of the research and not at the beginning” (p.
93).
Table 1 displays the participants and districts served along with the number of years
served as superintendent in each district. In all cases pseudonyms replaced the actual names to
protect the privacy of actual participants. Participants served as superintendents a combined total
of 187 years up to the point of the interview but not including the study year. (The total includes
dual-role service but does not include other previous positions such as assistant superintendent.)
I decided not to display corresponding school sizes in order to better protect the privacy of
participants.
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Pseudonym

District Pseudonym

Number of Years
Superintendent Served
(includes dual role service)

Superintendent Clickstipr

Northpine School District

9

also Courtside School District

5

Superintendent Everrakid

Southdon School District

11

Superintendent Gideerman

Fisher School District

8

Superintendent Goetznvolvd

Holcomb School District

9

Superintendent Hanson

Cranston School District

8

Superintendent Hendsonlern

Goodranch School District

8

Superintendent Leavurwyl

Cherrywood School District

9

also Elm Onge School District

2

Superintendent MacLongtim

Kinnisee School District

17

SuperintendentMenirolls

Ruthton School District

6

also Holadune School District

6

also Timapapio School District

2

Superintendent Miller

Hillyard School District
also Benson School District

Superintendent Pushunthru

6
6

Sumplotte School District

9

also Wistervale School District

2

Superintendent Retarree

Pleasant Vale School District

19

Superintendent Simjoinskul

Everfork School District

16

Superintendent Valuespeikiin

Sepevilla School District

6

Superintendent Weisman

Busconedi School District

12

Superintendent Wippov

Middleton School District

9

also Cacheton School District
Table 1. List of Participants, Districts, and Years Served in each District
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Once a potential participant responded indicating interest, I sent an official invitation
letter as recruitment to participate (see Appendix D), which included human subject safeguards
and details of the study. Throughout the study, I followed all appropriate protocols needed for
human subject research. I advised participants of confidentiality and told them I planned to use
pseudonyms. I followed human subject research safeguards to keep all information
appropriately confidential, protected, and safely and efficiently retrievable. I explained they
were free to withdraw at any point as well as not answer questions or exclude their data. I also
included appropriate disclaimers, such as the extent of my ability to disguise a rural setting
effectively, and my ability to mask some details completely due to the close collegial nature of
worked completed by superintendents. I gained each participant’s signed informed consent (see
Appendix A) before interviewing. I handled all data collected in ways designed to protect the
privacy of individuals and organizations as much as possible and as required by human subject
research guidelines.
Data Collection
The purpose of my study was to understand the experiences of veteran, rural Colorado
superintendents leading districts undergoing dramatic reform efforts during the implementation
years of No Child Left Behind. Their stories of leading change in the context of dramatic reform
yielded insight regarding the experience of district executive officers. Qualitative study focuses
data collection toward “constructing a comprehensive, holistic portrayal of the social and cultural
dimensions of a particular context” (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 85). Qualitative researchers
depend primarily on “data in the form of words. . . . based on observation, interviews, or
documents [italics in original]” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 9).
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Case study methodology explores a bounded context in order to be
richly descriptive, because it is grounded in deep and varied sources of information. It
employs quotes of key participants, anecdotes, prose composed from interviews…to
create mental images that bring to life the complexity of the many variables inherent in
the phenomenon being studied. (Hancock, 2006, p. 16)
Much of the “data consist essentially of rather everyday stuff collected in rather everyday ways”
(Wolcott, 2001, p. 96). Researchers process the data to derive patterns and meaning. Miles and
Huberman (1994) emphasized the everyday-ness of qualitative research, “what is important
about well-collected qualitative data . . . is that they focus on naturally occurring, ordinary
events in natural settings, so that we have a strong handle on what ‘real life’ is like [italics in
original]” (p. 10).
As stated earlier, in qualitative research, the process is an inductive process with an
emergent nature to allow for flexibility. Erlandson et al. (1993) focused the purpose of data
collection:
The primary purpose of gathering data in a naturalistic inquiry is to gain the ability to
construct reality in ways that are consistent and compatible with the constructions of a
settings’ inhabitants. This requires that the naturalistic researcher be able to experience
what the “natives” experience and to see that experience in the way that they see it. (p.
81)
I collected data primarily in the form of interviews from a wide variety of participants, and I
keenly observed participants during the interviews. I developed and followed an interview
protocol, including semi-structured questions to guide my observations. In some cases,
superintendents showed me or referenced artifacts. Along with my data gathering, I devised and
followed an electronic system of recordkeeping, indexing, and documentation.. My system
followed human subject research safeguards to keep all information appropriately confidential,
protected, and safely and efficiently retrievable.
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Interviews
I determined interviewing would be the most integral aspect of my data collection
process. I began interviews as soon as possible following individual recruitment processes.
During recruitment and prior to interviewing each participant, I reviewed with them necessary
human research safeguards and protocols, being sure participants understood. I explained
interviews would be audio recorded, and I gave them opportunity to ask questions and to decline
participation as well. Participants signed consent forms prior to answering any interview
questions. I vetted initial interview questions (see Appendix E) with my advisor and also
conducted a pilot interview in order to assure the interview questions were appropriate and
effective.
I conducted semi-structured, private interviews, at a time and in a public place mutually
agreed upon between each participant and the researcher. All but one interview took place in a
school office or a library small group conference room. I conducted one interview by phone.
Prior to each initial interview, I gained informed consent from each participant. I offered
additional copies of forms, if a participant wanted another copy from what was sent with the
invitation and what was given in hard copy format at the time of the interview. In the case of the
phone interview, the participant and I exchanged scanned copies of signed consent forms. Along
with my enthusiasm for their participation, I conveyed respect and appreciation to the individual
and regarding the circumstances to be discussed.
Any time I collected data by interviewing, I followed protocols for human subject
research. For example, I gave time for any questions a participant might have of me as
researcher. I explained interviews would be recorded and transcribed. The process also included
using “member check” procedures during the study, viewing the participants as an important
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collaborator in the research. I followed human subject research guidelines by informing
participants about their right to not answer any question as well as the right to withdraw from the
study at any time. I explained to participants they were free to exclude their data in part or in
whole through a written request and data would be destroyed according to their request.
Most participants suggested meeting at their current school district. I typically conducted
interviews at the school district location where the superintendent served during the NCLB era.
This enhanced my sense of the rural settings involved. Interviews involving superintendents
who changed districts took place in their current offices or meeting rooms or in other education
settings except for the telephone interview.
Often the office in which we met held conversation starters in the way of pictures, décor,
memorabilia, or other items important to the participant. Such conversations served to “break
the ice” prior to commencing with human subject research details and informed consent. Once I
gained consent and moved into the research interview, I began with a couple of informal and
general, open-ended “getting to know you” questions about the interviewee’s personal and
professional interests and background, to further put the participant at ease and to help build
rapport. After a brief warm up period, I asked a research entry question regarding the
superintendent’s one- or two-word reaction to the term “NCLB.” I called it a “quick think.” The
question and participants’ responses easily and naturally ramped up the inquiry. Additional
questions continued the superintendent’s narrative about the research topic. Additional questions
and follow up conversation remained open-ended.
During interviewing, I mentally reminded myself and also told participants my job was to
listen well. I said I would not talk much as I wanted to understand their story. Transcribing
reinforced my intention to limit my own commenting because I became more and more aware
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and critical of any extraneous verbalizing I inserted during interviews. In addition, I intended to
be strategically alert to “critical incidents” (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 103). I asked participants
to recall events and scenarios during the years they served as superintendent in their district. I
asked additional questions in terms of any other stories the superintendent could tell me of
noteworthy moments or significant concerns during those NCLB years. I probed regarding
participants’ actions and feelings during district reform by asking how they made sense of
something or how they felt about a circumstance. Their recollections often elicited animated
anecdotal information of what had happened during this time, and how the superintendent
responded to the reform movement of NCLB. I followed up with additional questions related to
whether or not the superintendent’s role changed and whether or not the superintendent changed
either personally or professionally. I scheduled 90 minutes with participants to ensure ample
time for the interview. Interviews lasted between 45-90 minutes.
I transcribed several interviews and also used a transcription service for some interviews
when transcription became too time intensive. Prior to using a known and reputable
transcription service, I obtained a transcriber confidentiality agreement form (see Appendix B).
Upon completion of transcription, I sent electronic copies of each participant’s transcript and
invited additional comments, corrections, or further conversations. Most participants did not
respond back but those who did agreed the transcript accurately captured the experiences they
recollected. I archived each interview and transcript on a separate jump drive as well as copied
transcripts with pseudonyms to a second jump drive. I kept of media in a secured area only
accessible to me. I plan to destroy all confidential data on password-protected devices once I
receive approval of my final study as required by UST IRB processes. Confidential and
identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the study.
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Documents
I created or worked with documents relevant to my study which included interview
questions, photographs of regional settings, concept maps, charts, geographic maps, graphic
displays, and spreadsheets. In a few cases, I accessed documents accessed as part of the
interview setting, such as newsletters. I also examined school district website information and
public information at CDE. I assumed any public documents were authentic and used them to
become more familiar with the participant and the school district settings.
Creswell (2014) recommended researchers “plan to develop and use a protocol for
recording observations . . . [including] an observational protocol” (p. 193). Researcher
generated documents may include what Hancock and Algozzine (2006) explained as “an
observation guide [which included] a list of features to be addressed during a particular
observation” (p. 46). Researchers generate additional research documents such as diagrams,
interview protocols, memos to self, and interview notes. I handled all documents with
confidentiality and according to ethical practice.
Field Notes
Field notes are a customary aspect of qualitative research. Successful field notes equip
the researcher to compile thick description to add to transferability (Erlandson et al., 1993, pp.
145-146). Qualitative researchers use field notes to capture interviews, depict observations, note
in memo form, and record phenomenon in real time and in times of processing data. I
transcribed interviews as soon as possible after meeting with a participant and followed ethical
practices with regard to storage and safety of any confidential material. When scripting during
the interviews, I used occasional notations but found the practice impeded my listening. I ended
up limiting my notations and note taking more than I expected when planning the study. Once I
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embarked on my research interviews, I was careful not to jeopardize the rapport between the
superintendent and me, and avoided making the interview overly clinical. For the transcription, I
used a two-column format for notations. I recorded memos to self at various times during the
research processes to utilize a reflexive technique and enhance research credibility. I used an
electronic indexing and cross-referencing system so an audit trail would be efficient and
effective.
Data Analysis
“The analysis of qualitative data is best described as a progression . . . an ongoing
process, not a one-time event . . . a constant comparative method” (Erlandson et al., 1993, p.
111-112). The analysis process begins with the first instance of data collection. The researcher
avoids premature judgment, and seeks patterns as an “interactive process of collection and
analysis as well as the forming of a gestalt at the conclusion of the project” (p. 113). As
participants retold their stories, I sought to understand the meaning participants made of their
leadership experience during the decade of reform. As part of qualitative study, the researcher
develops a working hypothesis to seek additional constructions and emerging themes as data lead
to additional data and all leads to analysis and further reconstruction. Lincoln & Guba (1985)
explained the idea of constructing and reconstructing meaning from data, “Data are, so to speak,
the constructions offered by or in the sources; data analysis leads to a reconstruction of those
constructions [italics in original]” (p. 332).
Analysis commences with initial data collection, immediately follows with processing,
and continues simultaneously while additional data are being collected and processed further.
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), “Early analysis [promotes a better] field-worker cycle
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back and forth between thinking about the existing data and generating strategies for collecting
new, often better, data . . . [and is] a healthy corrective for built-in blind spots” (p. 50).
Miles and Huberman (1994) used contact summary sheets for “first-level coding, secondlevel or pattern codes, and the process of deriving even more general themes called memoing . . .
[along with] the case analysis meeting and the interim case summary [italics in original]” (p. 51).
They caution, “If you don’t know what matters more, everything matters” (p. 55) since initially
everything looks important and promising. It is the theoretical framework enabling the
researcher to be circumspect and selective in analyzing at this point. Creating charts, graphic
depictions, diagrams, and displays enable within-case and cross-case analysis. Strategic data
analysis builds credibility and trustworthiness using triangulation among “multiple sources of
data . . . methods . . . investigators . . . theory [and involves] between-method triangulation [and]
within-method triangulation” (Erlandson et al., 1993, pp. 137-138). Speculation becomes a part
of the data analysis and aides theorizing, as the research is ongoing (Merriam, 1998, pp. 188190).
To analyze my data, I allowed for initial impressions, bracketed them, and withheld any
deeper categorizing of the data until later in data collection processes. I briefly scripted during
the interview and jotted simple notations. At times I marked points of particular interest where
possible, without disturbing the flow of the narrative ambiance. I often thought inquisitively
about superintendent stories while driving throughout Colorado for the interviews. Coding
began taking shape. Primarily I delayed deep analysis until I completed all interviews because I
did not want to impose preconceived impressions and compromise or lead the direction of any
participant’s narrative. At the same time, I developed a sense of wondering about participants’
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similar sentiments and aspects either fitting emerging patterns or standing out as distinct
exceptions to a pattern.
During transcription reviewing, I used a print copy of each transcript and formatted a
wide margin on each page to occasionally capture my sense of the narrative as I read. I read
transcripts several times and circled, highlighted, made notations, began initial coding, and
captured the gist of the comments or narrative segment. After I completed the first three
interviews, I summarized and charted each participant’s comments and made notes to myself.
Then I put the interviews on a “research shelf” to be taken out at a later time and used for what I
considered some “check and balance work.” After at least seven additional interviews, I
compared the three I initially summarized and took an overarching view of the comments from
all ten participants. I looked for any initial patterns starting to emerge more solidly. After I
conducted ten interviews and reviewed all the transcripts and notes, I charted big picture ideas.
In the process, I cut and pasted participants’ comments aligned to the various topics or headings
on my chart. Then I cut and pasted segments from those headings as they aligned to big picture
ideas. During this time, I also reviewed the summary data with my advisor for additional
considerations of what fit into “buckets” of generalized impressions.
When I completed all interviews, reviewed all the transcripts again, made notations and
coded more, I noticed recurring (preliminary) themes. I made a heading for each theme and
noted its frequency. I analyzed and thought about the patterns and nuances to the comments and
tried various groupings and coding. I considered a number of themes and combined and reduced
themes, until I discovered an underlying structure to my data. I eventually constructed larger
themes and subthemes. Once I completed this task, I made a table to record my ideas, and used
columns to display the quotations used by participants related to each theme. I tallied the
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responses by superintendent response to each theme or subtheme. Eventually I organized the
data into three large themes: (1) people and places, (2), dilemmas and demands, and (3), results
and residuals accordingly.
After organizing and summarizing my data, I adopted several theories to interpret my
data. I adopted Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) theory of change, emphasizing the phases of
transition during change, including endings, neutral zone, and new beginnings, which I applied
to people and their experience of change. Bridges and Bridges theory also explained
organizational lifecycle and institutional renewal. I adopted Habermas’ (1987) concept of
lifeworld to interpret how change affects people living in rural areas. Bolman and Deal’s (2014)
four leadership frames proved useful in analyzing the perspectives influencing superintendent
response to mandated change during a decade of reform. Finally, I adopted Fullan and Quinn’s
(2016) Coherence Framework to explain ways superintendents navigated organizational
fragmentation and became coherence makers in their districts.
Researcher Experience and Bias
The place of the researcher in case study is integral to the effectiveness of the work.
Research design in qualitative studies recognizes the researcher as “the primary instrument for
data collection and analysis” (Hancock & Algozzine, 2006, p. 8). Wolcott (2001) diagrammed
qualitative research like a tree. In doing so, Wolcott recognized a banner aspect of qualitative
research. Wolcott noted the powerful place “participant observation strategies” (p. 90) had
amidst the various branches of the qualitative approach:
the visualization helped me realize how participant observation serves as the unifying
central activity of all qualitative work, rather than simply one facet of it. . . . That is why
participant observation doubles as a synonym for fieldwork, for ethnography, for
virtually an approach that is qualitative. Participant observation is the heart, and
heartwood, of all qualitative inquiry, its substantial core. (Wolcott, 2001, p. 91)
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The researcher observes participants within the setting or in recalling about the setting and
experiences under study.
Creswell (2014) underscores “qualitative research is interpretive research; the inquirer is
typically involved in sustained and intensive experience with participants” (p. 187). Because of
the connection of the qualitative researcher to the research, design of the study needs to
acknowledge the place the researcher has in the study. “Inquirers explicitly identify reflexively
their biases, values, and personal background” (Creswell, 2014, p. 187) and seek accordingly to
address “a range of strategic, ethical, and personal issues” (p. 187) in order to increase the
credibility and validity of their work:
In qualitative research, the inquirer reflects about how their role in the study and their
personal background, culture, and experiences hold potential for shaping their
interpretations, such as the themes they advance and the meaning they ascribe to the data.
This aspect of the methods is more than merely advancing biases and values in the study,
but how the background of the researchers actually may shape the direction of the study.
(Creswell, 2014, p. 186)
I previously served as a superintendent, and faced the same challenges experienced by
participants. I left the superintendency several years before I conducted the interviews. During
my study, I recognized the research benefit of several years’ separation from a superintendent’s
life, position, and work. The years of separation gave me some cognitive and emotional cushion,
lessening the potential for bias. The distance allowed me keener understanding of scenarios and
superintendent sentiments yet helped me remain comfortably detached.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) tackled the relationship of the researcher within a qualitative
study, titling a strategic chapter in their discussion of naturalistic inquiry, “The Disturbing and
Disturbed Observer” (p. 92). Lincoln and Guba stressed the “interactivity” (p. 94) of the
researcher making pure objectivity impossible. In a comparison to positivist research, they
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confronted the realities of the presence of a researcher in any study. Lincoln and Guba
established right up front three influences, “reactivity” (p. 94), “indeterminacy” (p. 97), and
“interaction,” (p. 98) a researcher has on a study and how the qualitative researcher could
“capitalize [italics in original]” (p. 100) on the influences.
Reactivity involves the inclination of a subject in a study to react and be aware of the
researcher/observer, which would alter or reshape responses (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, pp. 94-97).
Indeterminacy refers to the effect of the researcher entering a setting, and causing distortion –
making the natural, “unnatural,” due to the researcher’s presence (pp. 97-98). Third, interaction
attested to the symbiotic nature of research by the way the researcher was also affected in some
way by the subject (pp. 98-108). While completely eliminating a researcher effect is impossible,
I did as little as possible to disturb participants’ moments of recollections. I felt my style of
active listening, empathy, and friendly professional manner added credibility to my presence as
researcher without imposing a sense of expectations or performance on participants. Participants
seemed at ease and gained greater comfort and trust as they shared their stories. For many it
seemed to offer a cathartic dialogue according to comments several made as we concluded
interviews. I mindfully withheld steering a topic and attempted to be present without being
intrusive.
In my introduction, I identified my interest in the topic because of my prior experience as
a superintendent. The experience left an impression, and influenced my notions and
recollections of four years I served as a superintendent in a rural Colorado district. I led a school
district engaged in the reform pressures of NCLB and RTTT. I put those recollections and any
related sentiment aside as an important step to diminish the influence of those experiences on my
research. I intentionally bracketed as much of my past experience to the extent possible to avoid
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interfering with my observations, interpretations, and analysis. At the same time, my experience
is part of who I am as a professional and as a researcher. I located myself in the process, using a
reflexive journal to note my own reactions and conceptualizations along the way. My experience
also afforded me more nuanced awareness of the subtle aspects of leading a district during
change.
Mark Twain famously said, “It ain't what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's
what you know for sure that just ain't so.” I remained mindful of while I had some experience
with the topic, I was also a novice at the time and was eager to learn from those who had much
more experience. My absence from the field for the years between serving as a superintendent
and conducting the study also provided a natural bracketing of bias or preconceived notions.
Criteria for Evaluating Qualitative Research
Research, qualitative or quantitative, is nothing if it is not trustworthy. Lincoln and Guba
(1985) promoted techniques qualitative researchers should use to increase “trustworthiness
[through establishing]. . . . checks and balances” (p. 108). Among the techniques are:







Member checks
Debriefings by peers
Triangulation
Prolonged engagement and persistent observation
Use of reflexive journals
Independent audit of the inquiry process and products (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, pp.
108-109),

I attempted to mitigate the bias I brought to the study. I tried to be aware of my values, effect on
others and on the study itself, and to be honest in the dialectic nature of the research I undertook.
I remained aware throughout my study trustworthiness is a hallmark of excellent qualitative
research. Trustworthiness pivots on good study design, following procedures explicated by and
depicting congruence with the reality participants have expressed, and on determining “results
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that are consistent with the data collected [italics in original]” (Merriam, 1998, p. 206). In
addition, I worked closely with my advisor to periodically process and reflect on my study
progress. Reflecting and processing information with my advisor enhanced my efforts to prevent
my own biases and experiences to discredit the study.
Worth of qualitative research hinges on whether or not it is deemed, in the scholar’s
arena, to be trustworthy. Trustworthiness denotes a confidence level: the research had ‘“truth
value’ . . . applicability . . . consistency . . . [and] neutrality” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 290).
Trustworthiness depends on four aspects and related research techniques established in the
design of the study: “credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability” (p. 328).
Credibility increases with a researcher’s extended involvement in the inquiry, especially in the
setting, which allows the researcher to deduce and clarify distortions within the data and add
scope (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, pp. 301-304). “Persistent observation” (p. 304) increases
credibility because it adds depth. The researcher pursues relevance over time while staying
attuned to idiosyncrasies that might be salient. Techniques including triangulation, member
checks, negative case analysis, and peer debriefing build greater credibility in studies. They
promote reliable verification of data and analysis among varying sources and people. In
addition, these techniques foster consideration of inconsistencies during analysis (pp. 305-316).
Finally, checking on “referential adequacy” (pp. 313-314) allows for testing findings against raw
data left out of the data analysis and shelved purposely as referent material. Findings holding up
against the preserved raw data give additional credibility to research.
I completed my interviews over a seven-month period and persisted in the fieldwork by
comparing emerging findings with literature and conversation with my advisor. I periodically
referenced impressions and information from earlier interviews and frequently went back to the
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actual words of participants to be sure my notions and understanding stood on footings of
participant experience.
Transferability brings greater trustworthiness to qualitative study (Erlandson et al., 1993;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The use of “thick description” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 125) enables
readers to make transferability. The description
depends on the focus of the inquiry…and on the salient features of the context. The
description must specify everything that a reader may need to know in order to
understand the findings. . . . this collectivity is sometimes called the “mélange of
descriptors.” (p. 125)
Thick description aids readers to find applicability in one study and when appropriately
applied to another situation it signifies trustworthiness of the research. Thick description
“provides for transferability by describing in multiple low-level abstractions the data base from
which transferability judgments may be made by potential appliers” (Erlandson et al., 1993, p.
145). However, qualitative researchers do not strive for or claim replicability, since the research
is ideographic, depicting what is context bound by place, time, and circumstances. Naturalistic
methodology recognizes the influence the researcher and the processes of inquiry may have on a
phenomenon being studied. If the reader makes a bridge to other circumstances through the
thick description, it is up to the reader to transfer applicability.
Dependability and confirmability also enhance trustworthiness of qualitative research
through audit trails and audit processes (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Audits account for both
research processes and product. Dependability results from clear depiction and careful execution
of research design. Confirmability results from “data, findings, interpretations, and
recommendations [which are] internally coherent” [and support the] ‘bottom line’” of the study
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 318). As described in the research design sections, I included all of
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these as essential aspects in my study design. As my study advanced, I used multiple sources to
triangulate and verify data. I intentionally provided thick description to increase trustworthiness
of my study, of my processes and as a researcher. I carefully followed planned processes so
study components could be verified and audited by external auditors. My ongoing work with my
advisor added dependability and confirmability.
Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations for scholarly studies involve the researcher and the research itself.
I followed a clear research design established prior to my study. I included and observed a
variety of steps so the study progressed with purpose and scholarly integrity. In addition, I held
to guidelines established to protect human subjects along with UST IRB regulations.
I conveyed respectful and professional consideration of my participants and the data I
collected. I recognized ethical issues may surface in spite of my best efforts to ensure my study
met ethical standards in conducting research. I remained attuned to potential research hazards
and risks and made ethical decisions to avert potential problems throughout my study. Miles and
Huberman (1994) offered advice to be mindful as a researcher. They suggested researchers take
time for “awareness. . . . anticipation. . . . preliminary agreements. . . . documentation and
reflection” (p. 296). Researchers need to remain aware of their own ethical stances and also
anticipate issues possibly surfacing. Researchers should attend to making preliminary written
agreements with participants. Researchers need to review routine structures of ethics built into
documentation and reflection. Miles and Huberman also advised researchers to engage “third
parties” (p. 297) throughout the study and conduct “regular checking and renegotiation[s]” (p.
297) of study procedures and expectations of participants to prevent ethical issues during a study.
During my research experience, I increased awareness of myself as a researcher. I committed
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myself to high academic standards and pursued a scholarly stance with the utmost regard for the
privilege and power of conducting qualitative research.
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CHAPTER FOUR: PEOPLE AND PLACES
In this chapter, I begin with a brief overview of the themes derived from the study
and outline the chapters to follow and the discussion of the research. In the greater portion of
Chapter Four, I describe the superintendents and the rural school districts in which they worked.
Superintendents had skin in the game. They were real people in real places navigating serious
and often conflicting education reforms. Rural superintendents included their sense of place as a
significant factor in the difficulties faced in implementing education reform. They felt deep
concern regarding how the reforms affected their school systems. I provide an overview and
snapshot of the superintendents who participated, the districts they served, and some of the
circumstances they faced to illustrate how a decade of NCLB and RTTT affected people and the
places where they lived and worked.
Public education in the United States thrives or writhes because of federal and state laws.
For over a decade, federal legislation known as No Child Left Behind (NCLB) defined education
policy, mandating accountability for student achievement and school reform. Some districts and
schools succeeded. Some districts and schools suffered. Passed in 2001, NCLB significantly
influenced American school districts. Colorado enacted NCLB at the state level and added its
state-mandated version of the federal program called Race to the Top (RTTT) in 2011. I
explored how NCLB and the state RTTT initiative affected veteran, rural Colorado
superintendents during a decade of federal and state mandates designed to raise student
achievement and school quality. I asked veteran, rural superintendents about their experiences
and the meaning made while leading a school district during this period of reform. I interviewed
16 public school superintendents who worked in rural Colorado school districts for at least five
consecutive years during NCLB years of 2003-2014.
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NCLB and Colorado’s RTTT mandated actions, processes, and outcomes to be
undertaken by school districts. Participants acknowledged the value of a few mandates,
describing these reforms as probably necessary and well-intentioned. Superintendents often
found most mandates and requirements a poor fit for small, rural districts. The unfunded
mandates added stress on people and systems. I organized participant data into three general
themes: (1) people and place, (2) dilemmas and demands, and (3) results and residuals. NCLB
disrupted long held local sentiments toward schooling. Most study participants found much of
the change and many demands confusing, unnecessary, or sometimes contradictory to what their
districts needed. Superintendents wearied and pushed back. Some led districts to improvement.
Some resisted, protected, and pushed ahead with already successful learning environments.
The first theme denotes the human side of district leadership during this time of change,
which many may have overlooked in the midst of the NCLB upheaval. People and place served
as significant factors during education reform. Superintendents, as key people in the reform
movement story, located themselves and their concerns within their small rural districts. A sense
of place and the impact of the reform dominated their change story. Their stories and memories
concerned both their thoughts and emotions—their head and heart—as participants described
how events, stories, and facets of the reform effort affected their experience.
The second theme concerned dilemmas and demands. Participants described the effects
of various reforms on students, teachers, and district personnel in two ways. The dilemmas
involved making difficult decisions, including personnel and programs. The demands concerned
the attempts to implement and manage the essential aspects of state and federal mandates while
maintaining valued programs and services. This created an environment full of pressure on
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everyone in the school community. I describe dilemmas and demands in Chapter Six followed
by analysis in Chapter Seven.
A third theme emerged regarding the eventual results of reform mandates and their effect
on the future of education. Chapter Eight: Results and Residuals offers a unique perspective on
school change and reform as well as the direction of education: how did the struggle to improve
schooling change people and systems? How did superintendents respond and finally make sense
of the reform? The superintendents answered these questions in Chapter Eight and in Chapter
Nine I analyze their responses.
People: Rural Superintendents
Collectively, participants in this study accumulated nearly 200 years in the role of
superintendent. For the parameters of the study, each of the 16 participants served at least five
consecutive years in the same district during the decade of No Child Left Behind. As a group of
veteran, rural superintendents, they averaged 12 years of service as a chief executive officer.
Some in the group served almost two decades as superintendent in their district. After several
years in a district, some moved to a different district or administrative position and had
completed as few as an additional two years in a current district at the point of the interview.
One had been superintendent in three districts. Five served as superintendent in two different
districts, and the remaining ten had been superintendent in one district for their entire executive
career. The details of their professional preparation and experience leading to their appointment
as superintendents and the depth of their experiences affected their view of change efforts as
individuals serving in senior leadership roles. I provide a brief snapshot of the collective
background and experience of the participants.
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Portrait of the Superintendents – Preparation and Experience as Educators
Four participants filled a dual role as superintendent plus principal. Three of those
leaders served as superintendent-elementary principals. One served as superintendent-high
school principal. Of the sixteen, one participant already retired, and two were retiring at the end
of their current school year. One had been in education for 45 years, and two had each been in
their current district for 33 years. All but two of the 16 had been principals prior to serving as
superintendent and all but one taught for several years prior to their administrative career.
Several taught in the pre-Highly Qualified Teacher era, teaching both in and out of their areas of
licensure. One served as a Business Manager prior to serving as superintendent. One served in
the military. One served at a state department of education. Three had experience as a Director
of a Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES), and one had experience as a Head
Start Director. Some superintendents served previously as educators in other states, in a charter
school enterprise, and/or served in higher education. Among the 16 participants, they had taught
English, mathematics, social studies, science, Physical Education, Family and Consumer
Science, in elementary, middle school, and/or high school. Some coached, counseled, or advised
activities, establishing strong relationships with students outside the classroom. All described
experiences of valuing their students and staff, parents and communities. Some told of
celebrating or of crying with them.
Deeply invested in their schools and rural communities, superintendents possessed a
strong regard for students and staff in their district. Superintendent Weisman could have been
speaking for all the participants when professing, “Help people. That’s why I went to become a
teacher. I wanted to help people. . . . Every kid needs a hug.” Superintendent Goetznvolvd
echoed the same verve, saying, “I’m a very optimistic person and I love kids and I love
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education; I love my job.” Exuberance was unmistakable when Superintendent Simjoinskul
shared, “I’ll always be around kids . . . these are the glory years . . . I love my job, I don’t want it
to end!”
The participants expressed passion toward student success, caring about kids and the
importance of teachers. The words of Superintendent MacLongtim captured the sentiment when
he told about coalescing his organization around their mission statement: “We said we were
going to pursue excellence, whether it’s students, or teachers, or bus drivers, or school board
members, or superintendents, or principals, or you know, whatever role it is that we’re trying to
pursue excellence.” In similar fashion, Superintendent Menirolls clarified, “That would be my
number one reason I’m here: to get achievement . . . If you aren’t interested in achievement, then
you’ve got the wrong person. . . . I saw the ratings of schools, the ratings of districts, you know,
the possibilities there.” Or, in the words of Superintendent Hendsonlern, “They know I have
very high expectations for our system, and for them, their kids. But they also know that I’m
going to be right there to say, ‘Okay, let’s do this together. Let’s figure out what needs to get
done.’”
Superintendents valued the staff with whom they worked. Superintendent Pushunthru,
like all of the other superintendents, had high regard for staff. Pushunthru remembered
encountering a former student athlete now an adult in the community who asked, “Do you miss
coaching?” Pushunthru told the story, saying he replied, “‘Well, what do you mean? I’m still
coaching. My team’s just wearing different uniforms.’ Because that’s your team now [referring
to the staff].” In a Turnaround district working hard for student success, Superintendent Wippov
led from the trenches and stood shoulder to shoulder with staff: “You know, [I] would literally
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go into classrooms with teachers and cry with them when the results would come out. . . . Every
year we were waiting for that breakthrough.”
Participants in the study represented a variety of backgrounds. A few returned to serve in
the very districts where they were educated themselves, a living product of small, rural
downhome education. One grew up outside of the United States and another lived outside of the
US as an adult for a time. Participants included men, women, and a diverse cultural background
though they were not diverse in their ethnicity (White, including Hispanic). One participant selfidentified as a member of a racial/ethnic group but stated a person’s race or ethnicity did not
matter and should not be a distinguishing factor in educational performance measurement. Some
followed mentors who had left a positive legacy, including one superintendent whose parent was
a recognized and longtime superintendent in the state.
Some superintendents had learned difficult lessons over the years or picked up the pieces
after controversy. Superintendent Miller reflected, “I came into Hillyard with a lot of lessons
learned, and we approached leadership much differently for that kind of accountability than we
had before.” In a few districts superintendent turnover occurred. Superintendent Pushunthru
described the realities of superintendent succession upon returning to a district after previously
teaching and coaching there: “My job, really, was to come back in—and there was a great
system in place—the staff morale was just horrible. . . . Morale was awful . . . but they just
needed someone that was, in my estimation, a little more personable.”
Multiple Hats to Wear
Participants from small, rural districts took on multiple administrative roles as
superintendents. When considering rural compared to larger and urban or metropolitan districts,
Superintendent Everrakid hit the nail on the head, saying, “We all wear so many more hats. . . .
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You know, you do whatever you can to help out because we’re so small.” In most districts, lack
of funding generally resulted in meager numbers of staff at the central office. In Colorado, state
law and budgeting created what was known as the “Negative Factor,” a backlash from
Amendment 23.
Brought forth by citizens, Amendment 23 passed in 2000 and determined the education
funding formula with a base amount per pupil. The amendment allowed extra funding for
additional factors impacting costs to provide an equitable education for all students. Midway
through the decade of reform, the Great Recession of 2007 crossed paths with No Child Left
Behind. In Colorado, the guise of “budget stabilization” in 2009 impacted school funding.
Percentage cuts to K-12 education maintained per pupil base funding but cut money factored for
equity such as high free and reduced lunch populations, cost of living increases, school size and
other realities impacting programming expenses. Thus, money designated by formula to go to
school district funding for special factors ended up as a state education budget cut. In order to
stabilize the overall state budget, the additional equity funding did not go to school districts. The
cuts hit small, rural districts hard. For annual accounting purposes, the cumulative amount
carried forward in state finance spreadsheets. The amount cut showed as a “negative factor” in
the overall school funding calculations. In a June 23, 2017, legislative brief, Colorado
Association of School Executives (CASE) Executive Director Lisa Escárcega compared the
ongoing figure with the $238 million proposed amount for new spending in budget projections
other than education: “As a point of context, keeping the K-12 negative factor (renamed the
budget stabilization factor in this year’s School Finance Act), would take approximately $200
million” (Escarcega, 2017, para. 7).
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A direct result of negative factor funding meant cuts at the local levels. The biggest
school district expenditures were always people costs: staff for programming and carrying out
the business of education. Local school districts generally made first cuts in areas most removed
from direct student services. Lean central office staffing necessitated superintendents took care
of much of the reporting and a broader spectrum of duties, unlike colleagues in larger districts.
Superintendent Everrakid even noted there were fewer central office staff in the Southdon
School District at the time of the interview than in 2005 when NCLB regulations began to impact
local districts. Regulations increased all the requirements, paperwork, and implementation
demands over the next several years.
When asked about the various hats they wore, twelve of the 16 participants identified
multiple roles of responsibility in addition to their role as superintendent during the NCLB years.
None reported taking on all 15 roles identified in the following list, and some had more hats to
wear than others. Different situations required a mix of additional duties, such as completing the
Federal Programs/Title I Consolidated Application (compliance, reporting, coordinating) and in
some cases functioning as a District Assessment Coordinator to provide year-round management,
oversight, compliance, and coordinating of standardized testing. Other duties and combinations
might have included advocating and reporting as the McKinney-Vento Homeless Liaison,
keeping track of students who lacked consistent, appropriate sleeping arrangements. Some
superintendents served as the Foster Care Liaison which meant assisting with the educational
aspects of foster care arrangements. Superintendents in some cases had responsibilities as Title
IX Coordinator, overseeing gender equity concerns in athletic and activity programs. Many
superintendents had Maintenance Director duties involving supervision or oversight of custodial
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staff, facilities management, and management of construction projects alone or combined with
reporting duties related to work as a Transportation Director.
Especially early in the NCLB years, superintendents often took charge of duties larger
districts assigned to a Curriculum Director, leading staff in reform work to map, align, and
establish curriculum which matched tested content standards. Curriculum responsibilities often
also included professional development planning or presentations. Superintendents in small,
rural districts sometimes served as Athletic/Activities Director and often had game supervision,
splitting evening and weekend duties with principals or other authorized staff members.
Superintendents who had background in any level of technology found themselves assisting with
Technology Director duties, including helping staff with technology use, promoting integration,
assuming responsibility for technology acquisition, or even helping establish infrastructure.
Food Service Director duties such as compliance, reporting and some budgeting decisions
sometimes ended up under the role of a rural superintendent. In the case of districts with
vocational programs or Career and Technical Education programs, superintendents might have
served as the district’s Vocational Director, completing reports, overseeing funding and budget
aspects, and compliance with Perkins federal grant details.
Most of the superintendents had responsibilities with School Finance, especially budget,
negotiations, and grant oversight, even when other central office staff might deal with some
accounting aspects. In a few cases, superintendents had to take on the Business Manager duties
if personnel changes occurred, at least until another Business Manager could be hired and
trained. Various Human Resource Director details often fell to superintendents, especially when
dealing with Highly Qualified reporting, recruitment, hiring, and retention. As the era
progressed, additional new federal reporting often ended up on the task list of superintendents
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and included Claire Davis (safety liability reporting and lawsuits). Superintendents often
completed the dreaded Civil Rights monitoring work, including compliance, coordination,
complaints, and reporting.
Participants desired to be authentic instructional leaders and chief executive officers of a
school district. Overall, as few as one or two of the extra responsibilities demanded time. Any
additional roles added stress to the already comprehensive duties of an effective superintendent.
Combinations of two, three, or usually several more hats made balancing all the facets of a
superintendent’s position extremely difficult.
In two cases, superintendents indicated responsibility for at least eight of the duties listed
above. Three others named five extra responsibilities listed above fell to them. When needed,
superintendents in small, rural districts even helped scoop snow, drive busses, and pull weeds.
Superintendent Gideerman represented the added NCLB context plus the customary scope of the
job as “one of the many things that a superintendent has to wear—the hats, you know.”
Superintendent Hanson portrayed the frustrations, saying, “And it’s like you think you’ve got
everything [done] and then there’s one more thing! ‘Oh yeah, I gotta do that?!’ Right?” Some
reported eventually toward the end or after NCLB, newly created positions or reassigned and
compensated role combinations assumed some of the duties for accountability because it became
too overwhelming and impossible for superintendents wearing so many hats to accomplish it all.
Advocating for Districts in the Political Arena
Half of the superintendents described their role as someone heavily involved in political
concerns regarding education, especially at the state level. Superintendents in large districts
advocated politically as well; however, differences distinguish the rural situation. For rural
superintendents, travel from remote regions added difficulty, both time and distance. A rural
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superintendent’s absence often left districts with only one other administrator to supervise for the
campuses in the district, or depending on circumstances, none to handle concerns. Also, the
scale of impact from legislative action on small, rural districts potentially could be greater than
the impact on larger districts. Rural superintendents had to wear the hat of political vigilance in
addition to so many other hats. On a regular basis, superintendents tried to exercise collective
advocacy muscle through phone calls, emails, and attendance at the State Capitol during
legislative sessions to influence political outcomes impacting education. Some were very active
to the point of calling bill-sponsoring legislators, sitting on committees as regulatory processes
were being determined, and serving in advisory capacities to the Colorado Commissioner of
Education. “In fact, I was on the phone with [state] Senator Johnson . . . enough to help push
that bill through,” explained Superintendent Menirolls, who supported SB 191 reform to teacher
evaluations arising from RTTT. Most superintendents actively participated in the state
superintendent’s association and frequently attended meetings and trainings as NCLB and RTTT
rolled out.
Not all participants agreed with each other’s views of what reform was needed or how it
should be implemented. Similarly, not all participants uniformly agreed with every political
aspect of NCLB and RTTT. Lively discussions at association meetings conveyed concerns.
Local circumstances and conditions prompted concerns of each superintendent. What might help
one district might not be important or needed in a different district. Implementation of reform
depended so much on particulars in each district. Though small, rural districts shared multiple
similarities, many factors influenced superintendents’ regard for reform demands and pressures.
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Even among small, rural districts, differences abounded. Superintendent Hanson recalled
differences in ways superintendents responded to reform initiatives:
Well, at superintendent meetings we talked about AYP and Race to the Top a ton. When
I think back to the climate of those meetings, it was never like, “Oh! Right! Race to the
Top, our savior!” (laughed) Right? There were mixed reactions to No Child Left Behind
and there were mixed reactions to Race to the Top, depending on the district. You know
depending on the superintendent in the district and was that [reform aspect] something
that was going to be helpful to the district or not. And so, everybody around the table
understood that. It’s specific to the population of your district and what that looks like,
“Is this something that is worth going after?”
Especially early on, though, most superintendents regarded accountability as a good
charge to education. Eight participants recounted proactive steps they took during a decade of
reform, advocating for their kids and communities. Superintendent Clickstipr gave input as
government officials established HOUSSE rules for Highly Qualified teachers in Colorado.
Superintendent Hendsonlern talked with the State Board of Education in efforts to help them
understand the particular and adverse effect of transient student populations on accountability
metrics related to small, rural districts. Fearing repercussions from small “n” sizes,
Superintendent Leavurwyl fought the Colorado Growth Model “tooth and nail” because enacting
it ensured “50% of schools are set up to fail.” Superintendents who confronted lawmakers risked
their favor. When responding to the idea of unintended consequences, Superintendent
Hendsonlern shared,
You know it is unfunded mandates—all those kind of “good” things. And so, I pay
attention to all those and when I’m called to, I go talk to—I’ll go testify in front of the
legislature and tell them sometimes their ideas are pretty stupid and [ask], “Why are you
doing this? It doesn’t help kids.” And some of them don’t like me too much for that
(laughed).
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Additional Challenges Faced by Rural Superintendents
Rural superintendents of small districts told of other circumstances they faced as they led
rural school districts. Circumstances tended to magnify or become more acute in small, rural
setting due to various factors not typical in a large district. One superintendent followed the
legacy of another mentor superintendent, “a legend,” well known locally and statewide, highly
respected, and who had served a lifetime in the same district. Others readily knew the longtime
superintendent did not comply with State Department accountability requirements he felt were
unnecessary, setting the tone for the new superintendent. Another superintendent, Maclongtim,
told of managing major construction on facilities while learning the ropes of the superintendent’s
job:
I had every square foot of school under construction, so we were building a new high
school . . . and the other two existing schools were basically gutted and redone. The
contents of every classroom and everything in the district was in 17 tractor trailers on the
north side of the middle school.
Participants off-handedly portrayed the realities of living hundreds of miles from
metropolitan areas, for some, in the middle of the grandeur of mountains where there was mainly
one road in and one road out. Superintendent Clickstipr told of riding a bus route and getting
delayed for over an hour due to a cattle drive, not an unusual occurrence at certain times of the
year. In a similar way, Superintendent Pushunthru took it in stride when late for Denver
meetings due to an unforeseen rural road hazard and acknowledged travel from rural areas can be
a challenge. Happenstance snow or rock slides blocking roads, cattle drives, or other chance
delays could easily circumvent travel plans—or school schedules—and sometimes an alternative
highway in or out of an area could be closed over a mountain pass for more than half the year.
Superintendent Retarree also noted the inaccessibility, saying, “Like I said, this community kind
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of is an isolationist community to begin with (laughs). They’re at the end of the road and a halfhour from [another highway].”
Participants of small, rural districts bought in to the familiarity of community. The
humble background of one district leader who had returned to the region prepared the
superintendent for relating to anyone in a small town: “I knew that I [felt] very comfortable
talking to the teachers, or kids, or bus drivers, or custodian. I’m good with all that. I grew up in
a trailer park.” Sometimes small, rural communities remained cautious of outsider impact in
spite of superintendent familiarity. Superintendent Goetznvolved related the disarming aspect of
never quite being a local if you didn’t grow up in the town:
[It’s] somewhat of a closed system and we fight that. Somebody like me, so I've been
here 33 years, I'm not a native. I'm not from Holcomb. And I still have people say, “Well
you're not from Holcomb.” “Uh, I've been here 33 years.” I do a lot of stuff around the
community, not just the school. I feel like I am from Holcomb now, but still have that—
my daughter who was born here is from Holcomb, but (laughs) [I’ve been] here 33 years
and I'm not quite there yet! (Laughs).
Due to the sometimes-fickle nature of a small, rural and close-knit community, welldevised innovation and diligent work toward change can easily be derailed. Superintendent
Miller processed aloud the outcome of an important educational improvement effort intended to
increase student achievement and meet NCLB expectations. The innovation ended up besieged
by a new school board member and never got implemented:
I mean obviously we learn lessons and you get better as you go through hard things. But
I don’t look back on the Benson time as (paused) something that didn’t, that we didn’t do
“right.” I just look back on it that it didn’t work. (Chuckles) It didn’t get us where we
wanted.
Sometimes the partnership with a small community during NCLB reform was short-lived.
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Superintendent Valuspeikiin likened it to the fit of a glove:
Well some of it you kept your head down . . . knowing that eventually the system was
going to have to change. It's, you know, looking at it [NCLB] and the term I used was
“guaranteed failure.” I knew the superintendency was like wearing a glove. When you
first go there, the glove fits and after time, between the wear and tear and the decisions
you make, it doesn't fit anymore. That's when it's time to move.
Serving as superintendent in a rural community sometimes meant family members
worked in the district, kids attended school in the same building as the superintendent’s office,
and parents contacted the superintendent directly for information. Being transparent with parents
was important. Superintendent Retarree demonstrated transparency to parents in the community,
If you live in a very conservative community like I do . . . when parents come to you
(laughs) and say, “We test too much,” you know, how can I disagree with that? Because
I don't lie to parents when they say we test too much. I say, “Yes, we do but the rules are
what they are.”
Superintendents valued the people associated with the district, students, staff, parents,
and community. They also valued the places integrally related to the districts they served. In the
following section I describe the places superintendents depicted as they told about their districts.
Place: Small, Rural Districts
Not only were people important to the study, a sense of place and distinguishing aspects
of location added to my grasp of the impact of NCLB and RTTT on the experiences of rural
superintendents. Participants cited examples of circumstances within small community settings
and rural education system attributes making a difference in how they dealt with NCLB and
RTTT. In this section I provide a sense of the settings where the superintendents worked.
Superintendents had high regard for their districts and the distinctive character of those places.
Participants provided insider perspective from their stories illustrating the “rural” nature of their
settings. In the following section, I give a thumbnail sketch of superintendents’ districts,
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examples of school board aspects, and discuss other factors of superintendent concern particular
to rural settings.
Portrait of District Settings
Participants’ school districts were geographically located in every region of the state from
east to west and north to south. According to numbers during the decade of NCLB, the smallest
district represented in the study educated 175 students and the largest was home to 1200
students. For comparison, the largest school district in the state, Denver Public Schools, hosts
over 91,000 students. One superintendent reported losing 300 students in one year due to
depressed industry situations. Another district had a total of only 300 students with half of those
housed in a specialized alternative school made up entirely of students from other districts. A
similar situation in the Everfork school district dealt with the loss of 120 students out of 300 over
a period of time. At the time of the interview, the district served half the number of students it
did 20 years prior. Ironically and sadly, a good education locally was sometimes a one-way
ticket to higher education and opportunities in cities or faraway places.
Student demographics varied among the districts in the study. One district of 200
students open enrolled 65% of their students from a neighboring district and also had a special
education subpopulation of 20%. Another district also openly welcomed special education
students because the superintendent was known for expertise in the area. Superintendent
Valuspeikiin recalled,
We had a very small minority population, but yet, we had a larger than normal special ed
population. . . . Some people tell me I had a good reputation of being able to take care of
special needs students, and so we had a number of people that moved there to help take
[advantage] of our program on that.
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In the same district, about an equal number of students enrolled out to neighboring districts as
the number of students who chose to open enroll in from out of district. One district maintained
a high number of students who fit the migrant definition.
Rural districts worked hard to provide ample programming for their students. A few of
the districts touted vocational programs potentially the envy of larger, midsize districts. Most
offered music, drama, and art programs. Some superintendents spoke of preschool programs,
all-day kindergarten, after school programs, 1:1 technology, or robotics, and all had athletics,
activities, and extracurricular programs. Some districts built their instructional capacity to the
point of engaging in initiatives initiated by internationally known education researchers.
As far as student success status as defined by Colorado Department of Education,
districts within the study ranged from those rated as the lowest, “Turnaround,” to the highest,
“Accredited with Distinction.” Some never fell in ratings and remained top performers
throughout the era. Four districts struggled through improvement efforts, finally overcoming
low performance during the decade. A few wavered up or down with student achievement
ratings one or two years and then continued with adequate growth. Some worked to improve
specific areas or subpopulations but had good achievement overall. Almost all met fully
Accredited or higher status by the end of the decade.
Three districts unexpectedly found themselves in a low rating due to odd circumstances,
such as too many parents “opting out” students from testing or a “misadministration” declared by
the state. A fourth district’s rating tumbled drastically because of the difference between one
small group of high-performing students one year and a lower performing group of students the
next year. For several years, the district had received state acclamation as a John Irwin School of
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Excellence but found itself rated in troubled ratings due to a class of ten students who performed
lower than the class it replaced had performed.
Two superintendents noted highly vested communities which consisted of mostly owneroccupied dwellings. One of them, Superintendent Goetznvolvd, celebrated young families
returning to the community, wanting to raise their children in the hometown area and valuing the
schools. The superintendent also boasted the district’s graduation rate.
We graduate 100% most years, and some years 100% go on to a two- or four-year
university or military. . . . Our kids that we have here, we get them through. They
graduate, and they graduate . . . [in a way] where they could be successful, if they choose
to be, and most of them do choose to be.
At least four of the districts succeeded in passing a mill levy during the NCLB decade.
Passing a mill levy stood as a community vote of support and confidence in the local education
system. Some districts had a mostly white population; others had high minority populations.
Several were in depressed areas with high poverty or in industry-distinct areas with high
transiency and significant high social service needs. Some districts included in the study
reported “Free and Reduced” populations as high as 90%. The district with the highest poverty
rate moved from “Turnaround” to consistently become one of the highest performing in the state.
Another district reported 70% of its population received “Free and Reduced Lunch” services as
compared to a more affluent district a few miles away reporting only 35% “Free and Reduced
Lunch” population.
Depicting their districts, 11 of 16 superintendents spoke about attributes of rural school
districts tempering how things were done when it came to NCLB and RTTT. Several times
superintendents used the words “small” and/or “rural” as they explained their experiences.
Superintendents compared their reform challenges to what they understood of the reform
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experiences of superintendents in larger districts or metropolitan areas as examples. They
wanted to accurately portray circumstances perceived from a small, rural district view.
Participants acknowledged they struggled with their inability to implement reform to the same
scale as larger districts, the more-likely target of sweeping legislation. Superintendent Miller
talked about implementing NCLB in a small rural district compared to Denver: “I’m sure if
you’re in Denver it sounds different. . . . So I don’t think we can utilize the law like Denver can,
like Chicago can, like Houston can. . . . You know, where you have all that economy of scale.”
Superintendent MacLongtim made a similar observation about implementing federal reform and
education law such as NCLB:
It’s one of those things that I feel is a disconnect from an urban setting to the rural setting
. . . and so there are components to the US Department of Education that feel like there’s
bureaucracy for bureaucracy’s sake. Some of the stuff that we deal with is bureaucracy.
District leader Wippov lamented at the reform challenges facing small districts especially
without proper funding to make resources stretch. Even though the district eventually
transformed from a “Turnaround” district to fully “Accredited,” Wippov revealed feelings of
helplessness when considering small, rural district funding and potential for impacting students.
But in a small rural school, how much impact are you having with a teacher spending an
hour a day with one kid? You know you just don’t cover that many kids. . . . We had a
little blip up in reading, and the money went away, and we flat-lined again where we
were.
Participants represented the sometimes-overwhelming role in rural districts as isolated,
involving do-it-all responsibilities, and as a precarious position. They learned the nuances as
time went on. Tensions between federal demands and realities of local demands often clashed.
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Superintendent Hanson recalled early experiences, saying,
I think that early in my time in that system, it was kind of learn as you go. . . . And so, I
think a lot of times, it’s okay the federal government has said, “This,” but, we’ve got our
own stuff. We’ve got our sleeves rolled up in our small district, “Let’s get to work.” . . .
It was on my shoulders. Yes, so I think as a small [district], rural superintendent you can
feel pretty isolated sometimes. . . . I mean a lot of times you’re going through something
that no one else is going through . . . just because, you know, you’re the superintendent,
and so you shoulder everything.
Superintendent Simjoinskul reflected about the added responsibilities of NCLB on rural
superintendents in small districts, “I think it's going to have a larger impact on rural, small, dual
role superintendent positions.” Superintendent Pushunthru had administrative experience in a
larger district and then returned as superintendent to a district where he previously served as a
teacher. Noting the increased demands of NCLB on executive officers of small districts, he
recalled,
The one thing I do remember is how much more was on people's plates [in a small
district]. . . . Now all of a sudden, “Okay, you're the 7 to 12 principal, but you also have
this, this, this, this, and this.” “You're the high school counselor, but now you also have
this, this, this, this.” So I just think that there wasn't as many people, you know, to man
all the different things that were going on. . . . I was the elementary principal and
superintendent. He was 7 through 12 principal and AD. . . . There's just not enough
time.
Difficult NCLB scenarios pushing change in rural communities reminded participants of
issues stemming from things like displaced favorite teachers, curriculum, and practices—often in
place for decades, prior to NCLB. Threats to traditions easily could set off community ire when
things were upset. Superintendent Clickstipr remarked about relocating from another state and
taking on the superintendent’s role after being in larger districts,
In these rural areas, when I came in here, people seemed to be in places. You know, they
were their own department . . . and they have their ways of teaching things, you know,
“This is what”—it doesn’t matter what standards say. “This is what I like to teach.”
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The fierce loyalty the community has for a favorite coach or teacher may circumvent change
processes in a small district, according to Superintendent Goetznvolvd:
You know, all it takes in a small district is one coaching issue. . . . We had to hold the
board meeting in the gym because so many people showed up or [if there were] one
teacher people perceive as unfair—and so those are the kinds of things that could cause a
person to maybe not even get to choose to leave but [get fired] (laughs).
Superintendent Menirolls recognized a similar challenge to rural leadership amidst reform.
Menirolls described a critical incident regarding executive leading and learning in a small
community:
In a small community, any one key individual that they kind of love, you know, it can
really disrupt the life of the superintendent. . . . So, you've gotta watch out for those
things because they can just derail you, you know? . . . In a small district, I didn't realize
how easily that can happen. And it happens all the time.
Superintendents saw advantages in their rural settings as well as remarking on the
challenges. In the mix of all the distinct challenges of leading a small, rural district,
Superintendent Valuspeikiin realized a definite bonus,
When people talk about, “Why do you like a rural school district or a small school
district?” Because, I say, “It's more nimble.” It has the ability to be able to change,
direct things, and move forward in a much faster fashion than you can in like [named
previous large, metropolitan district (out of state)] of the world.
Many segments of the community in small districts took responsibility for kids. Doing so
formed a type of “village mentality.” Superintendent Hendsonlern explained their broadly
supportive student-centered approach this way: “We have a cadre of people at the high school
that support all the kids who are falling behind in their AP for all work.” Staff wanted to
reassure parents students would be adequately cared for as the district ramped up innovation for
student success. Superintendent Simjoinskul affirmed the way staff in the small district
supported kids, “Because if you’re in my district, every teacher knows we’re going to go after
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[and support] every single kid.” In small, rural districts, community is part of success to be
celebrated according to Superintendent Everrakid, especially when they achieved status as
“Accredited with Distinction”: “We want to let them know that their hard work and efforts and
the community’s hard work and efforts, and the kids’ hard work and efforts are really paying off.
. . . It’s been a gradual progression.” In small communities they will show up for the
celebrations and enjoy several cookies, to boot!
According to superintendents, rural districts required different reform approaches than
larger systems. Two superintendents depicted reform issues for “rurals” as different from larger
districts, noting, “one size doesn’t fit all.” Superintendent Weisman noted problems when big
government dictated education, saying it can be “[r]eally inefficient, when the big government
gets involved. One size doesn't fit all. It’s a real inefficient system.” Superintendent
Hendsonlern confronted state leadership and felt they eventually understood the need for seeing
rural districts differently. “I’ve had lots of conversations with our state leadership around that.
They understand it. They understand that maybe one size doesn’t fit all. Even the State Board
has acknowledged.” Likewise, Superintendent Leavurwyl defended a different approach for
small, rural districts and understood the need for vocational programs and other pathways to
post-secondary success:
You can’t have a one-size-fits-all mentality. I think that's where, if you look now within
the last two years [in retrospect], where all the complaints have come. Now all of a
sudden we’re swinging back. “Oh, we need industrial arts and we need skills and trades.
We need all these things.” Well, the last 15 years you’ve been telling us everybody needs
a four year degree.
Changing rural demographics posed additional considerations when understanding the
context of place. The ills of society found their way to rural areas, and school districts did their
best to take care of the children in the midst of the problems. Superintendent Goetznvolvd
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noticed the changes in the district with increased societal problems when mentioning an
increased participation in the Free and Reduced Lunch program. The superintendent noted the
demographics were “changing because we have more and more students who come out from big
cities to live with grandma and grandpa because mom and dad are unable to care for them, and
we [now] have a little more transient population.”
Superintendent Simjoinskul railed against society’s dysfunction in light of the
expectations of NCLB and lack of additional funding.
Right now we’re looking at probably 65% broken families—even in this rural
community—mom and dad are fighting—playing teenager—and going off and dating.
One of the things I’ve found that’s fascinating is we had our first homeless kid designated
this year, in this district. So, I asked the people up there [state department of education],
“What is your definition of homeless?” “Well, they don't have any guarantee that the bed
they sleep in that night will be there night to night to night.” And I said, “50% of my
district's homeless.”
Superintendents included stories involving school boards as part of the experiences
during NCLB reform. In the following section, superintendents’ responses express interactions
with school boards and some board dynamics.
Superintendents, Rural School Boards, and Local Control
Most of the school boards representing districts in the study met superintendent
expectations. Of the superintendents participating in the study, 15 of the 16 conveyed they
worked with good boards during the decade of reform. Superintendent Hanson indicated the
Cranston River School Board was fine to work with, but it had experienced issues prior to the
participant’s hire. The Cranston River School Board included 13 different board members
during the eight years of Hanson’s time as superintendent. Hanson remembered, “It was rare
that somebody would stay for a full four-year term.” In the nine years as superintendent in
Goodranch School District, Superintendent Hendsonlern worked with 28 different board
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members at the time of the interview. Out of all 28, none had been elected because no one ever
ran for school board election.
Along with the rural nature of participants’ districts, school boards sometimes operated in
distinct ways. Rural school boards tended to misunderstand roles and needed superintendent
communication and guidance. Superintendent Pushunthru expressed relief the previous
superintendent had taken care of things in the arena of school board misbehavior in the years
prior to Pushnthru’s hire, remarking,
At that point, he [previous superintendent] had kind of cleaned up the school board, so
you didn't have necessarily any residuals as far as No Child Left Behind on your school
board. . . . He changed the whole dynamics of that, because . . . the board was running
the school before [previous superintendent] got there.
Small, rural district superintendents realized the need to communicate well and frequently
because school board members felt accountable to their neighbors and the community.
Superintendent Valuspeikiin understood the importance of communication to the board, saying,
Well, I think one of the things you have to be with the school board would be transparent
. . . give them the things that are aspects of what the pros and cons are so that when their
constituents have conversations, whether it be at the coffee shop or [they] have a phone
call. They have the information to be able to respond.
Regarding the Holcomb School Board, Superintendent Goetznvovld also wanted the board to be
appropriately informed to answer constituent concerns in the local environment. Colorado Race
to the Top mandates required more rigorous graduation rules, and Superintenden Goetznvolvd
wanted board members to feel comfortable representing the reform mandate.
They like to be very involved, and they were very involved in trying to get our graduation
requirements set up. As far as being advocates to go out into the community, each one
tries to go, you know, this one goes to the Lion's club. This one goes to the Chamber.
This one goes to . . . those kinds of things and just talk about, “Here's what we're doing.”
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Two superintendents recapped difficulties with school board members. In an experience
different from most of the other participants, Superintendent Leavurwyl had a difficult board
situation with one board member being on a tangent about opening a charter school in the small
town in order to be more selective of students during the era of high accountability. Leavurwyl
attributed struggles with the school board as partially leading to the fatigue causing the
superintendent to temporarily step away from the administrative realm. Having a battle every
month with the board along with having to wear so many hats was more than Superintendent
Leavurwyl wanted to deal with. The superintendent prioritized being a better family member
and parent as more important. Superintendent Leavurwyl chose parenting with authenticity over
position with pressure.
Superintendent Miller experienced 18 months of school board shift and disruption at the
end of the time as superintendent in the Benson School District. The years prior, during the first
half of NCLB, had been fine. Planned innovation to further student achievement became the
battle ground four and a half years into Miller’s superintendency. The battleground evolved after
a board election when two board members changed. Miller told about the scenario,
It was time to leave. The Board and I did not want to work with each other anymore. It
was mutual. . . . So, the school board that said, “We’re behind you—let’s take a look at
the competency based thing. We have to shift something” wasn’t there a year later. . . .
We [had been confident that we] had everything in place. So that when we were going to
roll out this big push on competency that we had a board that bought into: “It’s our role to
increase student achievement.” That’s when we had them, [they] bought in. And then
that Board—[the same one] that started that process with us—very quickly wasn’t the
[same supportive] Board. I mean—and I’m not blaming the Board—they felt like they
were doing right. It just . . . it just changed.
Miller’s school board at the next district, Hillyard, wanted to learn as a board and supported their
superintendent through the remainder of NCLB and RTTT.
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Especially particular to Colorado, the sentiment of local control signaled power to be
assumed on behalf of local school boards and districts. The local control mantra often
accompanied indignation against government intrusion into local governmental affairs,
particularly in education. Four participants felt local control trumped NCLB reform. They
revealed the independent spirit of their district, board, and communities reflecting a sense of
sovereignty. In part, the local control sentiment in their community gave superintendents footing
against perceived overreach of state and federal government. In a somewhat mild form,
Superintendent MacLongtim spoke of the Kinessee School Board’s regard for reform, saying,
I would say the board and the community—the board would reflect the community in this
way—is that they didn’t think No Child Left Behind was built for Kinessee or rural
Colorado. . . . They took every opportunity, when there would be input sessions or
something like that, to say, “We reject that NCLB governs us.” Now, they knew that I
still had to fill out the reports and that we could have money taken away or something
like that if we didn’t comply. But, they did not say things like, “That’s going to drive
what we do—we should do.” . . . You get into the whole local control thing. “We should
do what we think is right for our community and we trust that Gill [Superintendent
MacLongtim] will make it work.”
Local control empowered Superintendent Weisman to deflect some the pressures of
NCLB in the Bucosnedi School District. The superintendent rebuffed external political intrusion
and portrayed, “Just let our—this is our board room—just let our five people, right here, decide
for our people.” Superintendent Gideerman also had the backing of the board and the strength of
the mantra:
And our district is really strong on local control. . . . So you know . . . this being a
national thing. We do our own thing here kind of in Fisher, and it seems to work. And
everybody seems to be happy so . . . like I said the local control piece . . . I think once
again, it goes back to local control and the town, the school of Fisher, and everything like
that. They know that—pretty much everyone knows that we have a good school. . . . He
[previous legendary superintendent] kind of had the same philosophy of local control
and, you know, “Let’s not worry too much about the whole national scene.”
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Superintendents and their school boards valued local control and fought any risk of
diminishing it. Superintendent Wippov knew the power of local control as a likely motivator to
staff, when the district’s student performance ranked as some of the lowest in the state. Wippov
claimed risking it prompted staff to take improvement efforts seriously, saying, “It was definitely
a difficult lift in Middleton, because of the demographics we were dealing with. And so the fear
that we would lose some local control [made an impact].”
Special Education and Rural System Accountability
Participating superintendents discussed other factors of concern for rural settings. Some
factors erupted as acute issues for them under NCLB. Rural superintendents equated the
impossibilities of meeting NCLB accountability with concerns for special education students as
well as for gifted education students. Neighborhood children in the community comprised these
subpopulations. The connectedness of superintendents to their students and the settings helped
drive the service mentality of superintendents. District executive officers lived with the realities
of some students’ needs complicating student achievement; perhaps some students could never
meet federal proficiency targets. Superintendent Goetznvolvd, who also helped run the
community food bank, depicted it poignantly: “We have the luxury of looking at those kids
individually. I know, I ride the bus routes so I know what their houses look like. I deal with
their parents.”
In rural districts, factors characteristic to a special education subpopulation along with
small “n” size distorted metrics used for judging districts. Superintendents felt the concern
especially in high performing districts. Superintendent Gideerman, who led a perennially topperforming district with “some of the best scores in the nation for math” felt strongly about the
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unachievable expectations. Superintendent Gideerman discussed the problem,
I don’t think there’s any school that could have a 100 percent proficient. . . . Just that it’s
unattainable for a kid with [profound] autism to be proficient in No Child Left Behind.
So it’s unrealistic. . . . Not that we don’t try every time. I mean we have a gifted and
talented program, and we try to push those kids, but it’s just hard if they’re already
reading in 5th grade at a 12th grade level.
Superintendent Leavuwyl also regarded the special education population scores and the ways the
scores confused the measurement of how well schools did toward accountability.
The test scores were very good . . . particularly at the elementary level, but they were
somewhat skewed because of our special needs population. When I first got there—very
high. And then, enrollment—I don't have a reason why—but enrollment shot up quite a
bit. We had a lot of special ed. . . . So things changed a little bit in terms of
demographics. . . . About ’05, ’06 test scores started dropping. . . . Our special education
population was about 20% of our population [by then].
The tension between student needs and small district ability to meet specialized needs
compounded under NCLB accountability. Small districts didn’t have enough resources to meet
special education needs, especially compared to larger districts.
Superintendent Weisman reacted to the fact federal legislators originally promised federal
funding to assist with the special education needs. Government officials never allocated money,
yet accountability demands increased, on their watch. It frustrated Weisman when government
entities expected 100% of students to earn proficiency even though those same proponents broke
promises about special education funding. Weisman predicted from the outset of NCLB, “public
schools are going to take a beating on this and get bashed.” Others experienced similar issues.
Superintendents felt the clash between systems. The executive leaders knew the
responsibilities involved in special education law. At the same time they recognized the
individual child’s need for curriculum delivery at appropriate levels for understanding. In small,
rural schools one child’s proficiency rating made a difference in overall accountability measures.
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Superintendent Simjoinskul also emphasized the rural setting concerns around special education.
I’m all for helping all the kids. We take them all. We love them all. But you have a
kiddo that may be fifth grade by IEP and federal standard. We have to instruct them in
the second-grade level. Then it comes time for their fifth-grade assessment, guess what?
He doesn’t get within the fifth-grade assessment, state law—federal law. And when that
child doesn't hit the proficiency mark, then out of a group of ten to twelve students
there’s 10% of your population. You get three or four more kids like that and all of a
sudden you’re on a “Priority Improvement” plan, so—That’s the craziness that developed
the stress. . . . I don’t ever see myself retiring, I don’t. This is my purpose. This is what
I love. [But] I’m not sure I’ll be superintendent when I grow up.
Two district leaders saw the discrepancies of accountability toward special needs
populations from the perspective of alternative schools. Eventually Colorado worked to revise
accountability measures for Alternative Schools, but early on in NCLB Colorado did not
establish any provisions. In addition, combining alternative school student measurement with a
local district’s regular population could dramatically distress a district’s rating. Depicting the
proficiency of a relatively large subpopulation against a small “n” size of a rural district skewed
the overall picture being measured. Superintendent Valuspeikiin recalled initially NCLB did not
allow any adjustment for the alternative school students’ critical needs. Small districts weren’t
equipped to handle such needy populations. Valuespeikiin was a BOCES Director during the
earliest years of NCLB. He described the issue by saying,
Being an alternative high school, we were serving four different school districts. It
created quite a dynamic as far as what your student population was. . . . So we had all of
these subpopulations and right away of course, with what was earlier described about the
guaranteed failure component—with some of those special populations that we were
working with, the unique populations—the [reform imposed] systems just didn't make
sense to be applicable to the type of kids we were serving and what their needs were.
Because a lot of times in that case you had to first worry about their emotional
component rather than their academic component.
Eventually, mid-way through NCLB, accountability provisions for alternative schools
took shape. Superintendent Retarree also spotlighted specific accountability challenges in
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conjunction with a highly specialized alternative school. Stress increased for the rural district
leader, even with the new accountability rules.
They’re an alternative education campus. So they’re kind of accredited differently. I
have to write a letter every year there [to the state department of education] explaining
all—I mean it's just this—pardon the term—but it's an asinine system that we have in
place. That I write a letter—the same letter every single year. And now I have to write a
letter and fill out a form about why they’re an alternative campus. They have to have
95% of their kids at risk all this stuff, too. . . . We have graduation every month. We do
intakes every two weeks. You know the turnover is high. Dropout rate is high. I get all
that.
And I keep trying to tell them [state department officials who are new] 100% of
the kids that don't graduate aren’t my fault. They get kicked out of [the highly regulated
program] because they're very strict. They have a strict dress code. They have behavior
codes, you know. So they kicked them out of [the program]; they’re dropouts. You
know, that's one thing they still do not understand. I mean they never will. . . . None of
our kids from this district are in that school. They all come from everywhere.
Media and Public Perception of Schools
The public perception of schools also affected superintendents in rural settings during the
decade of No Child Left Behind. Some small, rural towns enjoyed their own newspapers,
usually a weekly edition including school information, sports, and activities as vital news
coverage. Other towns might not have a hometown newspaper or journal. In those cases,
coverage for rural settings might be carried by a regional newspaper and included several
neighboring districts. Local communities tended to see their schools in a favorable light,
according to traditional annual Gallup Polls.
Several superintendents, however, felt the media tainted public perception in rural areas
during the NCLB years. Public opinion concerned superintendents in several ways.
Superintendent Weisman worried about NCLB impact and how it eroded public confidence:
“The cost is the culture and reputation of education, which has really taken a hit in the last 20
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years.” Superintendent Simjoinskul echoed a similar refrain about the decline of public opinion
of public education:
But the media and the fact of the [low teacher] pay and then you're getting it from the
federal level and Time magazine, and from CNN, on the despair of public education. . . .
But now, when you're getting hit at the national level with the media. . . . The media has
killed us. No question about it.
Superintendent Valuspeikiin stayed alert to the media and sought to keep the local
newspaper apprised of good news, knowing his small district was competing against neighboring
districts for students. He said, “We had good rapport with the newspaper. We wanted to keep
on that, you know. You don't want to argue with somebody that buys ink by the barrel.”
NCLB inadvertently generated a disparaging suspicion in the general public merely from
its title and potentially impacted small districts. Rural communities organically developed keen
sensitivity to kids and local schools. Superintendent Pusnthru captured the pressure when
typifying NCLB, calling it
“Well-titled.” What I mean by that is that I think that when they titled it, some people
thought, “You mean we're leaving kids behind?” So, it was kind of drawing at the
public's heartstrings that [public schools] weren't doing a good job. I think that had a lot
to do with its success and maybe not so much success. . . . The outward perception . . . of
people that really weren't involved in schools. And there were people, I'm sure, that were
like, “Oh, I didn't know we were leaving kids behind!"
With like perspective, Superintendent Everrakid felt the public saw public education in a
more negative light once NCLB began, which concerned the quiet-mannered superintendent:
But, at the commencement of the Act and the law, I think it gave a negative connotation
to the education that had gone on prior to No Child Left Behind, saying that educators
had done a poor job. And so, because of that poor performance, because of the poor job
that our public schools are doing, we have to put this law forward to correct them. I think
there were better ways to get better results out of public schools.
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Summary
Superintendents of small, rural school districts responded to No Child Left Behind as
executive leaders with diverse backgrounds and from distinctly rural settings. The district
administrators, key people and personalities during a time of substantial education change led
their organizations with a strong sense of place and respect for lifeworld. In the following
chapter I begin my analysis and apply theory to the experiences recollected by superintendents.
Their stories told of change: personal, professional, and institutional.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ANALYSIS ̶ PEOPLE AND PLACE
In this chapter, I organized my analysis into two main sections, selecting theoretical
framework to analyze each section of the data chapter regarding people and place. I begin with
this first analysis chapter about people and places and use Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) three
stages of change and institutional change to interpret the effects of change generally on people
and organizations, and then continue with how place affects change. In the second main section
of this chapter, I analyze lifeworld (Habermas, 1987) and how it added an extra layer of
difficulty for superintendents leading in a rural area and experiencing mandated change.
Superintendents’ change stories began with people and place—the starting point for any change
effort.
My study explored the experiences of veteran superintendents who served at least five
consecutive years in a small, rural Colorado school district during the school years 2003-2004
through 2013-2014. I investigated their leadership experiences and the sense superintendents
made of serving as chief executive officers during a decade of reform. I conducted interviews
with 16 superintendents and divided my findings into three primary themes and chapters: (1)
people and places, (2) dilemmas and demands, and (3) results and residuals. My study involved
the human side of change and focused on the leadership role played by superintendents in a
distinct type of place—rural Colorado. Superintendents experienced challenging and sometimes
conflicting situations due to the consequences of state and federal mandates. These experiences
changed them. Superintendents’ recollections depicted both positive and negative results. The
experiences exerted a lasting impact on their executive leadership since NCLB changed some
foundations of education in small, rural school districts
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Looking back on the era of reform, participants expressed an underlying sense of futility
with mandated changes to education. During the reform decade, some participants led lower
performing districts to attain fully accredited status. The improvements often resulted in longlasting higher overall student performance as measured by student achievement data. Most
superintendents led accredited districts and maintained above-average and high student
performance. Superintendents found themselves managing transitions impacting people and
place. They implemented incoherent requirements and functioned under hypocritical
circumstances. Participants led districts in the crosshairs of change and lived a role under
constant pressure. Superintendents experienced all this change and transition where they worked
and lived. They lived in tight-knit communities with longstanding traditions and strong ties to
the local schools.
I adopted a number of theories to analyze and interpret superintendents’ experiences.
Different aspects of mandated reform affected them. For example, the mandated changes
pressured superintendents, threatened vitality of human resources, and sometimes resulted in loss
of valued employees. NCLB caused changes in rural education and disrupted traditional
lifeworld contexts. Superintendents lived in the same communities in which they led, and this
caused changes in their professional lives to spill over into their personal lives. Superintendents
told a change story—about themselves, their organizations, and the people living in small
communities as distinct from those in large urban areas.
People and Places – Stages of Change and Rural Lifeworld
Savvy leaders prepare for change organizationally and professionally, but even with the
best preparation, change requires expertise and skill as dynamics unfold. Change impacts people
at professional, personal, and organizational levels. During the years of NCLB and RTTT,
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executive school leaders faced dramatic educational change. I adopted change theory (Bridges &
Bridges, 2016) to interpret the challenges experienced by superintendents, especially during
transition. Some superintendents and districts transformed as a result of reform pressures. Other
superintendents and districts experienced the intensity of change, but systems stayed mostly the
same. Resilience saved the day. Bridges and Bridges (2016) theorized deep change as a
transformational experience and noted the ways leaders made the most of change during times of
significant organization shift.
In this section I discuss Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) theory of managing transitions.
Then I describe how superintendents managed changes as seen through the lens of Bridges and
Bridges’ theory, noting (1) “ending,” (2) “neutral zone,” and (3) “new beginning” (p. 5) phases
as a different era of American education evolved. Managing transitions theory provided
additional insight to leadership struggles related to people and place, during NCLB and RTTT.
The theory helped explain ways some executive leaders of school districts experienced transition
and ways some district leaders equalized the change imposed from external forces onto a rural
lifeworld. Participants in the study led their districts in the crosshairs of political power,
bureaucratic mandates, and local education traditions. They led amidst unbalanced pressures of
compliance and consistency. At the outset of the reform decade, change was in motion, but most
could not anticipate the eventual and far-reaching impact of change or its effects.
Managing Transitions
Bridges and Bridges (2016) found change happens, but the desired change may or may
not last. They also claimed long-lasting change generally transforms people and places.
According to Bridges and Bridges, change followed recognized patterns in order for transition to
take place. The following section explains the patterns of change through which people and
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places transitioned from the ending of the old ways, through a neutral zone, and on to new
beginnings.
Endings. Early NCLB—a time before the new “normal” of accountability occurred—led
to the end of some aspects of traditional education. During much of the era, most educators did
not recognize NCLB as the ending of a way of schooling they valued. It is difficult to pinpoint
an exact bifurcation of the beginning of disturbance and when educators recognized a path of no
return. As the NCLB mandates unfolded, few anticipated the profound effect the mandate
exerted and the unanticipated upheaval to American education in the years to come. Participants
noted increased activity, such as professional development, meetings, discussion, and perplexity
about NCLB as it rolled out to the state and on to the districts in Colorado.
Endings apply to my data because superintendents talked about reacting to changes and
losing a sense of control. Looking back and reflecting on their experience, superintendents
identified the beginnings of the movement with the endings of regularity in systems. They noted
disruption creeping in as accountability paraded through multiple aspects of schooling. For
example, Superintendent Leavurwyl talked about testing being manageable at the start of NCLB
but later on the “accountability measures that they put in were impossible to me.”
Superintendent Hendsonlern saw benefit in various aspects of the law and accountability, “the
original conversation around NCLB,” but stressed as things went on, the pervasive testing
became meaningless due to the transiency of the local student population and the faultiness of
federal and state systems. Consistency in rural schooling and systems was ending.
On the one hand, NCLB set change in motion, but because the enormity of it was
quixotic and erupted in piecemeal regulatory fashion, superintendents did not detect some of the
old ways were ending. At the inception of NCLB, superintendents did not know change of great
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magnitude surrounded them, which complicated the beginnings of change and later transitions.
According to Bridges and Bridges (2016), “Without a beginning, the transition is incomplete.
And without transition, the change changes nothing” (p. 72). Reviewing the decade, participants
sensed huge shifts in education, but at the outset few, if any, would have recognized the
implementation of NCLB as instigating an era ending consistency in small, rural school districts.
The “endings” took a toll on people. Superintendent Clickstipr talked about trying to “second
guess regulatory aspects.” Superintendent Everrakid sought to “find some way to connect what
you’re required to do with No Child Left Behind back to making a difference with kids in
instruction and in the classroom.”
Superintendents experienced an ending to some familiar things of small, rural district
education. Considerable autonomy ended as they added new hats to wear with more complex
responsibilities. They told about additional reporting requirements and accountability tasks
falling to the superintendent since no one else could shoulder the responsibilities. In the midst of
the changes, superintendents did not have the advantage of knowing a dramatic shift had begun.
Superintendents tried to grasp what the regulations meant and required in terms of current inplace systems and ways of doing business.
Superintendents struggled against letting go of accustomed practices and attitudes toward
education as it had always been. Superintendents told of feeling like being in a fog, not knowing
how to interpret a 1200-page law, ambivalence about what was happening at state and federal
levels, and “scrambling” to make sense of things. Most superintendents instinctively tried to
make meaning within the traditional contexts of education systems rather than don a “reform for
reform’s sake” mentality. Especially in high-performing districts, changes in practice made no
sense to educators charged with carrying them out. These ways of thinking and responding to
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NCLB tended to delay distinct endings. A lack of a distinguishable beginning of the end made
transition more complex for superintendents of high-performing districts.
The change story differed in districts where student achievement failed to meet adequate
growth or persistently showed low performance. Superintendents of low-performing districts
used the momentum of NCLB to transition their organizations to a new way of thinking and
adopt high quality instructional strategies. In those districts, letting go of what was not working
helped clearly define the beginnings of the endings. Bridges and Bridges (2016) argued the
“transition starts with letting go” (p. 8). For example, Superintendent MacLongtim recalled
“scrambling” to make sense of things and then getting a handle on how to push ahead once
advantages became apparent: “It was really 2005 or 2006 before we really understood what was
happening and what the requirements were. . . . I think I became comfortable at different points.
. . . You compartmentalize.” It was then when, Superintendent MacLongtim accepted the
turbulence, let go of a need for certainty, and looked long term, saying, “It’s like 2014 is really a
long time away. I’m going to handle the things that I know that I can handle. I’ll get to things. .
. . To a certain extent . . . I’ve become a little more sophisticated in this way.”
Superintendents’ stories illustrated a sense of endings. Both Superintendent Miller and
Superintendent Wippov came to realizations it was no longer acceptable for children in poverty
and other subpopulations to perform lower than more advantaged children. Practices sustaining
inequities had to end. They let go of excuses and moved districts and communities beyond
excuses as well.
Superintendent Menirolls likewise let go of excuses and caught a vision for higher
performance, boldly declaring an attitude of no more excuses for anyone in the district. The
ending of excuses signaled a change. Superintendent Hendsonlern readily let go of the status
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quo which allowed students in the district to be bored and unhappy in school. In each case, the
beginning of change in the districts moving toward higher performance or significant innovation
marked a bifurcation between past practices and a desired future of increased student
achievement. According to Bridges and Bridges (2016), “One of the biggest problems that
endings cause in an organization is confusion. . . . One of the most important leadership roles
during times of change is that of putting into words what it is time to leave behind” (p. 37). To
resolve the ambiguity NCLB originated, superintendents in improved districts marked the
beginnings of efforts to leave unsuccessful practices behind. They resolutely launched concerted
efforts toward measurable improvement and increased student success. They left behind
ineffective practices and attitudes. They ended a phase in their district.
The first phase of transition involved jumbled endings, and superintendents reacted to the
unsettling dynamics. For superintendents in districts with appropriate student performance, the
mandated changes caused more disruption than benefit. The start of the reform era imposed
incompatible endings. Superintendents experienced frustration and ambivalence toward
mandates when district and classroom practices showed adequate student achievement and
above-average growth or even top results in student achievement. Externally imposed change
evoked reactions from superintendents, especially when change seemed unsuitable and
disrespectful to systems already functioning appropriately. Ending what was working did not
make sense to superintendents in districts of adequate and high student performance. These
superintendents experienced considerable difficulty reconciling the decade of reform because
they found no reason to end effective practices. NCLB created disturbance about what was over
and what remained of the familiar ways of schooling. Mandated change processes did not fit
small, rural districts and had little if any relevance or advantage.
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Bridges and Bridges (2016) depicted three responses when people moved through
endings: (1) keep doing everything as before along with the new, (2) pick and choose what ends
and what is kept, (3) throw everything out and “the baby disappears with the bathwater” (p. 38).
Some superintendents chose to keep all practices going and took on more roles and duties. They
felt unable to discard any previous responsibilities. They talked about shouldering all the
responsibilities and how much more was on superintendents’ plates. Most participants did not
let go of previous practices and processes. At the start of NCLB, superintendents had little
discretion over determining what was “over.” Eventually, in line with Bridges and Bridges’
second reaction, superintendents made their own decisions of what to discard and what to keep.
NCLB disadvantaged superintendents because initially they could not anticipate the magnitude
of change. For a time, they felt compelled to maintain contradictory systems. Disruption
increased.
Most superintendents avoided the third reaction of “tossing everything out that was done
in the past” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 38). Instead most tossed out as much of NCLB as they
could. Superintendents either ignored NCLB because their district already experienced success,
or they got rid of ineffective practices in their effort to improve in low-performing districts.
Ironically, tossing out some practices took place as an unintended consequence due to the
overwhelming aspects of testing. In essence, NCLB restructured the education landscape.
NCLB tossed out some traditional aspects of schooling. Superintendents grieved the loss of joy
in schooling. They recollected schooling felt burdensome due to NCLB because of the focus on
accountability. In turn, many district leaders began to question NCLB’s impact on their district.
Once beyond the beginning stages of the change era, superintendents pushed back where they
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could. Some superintendents tossed reform demands out, along with the taint of NCLB’s shortlived past.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) found it important to manage transition and include clear
definition of what ended and what remained (p. 37). Three reactions resulted when it was not
clear. People kept doing everything as before in addition to new expectations. Secondly, they
self-selected what ended and what remained. Or, finally, they “toss[ed] out everything” (p. 38).
Superintendents could not have foreseen the “endings” NCLB caused when accountability
became more important than kids and people in the system. Complying to NCLB mandates
caused superintendents to throw “out the baby with the bath water” (p. 38). Participants resisted
adopting all the changes dictated in the mandates. For many, the ending phase meant the end of
positive regard for federal and state education departments.
NCLB as a reform movement failed to make some districts better and created havoc for
district executive leaders. It pressured superintendents to change things in already successful
districts. Endings of current effective practices would not benefit students in those districts. In
many ways, NCLB failed to change local education in the way it purported to change it. Where
they were able to, district leaders threw out the NCLB processes hampering their districts.
Caught in the throes of NCLB, district executive leaders and their organizations ended up tossed
into the next phase of transition.
Neutral zone. A great portion of the decade of NCLB and RTTT put education leaders
and their organizations in what Bridges and Bridges (2016) denoted as the “neutral zone” (p. 5).
Bridges and Bridges named this phase as the neutral zone “because it is a nowhere between two
somewheres, and because while you are in it, forward motion seems to stop while you hang
suspended between what was and will be” (p. 46). Many superintendents experienced a neutral
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zone imposed by NCLB for much of the decade of reform. Applying neutral zone logic to what
superintendents experienced during NCLB explains their sense of confusion.
Superintendents found themselves in quandaries, working between systems and
requirements not matching up, and contributing to a loss of clarity for all concerned.
Superintendents talked about things changing frequently and being unsure of conflicting answers
from state department officials. Several threw their hands up in disgust and decided to wait it out
until things stabilized. Bridges and Bridges (2016) described the neutral zone as a time when
“Things are up in the air. Nothing is a given anymore, and anything could happen. No one
knows the answers: one person says one thing and someone else says something completely
different” (p. 46).
During NCLB, additional irony surfaced because people in small, rural districts
previously functioned with fierce autonomy and local control, but now they felt subjugated to an
inferior goliath-like system. This monumental NCLB system threatened an implosion in rural
districts. Prior to NCLB, educators functioned within and as part of a traditional institution
focused on student well-being, students who held the very life-blood of the community. The
future hung in the balance of change. District executive officers had to find ways to manage the
reform pressures to preserve quality local education.
Superintendents intuitively utilized neutral zone management. For example,
superintendents defended against NCLB. They depicted how it dramatically failed to be a “one
size fits all” system. They argued NCLB did not work for small, rural school districts.
Superintendents went through the motions of reform to manage the neutral spaces in which they
found themselves and their organizations. They did whatever it took but kept the staff and
system shielded from the fray. Superintendents spent many hours figuring out and completing
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necessary paperwork to submit to state department officials. They adopted goals, filled out
paperwork, and met state department requirements, sometimes superficially. Others felt obliged
to complete processes and reported reluctantly in several cases. Some superintendents found
ways to work on only the relevant aspects of regulated reform processes. Some superintendents
translated authentic strategic planning into a format functioning well locally and still appeased
state and federal authorities. A few begrudgingly contrived solutions.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) advised effective leaders used the neutral zone productively
and put temporary fixes in place (p. 51). To survive the neutral zone, people responded to
systems put in place as a tentative arrangement to get through the changes. Leaders also used
shorter range goals to chunk up changes in manageable and palatable segments. Superintendents
instinctively followed this advice. Several superintendents told of reassuring their teachers.
Some configured leadership teams and tapped into instructional expertise so staff felt unity and
safety during the upheaval of NCLB. Superintendents sheltered staff from the chaos.
Superintendent Weisman safeguarded by trying “to relieve the stress of those people [reading
and math teachers] that are under the microscope.” Superintendent Weisman encouraged
teaching year to year as short-range goals, doing the things already proven to make their students
successful as a longer-term outcome.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) recognized “the neutral zone is a lonely place. . . . [It’s a time
for people to] try to rebuild a sense of identification with the group and of connectedness with
one another” (p. 53). Participant experiences confirmed this aspect of the change theory. The
neutral zone was a lonely place, especially for leaders, causing superintendents to feel isolated as
agents of NCLB disruption. Eventually, leaders went back to their sense of what was really
important in education and why they and other educators launched careers in such an honorable
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profession: the students and the joy of learning. Bridges and Bridges stressed the importance of
protecting people during the neutral zone because “people can work out much of the necessary
business of the neutral zone if you protect them, encourage them, and give them the structures
and opportunities they need to do it” (p. 60). During the significant changes and transitions of
NLCB and RTTT, superintendents protected their people, but who protected superintendents?
Managing transition theory further explains ways superintendents successfully moved
under-performing organizations to become higher performing organizations. Bridges and
Bridges (2016) found the neutral zone created confusion, but the journey through the confusion
could be productive and purposeful:
Lacking clear systems and signals, the neutral zone is a chaotic time, but this lack is also
the reason the neutral zone is more hospitable to new ideas than settled times. . . . The
task before you is therefore twofold: first, to get your people through this phase of
transition in one piece; and second, to capitalize on all the confusion by encouraging
them to be innovative. (p. 49)
Superintendents leading change in low-performing districts determined ways to utilize the best of
the opportunity for innovation and improvement during the neutral zone. Those superintendents
focused staff on positive change and action steps bringing immediate and long-term success.
Superintendents supported professional development, promoting study and interactions with
effective or innovative educators. Reorientation and redefinition strategies aided superintendents
and their organizations to move forward and push through the pressures of reform.
Leaders of improved districts found ways to “capitalize on the break in normal routines
that the neutral zone provides to do things differently and better” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p.
56). In the midst of NCLB and RTTT reform, change pervaded so many aspects of education in
Colorado. Superintendent Hendsonlern, Superintendent Wippov, Superintendent Miller, and
Superintendent Menirolls harnessed the chaos. They managed transition in the neutral zone and
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brought needed change to their districts. Their actions illustrated some strategies Bridges and
Bridges (2016) found to be purposeful for transitioning through the neutral zone: modeling and
encouraging others to get a bigger picture of the change all around, promoting innovation and
new processes, and get comfortable with change as an opportunity (pp. 56-58).
For example, Superintendent Hendsonlern recalled taking a year with staff to consider
moving forward with expeditionary learning as an innovation, one to fully engage learners and
add to student success. Superintendent Wippov noted improvement as time passed and
increments of success became instituted in response to NCLB expectations. Superintendent
Menirolls talked about garnering success one year and then again the next year, noting desired
change replaced old failures decisively over time.
Bridges and Bridges (2016) noted “neutral zone creativity is the key to turning transition
from a time of breakdown into a time of breakthrough” (p. 59). Superintendents of lowperforming districts broke through failure and gained student success. Superintendents of
adequate and high-performing districts broke through reform irrelevance and pressures. Neutral
zone breakthrough led participants to the third phase of managing change.
New beginnings. The final stage of transition according to Bridges and Bridge’s (2016)
theory dealt with new beginnings. This stage signaled emergence into “new identities” (p. 66)
and being done with previous stages. New beginnings applied to my study because all
participants in the study recognized an era had passed and a new beginning was in place.
Transition from each phase of change to another was not necessarily evident to each
superintendent, but they eventually recognized the passage into a different era of American
education. Three aspects indicated superintendents thought of NCLB as something of the past.
First, they described NCLB reforms in ways identifying the era as something in the past,
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something they had survived, something many had not thought much more about once getting
through the neutral zone. Second, they talked about Every Child Succeeds Act (ESSA) as
something now upon them. Finally, they talked of accountability as a new normal and way of
life in education.
New beginnings, the final phase of transition, brought ambivalence and stirred up
resistance. Superintendents recommended caution toward ESSA. They promptly recalled
unsettled feelings from the previous reform era of NCLB. Superintendent Gideerman likened the
new wave of potential reform to once again as “kind of building the plane as we go.”
Superintendent Gideerman noted the similarities in other ways, saying, “I went to the ESSA Tour
[training] last year and that kind of reminds me of No Child Left Behind at the beginning. You
know it’s just kind of a ‘feeling out phase’ of what’s going to come about.” In the same fashion,
Superintendent Goetznvolvd resolved, “I’m waiting for something to just actually tell me what
does this mean for me. Then I’m going to sort through it and decide what I need to do and what
I don’t need to do.” Bridges and Bridges (2016) noted new “beginnings are strange things.
People want them to happen but fear them at the same time” (p. 66). For superintendents, new
beginnings related to new federal education law, significantly closing the NCLB era. However,
new federal education law evoked the potential for a new round of disruption and ambiguity.
Superintendent Evarrakid worried what ESSA would bring, saying, “We’re in that transition
period and that mixes a few emotions back up. ‘What will that bring?’ And, ‘How will that
affect us?’” Bridges and Bridges explained ambivalent feelings after moving out of the neutral
zone and surfacing into a new beginning: “A new beginning ‘ratifies’ the ending…. The new
way represents a gamble: there is always the possibility it won’t work” (p. 67).
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Beginnings occurred organically. Leaders “can cultivate the ground and provide the
nourishment” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 68). For example, superintendents determined the
best approach to the new beginnings educators faced. Superintendent MacLongtim adopted a
strategic approach to change, pushing back against over-regulation and prescriptive federal
encroachment, but using the change to improve the district. The superintendent advised, “Take a
positive, optimistic approach. How can I take the requirements and use them for the betterment
of my district?” MacLongtim recognized with reform, “there are a lot of things that you can
interpret and you can make it work for you.”
My interviews with superintendents caused them to reflect on the magnitude of NCLB.
Participating in the study created a bridge to help them find closure on the era. For some,
processing the mayhem of the decade served as a catharsis and helped them see they had passed
into a different decade of education. Bridges and Bridges (2016) found new beginnings required
new responses: “They require, in some sense, that people become the new kind of person that
the new situation demands” (p. 67). Superintendents changed and made the transition to new
beginnings by responding differently to the next wave of potential federal reform. Participants’
professional approach involved waiting to watch the politics sort out. Superintendent
Simjoinskul advised, “Wait until they get their ducks in a row.” Superintendent Wippov
hesitated, “Well, once again I’ve got a ‘wait and see attitude’ as to what is going to actually
change.” Several participants planned to bide their time by following Superintendent
Pushunthru’s advice, “Don’t be in a dang hurry.”
A few superintendents in the study served as examples of letting go of the chaos early on
and reaching new beginnings sooner. They moved more fluidly through the previous phases of
transition so NCLB affected them differently. They shielded their staff and district from NCLB
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hazards to a large extent. Superintendents of successful districts remained mostly impervious to
the havoc of a passing era. Those participants moved out of the neutral zone, leaving NCLB
behind and transitioned more quickly to new beginnings. They continued leading their district
with a long-standing and sure focus on student success in spite of the chaos. Their new
beginnings included a stronger resolve and confidence in their own leadership. To encourage
transitions to new beginnings, leaders gave others “a purpose, a picture, a plan, and a part” in the
new beginnings (p. 68).
Superintendents and organizations could not move to new beginnings without a strong
and viable purpose. Some district leaders ended up in previous phases of transition longer than
others. NCLB threatened their sense of purpose, making it more difficult for people to move out
of earlier stages of change. Leaders did not buy into a culture of pervasive testing. Testing,
punitive tactics, and inconsistent systems did not align with the vision and purpose
superintendents had for their organizations. Eventually, a more defined purpose helped move
leaders and their organizations into the new beginnings phase.
Table 2 displays a continuum of the regard participants in the study portrayed toward
NCLB during individual interviews. Based on their words, animation when speaking, and
emotions, the superintendents conveyed overall feelings about NCLB ranging from highly
negative to positive and highly supportive of many aspects of reform. The more successful the
district prior to NCLB, the less regard the superintendent had due to the unnecessary disruption
and lack of benefit to students. Superintendents also indicated information about district and
community attributes such as performance status, parental testing opt out rebellion, and an
attitude of local control representing a sense of independence in a district. The table graphically
represents a continuum I observed as far as participant support for NCLB. Responses ranged
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from negative to positive based on need for reform and increased student success achieved in
their district. Juxtaposed with the superintendent regard for NCLB, I included a few noteworthy
attributes of superintendents’ districts according to the information they shared during their
interview.


Regard
For NCLB

Positive regard
for NCLB

Negative
regard for
NCLB

Neutral
regard for
NCLB

Retarree

Gideerman

Goetznvolvd

Clikstipr

MacLongtim

Simjoinskuul

Leavurwyl

Everrakid

Hanson

Pushunthru

Superintendent

Hendsonlern
Miller

Menirolls
Wippov

Weisman

High
performance
Attributes

Valuspeikiin

Maintained successful programs

Innovation

Low prior
performance

High # of
opt outs

Improvement
focused

Local
control
strong

Transformational
change

Of District

Table 2. Superintendent Regard for NCLB and Aspects of Setting
For superintendents of high-performing districts, NCLB offered little to no purpose
compared to all the disruptive aspects. According to Bridges and Bridges (2016), “People have
trouble understanding the purpose because they do not have a realistic idea of where the
organization really stands and what its problems are” (p. 69). NCLB caused havoc on so many
fronts. Leaders had to make sense of what the real problems were and determine where their
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organizations stood with regard to the reform requirements and measures. Leaders in average
and above-average districts had to reach back to the established purposes. They believed reform
partially derailed their sense of purpose. Regaining their purpose moved superintendents into
new beginnings.
Superintendents in low-performing districts adopted reforms fitting district needs and
used the purpose of reform to lead people to new beginnings. Superintendents in improved
districts gave their staff pictures of successful learning environments. Leaders and staff devised
plans and solved problems. Improved districts moved into the new beginnings phase
emphatically. Their superintendents used NCLB as a tool to validate the purposes of reform.
To foster new beginnings, Bridges and Bridges (2016) emphasized the need for real and
valid purposes emerging out of the current reality. Otherwise, transition from earlier phases was
even more difficult. They wrote, “The kind of purpose that you will need in order to launch a
new beginning must come from within the organization—from its will, abilities, resources, and
character” (p. 72). NCLB did not offer a compelling purpose to superintendents leading
successful school districts. Lacking a valid, organic purpose at local levels, NCLB failed as a
vision and model of reform for successful districts. Executive district leaders could not manage
transition into new beginnings based on NCLB. NCLB thwarted established, successful
purposes.
Transition management theory explained how leaders strategically used pictures of a
preferred future as another way of moving to new beginnings. When the picture of all the
necessary changes depicted a desired outcome, people bought in and plans solidified. NCLB did
not provide a clear picture. Instead, the picture often clouded, morphed, or turned upside down.
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Superintendents viewed NCLB as a confusing mess. In adequate and high-achieving districts,
superintendents let go of the Dali-like, surreal picture of reformed education. They focused on
the important things to do within the reform effort and determined the ways they were willing to
comply. Once they reimaged education, they moved to new beginnings. They pictured once
again what worked in their districts. They adjusted their images of accountability and
encouraged mental pictures of students and staff consistently doing well classroom by classroom
and year by year.
Participants in both improving and in failing districts helped staff and communities to see
a different image. They put concerted effort into helping others see the potential and the picture
of a better education for the students. Superintendent Miller urged staff and community to be
champions for students. Superintendent Menirolls painted a picture of Olympian success and
hard work. Pictures led to the parts people played in new beginnings. When leaders and people
in the organization—students and staff—knew their appropriate roles, they adapted to the new
beginnings. According to Bridges and Bridges (2016), “Until people know the parts they are to
play, they can’t begin the slow process of adjusting their hopes and fears to the new reality” (p.
76).
The progression of transition stages from endings, neutral zone, and new beginnings
explained the human side of what superintendents experienced as leaders, during the decade of
NCLB and RTTT. These action-oriented executive officers let go of their usual decisive support
toward state and federal mandates. They transitioned through a neutral zone of taking care of
required business, sometimes contrary to the best interests of their people, and reconstituted their
organizations. The new beginning signaled a time to respond in new ways as the yet another
round of mandated change loomed on the horizon.
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Leading Organizational Cycles and Institutional Transitions
During this decade of unprecedented change, the human side of change involved
professional transitions of leaders and people who were members of an organization. The people
in the organization progressed through three phases: endings, neutral zone, and beginnings. At
the same time people transitioned through change, superintendent leadership shaped
organizations. Like the people in them, districts also cycled through transitions. Bridges and
Bridges’ (2016) theory further explicated the phenomenon of superintendent experiences during
No Child Left Behind because superintendents also led change of an institution.
Superintendents in the study experienced leadership during change in small, rural districts
with background and local history. Bridges and Bridges (2016) explained, “organizations and
societies have life cycles” (p. 87). At some point when a district originally began, someone
conceptualized it as an organized entity with the purpose of educating children. Rural schools
and districts in the study initially progressed through the seven stages of organizational lifecycles
at least a century ago. Before becoming an institution, districts moved through the first four
stages: dreamed, launched, organized, and succeeded (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 89).
Eventually they became an established fixture in rural communities. Communities recognized
schools and districts as the public education institution of the community. During NCLB, school
districts went through change as an institution with a backstory and extensive context.
Perhaps it could be argued American public education at-large existed as an institution
and NCLB challenged institutional lethargy and inertia. However, as discussed earlier,
superintendents dealt with federal political action through NCLB. Political action disrupted and
ended aspects of traditional education. Tossing out child-centered practices and replacing them
with accountability focused concerns shifted Colorado public education institutions into a neutral
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zone. Districts in need of transition to improved student performance faced a crossroads. They
had two choices according to patterns of organizational life cycles. They could risk closing in
and dying, or they could let go of “being” and get back to “doing” by experiencing renewal.
Districts performing well maintained “doing” as part of their “being” without losing sight of the
important mission of education as an institution: student success. They could also experience
renewal through reaffirmation of effective practices.
Renewal offers an ongoing lifecycle for institutions. Instead of closing in and eventually
dying, long-standing organizations can reenter the organizational lifecycle by a “path of renewal
. . . beginning anew” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 99). At this point, leaders manage the
transition phase moving out of the neutral zone by beginning anew through “redreaming the
dream . . . recapturing the venture spirit” (p. 100) and reorganizing.
Institutional life cycle and renewal applies to my study because during the decade of
NCLB, superintendents led districts through change and revitalized or strengthened the “doing”
aspects of schooling. As part of what Bridges and Bridges (2016) found in institutional
transitions, organizations close in, then die or go through renewal (p. 99).
For example, superintendents who moved districts from low and failing student
performance to high performance led institutions through renewal. They went back to a youthful
lifecycle starting point. Participants retooled ways of thinking about students as well as the craft
and artistry of instruction. They helped staff to buy into a dream of innovative and effective
practices. Superintendents shifted the culture to success and belief around a “can do”
disposition, promoting a new venture spirit. Superintendents reorganized structures and roles.
They accepted mandated processes in ways making changes appropriate, necessary, and
beneficial to students.
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Bridges and Bridges (2016) described the overall impact of institutional renewal,
“renewal puts any organization into a far-reaching state of transition. People who have grown
used to the practices and culture of an Institution [sic] will have to let go of expectations and
assumptions that have been rewarded for some time” (p. 101). Some superintendents leading
already successful districts managed to move to the new beginnings phase through a less
dramatic renewal. However, superintendents challenged with turning around failing or lowperforming districts experienced more intense change. Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) overall
transition management model combined with their theory of institutional lifecycles helped to
explain superintendents’ experiences. Superintendents in successful districts transitioned out of
the first phase of change caused by NCLB reform, realizing trying to “do it all” was impossible.
They decided what did and did not fit their district and let go of unnecessary or ineffective
practices. They also tossed out what was overreaching from the recent past of NCLB. These
responses enabled institutions to move into the neutral zone.
During the time spent in the neutral zone, superintendents grappled with reform chaos
and inconsistencies, coming to grips with the imposition of reform demands not benefiting small,
rural school districts and their students’ needs. Superintendents pursued insulating strategies to
protect their districts from the harm of NCLB and RTTT. Superintendents chose to regenerate
pictures of student success within the aims of reform. Bridges and Bridges (2016) insisted for
institutions, “renewal always involves finding ways to recapture and reinvigorate the energy of
the first three phases of the organizational life cycle” (p. 100). Renewal in high-performing
districts required superintendents to reconsider their districts in light of the performance
measures of mandated requirements and reform propaganda.
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Superintendent actions leading organizational renewal fit Bridges and Bridges’ (2016)
sense of institutional revitalization. Their actions reinvigorated the initial three phases of the
organizational lifecycle: (1) “redreaming the dream” with a new idea; (2) “recapturing the
venture spirit” with new culture and leadership; and (3) “getting reorganized” by changing
policies and roles to “approximate those of a young organization” (p. 100). Superintendents
reconstituted how their district conceptualized results and pride in learning and teaching in light
of high-stakes accountability. Superintendents reaffirmed the spirit of the enterprise. They
emphasized shared, supportive instructional leadership. Participants also modernized roles and
structures as needed.
Leading Continuous Change
During NCLB and RTTT change seemed never-ending and became a way of life.
Phases of change did not happen in crisp, evenly timed segments in the lives of people and
institutions. The messiness of transition during monumental change resulted in greater overlap
between and among phases. The overlaps further complicated the efforts of leaders to manage
transitions because a great deal of non-stop change continued over a decade. Change on so many
fronts generated a vicious cycle; continuous change fostered more complex overlap. More
complex overlap instigated additional change and disruption, creating reactions as “[c]hanges
spin off from changes in a never-ending sequence” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 110). Leaders
and systems could not simply deal with one phase and then move on through to the next phase.
Leaders needed to bring clarity during all the change and transition, keeping the focus on
the big picture and how the components fit into the picture. As in the case of NCLB, sometimes
a big picture came from external forces. In such a situation, leaders managed ongoing change
within institutions by orchestrating the component changes within their control. Leaders found
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common ground in local contexts to bring orderliness. According to Bridges and Bridges (2016),
“Even if you don’t agree with the logic of the larger change, you benefit from the coherence it
gives to the component changes” (p. 111).
As noted in Chapter Nine and discussion of coherence, superintendents sought ways to
bring steadiness to their organizations during the reform era. Bridges and Bridges (2016) noted
the importance of recognizing the bigger picture of change beyond the vantage point of the
muddle. Big picture thinking during disruption promoted ways to deal with the many smaller
components of incessant change: “You have to find a few larger patterns that integrate and make
sense out of all the specific changes” (p. 112). The bigger picture established at the local level
offset the otherwise randomness of discrete changes mandated by NCLB and RTTT. Students
became the face of change in the district. These included children who lived and played in the
community and children known and loved by staff, superintendents, families, and community.
Superintendents elevated a picture of staff continuing to do good work throughout the year, child
by child.
By the end of the era, superintendents led institutions to renewal. District executive
leaders determined the ways and the extent to which they and their districts conformed to the
new high-demand and politicized nature of public education. Several districts improved. Good
districts maintained high student performance. At the end of the day, a “new normal” of
accountability persisted along with ever-present change. Participants in the study depicted
leadership making the necessary transition through a chaotic era of reform.
They moved systems forward and protected the balance of traditional learning with
contemporary and modernized expectations for public education. Bridges and Bridges (2016)
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discussed the management of continuous change facing organizations. To remain vibrant and
relevant, organizations need continuous change. They likened it to riding a bicycle:
The continuation of anything depends on its changing, just as staying upright and
traveling straight ahead on a bicycle depends on making constant steering adjustments.
Refusing to make those little changes would not produce “stability” but, on the contrary,
would rapidly lead to the loss of balance and motion. (p. 117)
Leading a district during this change looked a lot like riding a bicycle. Leaders learned to make
constant steering adjustments while preserving the enduring aspects of successful public
education in small, rural districts. Superintendents experienced professional, personal, and
institutional transitions, and they did so in the milieu of place.
Place – Rurality and Lifeworld
In this section I situate the discussion of participant experience within the discourse of
rural education research. A study of “small, rural school districts” identified a particular type of
place. Being rural differed from being metropolitan, especially in many of the ways rural
superintendents responded to education reform. I combine my analysis of “place” with
Habermas’ (1987) concept of lifeworld. I examine rurality and lifeworld and rurality in relation
to education (Howley, Theobald, & Howley, 2005). I end by analyzing superintendent
experience during the era of NCLB and RTTT in relation to the distinctiveness of place.
Rural Education in Colorado
Rurality involves the collective interdependence and sense of community among
members who make up a place in a rural location (Roberts & Cuervo, 2015; Theobald &
Alsmeyer, 1995). Superintendents worked and lived in rural settings and dealt with mandated
changes balanced against values, expectations, and ways of doing things traditional to their
communities.
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By the end of NCLB, rural superintendents garnered some attention to their plight of
poorly fitting mandates. Colorado Department of Education Commissioner Hammond sent out
notice of a revised definition of rural school districts, based on extended work of a Rural
Education Council. It stated,
A Colorado school district is determined to be rural based on the size of the district, the
distance from the nearest large urban/urbanized area, and having a student enrollment of
approximately 6,500 students or fewer. Small rural districts are those districts meeting
these same criteria and having a student population of fewer than 1,000 students.
(Hammond, 2013, para. 2)
The Council requested to review the definition annually to “ensure it is working for districts”
(Hammond, 2013, para. 1). Defining rural defied simple and measurable parameters. The
Council spent a considerable amount of time haggling out a working definition prior to the
announcement. The place of rural is distinct in many ways from other settings such as mid-sized
towns, small cities, suburban, urban, metropolitan, or megalopolis.
Lifeworld, Rurality, and Superintendents
In this section I examine the idea of lifeworld as it applies to the work of a veteran, rural
superintendent. Superintendents valued their students, staff, districts and communities. They led
with a knowledge of the distinctiveness of place. They took pride in the education programs
offered, by their districts, especially when NCLB threatened the quality of programming.
Using a perspective from lifeworld explained superintendent experiences during the era
of NCLB in three ways. First, superintendents led with keen awareness of rurality. Because of
rural factors, superintendents also managed transitions by protecting their people and districts
from NCLB chaos. Finally, superintendents optimized lifeworld schema to the benefit of their
students, staff, districts, and communities during institutional transition and organizational
renewal. They spoke about their small, rural school district with high regard and affection. They
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showed astute sensitivity to rurality and respected a way of life valuing schools as the hub of
community. They knew their rural settings well and often told stories of people and place as part
of their leadership narrative. Superintendents described the lives and interactions of students and
teachers, administrators and community members, in and out of school. Superintendent
Weisman told of a life-altering interaction with a student who pestered and challenged the
superintendent on faith issues and authenticity. Finally Superintendent Weisman acquiesced and
committed to the student to “walk the talk” and read the Bible from start to finish. The simple
and genuine interface forever changed the superintendent’s perspective and attitude to life.
Others told of previous superintendents and significant staff members. Lifeworld influenced
superintendents. They approached the pressures of NCLB in ways honoring their rural lifeworld.
No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top imposed regulations threatening rural
lifeworld values. Superintendents knew student needs, families, and their circumstances. NCLB
mandates often hindered rural education services due to the many demands on educators.
Superintendents connected themselves and their districts with community pride in the schools
and the education system. The NCLB media hype and potential damage to local regard for
public education concerned superintendents. They worked even more diligently to promote the
good things happening in the schools and activities.
Superintendents told of increasing communication during NCLB years, especially with
school board members. Keeping the school board well informed helped equip board members
with answers to questions and different community responses in the grocery store, at games, or at
the coffee shop. The increased superintendent communication helped school board members
know how to respond when community members asked questions or brought up concerns.
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School board members also came from the same lifeworld as superintendents, and often
represented generations of students.
Superintendents recognized limitations for small, rural school districts in areas such as
funding, remoteness, and access to resources, but they also maximized enhancements of rurality.
They attended to the education of each child, adopting this as the mission of the schools long
before NCLB made it vogue. The emphasis on assessment over children’s academic well-being
disrupted lifeworld traditions and superintendents represented those lifeworld concerns in their
explanations of how NCLB impacted their district.
As part of a lifeworld response, superintendents also managed districts during the NCLB
era by shielding their people and guarding successful practices and traditions. Superintendents
took on extra roles. They generally enabled principals and teachers to attend to classroom
instruction with as little disruption of the external mandates as possible. Superintendents worked
within the regulations, processes and mandates while also pushing hard to stabilize systems.
Where possible, superintendents rebuffed the havoc of reform and deflected the damaging effects
in order to limit the disruption to lifeworld expectations of schools. In cases where districts
improved, superintendents grabbed hold, focused the opportunities, and aligned change to
sentiments of the lifeworld. In the midst of the pressures, superintendents advocated politically.
They gained in state political arenas in some cases such as in the fight against the hazards of
Highly Qualified Teacher regulations and recognition of rurality.
Finally, superintendents optimized lifeworld schema to the benefit of students, staff and
communities. Superintendents told of being champions for the causes of students. Especially
where NCLB imposed intrusively, superintendents accepted parental concerns such as with
opting students out of testing. Local control promoted a platform to lifeworld autonomy.
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Superintendents felt empowered and supported when local school boards and communities
upheld politically charged sentiments toward federal and state mandates overreaching. As local
heroes of sorts, superintendents resorted to mild civil disobedience and became the Robin Hoods
of local education.
When it became obvious with NCLB’s mandates “one size doesn’t fit all,” participants
individually and collectively fought to change regulations and processes impeding small, rural
districts. They challenged state officials and wrangled for interpretations of regulations and
processes to fit small, rural schools better, when it was in the best interests of the district.
Accountability had faces in small, rural districts and children’s well-being should be taken into
consideration. Habermas (1987) described lifeworld as “intuitively present” (p. 131). Veteran,
rural superintendents understood the community expected fairness, care, and benefit of the doubt
for children in the schools. NCLB did not account for individual circumstances. For example,
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) measures did not take into account the individual stories of
children. Rural superintendents worked to alter the ways NCLB disadvantaged small, rural
districts.
Superintendents appreciated the flexibility and nimbleness of small, rural districts. Some
superintendents felt a sense of autonomy and additional empowerment during pressures of
change. Autonomy allowed them to focus on the right things. Autonomy often came from
lifeworld expectations, assuming a trusted school superintendent would take care of things.
They gained professional strength from leading in a place where and when leadership mattered.
In the lifeworld of a rural setting, the superintendent was sometimes noted as one of the highest
paid, most academically prepared leaders in the community.
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People assumed the superintendent held a position of power. At the same time, the
superintendent lived next door to others in the community, and was as common as the neighbor
in the grocery aisle. Superintendent Wippov promoted student success and challenged
elementary readers to a contest. The superintendent lost, and kissed a pig, but scores did not
increase. Later Superintendent Wippov championed the lifeworld sentiment in the community
holding up every child’s success to be honored. Superintendents worked directly to mitigate
poverty and reduce low performance by identifying more effective ways to impact students and
systems. Participants knew there were times when it was best to stay under the radar and use
their small and rural nature to their advantage. Superintendents intently deflected what they felt
were NCLB threats to rural education lifeworld contexts.
Summary
In this chapter I explained how superintendents managed professional, personal, and
institutional transitions during the decade of reform. They moved through three transitional
stages: (1) endings (2) neutral zone, and (3) new beginnings (Bridges & Bridges, 2016, p. 5).
They led their organizations in ways to protect people and preserve the rural lifeworld
surrounding education. Superintendents adapted their leadership by either increasing their
emphasis on student success or by preserving effective methods.
People and place were not the only dimensions of superintendents’ change experiences.
Participants also told their stories from additional leadership perspectives. Superintendents
recollected stories about how they faced dilemmas and demands. Managing these challenges
required knowledge, skills, and leadership. In the following chapter I explain the dilemmas and
demands superintendents experienced. Superintendents took responsibility for bridging the
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requirements of the federal and state education laws with people and programs during the
implementation phases throughout the decade of reform.
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CHAPTER SIX: DILEMMAS AND DEMANDS
In this chapter, I describe ways superintendents viewed the dilemmas they faced and the
demands placed on them and their districts during the reform decade of NCLB. First I establish
the general feeling superintendents gave when asked for a “quickthink” about the decade. Then I
describe the parts of NCLB superintendents found palatable. Following a description of positive
aspects of NCLB, I provide stories of three superintendents who leveraged the mandates,
bringing their districts out of low performance. Next, I discuss the dilemmas participants
recounted. The remainder of the chapter includes a description of the troublesome demands
superintendents encountered as they implemented the law.
Superintendent Reactions to NCLB
As part of the interview, I asked superintendents to give me a word or two or phrase
brought to mind when asked to recall No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top. The
superintendents’ response to this exercise revealed the mixed feelings evident in the reform
effort, mostly favoring negative descriptors, including
impossible, confusing to me, impossible idea, good attempt, good try, unrealistic,
unattainable, unachievable, unrealistic, frustrating, very frustrating, accountability,
prescriptive, punitive, compliance, no child left untested, asinine system, bad system,
assessment, Highly Qualified, mixed feelings, joke, stressful, bogus, false expectations,
testing, AYP, oppressive, problematic, unnecessary, well-intentioned, guaranteed failure,
painful, federal control, overreaching control, well-titled.
The list of words generally expressed negative feelings. In either the word choice used,
or in explaining the context of the words they chose, 16 of the 16 participants expressed negative
connotations regarding the decade of NCLB or parts of the reform. The majority initially
remarked on the disruption NCLB had to the usual functions of schooling. In varying degrees,
all but two of the superintendents interviewed cast NCLB and its later offshoot RTTT as
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instigators of difficult hange. Most found the reform processes impeded education at the local
level as revealed in Figure 6 below:

Figure 6. Words used by superintendents to describe their reaction to NCLB.
In the initial stages of NCLB, many superintendents found the reform palatable.
Participants recognized the change directed attention to accountability on behalf of all children.
Superintendents admitted the NCLB shift in education helped focus a general need for greater
accountability within a staunchly traditional system. The traditional system may have gotten a
bit slack. The reform hit like a “cold bucket of water in the face,” according to Superintendent
Miller. Miller saw NCLB as a “wake up call” to educators. Typically, participants
acknowledged there was a need for accountability. They upheld the lens it provided and
generally helped their districts to consider whether or not they were indeed serving “all”
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students. Participants believed NCLB focused needed attention to the extent educators took
responsibility for the success of all students.
Positive Reactions to Reform
The reform decade started off with merit; after all, who would want to leave any child
behind? Superintendent Menirolls embraced the intention of the reform, saying, “Everybody
was so used to doing things the way they wanted to do them and really kind of not being too
accountable. . . . So, really, deep down, I don't mind the accountability. We ought to be
accountable, yeah.” Superintendent Hanson reflected “It gave another reason to be very in tune
with the achievement of your kids in the district.” Hanson paused, thought, and then added,
“And, I think with Race to the Top [it] made me very discerning, you know, maybe more
discerning than I would’ve been.” Upon passing a mill levy during the reform, Superintendent
MacLongtim saw reform from the side of a stable, supportive community and district. The
district promoted professional development to meet the needs of students as a result of NCLB.
Superintendent MacLongtim noted, “I think that there was more of an emphasis – and I think we
weren’t alone in this – truly, looking at every kid.” With a similar mindset, Superintendent
Everrakid said, “The whole idea about educating every kid was a good concept. . . . [The]
accountability part of No Child Left Behind had some positive things with it. You know, we can
be our own worst enemies when it comes to improving.”
At the earliest stages, superintendents noticed a better conversation in schools and
communities. Superintendent Retarree heard public interest in the Pleasant Vale School District,
“But, the good thing is it got people talking about education.” In a different area of the state,
Superintendent Valuspeikiin saw the same thing: “It gave us a conversation. . . . ‘What is it we
really want students to know and be able to do?’” Mindful of support from the community,
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Superintendent Goetznvolvd summed it up by saying, “Well, you can always do better and it's
good to have scrutiny and make sure that our teachers are doing what they're supposed to do and
our children are learning as they should.”
Participants agreed with a premise which evolved from NCLB accountability:
superintendents and their principals needed to step up and be instructional leaders. Six of the 16
superintendents used NCLB in ways strategically helping their districts progress to some extent.
Five of those six superintendents viewed newly developed professional tools as a positive
outgrowth of reform. They selected reform tools spawned from NCLB and RTTT mandates to
improve conditions for achievement.
The sixth superintendent felt district improvement occurred due to prior work and NCLB
timing only partially contributed. Early in the era, Superintendent Hanson received notification
of inadequate performance. The superintendent spurred the Cranston River School District
towards making improvements more immediately, resolving any additional concerns caused by
the alarming NCLB notification. Superintendent Hanson noted work on secondary literacy
commenced prior to the notice and did not necessarily attribute improvement to NCLB. At best,
the reform provoked some urgency in the Cranston District, but did not have a lasting impact or
significantly change the district. Out of the six who improved low-performing districts, four
intentionally used NCLB as an impetus for significant improvements in their organizations.
The Colorado version of Race to the Top required certain processes to be followed. Two
of the sixteen participants in particular found some components to benefit their districts. With
2009 Colorado legislation, compulsory multi-year Individual Career and Academic Plans (ICAP)
required schools to work with students and parents to devise pathways to postsecondary options.
RTTT required ICAPs starting in sixth grade. Both Superintendent Hendsonlern and
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Superintendent Goetznvolvd utilized the requirement to move their districts toward student
ownership in learning. Both superintendents claimed ICAPs also increased parent/family
engagement in a child’s education. Hendsonlern led the Goodranch District toward increased
student engagement strategies by adopting expeditionary learning as a district focus. The ICAP
incorporated aspects aligning well, as Hendsonlern said,
We are working towards having every kid do an internship before they graduate. We
started that last year. We have kids doing internships this year. We actually start that
process—are you familiar with ICAPs? So [we] started that process in our sixth grade.
So our kids in sixth grade are doing career exploration types of things. You know, like,
“How much do you want to buy a Ferrari?”
Because of the demands of NCLB on their low-performing districts, two superintendents
ended up as proponents of the reforms during the era, though neither one started out supporting
at a high level. A third superintendent also empowered district staff to accomplish mandated
goals and raise student achievement to top performance. In those cases, all three superintendents
used the mandated tools, found means for resources, and leveraged the arm of the law to the
benefit of students. Superintendents Wippov, Menirolls, and Miller transformed their districts
from poor performance to high performance ratings.
Coming from out of state, Superintendent Wippov started as principal and then a year
later moved to superintendent in the Middleton School District a few years before No Child Left
Behind passed into law. Wippov said, “I guess my long-term experience about NCLB, coming
from a high risk, high poverty-challenged population district was that we were always playing in
the realm of not making ‘Adequate Yearly Progress.’” Wippov admits the picture was bleak,
saying, “We were the highest poverty school district in the state of Colorado, usually having
around a 90% Free and Reduced lunch rate.” On state report cards to the public, the district’s
persistently dismal performance drew attention of state officials but not local community or
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educators. The lack of local concern complicated improvement efforts and massaged any
uncomfortable need to address inequities. Wippov explained,
Nobody cared! Nobody cared what those reports said. I got a continual push back from
teachers, parents, community members, administrators that these poor English language
learner kids who will qualify for reduced lunch couldn’t do it, and I literally bought into
that and had the belief that we were never going to change the result.
Colorado Department of Education procedures deemed the district and low-performing
schools on “Turnaround.” A five-year “clock” for improvement began ticking, signaling
dramatic state intervention if substantial improvements did not stop the clock first.
Superintendent Wippov credits NCLB and a state department official for confronting the
superintendent and shaking things up:
What No Child Left Behind did is it made it clear that the result had to change. And,
once again, did any school get shut down because of No Child Left Behind? I doubt it.
And did any district ever get taken over because of No Child Left Behind, I doubt it. But,
with that potential there was, for the first time, the leverage you needed to challenge the
behavior of a teacher who was really just on cruise control. To challenge principals that
were like that. And to challenge school boards who were more focused on volleyball
than, you know, whether kids could read or not.
To me it was a gigantic leverage piece to create academic change. It had to start
with me learning more, being prodded from folks at CDE. . . . I still consider him [state
official] a guardian angel of the kids in Middleton, Colorado. He didn’t physically shake
me, but he certainly verbally shook me and said, “Listen to what you’re saying here!”
Superintendent Wippov led and lived the idea of No Child Left Behind to the benefit of the
district’s students. In a four-year period, the district and its poor-performing schools moved up
to an accreditation status of fully “Accredited” and remained there consistently, with some
schools even attaining “Performance” status.
A second story demonstrated Superintendent Menirolls’ experience leading a district off
low performance warnings. Though not at the lowest performance status, Meniroll’s St. Ruthton
School District limped along in student performance, with two schools being rated on
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“Improvement” status. Newly hired Menirolls took the superintendent position with confidence
and, in turn, hired the kind of staff who would improve student achievement. From boardroom
to classroom, they were going to shoot for the moon. According to Menirolls, their “moonshot”
was to attain a district status of “Accredited with Distinction.” Menirolls said,
I'll be honest with you. We set that goal of “Accredited with Distinction.” Out of 178
districts, we were rated at about 134th, 136th, so to get to be “Accredited with
Distinction,” you've gotta be the top 10%. So, what's that? 8? 18? Top 18 or so? I
thought, "Oh, man. I mean that's setting the bar pretty high." But, I thought, "What the
hell,” you know? If you think big, the universe is kind of on your side. We came within
a hair's breadth of getting that. . . . The first year, I thought, "Well, maybe that's a fluke."
Two years in a row, it's not a fluke. You're doing some things right.
Though the district didn’t meet the goal of “Distinction,” it remained a high-performing
district. Like Superintendent Wippov, Superintendent Menirolls did not support the reform
movement at the outset. Menirolls recalled, “I resisted it at first. . . . I didn't really like it that
well. I mean, because we weren't doing that well and I thought . . . And so, I made excuses for a
while.” Things changed when Superintendent Menirolls started recognizing the power of
accountability and read a lot of educational reform literature attesting to improved student
performance in actual schools:
What changed me was CDE and being regional manager. I saw all that. I saw the rating
of schools, the rating of districts, you know, the possibilities there. I did a lot of reading,
too. I've always done a lot of reading on achievement and on management and stuff. I
guess, now I'm thinking, that's where I really kind of got my [confidence], “I know how
to make these things happen in districts, yeah. . . . I know how to get achievement.”
That gave me the confidence. . . . I visited so many districts. I knew the ones, the
winners and the losers, you know, and why. It was pretty easy to see why certain districts
were achieving and certain districts weren't.
Menirolls used accountability tools and data analysis, inspiration and motivation, and professed a
hard-driving coach’s attitude of “no excuses” to team with others to get the St. Ruthton district
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into high-performance categories. Menirolls attributes improvement to the reform era: “Without
No Child Left Behind . . . We wouldn't be holding people accountable like we are.”
Innovation
Two other superintendents used NCLB tools to move their districts to higher performance
as well. Their experiences are particularly notable because they saw an opportunity for
innovation. While neither district was at the lowest straits as far as performance ratings, both
superintendents recognized the power of reform for the betterment of what students could
achieve. Superintendent Miller moved from a district doing fine but which did not aspire to
higher efforts and innovation. As NCLB accountability took hold, Miller hoped to move the
Benson School District to high performance through competency-based programs. With a board
shift after election, Miller’s vision for increased student performance butted up against agendas
from new board members not carrying a strong sense of student achievement. Status quo won
out over innovation, and Miller left the district.
In Superintendent Miller’s new district, Hillyard, the board supported leadership toward
increased student achievement. Staff rallied around the responsibility for all children’s best
performance. Superintendent Miller used tools from NCLB and RTTT to build capacity and
strengthen all segments of the district. Not only did the district close the achievement gap for
student subpopulations, it also became a model for other districts in innovative reform. Miller
recounted,
I think we embraced it, and I think the distinction there was, “No one else is willing.” . . .
We felt like we were really championing the cause. No one else is really willing to stand
up and say that, “Our poor, [ethnic group] kids here should be reading as well as
everybody else.”
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For Superintendent Miller, the leadership experience and lessons learned from the first district,
where things fell apart, added to the new opportunity. Miller expertly leveraged the right tools
for improvement. Superintendent Miller reflected on the reform success in Hillyard, saying,
[There were] better structures in place for having the harder conversation. So some of it
was leadership lessons learned. Some of it was culture, some of it was timing. But there
was a different world then, you know. . . . ‘10, ‘11, ‘12, you know, things were different
than they were when we had that initial big push, I felt like, and I framed it better. We’re
not under attack. You know, we framed it up front: these are the expectations. This is
the level that’s expected. We can overcome poverty with the right strategies and focus of
resources. We can do that. And later years we were framing it as, “These are levers that
help us do what we want to do anyway, which is increase student achievement.”
A fourth superintendent also used NCLB to advance a district toward innovation and
increased student success. Superintendent Hendsonlern recognized accountability ultimately
served best interests of students.
And I don’t think that accountability is a bad thing. I think we need to be responsible to
all the kids we serve. Sometimes I think we get our accountability messed up. The
government requires us to be much more accountable to them than we are to our kids,
which is an interesting thing for me.
From a systems thinking mindset, Superintendent Hendsonlern described NCLB positives:
You know, you look at the data and the information behind NCLB and the impact of
NCLB, and there was some positive impact. I mean there were some things changed. I
think systems were forced to make some decisions that—and particularly more in urban
centers—to really provide all kids with an education and to keep track of all kids, which
before, they didn’t necessarily have to do. So I think that was good.
Positives of NCLB empowered Superintendent Hendsonlern and enabled the superintendent to
be innovative in the district’s approach to both the reform movement and especially toward
student engagement. Hendsonlern said,
As we kind of started thinking about, “How do you do these things? How do you kind of
get around, or overcome, some of the negatives around NCLB, or just this huge
accountability system?” You kind of vet your own way, I think, is how we did it here.
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Hendsonlern saw reform in a different light than many superintendents. Instead of seeing
NCLB in a negative way, the superintendent made it an opportunity to be thoughtful about
capacity within the system and passionate about returning joy as a foundational aspect to
education in the Goodranch District.
Inside of this system we have the capacity to do whatever we want to do, as long as we’re
moving our system forward and we’re finding more success. And I think there’s a way to
do that with bringing joy back to the work, inside of that system. Yeah, I mean, I think
NCLB—NCLB unto itself didn’t do anything. It was everybody else’s thinking about
“Here’s what you should do to solve this problem.” And, that was not my thinking. I
mean, I thought, “Okay it’s there.” We’ll stick within the confines of Highly Qualified
because the state won’t let me put people in places if I don’t. But when it comes really to
classroom instruction, the needs of kids, we’re not going to run out and buy a program
that takes teaching out of the teaching. I don’t think that’s healthy. So, yeah, I think,
definitely, (laughs) I took the other approach. “That’s fine, but we’re not going to make
those same knee-jerk reactions of, ‘Here’s what you have to do to solve that.’”
Superintendent Hendsonlern and the Goodranch staff launched expeditionary learning as their
system’s approach to moving forward in the spirit of NCLB and success for all students.
In the sentiments of all 14 participants who named any positives about NCLB,
acknowledging the reform in a positive light came with caveats. Agreement with the need for
some accountability came counterbalanced by comments heavily weighted around the hazards.
As mentioned earlier, Superintendent Retarree on the one hand commented about the benefit of
“people talking about education.” On the other hand, the superintendent pointed out a reality
check of contentious media influence by saying, “The bad thing is to get everybody talking about
education and how poor education is in the United States.” Superintendent Simjoinskul noted
the plus and the minus,
I would say if anything came out of it positive, there was a level of accountability. And
there was a level of “we better follow these rules.” Unfortunately, sometimes fear,
sometimes pressure, does take people to that next level. So the awareness absolutely
raised up like, “Oh geez, we better make sure all of these kids are there.”
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Superintendent Menirolls also weighed the pros and cons of accountability, saying, “It has its
place. In federal [levels], I think they did overreach some. Yes, they did, but it does have spice.
Don’t take it out. Don’t take it out entirely.”
Dilemmas
While participants commented on a few positives, the bulk of the reform created negative
tensions for most districts. As discussed in the previous section, four superintendents utilized the
reform movement in substantially favorable ways. Two of the four transformed districts from
poor performance to high performance districts. The other two of the four utilized the time of
reform to also capitalize on change and successfully implemented innovation to reshape the
culture of their districts. Initially, superintendents sought to take the best of the reform and use it
to their district’s advantage.
However, in most cases and especially in already high-performing districts, the reform
decade detracted from the work of educators. In one form or another, each of the 16
superintendents felt caught between implementation and disruption. Implementing the
requirements of the law with its mandates and state-defined processes caused dilemmas of
disrupting people, programs, and coherence of superintendents’ schools and community.
Superintendents found themselves caught in the middle between mandated compliance and
organizational coherence. Disruption from requirements contradicted what most superintendents
believed to benefit students and schooling. Dilemmas for superintendents fell into three
categories: leading during disruption, leading amidst defective requirements, and leading
between hypocritical systems.
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Leading as Disrupter or Change Agent
Under NCLB, education leadership evolved and then morphed. Becoming a leader of
change did not happen overnight. At the outset, chief executive officers of school districts
assimilated changes to their traditional roles of managing and overseeing district resources.
Participants’ actions, decisions, and functions moved to a primary stance of leadership out of
roles as managers. For Superintendent Menirolls, becoming a leader instead of a manager during
change did not happen automatically. Building confidence as a leader took time. Leading
amidst so much change complicated the superintendent’s role. Initial doubts about a district
improving beyond excuses further complicated the role.
At first Superintendent Menirolls resisted NCLB’s harsh accountability expectations.
The superintendent excused away the low performance of some schools. Then Superintendent
Menirolls came to grips with a “no excuses” mindset. The executive leader saw the possibilities
of improvement and success for students. Confidence for leading change grew. Speaking of the
leadership confidence, Superintendent Menirolls recounted,
Yeah. It's totally important, you know? Hell, I sometimes didn't know. When I first
started, I didn't even know how to be a leader. I didn't know, you know? There's a lot to
that. I mean, as I go through this career as a superintendent, there's a lot to just being
confident, you know?
Confidence to correctly lead improvement gained needed changes in Superintendent Menirolls
district.
The confidence and the changes did not come without pitfalls, however. For
Superintendent Menirolls, stronger leadership and district success also led to misperceptions by
others about the superintendent’s motives as change agent in the district’s transformation.
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In the long run, staff views of the superintendent shifted:
I'll tell you another thing that happened. I think that towards the end there, they were
thinking that I wanted to take the credit and I wanted to . . . I think some of them thought
I was going to go on and be a consultant or something somewhere else and I just wanted
to kind of build my resume. That [negative attitude] did happen. I think there was some
jealousy there because our board, our school board, was selected School Board of the
Year. Just a lot of stuff came together and some people started to get jealous, I think,
quite frankly.
Superintendent Wippov also noted concerns about implementing NCLB improvements
and lacking needed leadership expertise. Wippov’s district received a Turnaround Improvement
Grant to allow them to work on a guaranteed and viable curriculum, but efforts lagged. Wippov
said,
Fast forward a few years after the Turnaround grant. Our first focus was the realization
we don’t have a guaranteed and viable curriculum. We’d been spinning our wheels
trying to develop one for five years probably, just not having the local expertise to do it.
In addition to feeling inadequate to foster success over curriculum, Superintendent Wippov noted
the lack of leadership savvy to maximize funding to enable greater effectiveness during change:
“So this is an example of being able to access grant dollars but really not having the
administrative level of training to understand how to truly leverage them and get them to work
for you.”
Superintendents’ roles and perspectives continued to evolve and morph. Once mandates
turned into regulations, NCLB and RTTT thrust superintendents into the role of change agent as
disrupter. Prior to NCLB, superintendents sometimes led change. Usually pre-NCLB change
followed organizational patterns of program and textbook adoption and implementation rather
than change from disruption and chaos. Change due to NCLB distorted the superintendent’s
agency to one of taskmaster rather than a collaborator. Superintendent Hanson came into the
Cranston River School District following upheaval in the district and five years after NCLB
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passed into law. Change needed to happen because the state notified the district for not meeting
AYP. Hanson recalled the discomfort of leading change disrupting patterns, saying,
[We] put a great emphasis on strategic planning. In fact, planning down to the classroom
levels so that every teacher had his or her own plan of goals they wanted to achieve and
how they were going to get there. You know that was tough because it’s hard when
teachers have been able to do whatever they want to do.
When I got there I just evaluated and really looked at all the directions we were
going and what was the best direction to go into. And so, you know, “change, change” . .
. you put in changes and you get a little resistance. Teachers were resistant, but, they also
saw, in time, the positives of that. I think that while change is hard . . . I don’t think
people felt insecure with me in the leadership role. It was just they were having to do
things differently, and that’s kind of hard sometimes.
Superintendent Miller believed there was a moral imperative to provide equity among
learners, but the disruption in the Benson School District became precarious:
It’s not good enough that you just allow the kids to be there. You should be responsible
for the outcome. It was not in our history. [Prior to NCLB] it was okay to tell someone,
“Eh, school’s not for you. You should just go get a job.” . . . And this changed that. I
think sometimes some of the problems that we ran into in Benson was not understanding
how big of a shift that was in thinking for staff members and community members. . . .
One is just I think the (pause), yeah, (pause) the community’s perception of race and
those equities were different.
Miller knew it was the job of the superintendent to use NCLB as a way to bring equity.
Superintendent Miller, as change agent, became disrupter. Miller said,
We pushed pretty hard that student achievement and closing the achievement gaps and
No Child Left Behind and “no excuses” and all those clichés [were necessary] because
we didn’t feel like we had enough teachers that were doing it for the students. . . .
Benson had a lot of adult decisions—a lot of decisions that were based on adult needs—
instead of a lot of decisions based on student needs. And so, I think we tried to use the
NCLB as a heavier lever to break through that. . . . We underestimated the “dug in”
culture. . . . It just seemed like we “hit the wall.”
Leading Amidst Chaos and Defective Requirements
In the minds of the participating superintendents, another dilemma loomed larger than the
changes in role: implementing chaotic and defective requirements. For the most part,
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superintendents experienced RTTT as a disjointed system. It further muddled education
organizations already confused from NCLB reform. Colorado’s version of RTTT earned
funding only after a failed first attempt. During the first attempt at funding, an assortment of
state laws passed and generated regulations. After additional hype, Colorado garnered the
political clout and won designation as an RTTT state. As it turned out, all the hoopla never did
seem to deliver expected money to the districts but did add even more layers of required
conformity. By the time the demands hit districts and the dollars did not follow, the integrity of
reform dwindled significantly. Superintendent Hanson questioned steps for the Cranston River
district:
Well, I mean that was another confusing thing. So there was all this money that was
being held out in front of districts to apply for. You know people hear about Race to the
Top money, “Go after it!” I think for us, once I really looked into what the strings were
and how much money would end up coming to our district—our small district—it wasn’t
worth applying. But that took an incredible amount of time to figure that out. And to be
able to explain that to the Board and the community of what the money really was. What
it was asking districts to do. What it would cost personnel to manage this grant money
and administer, and what we would get out of it. So we didn’t apply, and that was 180
degrees from what I thought we would be doing when I first heard about it. Of course,
“Why wouldn’t we go after this money?” But we could look at our own state and the
Department of Education and understand why maybe we shouldn’t have gone after the
money.
In Colorado, the sweeping legislation enacting RTTT confused systems but did not
appropriately impact classrooms. Superintendent Miller stayed very involved in the processes as
they rolled out from RTTT and saw the disconnect:
I never felt like the Race to the Top was a district level impact. I felt like it was really a
state policy impact. So everything that was happening with Race to the Top in Colorado
was a fight over legislation. If we get this legislation through then we can get these
dollars. You know, “So we make some adjustments to our accreditation format then we
can get these dollars.” “If we put this teacher evaluation instrument in place then we can
get these dollars.” Most of it, I felt like, was a CDE-legislative issue. There wasn’t a lot
of classroom impact to Race to the Top out the door.
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RTTT funding did not bring much benefit to districts. It complicated reform even more than
NCLB alone and brought more work to already stretched superintendents and districts.
Superintendent Weisman remembered RTTT as Colorado acquiescing to greater political powers
and for all the extra work it brought without any financial gain:
Colorado jumped through all these hoops and then we didn’t get the money, on Round 1.
So then we jumped through all these [additional] hoops, on Round II. We got a little bit
of money but we [also] got all this “stuff.” You know, the evaluations, all this
accountability and all those [requirements]. That was Obama’s Race to the Top. . . . But
we signed up for all this work.
Extra work and implementation of reform put superintendents in uncomfortable
situations. Superintendents narrated examples of implementation dilemmas, and stories often
evoked memories of tensions. Participants often displayed emotion about being in conflicting
circumstances and voiced frustration at the impossibility of meeting mandated goals and
meaninglessness of required processes. Leading a consistently high-performing district, even
prior to NCLB, Superintendent Gideerman emphasized, “I don’t think that anybody could do
that. We have high standards here at Fisher—but the bar was just set way too high. I don’t think
it was attainable for even the best school district in the nation.” He illustrated the district’s
success, “Since they did all the accreditation, we’ve been ‘Performance’ every year and
accredited. There’ve been a couple years ‘Accredited with Distinction.’ I just kind of quietly
did our thing and we had good scores.”
Gideerman explained the frustration they all felt in the district when the state system
changed to increases in academic growth rather than straightforward achievement scoring,
The big push in our district was academic achievement. And we nailed it…every year,
the academic achievement. But, then they threw in the growth piece. And the growth
piece is what we kind of had a hard time with. To me the whole growth piece rewards
schools that are lower that don’t do a good job. But if you’re already doing a good job,
it’s really hard to get that next level. Does that make sense?
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The challenges magnified because of the smaller number of students. Gideerman illustrated the
defect in the system that left superintendents of successful small schools stymied,
So the growth piece has—it’s been a challenge here. Because if you already have
85% of your kids that are at or above the [proficiency] level, it’s hard to get those last
15% [at proficiency levels]. You know our high school right now is phenomenal and
we’re not doing anything different. It’s hard to figure out. You know, we’re doing
everything exactly the same across the board. But yet one or two schools are high and
the other one isn’t.
For Superintendent Gideerman, 15% of the population meant two to five additional students per
grade level attaining proficiency. Several of those who fell within the 15% comprised
subpopulations in very specialized learning circumstances. The incongruence in the
accountability bothered Superintendent Gideerman, “It does . . . it would bother me for a little
bit, ‘cause I’m like . . . I have high standards. And the staff knows that, so we want to be the best
in everything.”
Superintendents complied with mandated goals and kept the aspiration of “every child
proficient” in the forefront of the work even though superintendents viewed 100% proficiency as
impossible. Superintendent Wippov verbalized the scenario, saying,
100% of kids were supposed to be meeting the target which, there’s no measure in any
educational system that would allow you to do that, considering the vast array of kids
with disabilities and talents that they have. But, our job was to be on a trajectory [toward
100% attainment].
Wippov’s attitude mirrored many of the participants’ attitudes:
If it’s a federal law you’ve got to abide by it. You’re told you gotta get 100% of your
kids to reach some academic achievement level by such and such a date. You may not
feel like it’s possible but by golly you’re going to roll up your sleeves and you’re going
to do everything you’re being told to do to try and get there. And then, I guess my
attitude would be that as it rolled out and as we began implementing it, it was like,
whether I agreed with it or not, did it matter? I felt my role was to comply with it; and
so, I certainly worked from a compliance standpoint, especially right at the beginning.
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Superintendents wearied of a system seeming impossible and also meaningless, which
added to participants’ disregard for the incoherent and defective requirements. Superintendent
Hendsonlern battled the legislature because the required measurements were meaningless due to
high transiency of the students who attended the Goodranch district one year but not the next
year. Superintendent Everrakid told of frustrations:
You’re trying to find some way to connect what you’re required to do with No Child Left
Behind back to making a difference with kids in instruction and in the classroom. And
because of the voids that existed at times, you really wondered, “Is this really the part of
education that I really have that enthusiasm and love for?” A lot of the reporting that we
have to do, you know, we ask ourselves, “Why?” “What is the purpose of this?” “Where
does it make a difference?” They’re just unnecessary requirements. They don’t change
people.
As a newly hired district administrator in the Sumplotte School District, Superintendent
Pushunthru related an example of the defective accountability system with new testing
requirements. At one point, Colorado Department of Education mandated testing social studies
in the fall of students’ Senior Year. Throughout the state, outraged parents opted students out of
testing. Testing requirements for senior-year high school students changed after the first attempt.
The first year it was in place, Superintendent Pushunthru recognized how ludicrous the situation
was. The superintendent knew compliance was mandatory. Forced to deal with it but, as yet,
relatively unknown as superintendent to the Seniors, Pushunthru met the dilemma head on,
We just brought them [senior-year students] in the room. I told them, “Hey, you know
what guys? I know you're tired of testing, but do the best you can do. That's all I'm
gonna tell you to do. That's all . . . You know, you don't know me very well, but please
do your best. That's all I'm asking.”
Superintendent Pushunthru stated, “It was ridiculous to have seniors taking a test the fall of their
senior year,” and continued to say by so many students opting out, the state “got what they
deserved.”
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The unattainable goals and resulting mandates of NCLB and RTTT rendered
accountability systems defective. Superintendent Valuespeikiin reflected on the system in spite
of “guaranteed failure”:
At some point in time—even [if] you may have started out well—but at some point in
time, according to their timeframe, you were going to be guaranteed that you couldn't
meet what their expectations were under the NCLB. That was just a matter of adding
frustration to the whole system: telling people and telling your staff that, you know,
you're not doing a good job because you're not making the gains on NCLB. I think it just
puts some stress on the system that saw that we could not respond in a way that made
sense.
Well, like I say, a lot of times you just do the best you can when you're in
education. You have good intentions and a good heart that you want to do the best that
you can and the best for your students.
Superintendent Retarree summed up the consternations of superintendents trying to implement
incoherent and defective requirements of a burdensome law. When asked if the role of
superintendent changed as a result of NCLB, Superintendent Retarree commented,
It’s more difficult to do the right thing. I think superintendents always have to be the
communicator. But I think they had to be the communicator of an asinine system . . .
justifying what we were doing as a school system and trying to show how what we were
trying to do was correct.
Leading Between Hypocritical Systems
In addition to changes in superintendents’ roles and dealing with incoherent and defective
requirements, superintendents dealt with a third type of dilemma. NCLB obliged them to
function under hypocritical systems. Frequently participants found themselves expected to
comply with aspects of NCLB or RTTT devaluing students, staff, or putting superintendents in
situations sending mixed messages. An indignant Superintendent Leavuwyl, former military
officer, pointed out under NCLB teachers already felt beat up and did not need additional
chastising from a district leader. A scene rolled across the superintendent’s mind: “The
accountability measures that they put in were impossible to me. Telling a teacher or telling a kid
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you grew this much and it’s not enough . . . I don’t need to be the enemy.” In the
superintendent’s experience, NCLB added further insult when high-end learners suffered while
the staff and system tried to respond to the needs of the low-achieving students, at the exclusion
of high-capacity learners. Superintendent Miller saw it in a similar way and recalled, “I think
teachers saw that [NCLB] as not appreciating their effort. Not appreciating how hard the job is.
I got lots of push back.”
Even though the law was named “No Child Left Behind,” most superintendents felt it left
systems and a lot of students and people in less than favorable situations. NCLB left
superintendents behind to deal with hypocritical systems. Superintendent Everrakid, saddened at
the ways NCLB disrupted things, said,
But engaging the kids in their education and doing some of the things that would really
matter? I think No Child Left Behind may have distracted us from all that. And we’re
just learning that there are things we can do that make a way bigger impact on kids right
now than focusing on some of the requirements with [NCLB].
Superintendent MacLongtim described the confusion in systems early in NCLB when there were
three different accountability systems in place in Colorado:
This was back in the day when we really had kind of three accountability systems. So,
we had No Child Left Behind. We had state accreditation. And, then we had SAR’s.
They were School Accountability Reports. So when Bill Owens was governor, he had
passed this pretty prescriptive school accountability law. They were basically a report
card and they came out each December. I mean the law was prescriptive. It said what
size paper it had to be printed on. It had to be printed with a certain blue ink. You know,
all these different things, so that was the first starting of the data that we had to transmit
to the state. . . . You know, you were trying to meet all these different things.
Trying to comply with the detailed specifications of each system taxed the patience and
skills of superintendents responsible for multiple federal and state programs. Superintendents
found themselves at odds with required written jargon for applications and reporting compared to
the real work being done to benefit students. Federal applications and state accreditation systems
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did not take into account the realities of small, rural districts and what worked for students.
Superintendent McLongtim remembered the absurdities,
You would write the No Child Left Behind Federal applications for all the [Title] grants.
And then you would change and you’d write stuff for accreditation . . . and then you’d
change and you’d write stuff—you know, basically what you were actually doing,
because none of those actually were the ways schools function. So it was more like you
had to take ways schools function and translate those into those kinds of things, which is
what I would try to do. I was like, “Okay, this is our instructional plan, now let’s
translate into meeting state accreditation stuff. Let’s translate that into NCLB ‘gobbledy
gook’ to put in the Federal application [Title],” each year. Even though they called it the
“Consolidated Application,” it really wasn’t [consolidated].
Confusion reigned in multiple areas within a system rife with hypocrisy in the minds of
several participants. Superintendent Clickstipr tried to second guess what would be considered
an acceptable solution in reconfiguring the district for measurement purposes. The previous year
Superintendent Clickstipr’s request to the state for reconsideration of accountability status went
nowhere, sending mixed signals as far as state department support and flexibility for special
circumstances in the midst of assessment changes. Clickstipr said,
But, I was trying to just get us off of that clock—bureaucratic thing—that we had to deal
with. You know, it kind of forced my hand because the year before I wrote a request to
reconsider. I had all this evidence . . . they just didn’t consider it. . . . So, then the next
year I was, “Alright, I’m going to try this angle.”
Regulations pitted program offerings against compliance issues. For example, districts
could only employ teachers who were considered “qualified.” NCLB-era Title regulations
obligated superintendents to send letters notifying parents when a teacher wasn’t “qualified.” In
rural districts, administrators could not always find qualified candidates. Under a law purported
to address needs of “all” students, programs benefitting students sometimes went by the wayside,
which seemed hypocritical to educators who wanted to provide the best opportunities for
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students. Superintendent Weisman grappled with the choices needed in the Buscosnedi School
District:
Okay, either we drop the music program, or we’re going to hire this person in the
community that’s really good teaching music and continue to have it. So do we want to
not have music at all? Or have Susie teach it—who’s great—but, why do I have to put
out this letter? Because the government tells me to do so. And so here it is. I mean, I
just thought that was—some of those types of things were—well, that was the letter of
their law so that’s what we did.
Compliance disregarded what was best for students and exacerbated confusion. Selfdescribed as a “rule follower,” Superintendent Goetznvolvd contended with pressures when the
local system and sentiment clashed with the state and federal systems. The superintendent
revealed thought processes in following all the requirements and expected procedures, saying,
“Okay, let's look at what we're supposed to be doing. Let's make sure that we're not just
not doing it because we don't want to do it." [Let’s] analyze the, "Do we need this piece?
Do we not need this piece?" And, then we go through and try to pick. Because the
teachers are always saying, "Well, don't do any of it." Well we can't not do any of it.
How many of these things are going to make their lives better and more viable
and how many of these things just get in the way of [kids learning]?
NCLB and RTTT imposed layers of mandates, regulations, rules, requirements, and
sucked systems of energy needed for meeting needs of students. Ironically, to participants,
reforms turned out to be hypocritical of the very nature of schooling in its best traditions.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd thought about the incongruity between following NCLB to the
letter and the realities of small, rural school districts.
So I don't know, I think the NCLB thing, the thing that angers me the most is we already
felt that [the need for improving education]. We all needed to step up our curriculum.
We all needed to increase instructional time. We all needed to . . . make sure our students
were getting what they needed for this day and age rather than working towards the past.
But the rules didn't change how we felt or really how we did our business.
Superintendent Simjoinskul illustrated a situation when a controversial foster family sought to
enroll from out of district. Some in the community pushed back when the superintendent,
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knowing it could impact test scores, supported the family’s request. Simjoinskul depicted it
poignantly,
But for that person [potential foster parent] to get their license, they had [to have] a
supporting letter from the school district that [said the enrolling district] would work with
this foster home. [The other] district refused to give them a letter. So as an out of district
superintendent I supported [the request to enroll]. And I had people say, “You’re going
to bring these sex offender kids in?” “You’re going to bring these druggies in?” “You’re
going to bring in--” And I stood tall and said, “This is about kids.” So I promoted it. I
supported--this board supported an out of district foster home. Why the hell would we do
that, and risk our scores, and risk our school? Because we’re warriors. We’re about kids.
We need enrollment and every kid does matter. There should be “No Child Left
Behind.”
In the middle of the mix of dilemmas they faced, superintendents also spent considerable
time and effort meeting the demands of the reform mandates. In the next section, I describe
three demands causing so many of the dilemmas.
Demands
NCLB regulations filtered down to states, and states established procedures and mandates
for local school districts to follow, creating a significant number of demands. Superintendents
and staff members began to grasp stipulations of the law because of the demands they faced.
Many educators, especially teachers, often feared ramifications of the law. Participants
discussed demands of testing, demands complicating human resources, and demands relating to
organizational structures. Participants talked about three provisions in the law troubling them
most: Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), Highly Qualified Teacher (HQ), and the Unified
Improvement Plan (UIP). Meeting these demands created a lot of stress for superintendents.
AYP set the bar for student achievement and was accompanied by testing pervading the
school calendar. HQ established requirements for teacher licensure and tied the hands of rural
superintendents as far as hiring options. Annually devising and writing the UIP took
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considerable amounts of time and often did not reflect the actual ways schools operated and the
work being done. The following sections describe the concerns superintendents shared for each
of the troublesome demands. I will first describe the issues participants experienced from AYP
which gives context for the enormity of the testing situations and concerns following AYP
implementation. Participants voiced considerable apprehensions related to the accountability
provision known as Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and the assessment turmoil becoming the
metrics of AYP.
AYP and Assessments
Superintendents worked hard to learn new ways of thinking about student success and to
make sense of all the new vocabulary in the law such as “Adequate Yearly Progress” (AYP).
AYP defined success levels of student achievement based on an expected trajectory of student
proficiency, measured by standardized tests. Mandated success in districts compelled school
districts to have 100% of students at designated levels of proficiency by the end of the 20132014 school year. Superintendent Valuspeikiin recognized the futility with AYP was in
the way it's set up. The goals with the 100% proficiency for all of the subgroups and
stuff like that, over the short period of time, regardless of where you started in your point
of time—where your populations were. You had to meet these benchmarks. My term for
it was “guaranteed failure.”
Meeting NCLB requirements designated in AYP did not give any allowance for progress toward
100% proficiency. It was all or none in the early stages of the mandate. Superintendent
Valuspeikiin further explained the sense of “guaranteed failure” by saying,
It still didn't [give] credit for the work you were doing. It only focused on what were the
end results, regardless of the methodology of what you were trying to do to address the
gaps that occurred in [student performance] as well as [trying to account for] the lack of
proficiency of some of the populations.
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Fears came out of confusion and the uncertainty of all the nebulous aspects of the new
law. Superintendent MacLongtim described experiencing AYP as an ominous aspect of the new
law:
Just all those different rules. Then there was the whole AYP, you know, so it took them
again three or four years to figure out what “Adequate Yearly Progress” was and what
that meant on the ground. Even though it [NCLB] was 1200 pages long, it really didn’t
say, you know. . . . It said by 2014 100% of the kids will be proficient in Reading and
Math, but it didn’t say, “Was it just one fell swoop?” There was nothing in between and
then just “2014.” If you weren’t at a 100%?
AYP came on the education scene early in the decade and drew immediate attention and
often evoked strong emotion, then and in the retelling. Superintendent Hendsonlern told of staff
being afraid of AYP. Superintendent Hanson vividly recalled response to AYP:
I got the report that my district didn’t make . . . AYP, and I was like, “Holy Cow, what
does this mean?!” I mean that was #1. I had this pit in my stomach. “What does it
mean? We didn’t make something? And what does it mean?” [I was] trying to figure
out if there was any rationale for me to appeal that and to understand what the
ramifications were on any level for not making AYP. I did a lot of research as far as
what it meant and if I needed to appeal it and all kinds of stuff.
But I tell you that . . . that first . . . that time that it happened . . . it was . . . it was
scary for me, you know? I was a young superintendent and as a superintendent I was
alarmed. I mean, it got my attention. Not that we weren’t already doing what we thought
was best for kids. But, I think it put it under a magnifying glass for the other
administrators in the district and me.
Well, it’s this report that comes out, right? So, you know, no one ever wants to be
told that they fail at something . . . we weren’t making AYP, and you don’t want to be
told you’re failing at something. It’s certainly easier for smaller districts. It was easier
for smaller districts to make AYP than larger districts and so I felt like, “Come on, what’s
going on here?” So, it got my attention, you know, something like that. You get a report
that says you’re failing gets your attention. “When’s the deadline for that? What is that
exactly?” Right? That was BIG for me, oh my gosh! It was! It was big to me at the
time.
AYP unnerved superintendents. They tried to problem solve and come to grips with the
incongruities. They noted the demands as flawed yet knew keeping a district on an acceptable
trajectory would be essential. Superintendents grappled with the flaws and moved ahead.
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Superintendent Weisman thought out loud, relived reaction to AYP, and recalled the approach
the superintendent used to guide the district:
“What's the game?”
“AYP”—after so many years a hundred percent of the kids are going to be “Proficient” or
“Advanced.” Just from the very start, there's no way.
“No excuses, no excuses.”
“Stay above the line.” . . . And then we got results back that first time, “Yes! We did
fine!”’ And then the next year we got our results back, “Yes! We did good.” And the
next year and the next year. We kept making AYP and we never did drop below AYP.
When you see AYP . . . eventually a hundred percent of your kids are going to be
“Proficient” or “Advanced.” That is flawed. And, here’s a big federal law that is so
flawed and that is ridiculous. Setting the bar high is not going to make us smarter or
teach better.
Missing AYP for consecutive years meant offering school choice because of Title I
equity issues, adding further turmoil in small districts. Superintendent MacLongtim thought
about reactions to the AYP confusion early on and remembered deciding how to approach the
demands:
So it’s just, kind of like one step at a time . . . to be honest with you at that point they
hadn’t defined what AYP was. They said there’s going to have to be increasing test
scores. Colorado was still even trying to figure out exactly how the CSAP scores were
being rolled out. At that point, we didn’t have individual scores. . . . You just got like
school scores and grade level scores. So, you knew that 60% of your kids were proficient
but you didn’t know which 60.
So, if you didn’t make “Adequate Yearly Progress,” then you had to offer to your
Tile I students—they could go to a different school. Of course we only had one
elementary school. So then you had to offer it to neighboring school districts. So then
superintendents had to work together to decide. What we found out—at first we did it,
you know. I think we only had like three or four kids over a four or five year period that
took advantage of that. Then superintendents found out that CDE was okay with it, when
you crossed those district lines, it wasn’t mandatory. You just had to ask the
superintendents, “Will you take any of my kids if they want to move because we haven’t
made AYP?” And the superintendent over there could say, “No.”
With the nomenclature of Adequate Yearly Progress, you didn’t want to ever be
told that you’re not making “Adequate Progress,” you know. Because it brings in—I
think this district has had a culture of really trying to serve kids and do what’s best for
kids. So, you know, I mean, if you don’t make AYP it doesn’t feel like you’re taking
care of kids, you know.
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Eventually state assessment in Colorado promoted “growth” and allowed for progress
toward the trajectory of measured student performance. Measurement of student progress
defined students in categories of three-year incremental growth measures depending on
individual student performance: “Catch Up” (underperforming students who needed to reach a
proficient level), “Keep Up” (proficient or advanced performing students who needed to
maintain adequate and high performance), and “Move Up” (proficient students who could reach
a higher level of performance). The growth model helped some districts but not high-performing
districts. In addition, it added complexity and convoluted already highly technical metrics and
terminology.
District leaders tried to make sense of it all, represented hazy processes to their district
stake holders, and advocated for fairer treatment in measurement realities. Superintendent
MacLongtim portrayed a meeting with superintendents and state department officials when
district executive officers tried to get the Commissioner of Education to understand the struggle
faced by small, rural districts.
I remember sitting at that—and I wasn’t the only one—but we just said, “[It was
important if] you get credit for doing the right thing.” You know, sometimes these things
take three or four years before they kick in. And, that we’re doing the right thing by kids
to help them learn to read, or do math, or computer, or whatever that is. And that you get
some credit for doing that. What that turned into was “growth.” Because before if you
didn’t hit this level, you’re “Partially Proficient” or “Unsatisfactory.” You got no credit
for that [status]. That was a “ding” against you. So what this was saying was regardless
of where the kids started, if you got growth that turned into the typical growth, the growth
model and all those kinds of things. Then, “Yeah, that’s a good thing.” Then you get
credit for doing the right thing and having the right things going on.
The AYP provision in the law required testing students to establish individuals’ progress.
In Colorado, testing eventually spotlighted effectiveness by teacher and by principal and
especially determined overall accountability status by school and district. As a result of such
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high stakes, testing dictated the focus of education in many ways. NCLB magnified testing as a
reform phenomenon in public schools. In this section, I describe the participants’ experiences in
the spectacle of testing.
While superintendents often respected the purpose and need for assessment and
accountability, overall the assessment scenario was another facet of NCLB causing problems in
districts. Three-fourths of the superintendents talked about NCLB in terms of testing.
Participants referred to increased testing in terms of pervasiveness and also in terms of impact.
Over the years of NCLB, testing increased in frequency and scope of grade levels and in time
consumed in students’ lives and in adults’ lives. Implications of testing spawned the concept of
“high-stakes testing.”
Early in the decade, standardized testing involved fewer grade levels, less time, and did
not dominate as many resources as it did later. By the end of the decade being studied,
standardized testing and public reporting of group and subgroup results included grades 3-12. It
encompassed reading, writing, English, mathematics, science, and social studies. Superintendent
Wippov remembered,
But, at that time, then, this whole push toward holding schools accountable for
performance really took off in the country. And, in Colorado, we did a full testing
battery from third grade through tenth grade and then even later added ACT as an
accountability requirement.
The pervasiveness of testing reached intolerable levels. Superintendent Gideerman portrayed
Fisher School District concerns, saying, “The testing two years ago was completely ridiculous. I
mean it was ridiculous, that PARCC testing. We tested probably six weeks and that’s just time
lost.”
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Where possible, superintendents led their districts by taking the high road and did their
best to capitalize on a few positives in the testing dilemmas. Superintendent Hendsonlern looked
for silver linings: “[The] test isn’t bad. It measures the standards.” Superintendent Clickstipr
and the staff at the Northpine School District sought benefits in meeting the challenges of testing.
The district strategized and committed to test preparation for high school students with an eye to
ACT preparation, anticipating future rewards for students. When data was useful and reliable,
participants utilized relevant circumstances and information to move districts toward increased
student achievement. Superintendent Everrakid guided the district to closing gaps in curriculum:
You know, if you can sift through all of the reasons that we test and stuff, and really look
at some of the data, you can find some interesting things that can really benefit people,
benefit teachers. You know, holes in curriculum—you don’t have to blame it all on the
instruction. You can find other ways and then use instruction to support those. So I
think, you know, we looked at data. Data is being—more than ever before—good and
bad.
Superintendent Menirolls also put a positive foot forward in the testing arena and used a
healthy competitive spirit to move the district forward:
We put interventions in. I mean, we really ramped up the practice for the assessment,
CSAP, back then. Like I said, interventions, [and] practice for CSAP.
You have to have the school board, the administration, the teachers, even the
students [on board]. I mean we charged them up. We really charged them up for the
tests so that, you know, they felt good about it and they wanted to beat the other class.
So, I think we even made them compete against, like, Holadune [neighboring district].
You know, so that there was this school rivalry, too. We wanted to beat Holadune. So,
my principals really ended up being really good motivators, too, of students. If you do all
that stuff, it's almost like you can't . . . you can't fail, you know?
Preschool, primary, and early elementary students tested as well, but the online Colorado
Department of Education reporting system, SchoolView, did not display the results to the public.
Testing expanded to require English Language Learner assessments. Further expansion included
some previously untested special education subgroups. Testing for the subgroup comprised a
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different battery of tests than the general population. Increased testing led to curriculum strictly
aligned to the content tested. Some communities pushed back on curriculum perceived to be
politically derived. Communities saw national standards as usurping local control and
subverting teaching inspired by hometown folk. Ultimately, toward the last third of the decade,
teacher evaluations dovetailed with the testing results. With RTTT, half of a teacher’s or
principal’s evaluation depended on successful student performance. When asked about
comments made regarding the loss of the love of teaching, Superintendent Weisman expressed
feelings about the damaging progression of assessment,
Well, when it's a punitive test. Or, it's a high-stakes test--well, “It’s not going to be,”—
originally, “It’s not going to be ‘high-stakes.’” And, it’s not, “We just want to
compare—see how kids are doing.” But, no, it’s turned--so now it's evolved into
evaluations. Originally it wasn’t that way. “Oh, don't worry about that.”
So now we’re focused on the test. We’re focused on our kids have to be
“Proficient” or “Advanced.” What a waste of time with all this testing, where we could
have been teaching instead of testing.
Superintendents took primary roles in all the aspects of testing. Demands on chief
executives varied and ranged from meetings to giving input and advocating, to trainings, to
enormous responsibilities as District Assessment Coordinator (DAC), and to clarifying test result
data for staff, school boards, and community. Superintendent Pushunthru, unlike many other
superintendents, had the luxury of delegating DAC responsibilities but took on other aspects.
Pushunthru explained the strain on resources: “[The] high school counselor was the District
Assessment Coordinator, which, over the years, has become a full- time job. . . . No matter what
size school, certain times of the year that's all you're gonna get done, coordinating the
assessments.” In most small, rural districts, compliance with testing requirements started and
ended at the superintendent’s desk. Superintendent Leavurwyl reviewed the demands
assessment imposed and said initially “testing was manageable,” but as time went on, for
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Leavurwyl and others, the tedium surfaced: “You’re talking 10-15 years of being just test
scores, test scores, test scores.”
Regarding the assessment scene in Pleasant Vale School District, Superintendent
Retarree commented, “The biggest change is we test more and people are more angry because of
the testing. . . . We test more and education is so politicized.” In Pleasant Vale, Retarree
summarized the fallout as “[t]otal chaos with Common Core and PARCC.” The assessment
changes to education saddened Superintedent Evarrakid, who said,
High-stakes testing came to be because of No Child Left Behind. . . . So you weigh that
out. How does that—how do you keep a balance of that as the focus and yet still be able
to focus on the things that matter within your community, within your buildings?
Superintendent Everrakid saw the disruption of assessment as a “big disconnect.” The impact on
education and teachers changed schooling in negative ways:
If you are a teacher you can say that the whole high-stakes testing and stuff never
removed your creativity as a teacher. But I can tell you it absolutely did and it changed
your perspective. For some, it even changed their of love teaching to more of a job,
rather than something that they loved to do. I think the methods for accountability
forever changed education.
Part of participants’ indignation at the disruption of testing came from the disarray
resulting from numerous changes in tests and demands on technology resources. Superintendent
Gideerman recoiled at the way testing interrupted student experiences to appropriately use
technology. Testing tied up computer labs for long periods of time. Gideerman recalled,
“Technology, the whole technology piece is another thorn in my side. I mean they’re requiring
all the testing to be [using] technology.”
Every replacement of test battery prevented comparison of long range results over time,
required new training, and turned test preparation upside down. Over time, educators had
conceded to testing demands and had adopted test preparation strategies which had become so
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much a part of the classroom routines and “new normal.” Superintendent Simjoinskul noted the
fragmentation and impossible scenario from standards and ongoing changes in test materials:
I mean it’s like you go through all the standards, you’ve got 97. We’ve got CSAP.
We’re putting everyone through this. [Then] TCAP--they finally got it. It was a terrible,
stressful deal. But, we bought in. We thought, “This TCAP makes sense.” We were
rocking and rolling. We’re an Irwin school. The high school’s getting there. You throw
it all out and bring something in and just have a blackout for two years. Why?
The instability in testing continued throughout the decade of reform and confronted participants
even at the time of research interviews. An “alphabet soup” portrayed the menu of everchanging conditions. Superintendent Weisman described the sentiments with what was then the
current state of testing:
Frustrating. . . . All the stuff is changing. We’re not streamlined. This is the direction
we’re changing from: CSAP, TCAP, PARCC, CMAS. Now we’re out for bid right now,
so we’re going to get some new test. So we’re going to change that again.
Issues from test changes never seemed to help solve the problem of lag time for receiving results.
Results came in too late to make solid changes for current grade levels of students or to count the
data as very useful. Districts preferred to rely on measurements they found more helpful in
prompt feedback and which had easier logistics for administration. Superintendent Pushunthru
discussed the situation, saying,
We didn't use state assessments that much to drive instruction, because by the time the
third grade score or fourth grade scores get back, those kids are halfway through fifth
grade. Well, it'd start fifth grade. Now that they're computerized, they're supposed to be
faster. We're taking them in April and getting them back in November. So you're getting
test scores for a fifth grader almost halfway through fifth grade, and if you've waited 'til
that long to figure out what the kid needed, then shame on you. Well, we use MAPs test.
We use NWEA, which is what we used at Sumplotte too, and we got instantaneous
feedback. You find out if you grow or not.
I think we all, as educators, knew that about the CSAP tests and the TCAP, and
now the PARCC test. If you don't get something back that shows you results pretty fast,
it can't drive instruction.
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In the background, political forces built a grass roots revolt against testing, along with
other aspects of NCLB and RTTT. In the public arena, at least one elected official condoned the
pushback and proclaimed support for parental opt-out decisions, further fanning the flames of
rebellion. Parents wielded power in their dissatisfaction of over-testing, and droves opted their
kids out of taking tests. Lack of parental compliance in testing worked against school districts.
As a result, the fallout incriminated schools because they could not reach percentages required
for test participation. In the Holcomb School District, Superintendent Goetznvolvd reported 150
students out of 300 whose parents refused the mandated testing. A staff member coding the tests
for those students marked them incorrectly. Superintendent Goetznvolvd came to a breaking
point dealing with an alleged “misadministration” on testing which resulted from a simple
clerical error by another staff member:
This year we had quite the snafu with the miscoding of test scores. And that was a
rigmarole. That’s not NCLB but it’s another, in my mind, another frustration with the
whole system of [accountability]. We have 150 tests that were miscoded because we had
parent refusal. . . . We've always had 100% participation and we've never had a problem
with it 'til this year. It kind of made its rounds around [specified region] Colorado and a
small parent group started advocating, too. So we had 150 kids . . . that parents opted out
of. Well [indicated person] miscoded those and so you had to [fix] that—I'll try to keep
this short because it . . . I could spend a day on this. For CDE we had to appeal, and/or
request for reconsideration . . . And I said, "So can we just fix the spreadsheet and move
on?" “No.” It took me 9 hours to compile all the information that I had to do to assure
them that it would never happen again, to explain what had happened, to go through the
file piece by piece. And that's me, that's nobody else in the district [that should have to
fix the situation].
I think a lot of that is just where you draw the line and how much you allow to hit
you.
Superintendents also dealt with demands beyond AYP and assessment. In the next
section I describe the aspects of human resources superintendents found to be troublesome and
disruptive. Human resource demands posed issues in two particular areas. Small, rural district
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chief executive officers struggled due to licensure requirements and processes and because
RTTT required new systems of evaluation and estimations of teacher and principal effectiveness.
Highly Qualified—Human Resource Headaches and Humiliation
No Child Left Behind mandated professional qualifications for teachers in what is simply
referred to as Highly Qualified (HQ). The requirements posed a variety of problems in multiple
ways for superintendents of rural districts. In this section I will portray the scenarios faced by
rural veteran Colorado superintendents who frequently served as the primary human resource
officer in their district. Often in small districts, superintendents functioned as the central office
person who recruited new hires, reported certifications, and completed or monitored adherence to
personnel reports. Invariably, to maintain compliance, the superintendent notified parents in the
community when a teacher did not meet NCLB Highly Qualified requirements. In addition,
superintendents career-counseled non-qualified teachers regarding necessary steps to becoming
Highly Qualified. Finally, superintendents also submitted yearly waiver requests and needed
forms for non-qualified staff who sought to become Highly Qualified.
Superintendents of small, rural school districts faced challenges different from urban and
metropolitan colleagues, especially when it came to recruiting personnel, hiring, and retention.
Often isolation—both geographic and social—hampered recruitment and retention of staff. Few
teacher candidates sought jobs in rural areas. Some districts failed to fill positions, sometimes
for multiple years. Frequently new hires lasted only a short time, unless a staff person returned
to the region or their hometown, previously having been from the area. At the other extreme,
some teachers and their families lived in the area for a long time. Their well-being and function
interweaved in the fabric of the community. Generations frequently made up those known as the
“locals.” Rural educators generally did not have proximity to graduate programs for specialized
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content area coursework. Pre-NCLB, they may have taught multiple subject areas with a
minimum of coursework in an area. Depending on the geography of the area, internet access
may not have been available and dependable to aid toward accessible coursework.
In the mix of these dynamics, NCLB settled in on the land and, in a matter of a few years,
superintendents faced challenging personnel circumstances especially in three areas.
Superintendents dealt with staff who needed to get more hours to become Highly Qualified or
dealt with dilemmas because the law pressured choosing between candidates based on HQ. A
third situation required superintendents to notify families in cases where teachers lacked HQ
status. Half of the participants noted provisions of NCLB dealing with teacher qualifications
created major issues for them. Superintendent MacLongtim recollected the experience trying to
make sense of Highly Qualified provisions in the law:
I remember things like understanding Title II and what it meant for a “Highly Qualified
Teacher.” That took a long time. Teachers were grandfathered in and there were
different—I don’t remember exactly what they called them, but basically it was a
transition plan. So, if you had teachers that didn’t meet the criteria of “highly qualified,”
[there were steps] how you got them to being “highly qualified.” Because I think it was
2006 when the requirement to have 100% [of your teachers] “highly qualified” [went into
effect] otherwise you had to start sending notices to parents.
Superintendent Valuespeikiin did not have trouble with HQ because of relative proximity to a
metropolitan area even though the district was a small, rural one.
We were at the top—if not the top—for salary schedules, compared to the other rural
school districts because we knew we had to recruit and retain. . . . We didn't have much
of an issue around the highly qualified staff, under the NCLB requirements of having to
teach in a major area . . . and teach at least 51% of the time in that area within their
assignment. Even with the paraprofessionals, again, being the nature of a rural/bedroom
community, we were able to get paraprofessionals that generally—that all had high
school diplomas, either from there or from around the vicinity. So there was a pretty
stable population as far as that's concerned.
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Like other aspects of NCLB and RTTT, regulations and rules came piecemeal and
specifications rolled out over time. At the outset of NCLB, HQ status established 24 credit hours
of coursework teachers needed in subject areas to be considered competent teachers. Meeting
those requirements along with passing already-established teaching competency tests called
Program for Licensing Assessments for Colorado Educators (PLACE) determined teacher status
as Highly Qualified. Later, High Objective Uniform State Standard of Evaluation (HOUSSE)
rules established alternative routes for subject-matter competency in a few areas. By 2008,
Colorado’s HQ provisions allowed for adjustments in how teachers could be deemed Highly
Qualified for special education, rural areas, and in consideration of veteran teachers. Asked
about any relief from HOUSSE rules for licensure, Superintendent MacLongtim said,
Yes, they did [have them] but that was kind of a later thing. . . . They wrote these [NCLB
Highly Qualified] rules and [teachers] thought that they met them. You’ve got teachers
who’ve been teaching elementary school for 20 years and they [state department
officials] said they’re not “highly qualified.” How’s that? Their degree’s in elementary
education, how? So, they developed the HOUSSE rules to get them there. And then a
few other situations. So, it’s like, “Okay. All I’ve got to do between 2003 and 2005 is
I’ve got to figure out my transition plan [for getting teachers highly qualified].”
Highly qualified demands readily came to mind for two participants when asked for
initial thoughts about NCLB. Several participants had specific individuals in mind whom the
demands directly impacted. Superintendent Weisman remembered the discomfort of carrying
out the law when it came to individuals on the staff:
Hiring qualified—HQ people. You know, that was tough. And then writing those letters
on a couple of people. Some really good-for-kids people couldn’t pass the PLACE Test
in certain areas. Really good people, good for kids and they couldn’t pass the PLACE
Test. And so, that pipeline with HQ has really gotten a lot smaller, and so some good
people are outside of that pipeline.
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HQ provoked Superintendent Simjoinskul when recalling various exchanges with state
department officials:
“Well hey! Your fourth grade art teacher doesn't have an art degree. So you had better
move forward or you're going to have to terminate them.” You don’t know anything
about my fourth grade art person. This person is a retired person that we've hired that has
a passion for it. You haven’t seen the works of art on our walls. You haven't seen the
sculptures made.
Sitting down with somebody that's worked in your district for 25 years and is
willing to come in for 20 bucks an hour and teach art to the kiddos. And you say, “Well
you’re going to have to work on your Bachelors—for 24 hours in art.” Really? I mean,
and then just that whole thing, the continual press.
But, a lot of stress there—just—that Highly Qualified report is the one that really
hits me hardest on No Child Left Behind. And, when you're looking at—I would say out
of the last ten teachers that we hired here, I would guess that 7 of them were alternative
teaching licensures. One of my teachers—middle school science teacher—was driving
the city garbage truck with a bachelor’s degree and was working kids’ programs and
teaching. And I just brought him in and said, “Hey! What do you think?” And he said,
“Well, I don't know.” And we hired a mentor teacher—the middle school science
teacher—I hired him an additional year on a 110 [provision for retired Colorado teachers
to continue service]. Brought this guy [in] to be mentored and sent him into the
alternative teaching program through [regional] Colorado BOCES. Tremendous science
teacher, tremendous coach.
We had a guy that taught 35 years—32 years in social studies—had a passion for
art, was actually bringing art into his classrooms. His wife is from Puerto Rico and is a
tremendous cook and can bring in the flavors of Puerto Rico and some of the art. So we
brought him aside and I said, “What the heck. What do you think about art?” “Well, I
guess I want to think about it.” So I hired him on a 110. Every year that Highly
Qualified—as [the deadline] got closer and closer, I would tell him, “I don't know how
this is going to pan out. I don’t know how—you’ve got two years to do it.” . . . But, you
know, it was stressful to him to hear. “Well, I might not be able to do this. I’ve done it
four years but I might not do it a fifth one because of paperwork.” Well, that devalues
people. I mean that really is the stressor. I think that caused—and then all of a sudden,
[snaps fingers] lo and behold! You open up an email and Highly Qualified has gone
away. And, we’ve hammered people. We’ve taken hours off of people's lives. We’ve
wasted time, and time, and time!
And they finally said, “Well Mr. Simjoinskul, you do what you’ve got to do and
we’ll support you.” “Okay, you have a nice day.” So, I went and told him, I said, “You
are Highly Qualified.” (laughs)
Highly qualified was big for me. You can tell—
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Overall, Superintendent Simjoinskul grappled with the decisions needed to be made at the local
level and felt caught between what was important for students and what was required by HQ:
That was at the time when I had to proactively pretty much beg some teachers to
come back. Because A) we can’t hire anybody. We can't attract anybody. And B) they
were on 110’s so there was a significant—I was hiring two teachers to come in. How
many certified teachers will say, “Yeah, I’ve retired but I’ll still go three days week.”
“I’ll still go four half days a week.” So moneywise, I was hiring two teachers for one and
being able to offer some things. And then when I had to start having the conversation
with them—because I didn't think it was real but the writing on the wall was real. And
so, I had to make that decision. The second I had to start talking with them is, “I think
this is stupid, and I don't think it's going to happen. But this is what it says is going to
happen.” And it started to cost me people. That’s when I realized I’m going to go civil
disobedience on this. Because I suspected—you just think about it. What has anything—
have they done in 20 years that’s stuck?
Meeting the requirements of HQ was a burden on superintendents in small rural districts,
especially when candidate pools were already small. Several commented on situations in which
HQ negatively impacted kids and programs and made hiring decisions more difficult.
Superintendent Hendsonlern found the HQ requirements limited staffing for organizing middle
school in the best interests of students, since HQ status designated elementary or designated
content specialization to fit high school. Programming for 6-8th grades worked better with a mix
of elementary aspects and cross-curricular teaching from multiple content areas. HQ caused
Superintendent Hendsonlern to lose a good teacher candidate who went elsewhere because of the
limitations imposed by the NCLB stipulations.
Superintendent Clickstipr experienced a similar situation when trying to hire the best
candidate for classroom and team situations even though a potential hire might not fit the HQ
expectations. Like other superintendents caught in the clutches of federal and state requirements,
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Superintendent Clickstipr felt forced to choose between needs of students and mandates:
I felt like it was a game sometimes with this Highly Qualified piece. We’d get somebody
in there and we’d have to create this plan. . . . It changed some of the ways of looking at
people. [Choosing between someone closer to HQ and another who] could have done a
really good job, too. I’ve got a lady here that may not have the correct qualifications,
knows her math, and she really is building relationships with kids, and that’s what we
need. So in this kind of sense, I’m willing to do whatever it takes.
Another of Superintendent Simjoinskul’s examples showed the frustrations many rural
superintendents experienced:
And when you look at Highly Qualified and some of those areas—we do our darnedest to
offer things out here. Of course, there is no funding with the mandates. So if small rural
superintendents are going to keep art programs, music programs, gifted and talented
programs—beyond just paying the salary of the teacher, trying to continue with
Knowledge Bowl and all the other activities—we can't get certified people at the highest
level, nor can we pay those salaries.
So for instance, we try to offer art programs, and we do not have a full-fledged art
teacher, nor can we afford that within the budget line. So if we have a part-time person
that has interest in the arts, we’re able to do [the program]. But, when we have to fill out
the silly reports, we continually have to finagle and continually try to move the lines to
make it work.
Even Superintendent Menirolls, who mostly had a favorable experience with NCLB,
found HQ aspects to be a problem when filling both teacher and para positions:
The thing that affected us probably the most was making sure that all of our teachers
were highly qualified and then, you know, making sure that our paras had either, I think
it's either a two-year degree or another class and some tests.
The Highly Qualified bothered me because you sometimes had some individuals
that could do the job: that could teach in a specific area, even though they weren't
“highly qualified,” you know?
That's where I felt that it was too restrictive, you know? I mean, you might have
some aides that didn't have the two-year or they didn't have the courses or pass the tests,
but they're a good aide. Especially, especially in rural areas. Sometimes, you didn't have
a choice. So, I did emergency contracts, you know, because I just didn't have a choice.
We know we're not, we're not paying high dollar for people, so you get what you get
sometimes. It was a restriction, quite a bit—quite a few times. Yeah, it was. . . . You just
don't have that kind of pool.
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Superintendents reflected on the frustrations of notifying the community. In some cases,
superintendents knew the local community could care less and wouldn’t even read the letters. In
other communities, sending out letters was punitive and potentially further eroded confidence in
public education. Superintendent Weisman did not like the letters NCLB required:
Also putting out those letters. You know, if you had a non-HQ teacher you had to . . .
well that’s . . . I think that was—that was stupid. What about our school? You can't find
somebody that's highly qualified in such and such.
The pipeline of teachers that are HQ or that you could hire has really diminished.
And then there was a time or two that we hired somebody—whatever the new word is
“outside the field,” or something. So putting out that letter, trying to justify the decisions
you made . . . I just thought that was . . . punitive—stupid. (laughs) Okay, either we drop
the music program, or we’re going to hire this person in the community that’s really good
teaching music and continue to have it. So do we want to not have music at all or have
Susie teach it—who’s great—but, why do I have to put out this letter? Because the
government tells me to do so. And so here it is. I mean, I just thought that was—some of
those types of things were—well, that was the letter of their law so that’s what we did.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd did not like HQ requirements either and had a lot to share:
Highly qualified is an issue that we've struggled with for years, and we do hire unlicensed
teachers. We get a waiver, you know, emergency license or a sub license for them. But
only as a last resort. And some of those teachers have been the best teachers we've had.
Yeah, oh there's so many things that it just, it makes me crazy. We'll go through
our files when—we're doing . . . all those Highly Qualified pieces and you'd have to go
through and figure out who needs what, and just trying to read all the regulations is just
a—you know—nothing is a simple checklist.
Recollecting the difficulties of HQ compliance pushed Superintendent Goetznvolvd to a
sense of inadequacy. Given all the regulations of NCLB and RTTT, the superintendent admitted
the district’s ability to carry everything out to the extent it seemed it should be followed was
essentially impossible:
And the HOUSSE rules, we'd go through and just sitting there thinking, “We're not doing
this one.” “We're not doing this one.” And you look at the overwhelming number of
things we're not doing, not because we're not trying and not because we don't do our best
but just because either there's nobody to hire.
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Superintendents frequently recognized their limits and took no consolation in forced inadequacy.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd processed feelings of compromised values:
It does overwhelm me sometimes that I think if somebody came to me and said, "Are you
doing everything legally that you have to do or you're supposed to do?" I'd have to say,
“No.” That would bother me because I'm not a rebel person. When I listen to some of
the other superintendents who are much more radical in there, it makes me nervous. I
don't like to not do, I don't like kids not taking tests, you know, the parent refusal thing, I
don't like how lax we've become with following within the system. We want to work
within the system but we don't want to heed all the—you know, the “rights that come
with the responsibilities” kind of thing.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd went through the motions of compliance but smarted with the
knowledge NCLB and RTTT compliance depleted the options to meet the needs of students in
the district. Sending out letters notifying parents teachers weren’t highly qualified did not make
a better situation for learning.
I don't think anybody read them, I don't think anybody cared. We sent out letters. We've
had to send out two or three letters in the past. We had a social studies teacher for a year
in the high school one year that had a bachelor's in political science but no teaching
background (laugh) and really no desire to be a teacher. It turned out that she's an FBI
agent now. But . . . she was one of the best teachers we ever had. And she just came in
and did it, you know, because we couldn't find anybody. Nobody cared [about lack of
Highly Qualified status]. They were so happy [named local person] was back in the
district, they did not care.
Our Consumer and Family studies teacher for a year was a lady that did criminal
science and we just needed somebody. She was a substitute and so we hired her. No
complaints. We had one elementary teacher that was working her way through a license.
I don't think [parents or community] even [care about qualifications]. If they have a
problem with a teacher they don't even worry about licensing or anything, they just don't
care.
Highly qualified status went hand in hand with Colorado’s Race to the Top requirements
for teacher and principal evaluations, which compounded fears surrounding AYP and
assessment. In a push to increase educator effectiveness, the Colorado legislature passed Senate
Bill 191, turning district educator evaluation systems on end. New evaluation instruments and
detailed performance “look fors” dictated district policies, normed how administrators rated staff
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performance, and complicated negotiated agreements. SB 191 created additional disruption in
districts, though in some circumstances, superintendents lowered staff fear and reassured them of
a safe working environment or even took on the innovation. Superintendent MacLongtim
worked to calm staff:
I consider myself pretty fortunate. I’ve been fortunate over the years I’ve had several
staff members just say, “Thank you for taking care of stuff. Thank you for protecting us.
I hear from this other district the way they’re carrying that out . . .” Even like Senate Bill
191, they said, “[Staff from other districts] feel like [the other] superintendent’s just using
this in a way to ‘get us.’” I remember the very first time we rolled it out, I said, “Okay,
the first thing: we are not going to freak out.” And they’re like, “Okay.”
I said, “There are things that we know about this because we’ve gone to training,
and we learned.” I said, “There’s things we don’t know. They haven’t decided that yet.”
At that time we didn’t know how the growth measures and all that other kind of stuff—
So, I said, “So, you know, we’re going to learn this together.”
Superintendent Miller stayed on the cutting edge of educator effectiveness mandates.
Officials at the state department used the work done in Miller’s progressive Hillyard district as a
model for helping other districts navigate the complexities. Even so, the incoherence of the
efforts eventually caused the superintendent, leadership teams, and staff to abandon the
innovation. Superintendent Miller described the situation:
But after a year and a half of building it was when we said (pause), “I don’t think that our
best attempt here is really going to work. I don’t think it’s going to change how we
perceive strong and weak teachers. And to do this in the way our teachers feel is really
fair is going to take a lot of data mining that I don’t have anyone to do.”
It was just going to be a whole bunch of paperwork and wasn’t going to change
the quality of the conversation between a principal and a teacher about instruction. . . . It
wasn’t going to change the determination of renewal and nonrenewal.
It’s like we don’t have any manpower to make sure that this is fair and validated .
. . good data. So that’s when we switched our focus and decided we were going to go to
the State Board and get out of it.
Some superintendents saw benefit to modernizing aspects of educator evaluations. For
them it meant an opportunity to lead needed change and garner training and support for their
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district. Superintendent Menirolls promoted SB191 and embraced the opportunity to improve
teacher and principal skills:
I've always been interested in teacher evaluations, so, that's when Senate Bill 191 came
into play. . . . And I wanted Senate Bill 191. It needs some tweaking, but I still support
that. I wanted to be a pilot, and we applied to be a pilot, and we ultimately became a
pilot for Senate Bill 191. We benefited from a lot in services. . . .
Senate Bill 191, we knew that inside out, you know, we got involved in the first
software program [technology solution to manage the evaluation process].
Superintendent Pushunthru also saw SB191 favorably but found it to be more than administrators
and teachers could handle. In recalling aspects of RTTT, Superintendent Pushunthru described
the work the district experienced:
Well, I think that's what [gave us] Senate Bill 191. That is the main reason why we're in
the mess we're having. Senate Bill 191, the tool is a good tool but to have five standards
and all those elements . . .
It takes hours and hours to do this thing. And when you're a first-year teacher, if .
. . I don't really care if you can do a lot of things, if you don't have classroom
management. I mean, they should just have one, maybe two, standards their first three
years, instead of all five. I think that's unfair to the administrator, and it's definitely
unfair to the teacher because right now, we're watering down all that by trying to watch
for all of that stuff and there's just no way. If we were able to focus just on classroom
management, because you could be the smartest person in the world . . . if you can't
manage a classroom, no one cares.
When asked about SB191 implementation success, Superintendent Pushunthru felt
implementation was “not effective” in both the Sumplotte School District as well as the
Wistervale School District the superintendent currently led.
Other superintendents found the system and teacher effectiveness requirements to be too
difficult and disruptive. Superintendent Hendsonlern described teacher fear about using the
often-changing state tests as a basis for teacher evaluations. Superintendent Retarree likewise
felt “using [testing] for evalutions” was “to add insult to injury.” Superintendent Leavurwyl saw
hypocrisy in the state’s going after RTTT money despite the detrimental impact on the real world
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of small, rural districts: “It was supposed to help police teachers who were not . . . performing.
[Colorado’s RTTT] went for the money and changed some guidelines. . . . [It] just gave another
platform to be scrutinized . . . and now we can’t find teachers. I wonder why?”
SB191’s disruption to district systems, staff, and resulting demands on superintendent
time and role effectiveness all troubled Superintendent Goetznvolvd, who said,
So going back, thinking of Race to the Top, the biggest problem we have is the 191
compliance . . . but there again, that's something. That evaluation instrument is a bear,
and it does not help. The conversations are great, to be prompted to do more
conversations than we probably were doing.
[I] spend more time making sure, "Oh you need to send me that email." "Oh, I did
send that email back.” “Oh, no I forgot to check a box." So then, you know, we spend
more time doing that kind of stuff than actually working. There's so many elements, the
teachers are overwhelmed, I'm overwhelmed, and parents don’t care.
We had a leadership team, and we presented it. We showed them, but I'm afraid
they did not get a very positive view because (laugh) when they'd come to me I'd go,
"Okay, here's what we have to do.”
It was very hard for me to be positive and say, "This is going to be great. We're
going to love it” because I felt like it takes way too much of my time, it takes way too
much of their time. In the end, it hasn't helped me. It does not help me get rid of
somebody; it does not help me.
It's pretty unrealistic in our situation. One of my principals and I are running
crazy with everything. I evaluate seven teachers just to take some load off of the other
two. I enjoy that, [but the] paperwork part always balls me up.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd discussed specific pieces of the evaluation instrument causing
issues for staff and described them as “mind boggling” for a teacher who had 11 preps or for
others in non-math subjects required to carry out demonstrations of using math literacy in their
lessons. Overall, Superintendent Goetznvolvd said,
I just think it's done by well-intentioned people who have no idea what the reality is,
partly of our staffing constraints, but partly what we really do and what we really want
teachers to do. I don't want to take so much time from their classroom time having
conferences with me and emails to me, and I want them teaching the kids! (Laugh)
Superintendents faced other demands in addition to AYP and human resource issues. In the next
section I describe the reporting and paperwork increases adding to the superintendents’ roles.
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Paperwork Pervades and Unified Improvement Planning Divides
Prior to No Child Left Behind, paperwork already abounded in district-level operations.
NCLB added even more. The era of NCLB and RTTT ushered in overwhelming reporting duties
and additional paperwork demands on superintendents in small, rural districts. Mandated reform
multiplied demands, especially in the name of “transparency” to parents and the public.
Superintendent Weisman labeled the extra reporting responsibilities as “just a lot of
accountability paperwork, bureaucratic stuff.”
Throughout the year, reports and paperwork—some related to NCLB and a few not
directly related—required accountability data, such as Highly Qualified data, school safety data,
student information data, transportation reporting, Civil Rights reporting, financial transparency
reports, Federal Programs Consolidated Application, Language Proficiency reporting,
McKinney-Vento Homeless Liaison reporting, and School Accountability Reports/Report Card
information (earlier in the decade), as well as other state and federal reports, depending on the
district.
Though it varied by district, in most small districts, superintendents wrote, filled out, or
directly entered some or all of the information for many of the reports. Informants noted an
increase in their duties related to NCLB and RTTT paperwork. Frustrated participants
recognized the time it demanded to complete reports and paperwork and felt it was time wasted
and an unnecessary burden. In some districts, school boards eventually authorized hiring
additional clerical help. In a few cases, other office personnel gained responsibilities to relieve
some of the demands on the superintendent. However, extra help added to central office
resources created a “rob Peter to pay Paul” situation. Additional cost to the budget for
administration or central office staffing took away from preferred expenditures to directly meet
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student and classroom needs. Budget expenditures for administrative burdens added to difficult
decision-making during the dismal budget times of the Great Recession and in the face of the
growing Negative Factor.
With the passage of NCLB and RTTT, paperwork requirements added to administrative
tasks, especially as state education departments rolled out regulations and disseminated aspects
of state education laws. Participants described mixed reactions to one area of paperwork, the
Unified Improvement Plan (UIP). In some cases, superintendents found the UIP a useless
inconvenience. In some cases, the UIP and associated processes caused division and
consternation in districts. In other cases, superintendents found ways to use the UIP to benefit
the organization. In this section I describe participant comments regarding the UIP.
In Colorado, an intricate system of strategic planning at both the district level and also the
building level centered on a complex process resulting in a forced Unified Improvement Plan.
Timelines for submitting the plan fell between January and April, depending on the performance
designation of a district. Low-performing schools or districts submitted UIPs in January, which
meant work on the massive document took place from August to December. In all cases, the
UIP presented student achievement data from testing the prior spring and reported results
obtained in late summer to early fall. Higher performing schools and districts submitted UIPs in
April, generally a year after testing. State officials posted all UIPs to a state website for public
display and access.
State education department officials imposed the UIP processes as a designed conversation
around strategic planning. In high-performing districts, UIP processes appeared to put
superintendents in superficial circumstances, seeming to fix what wasn’t broken. In addition
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UIP training and processes toke time from other necessary duties. Superintendent Gideerman
described how superfluous the paperwork seemed:
You have to go to two or three meetings before it starts finally sinking in to what they’re
wanting and what they’re needing, but probably I’d say after the second year we would
fill out the paperwork. Basically I think it was just putting stuff down that really didn’t
mean anything to me. You would put “80% will be attainable by the end of 2008-09” or
whatever. And then nobody really ever came and checked, so I didn’t worry about it.
Reform philosophy advanced publishing UIP documents as part of the RTTT push toward
parental and community involvement in local schools and districts. Superintendent Pushunthru
felt the UIP added nonessential duties and never benefitted the parents, community or general
public:
I would be willing to bet you that no one that you interview has ever been asked, "Hey, I
was just perusing through your website, and I came upon your UIP and I just have a few
questions about it." I mean, I've never found that person . . . that has had that phone call
yet, because I just don't think— One, I don't think we understand it completely. You
know, we're doing some things, but we're not using that as a tool to drive our instruction.
After you did it the first time, the next year, honestly, was a lot of cutting and
pasting.
The UIP sometimes set administration at odds with staff. Though well-intentioned, the
headaches with the tasks and processes surfaced when leadership expected to move staff forward
in analyzing low student performance but teachers either did not see relevance or could not get
beyond traditional excuses. Superintendent Miller faced difficulties in the Benson School
District when UIP processes such as determining root causes of low performance became
contentious:
We never broke through that [getting beyond excuses and seeking real solutions] with the
teachers there. . . . When we would do our data dialogues and try and go through, “What
are the root causes? Why?” and those things. We never got to the ownership piece of it. .
. . They still have the same culture. Part of it was, I think, it’s a culture there. And we
didn’t have much luck moving that culture.
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Some superintendents harnessed the processes and strategic planning components to
benefit their districts, making the time on the paperwork worth the efforts. Superintendent
MacLongtim noted the work in Kinnesee School District, saying,
It’s taking what were given, you know, kind of the old, “taking lemons and making
lemonade.” Now I think the performance frameworks—there’s a lot more palatable
things in there that work for us. A lot of the stuff that’s in the performance frameworks
and in the UIPs are rooted back in NCLB.
Improvements along the way from hard lessons learned and communicating the burdensome
processes to state department officials made UIP processes more palatable and useful to
Superintendent Hendsonlern. Hendsonlern saw the UIP as an extension of an administrator’s
service to the district and schools when developed in the most effective way.
My thankfulness is that Colorado at least jumped on a bandwagon of “We’re not going to
have two or three accountability systems,” and really brought this into perspective with
one unified improvement planning system and school performance, district performance
frameworks.
One of the things I always talk about in the course I teach is that I help newbie,
wannabe principals work on their school UIPs. I’m always amazed at how many times
they have a directive from the district about what needs to go on the UIP. They’re like,
“How do you do that?” And I said, “Well, I build mine after the schools build theirs.
Mine is a supporting document to what they need in that school.” Now do I help them
through that process? Do I help them think about it, looking at the data and root cause?
Absolutely. But that’s not my data and my root cause. That’s the school’s. My job is to
support the school to be successful. Most of those [graduate] students are, like, shocked,
like, “Oh my!” like, “You’re saying, ‘This doesn’t need to be a directive from high
above.’” I’m like, “That’s the dumbest thing in the world.” That’s why it’s called
“service.” That’s my job, “service.”
In moving the St. Ruthton School District forward in improved student achievement,
Superintendent Menirolls also capitalized on the UIP tool developed out of NCLB and RTTT
mandates. Superintendent Menirolls took an opposite approach, however, compared to
Superintendent Hendsonlern. Superintendent Menirolls worked from the larger district UIP as
the organizing document. The UIP brought coherence to fragmented processes and systems
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when the superintendent led the thinking and held to expectations of unified effort toward
progress.
Each school had their own Unified Improvement Plan [prior to Superintendent Menirolls’
leadership]. I said, "No, we're going to have one Unified Improvement Plan." So, we
switched to that, and we did one Unified Improvement Plan for the district.
When we went from individual Unified Improvement Plans to one district Unified
Improvement Plan, I had the principals really involved [and] their staff, in that Unified
Improvement Plan, so that we got buy-in from the staff. One principal ended up leaving
the district because he just wasn't behind it, you know?
[It was] a working class, you know, bedroom community . . . and I wanted the
culture to change and for them to feel like you can do just as good as [neighboring
district], and they could! They really could! If, if they just believed in themselves.
Because I wanted to build the culture there so that it would last forever, quite
frankly. (laughs) You know, that they believed enough in themselves and what was
happening was working, that it would last well past the time that I was gone. Now, I
couldn't tell you what's going on. I've just- I've lost track of that [district’s progress].
Summary
During NCLB and RTTT, superintendents led small, rural districts through the oftendisruptive changes of reform. A few superintendents led poorly performing districts to
successful implementation of mandates so student achievement increased and staff gained
effectiveness. Most superintendents faced dilemmas in role transformation and shifted their
perspective with all the demands imposed by the federal and state laws and regulations resulting
from NCLB and RTTT. Superintendents dealt with the demands and moved districts forward by
strategically incorporating some processes imposed by the reforms or by minimizing impacts of
the reform.
In chapter seven, I discuss Bolman and Deal’s (2014) four-frame model of organizational
change including structural, human resource, political, and symbolic frames. From Bolman and
Deal’s four frames, I analyze superintendents’ leadership perspectives dealing with change. I
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used these frames to examine the unique dilemmas and demands experienced by people in
organizations due to mandated state and federal change.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: ANALYSIS ̶ DILEMMAS AND DEMANDS
In this chapter, first I review Bolman and Deal’s (2014) theory regarding leadership
frames. Next, I analyze the various frames superintendents used to navigate dilemmas and
demands of NCLB change. The frames explain superintendent frustrations because reform
mandates, regulations, and processes unhinged reference points district executive leaders
typically used to lead organizations.
During a time of unprecedented change, district executive leaders sensed their
superintendent influence and function shifting in precarious ways. All told stories as seasoned
leaders looking back on a turbulent time challenging leadership savvy, stamina, and
determination. Several told of learning how to be a district leader in the midst of all the chaos.
Some superintendents related stories of transformation as a leader of change. Some remembered
scenarios evidencing a struggle between superintendent perspectives prior to reform compared to
perspectives during NCLB and after. Prior to NCLB, participants functioned within traditional
executive tasks. During NCLB, complex compliance functions required from mandates caused
dilemmas. Superintendent responsibilities shifted to additional instructional leadership demands.
Shifts in leadership focus required flexibility in perspective.
Leadership and Reframing Change
Bolman and Deal (2014) established leadership frames to help leaders “avoid getting
trapped in cognitive ruts.” Leadership frames served as a tool so “leaders can expand how they
think by using different mental models to determine what’s going on and what to do in complex
situations” (p. 9). Leaders gained perspective by recognizing various frames of reference in the
midst of situations. The frames illustrated aspects of leadership related to a “slice of
organizational reality” (p. 9). The frames took into account both situational awareness needed by
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leaders and the complexity of organizations undergoing change. Bolman and Deal recognized
“leaders have to find new ways to shift point of view when needed” (p. 14). Bolman and Deal’s
theory of leadership frames applies to my study because, during NCLB reform, superintendents
sought ways to understand their functions and leadership. They often found themselves
operating under hypocritical systems and circumstances. Part of superintendents’ responses to a
decade of reform can be explained from frames of reference helping them function as leaders in
complex change scenarios.
The four frames in Bolman and Deal’s (2014) model are Structural, Human Resource,
Political, and Symbolic. Leaders acting within the perspective of structural leadership believe
“people need to know what they’re supposed to do, how to work with one another, and who is in
charge of what” (p. 23). Leaders operating from this frame of reference function well with
established authority, defined roles and responsibilities (p. 26) and a recognized social
architecture promoted by the leader (p. 27). Considering a second frame, when leadership stems
from a human resource perspective, superintendents “see people as the key to success . . . [and]
empower others” (p. 49). Human resource leaders “hire the right people” and develop their
philosophy and values on “trust, transparency, and democracy” (p. 55). This type of leader seeks
“to create conditions that foster high levels of motivation, energy, and effort” (p. 62). From the
third frame, political leadership, Bolman and Deal depict leaders concerned with competition
over “scarce resources” and “the distribution of power and interests” (p. 77). These types of
leaders recognize the “need to understand and leverage political dynamics rather than shy away
from them. . . . [and] position power is important but never sufficient” (p. 80). According to
Bolman and Deal, the last type of leadership frame arises from created meanings within the
organization. These leaders “lead by example . . . use symbols to unite and inspire . . . interpret
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experience . . . develop and communicate a hopeful vision . . . convene rituals and ceremonies . .
. respect and use history” (p. 105). This frame of leader realizes, “People yearn for meaningful
work in organizations that unite commerce and compassion” (p. 119).
Applying Bolman and Deal’s (2014) leadership frames explains approaches participants
took while dealing with reform mandates. A few of the superintendents found NCLB offered an
opportunity for improvement. For them it provided some positive results. For the most part,
however, superintendents struggled through NCLB dilemmas and demands. Bolman and Deal’s
theory offers a lens to the frustration and consternation superintendents related during interviews.
Aspects of NCLB forced restructuring on a large scale. Large scale shakeup plagued
superintendents’ sense of structural leadership. NCLB dislocated human systems. Education
lost public trust, unbalancing human resource leadership. Most superintendents felt NCLB
distracted from authentic work, competed for resources, and disempowered educators. NCLB
challenged the political frame leaders used to respond to situations. Reform processes set district
leaders up as disrupters amidst ongoing confusion. Being a disrupter frustrated superintendents’
symbolic leadership frame of reference. In all those ways, NCLB affronted leaders’ political
frame of reference. In general, reform caused a perpetual mistrust and frame shifting on multiple
fronts. Ill-fitting demands of reform created dilemmas for superintendents.
Structural Leadership Frame Applied to NCLB
Summarizing Bolman and Deal’s (2014) first frame of reference, structural leaders strive
for order and constitution in the system. They concern themselves with problem solving,
solution finding, and fixing what is not working. Structural leaders diagnose and resolve issues.
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Typically, structural leaders ask questions to analyze circumstances involving their organization:
1. What’s going on? What’s working and not working?
2. What’s changing (in your organization, your technology, or your environment)
that creates an opportunity, a threat, or both?
3. What problem do you need to solve? What options should you consider?
(Bolman and Deal, 2014, p. 32)
This component of Bolman and Deal’s theory adds to my analysis because during NCLB,
superintendents depicted themselves asking these kinds of questions. But asking structurally
based questions did not resolve the disruptive aspects of NCLB for superintendents. NCLB
promoted federal authority over local schools, taking away local, preferred structures. NCLB
imposed responsibilities on already-stretched organizations and even disturbed social order in
public education systems.
Participants initially approached NCLB from a structural frame. Superintendents
attended trainings, asked questions, and tried to get the specifics of expectations the policies
required, but in many cases, the frame of reference soon deteriorated because so many systems
were undergoing change. Implementation of processes and mandates sent mixed messages.
From a structural frame of reference, superintendents sought and expected stability in systems.
For a few of the superintendents, using a structural frame worked well in response to
some parts of NCLB. Superintendent Hanson immediately sought to clarify direct news from the
state to the district regarding their low AYP rating: “Holy Cow, what does this mean?! . . .We
didn’t make something? And, what does it mean? . . . What’s going on here? . . . When’s the
deadline for that?” Upon a lot of research by the superintendent, Hanson’s district continued to
implement a secondary literacy solution and improved student learning.
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Using a structural approach, Superintendent Hansen retold about problem solving
actions:
I talked to my principals on what exactly it meant and where we were falling short. . . . a
lot of looking at data and issues. . . . But really looking at our instruction and how are our
kids learning? And what we need to do. Where did we think we were breaking down?
The superintendent “put a great emphasis on strategic planning.” At the same time, the district
sidestepped the disruption of NCLB and RTTT. Superintendent Hanson recognized the lack of
dependable structure and little benefit with aspects of the reform movement and chose not to
involve the district in RTTT. Overall from a structural frame, Hanson rebuffed some of the
reform and found it to be “suspect” especially because “education has become so political.”
Another example of structural leadership frame and a positive outcome of NCLB
involved the improved low-performing districts. Superintendents of those districts maximized
the high structure components of NCLB where structures were lacking in their districts. The
superintendents used the UIP in a unifying way to spotlight goals and establish improved
practices.
Still, as structural leaders, most superintendents noted a detrimental impact on the
education environment. Under NCLB, the mission of education clouded with poorly structured
regulations dressed up in student achievement outcomes. To participants, the usual structures
already established prior to NCLB served local districts well. In some ways, assessment
pressures and other aspects of reform dislodged fundamental processes and core attributes of
traditional education. Superintendents looked at the assessment confusion and found it difficult
to reconcile instabilities and frequent changes with the magnitude of effort needed from systems.
Structural leadership understood and accepted the need for accountability. But when
accountability went overboard and consumed other resources and structures, district leaders
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rebelled. For example, Colorado required assessments to be web-based. As a result, technology
for learning often got derailed when testing careened out of control.
Bolman and Deal (2014) discussed contextual factors structural leaders use in the social
architecture of their organizations. One of the factors is “core process” and refers to tasks as
“stable and predictable” all the way to “complex and turbulent” during change (p. 29). Structural
leaders worked to maintain stable and predictable environments. When fundamental aspects of
schooling seemed to diminish due to reform pressures, structural leadership could no longer
count on much of anything to be stable and predictable as a core process. Bolman and Deal
noted a leader with strengths in the structural frame had skills to diagnose issues. However, a
structural leader would “often have difficulty seeing and dealing with messier and less rational
human, political, and symbolic issues” (p. 35). Diagnosing how to implement NCLB left
structural leaders scratching their heads. Many waited it out.
Superintendents ended up with more hats than ever to wear as a structural response to all
the demands of reform. Superintendents understood the structural demands of reporting and
various related responsibilities. To superintendents, who also understood the social architecture
of the organization, taking on another hat disrupted the environment less than any other option.
Superintendents wanted teachers teaching and principals to be instructional leaders as part of the
appropriate structures in the organization. Protecting instructional staff time and purpose left the
superintendent as the only available position to shoulder the mandated tasks.
During the NCLB years, typical structural patterns succumbed to overwhelming rules and
regulations. This caused problems of system stability for district executive leaders.
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Superintendent Gideerman lamented,
There were a lot of rules and regulations, and you had to do this by a certain time, and
they could come in and allegedly take over your school. . . . They’re kind of building the
plane as we go. . . . CDE always changes gears when you’ve already got everything
figured out, then they’ll change it on you.
Superintendents, accustomed to appropriate authority and structure in organizations, felt the
prescriptive nature of the federal and state mandates significantly overreached. NCLB and
RTTT forced hypocritical structures such as the UIP, HQT, and SB 191 educator evaluations tied
to testing. The reform structures circumvented or displaced successful local structures
superintendents already had in place. Reform mandates usurped the authority of superintendents.
They played havoc with the social architecture of school districts. By the end of the era,
structural leadership gave up on making sense of the demands and mandates, especially in fully
accredited districts. Reform requirements did not fit student and district needs. This further
confounded structural leadership perspective, especially when weighed against successful
structures already established in organizations. Superintendent Miller reflected on better
circumstances later in the reform decade and preferred local structures and authority over
mandated pressures, saying, “Some of it was the changes of the law. Also, by that time we were
questioning some of the mandates.”
Human Resource Frame Applied to NCLB
Bolman and Deal (2006) recognized leaders tended to rely on two frames the most:
structural and human (p. 2). The structural frame aligned with working arrangements of
resources, environment, and systems. The human leadership frame focused on human elements
and components of establishments, as well as resource management aligned with human needs.
Public education, as a traditional enterprise, centered on the human dimension of organizations,
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especially in small, rural districts with a distinct lifeworld. Superintendents in the study
functioned comfortably within the human resource frame in several ways. Leading people
dominated most of the mindset of district executive leaders. Prior to NCLB, success of the
organization computed according to student achievement in a variety of ways along with other
aspects indicating children thriving in learning environments. Success generally reflected in
holistic ways rather than quantified, standardized measures.
Analyzing superintendent experience using the human resource frame enhances my study
because superintendents recollected the impact of NCLB on people. With NCLB and RTTT
implications, superintendents eventually shielded their people from damaging aspects of the
mandates. Rural superintendents typically worked shoulder to shoulder and lived neighbor to
neighbor with staff members and students. As NCLB and RTTT progressed during the decade,
human resource frame leadership felt discrepancies between a natural concern for people and
impossible demands of the law and regulations. Seen from the human resource frame, many of
the mandated requirements disrespected the people encompassed in real education scenarios at
the local level of small, rural school districts. Superintendents expressed these kinds of
frustrations in examples of Highly Qualified Teacher dilemmas and SB 191’s overwhelming
evaluation processes. Superintendent Simjoinskul spoke passionately about the real children in
the district compared to the federal level dealing with “paper kids” and making “demanding
regulations without even knowing what’s going on” in children’s lives in rural locations like
Everfork School District.
Initially, the concept undergirding No Child Left Behind met with agreement.
Unfortunately, the eventual reality for many superintendents was children and adults got left
behind in various ways. Two of the principles guiding human resource leadership illustrated the
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dilemmas for many superintendents during the reforms. According to Bolman and Deal (2014),
leaders functioning in the human resource frame “hire the right people . . . [and] sustain power to
the people” (p. 55). NCLB often circumvented both principles. Superintendent Weisman
epitomized the human resource frame in valuing staff and hiring the right people. The
superintendent took it to the next level, “We’ve been able to keep good staff members, so the
number one goal, the number one goal is ‘keep and hire quality people.’ . . . KEEP and hire
quality people. . . . Keep and then hire.” However, Highly Qualified Teacher regulations
restricted and butted heads with Superintendent Weisman and other superintendents.
Participants inherently recognized a good hire regardless of mandated subject course hour
requirements. If anything, NCLB prevented some good hiring.
NCLB imposed Highly Qualified criteria to license teachers, which in turn impacted
hiring. In the thick of the reform in Colorado, Race to the Top required drastic changes in hiring
and evaluating staff. In both mandated situations, superintendents experienced hypocritical
systems working at odds. No Child Left Behind promoted providing a quality education for
every student, yet provisions in the law required selective criteria pitting college coursework
tallies against human disposition and expertise. For superintendents, a fundamental aspect of
hiring—administrative savvy and experience—took a back seat to dictates from far-removed
entities of federal and state reform. Contrary to the natural bent of human resource leadership,
NCLB selection of staff hinged on bureaucratic licensing prescriptions. This contradicted the
professional sense of leaders. Looking through the human resource frame lens, NCLB negated
the best judgment of administrators.
The imposition of hiring dictates rankled several superintendents, especially when they
saw a direct and detrimental impact on the most important human aspect of their organizations:
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the children. Highly qualified provisions in NCLB forced superintendents to sit across the table
from dedicated and child-centered people and choose between following the letter of the law or
providing a best case scenario for students, other staff, and the community. NCLB thwarted
superintendents’ judgment, particularly in terms of scarce human resource options. In turn,
reform demands created dilemmas for them when they wanted to act in ways such as honoring
people and wanting to empower others to act in the best interests of students.
The human resource frame developed value around “trust, transparency, and democracy”
(Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 55). During the decade of reform, superintendents found frequently
changing circumstances due to state and federal regulatory interpretations. Superintendents
found the usual source of compliance information untrustworthy and situational. Their
expectations of transparency at federal levels of politics waned as the decade wore on. Nonpublic entities gained influence, further eroding superintendent confidence in the people making
decisions at state and federal levels. Some superintendents felt veiled politics actually promoted
the demise of public education. Shadowy entities supported private and charter education at the
expense of public schools. At its core, human resource leadership valued democracy. To some
participants, private and charter education threatened public education and, in turn, democracy as
it gave way to bureaucracy.
Bolman and Deal (2014) depicted human resource leaders as ones who acted to capitalize
on and increase “motivation, energy, and effort” (p. 62) among the people in their organizations.
In cases where superintendents led their districts from low performance to high performance,
superintendents rallied their people around the motivating aspects of student promise and
success. Superintendents used those rallying points to answer the challenges of accountability.
Superintendents in improved districts aimed human resource energy and effort toward becoming
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champions for children and bettering instruction. They believed in the potential of all their
children.
However, where student performance indicators already evidenced good results, NCLB
and RTTT threatened to sap successful human resource attributes from many public school
districts. Over-testing, fears, and over-regulating adversely affected people in the systems.
Provisions of the law contrary to needs or practices of successful small, rural districts created
fallout. Mandates hurt people, people left the profession, and reform hampered the human side
of the system. For example, superintendents spoke of colleagues who left the profession due to
mandate pressures. Part of the retirement decision in Superintendent Gideerman’s case arose
from discouragement about reform issues. From a human resource leader perspective, NCLB
caused Superintendent Gideerman to lose respect for federal and state education efforts. It
caused the superintendent to protect the district from multiple dilemmas related to students and
staff.
Human resource framed superintendents responded to the pressures and issues by
shielding their district and people as much as possible from the heavy handedness of the law.
Instead of motivating high-performing districts, the law and regulations demotivated, zapping
energy. Efforts seemed to be for naught since processes were unclear, complex, and frequently
changing. For example, superintendents found buffering their staff as a better option than
bashing people with regulations. Impossible and unfunded mandates seemed to hurt the small,
rural districts performing proficient and above. Even though the title of the law expressed “No
Child Left Behind,” many superintendents framed the reform from a human resource
perspective. They argued children and adults inadvertently were getting “left behind” due to
unintended consequences. Superintendents found ways to protect the district while complying
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with the law. Thus, some superintendents merely went through the motions and simply placated
aspects of the law. They gambled some requirements would not be enforced stringently.
Superintendents protected the people in their districts from as much disruption as possible.
Political Frame Applied to NCLB
NCLB confronted the political leadership frame for many superintendents. Bolman and
Deal (2014) noted within this frame leaders “build linkages to key stakeholders. . . . Persuade
first, negotiate second, and coerce only if necessary” (p. 77). This frame informs my study
because superintendents politicked both internally and externally. In some cases where reform
was drastically needed, superintendents used political power. They told about pushing
compliance and dramatic improvement using the stick of accountability to a certain extent.
But in most cases, superintendents used responsive political power internally to ward off
threats of NCLB and calm local fears. Responding politically, superintendents secured their own
political advantage as they aligned organizations toward a self-preservation mode. When
superintendents reassured staff of continuing to do the good things they had been doing,
superintendents gained politically. In those cases, participants took advantage of autonomy.
Others in the district supported the political protection displayed by the superintendent against
little-understood and imposing outside threats. For example, Superintendent MacLongtim noted
the appreciation from staff when other districts felt fear and turmoil but the Kinessee School
District staff felt valued. When superintendents hunkered down in the trenches with the staff and
students, encouraging, and praising efforts, they garnered trust and alliances locally.
Superintendent Miller voiced the fact teachers liked it when superintendents stood up for them
and questioned state and federal authority on teachers’ behalf.
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Externally, the battles around reform raged. Superintendents exercised political frames
of leadership when they gave testimony at legislative hearings. Several participants rallied as
part of the superintendents’ professional association group against state action detrimental to
small, rural districts. Many did their fair share of lobbying against legislation and regulation not
fitting or poorly representing their district. Superintendents told stories of sitting on councils,
advising school boards, and holding state officials accountable. The political frame heightened
for superintendents during the reform era. Superintendents acted politically as a response to an
already-fractured federal scenario. For small, rural school district superintendents, fighting
politically felt like a David versus Goliath situation.
The political frame dealt with scarcity of resources and competition. Colorado’s
problematic education funding already required superintendent vigilance regardless of federal
education law. NCLB exacerbated political vigilance for district executive leaders. Eventually,
some superintendents called into question the underpinnings of NCLB. They asked who was
really behind the movement as it gained steam and why? Superintendents troubled by the
erosion of resources for public education in their locales openly wondered about the profiteers
and residual impact. Superintendent Weisman distressed at the amounts of money going into
testing companies’ pockets and lobbyists’ pockets at the direct expense of students’ greater
needs. Superintendent Pushunthru noted all the testing was a “cash cow” for test development
companies.
With the enactment of NCLB, scarcity of resources and competition elevated to an even
higher level. Accountability created a counterintuitive atmosphere between some school
districts. NCLB politically pitted district against district and school against school.
Comparisons of performance set communities at odds by grandstanding AYP measurements and
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district and school performance statuses. Rivalries from a sports or activities standpoint
naturally existed when schools were sometimes only 13 miles apart or less. However,
accountability mandates created unnatural academic competition. Unlike sports, academics
shouldn’t produce winners and losers. Competition based on inequitable academic comparisons
emerged. School district survival based on competitive student performance felt uncomfortable
and unfair to superintendents and communities. It did not fit with a more cooperative lifeworld
context. NCLB seemed to promote such winners and losers regardless of socio-economic
conditions. Superintendents pointed to research on socio-economic conditions tending to
determine a large portion of student performance differences. State politics also resulted in
winners and losers in funding with Race to the Top. The adverse politics did not jive with the
political frame superintendents more traditionally held prior to NCLB.
Politically, the “no child left behind” sentiment created collateral damage to education as
a traditional social system in small, rural districts. From a political frame of reference, NCLB
requirements seemed to exclude students in small rural locales. Rural superintendents felt like
“No Child” left their district’s children way behind and disadvantaged. Given the inequities of
reform, rural children did not seem to be the focus or factor into the federal law design. It only
included large, urban system benefit. Superintendents strengthened populist attitudes in
communities and on school boards as they found their way through the chaos of reform
mandates. In Colorado, local control politically empowered rural superintendents and their
school boards. Bolman and Deal (2006) represent the political frame with the idea of a warrior,
one who “mobilizes strength, courage, and willingness to fight as hard and long as necessary” (p.
3). Superintendent Simjoinskul referred to being a “warrior” for all kids and talked about
“standing tall” for what was right against the pressures of high-stakes testing and scores. Rural
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superintendents eventually influenced state department considerations, thus their political efforts
paid off.
District executive officers did not imagine needing to battle politically for students when
they first became educators. A political frame of reference did not top their list of reasons to go
into education or to become an administrator. Love of children and making a difference in
children’s lives did factor in. However, as federal and state mandates interfered with the mission
of public schooling, many participants found it was up to them to push against regulations and
processes circumventing local control. For example, Superintendent Goetznvolvd knew the
faces of children and saw the places they lived. Superintendent Goetznvolvd worked with
parents and families struggling to put food on the table. The superintendent chose to defy
aspects of regulations detracting from the classroom and administrative time needed for essential
ways of serving the children and community.
Local control empowered superintendents to choose civil disobedience in some cases,
which fits with the sentiment, “[h]eart propels, but mind must guide the warrior leader” (Bolman
& Deal, 2006, p. 69). NCLB circumvented a superintendent’s sense of agency, the strong heart
of a leader. However, local control helped encourage efficacy, the mental muscle of a leader. In
the face of well-intentioned but ill-fitting regulations and processes, politically framed leadership
pushed back. The political frame involved a mindset both disciplined and intuitive. According
to Bolman and Deal (2006), mental discipline is “the art of aligning passion with purpose.
Discipline in turn makes discretion possible—the ability to choose your battles and fight only
when the time and circumstances favor your cause” (p. 69).
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Symbolic Frame of Leadership Applied to NCLB
The final frame is the symbolic frame. Bolman and Deal (2006) describe this frame as
one pointing to the “imagination, creativity, meaning and magic” (p. 3) great leaders bring to
their organizations. Interestingly, NCLB seemed to detract significantly from creativity in public
education. This frame explains actions superintendents described as either increasing
participants’ use of symbolic leadership or in other cases challenging the magic in participants’
districts. To illustrate, according to some superintendents, much of the joy and imagination in
classrooms disappeared as accountability demands pervaded. Superintendent Retarree
verbalized the parody of “No Child Left Untested.” Superintendent Retarree remarked about the
lost status of United States education as compared to other high-performing nations who don’t
test nearly as frequently as US public education is mandated to test. The superintendent went on
to point out those other nations also have remarkable things going on in student learning
environments. To Superintendent Retaree, mundane replaced magical.
Superintendents saw the loss of the magical side of education in various ways. They
noted education used to be an honorable profession and the mission of public education valiant.
Superintendents attributed a loss of respect of education to media. Participants experienced the
sense of a general public distrust of education. The magic of the classroom and public education
disappeared for the public. Superintendents acknowledged a new underlying mandated mission
of schooling as testing. Both distinctions evolved as unintended consequences from NCLB.
From the symbolic leadership frame leaders interpreted organizational experiences
promoting a tribal culture to form, especially during change and transition. “In a world of
uncertainty and ambiguity, a key function of symbolic leadership is to offer plausible and
hopeful interpretations of experience” (Bolman & Deal, 2014, p. 115). In the cases of the
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superintendents in the study who led districts to improvement, they restored hope. District
cultures of success replaced cultures of failure and low performance. In the case of
Superintendent Menirolls, the shared vision in the St. Ruthton School District focused on
shooting for the moon. Superintendent Menirolls led the idea of being as disciplined in success
efforts as an Olympic champion with a winner’s will to support kids’ learning. Superintendent
Hendsonlern interpreted the mission for the district as a hopeful one, centering staff, district, and
community on the magic of engaged learning. The superintendent emboldened a success
mentality and they all ventured into expeditionary learning.
Bolman and Deal (2006) found leaders often did not feel adept at the symbolic frame of
leadership (p. 2). During the reform decade, symbolic leadership wavered even more for many
superintendents. In most cases, NCLB replaced traditional cultures of learning and schooling
with cultures of accountability and mandated external compliance. Superintendents found
themselves challenged in their leadership perspectives. Participants struggled to interpret the
NCLB experiences hammering an endeared system and hub of the community. NCLB disturbed
the traditional interpretation of American schooling, leaving little to represent symbolically in
positive ways.
It is the symbolic leader who established “values [to] unify purpose, focus, and behavior”
(Bolman & Deal, 2006, p. 150). NCLB interrupted traditional education values and fragmented
organizations. Superintendents had to unify their organization when reform pulled it apart.
Participants began reasserting their symbolic frame of reference. They needed to lead the system
to regain footing in symbolic aspects of purpose, focus, and behavior. Superintendents
recognized reform mandates did not fit small, rural school district values or purposes. After
several years of reform chaos, superintendents pushed back. They reaffirmed staff efforts and
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focus on students. Superintendents highlighted the successful outcomes already a part of the
district’s history. In order to promote a hopeful vision, superintendents coming from a symbolic
frame had to disengage their organizations from the NCLB buzz. They shielded them from the
incompatible demands of NCLB and RTTT where possible. Where compliance necessitated
disputed change or action, superintendents acquiesced but symbolically “jumped through the
hoops” or hoped to stay “under the radar.”
To many study participants, NCLB refuted and disrespected the long history of public
education as a whole, creating a problematic situation for symbolic leadership. Symbolic leaders
“attend to history and link their initiatives to the values, stories, and heroes of the past” (Bolman
& Deal, 2014, p. 114). In small, rural districts the history of the community linked closely with
public education centers as part of the lifeworld of place. Rural communities loved their schools.
Confidence in the schools was vital. The symbolic frame attended to the threats toward the
valued past.
Superintendents pushed back against the ways NCLB detracted from the honorable
traditions and promoted the unique and valued aspects of their schools. Tapping into symbolic
gestures, they often celebrated successes in public ways and elevated the students and the
community support for their students. Superintendents built value around the most important
resource the community and schools had, the students they loved and who held their hopes and
dreams for the future. Superintendent Leavuwyl talked with high regard about “blue collar
farmer kids,” robust in their lifeworld and capable to carry the future. The superintendent took a
stalwart stance, saying, “we’re a proud community and I think we’re proud of the kids.”
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Superintendent Hendsonlern attested,
Our ACT scores keep going up; our kids keep being more engaged. We have kids that go
to college and say, “College is easy!” And these kids are going to engineering schools. . .
. At elementary, we have kids who are genuinely happy about being in school.
Superintendent Hendsonlern navigated through the NCLB years shielding staff as much as
possible from the chaos of reform. The superintendent knew the district could carry the vision
for innovative learning taking them far beyond No Child Left Behind and giving every child a
future and an opportunity. Superintendent Hendsonlern led from a symbolic vantage point of
focus and purpose in a vision elevating children. The district’s vison expanded from an
increasingly successful history to an intended, well-imagined future for the Goodranch School
District. Students and the community bought in as well. Superintendent Hendsonlern reflected
from the frame of a symbolic leader. The superintendent told of successfully shifting staff away
from education as instruction only of discrete skills “to ‘There is purpose for this.’ I think the
kids feel it, the teachers feel it, and our community feels it.”
The last aspect of a symbolic leadership frame deals with rituals. Bolman and Deal
(2014) explained symbolic leadership “convene[s] rituals and ceremonies [because they] are
special times in the life of a group or organization” (p. 118). People want meaning in and from
their work. People want to be part of “organizations with a vibrant and cohesive culture that
breathes meaning, life, and hope into everyday doings” (p. 119). NCLB sucked the life out of
education in many cases. Symbolic leadership realized the downward spiral. With NCLB,
rituals digressed. Rituals inadvertently seemed to coalesce around assessment to the degree it
was too much the talk of the system. NCLB caused an intrusive focus on testing. In successful
districts, superintendents countered with even more positive spin on successful student
achievement. For example, they celebrated even more loudly local attachments to schools caring
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for the community’s children. In doing so, superintendents tapped into the symbolic frame by
reinforcing family and community loyalty as meaningful. In small, rural school districts,
superintendents tapped into the wizardry of commerce plus compassion. They united small
towns as seen in support for mill levies and celebrations. Superintendent Weisman talked about
a culture of caring and encouraging teachers and students. The superintendent reminded
everyone to do their best because doing their best would be good enough:
And then after we got our first results back, we did well. Really praise, praise, praise.
We have ice cream sandwiches. . . . But we tried to praise—not reward—but just
celebrate the successes that we had.
Summary
Change forces compelled superintendents to go through transitions as a backdrop to their
leadership experience. They did so as members of a rural lifeworld. Leaders recollected
dilemmas thwarting preferred frames of leadership and required reframing in the midst of
monumental change. Superintendents led school districts during the era of reform with frames of
reference challenged by mandates and demands imposed from external authority.
In almost all districts, superintendents served to buffer staff from aspects of the reform
era causing incoherence in organizations. Especially in high-performing districts,
superintendents made difficult compliance decisions when aspects of the law and regulations
contradicted what seemed best for students, staff, and communities. As the decade of reform
progressed, fallout from all the disruption ensued. Superintendents did their best to make sense
of reform and in some cases pushed back on reform directives. NCLB and RTTT impacted
small, rural school districts, resulting in a few positive aspects and also leaving residuals as
public education braced for the next wave of federal and state education influence. In the next
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section I illustrate the stories superintendents recalled of positive results as well as narratives
indicating areas of fallout and some residuals of reform.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: RESULTS AND RESIDUALS
In this chapter I describe the outcome a decade of NCLB and RTTT reform had on small,
rural school district superintendents and their organizations based on recollections they shared.
Some superintendents used reform and associated practices as tools to increase student
achievement. Most superintendents, however, felt NCLB did not have a positive impact in their
district. First, I review the results superintendents identified as far as district improvements.
Then, I discuss the residual aspects of ten years of mandated processes and regulations.
Positive Results of a Decade of Reform
When I asked if change had taken place during the reform decade attributable to NCLB,
most superintendents felt there wasn’t direct positive change to their local educational system
and processes of educating. Most did not attribute any overall positive change directly to reform.
In a few districts, superintendents noted positive results of NCLB as seen in increased student
achievement. In three situations, superintendents spoke of a review process offered by the
Colorado Department of Education, the “CADI visit” which had some direct positive results.
The Comprehensive Appraisal for District Improvement (CADI) highlighted areas of strength
and, more prominently, examined problem areas in a school district and advised of needed fixes.
The state offered a CADI visit for historically low-performing districts and would consider
performing the review if invited in. An assortment of education professionals and officials
visited a district and completed a walk-through examination of the district based on multiple
components.
Superintendent Wippov used the CADI visit as an important rallying point for focusing
energy toward goals identified from the review. The superintendent recognized the benefit of
external critique but expected it to be given in a helpful manner and format. The initial
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recommendations from the CADI visit, however, evoked a contentious response from the
superintendent.
And of course what they identify is you don’t have a guaranteed viable curriculum. You
have teachers opting not to use the staff development that you’re providing for them.
You really have a lack in leadership ability to make sure things happen. It was all the
stuff that we should’ve figured out. And then they left us with a 44 page improvement
plan, and we were pissed.
As part of a professional transformation, Superintendent Wippov began to grasp a critical need
and real possibilities for change in the best interests of students. The superintendent emerged as
the champion for believing all the children in the Middleton School District could truly achieve.
There was no longer any room for excuses. The results from the CADI review set the pace:
We’re going to take out of the CADI and the expedited review documents what we really
needed to focus on. And guess what we focused on? We ended up with three goals. A
guaranteed and viable curriculum and making sure teachers were teaching it and then you
can have all those sub actions below that. We’re going to measure the learning of our
students on a daily basis, and then we’re going to use data, both formative and summative
to address specific areas. And, it was literally a one-page document in blue that could
hang on the wall, hung on everyone’s wall in the classroom. And then everything we did
on our action plans were just around those three things. Then we started focusing just on
those three things about instruction. Differences really started happening.
In a similar fashion, Superintendent MacLongtim determined to use the resources the
state offered and make the best of it.
But back then, when it [NCLB] was first coming into place, the middle school was
yellow [low performance status], you know, those kinds of things. We went through
what was called a CADI visit. And, again, I tried to say, “Okay, let’s use this to our best
advantage.”
Superintendent MacLongtim knew the CADI process. The superintendent wanted CADI visit
outcomes to spur improvement but also knew state department officials could be problematic.
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Superintendent MacLongtim wanted to be strategic in getting the most from the option.
I said, “Let’s do a good job of picking people that are not just going to come in and blame
and shame,” that kind of stuff . . . because, I said, “I don’t think everything we’re doing is
terrible. Can we get someone that will acknowledge and honor the good things that we’re
doing, but [also] help us see where [there] are some places we can improve?”
I really felt that was a good thing that came out because they said . . . I remember
there was a little quote in there that said we had “pockets of excellence.” Pockets of good
practices. They said, “Let’s see if we can just spread that out more so that more of your
teachers are incorporating that kind of thing.”
Superintendent MacLongtim worked with key leaders in the district and used the positives from
the CADI review to put good practices in place throughout the system as a lasting result from
NCLB reform.
A third chief executive officer, Superintendent Hendsonlern, capitalized on the reform
processes via a CADI review. The positives cited from the visit enabled staff to recognize the
review as a good experience. Superintendent Hendsonlern recalled, “We had a CADI visit from
the state, which is [aligned with] federal programming. It was a good experience for school, our
staff, and our district. That team recognized very well that we’re doing a lot of really good
things for kids.” The visit also revealed an important element that needed to change.
Superintendent Hendsonlern noted, “We had the CADI visit. There were skills that people were
lacking. But more than anything what we found was that kids were kind of miserable in school.”
According to Superintendent Hendsonlern, initially the CADI visit resulted in multiple
plans for improving instruction, though the efforts were disjointed:
After the CADI visit and all that, we were trying to create a plan to really ramp up
instruction and engagement, but we didn’t have anything that was really tied together. It
wasn’t—it didn’t feel cohesive. So one year we would work on learning targets, and then
we’d work on formative assessment. Then we’d work on whatever the next iteration was.
But what that felt like to staff, to teachers, was that we were doing something new every
year. They were like, “How do you ever expect us to do something new every year?”
I’m like, “Well, it’s not new. It’s not separated, it just feels that way because were doing
it in chunks.” And they were like, “Well, this doesn’t make sense.”
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Superintendent Hendsonlern eventually used the discovery of fragmentation to unify staff and to
launch new approaches to educating students in the Goodranch School District. The
superintendent sought to unify the previously disjointed efforts to address student learning and
improve instruction. Once unified, all the improvement efforts led to coherent understanding of
what worked well to engage students.
The more I learned, the more I figured out that expeditionary learning was around really
good assessment, really good instruction, about really good instructional practices that
are around a kid, and then school cultures that really support kids in their learning, and so
we talked to staff, and after a whole year of this, decided we were going to become an
expeditionary learning school or district.
The reform processes resulted in maximizing student engagement strategies some of which
might not have happened if the CADI review hadn’t taken place.
The CADI review grew out of NCLB as a state actionable response to failing schools and
districts. In cases cited above, reform assisted in increasing student achievement. Also, as
described earlier, NCLB provided the impetus to move some failing schools and districts to some
of the highest ratings of academic performance, as were the cases for Superintendent Wippov,
Superintendent Menirolls, and Superintendent Miller.
In an additional case, Superintendent Hanson led the Cranston River School District
beyond the initial fear from being put on AYP notice. The superintendent used their focus on
literacy to move the district to acceptable levels of performance. However, Superintendent
Hanson felt the district was already on the right track; NCLB just put them “under a magnifying
glass.” The jolt solidified the work of leadership and staff, resulting in increased student
achievement and higher graduation rates. Superintendent Hanson noted the importance of the
improvements in light of a high-needs population, especially at the secondary level: “In those
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years, we were really focused on literacy, secondary literacy in our district because we really
struggled in that area. . . . That was all of our secondary students, so we put great emphasis on
programming in place for increasing secondary literacy.” Superintendent Hanson explained
NCLB didn’t make the impact in and of itself, since the district was already on the right track:
“Student achievement is always something that was at the forefront of my mind, so it didn’t
matter [if] No Child Left Behind was there or not.”
Residuals of a Decade of Reform
In the larger context, under NCLB and RTTT, any action toward improvement most often
came with residuals from the mandated reform. Traditionally, small, rural systems were not
accustomed to or equipped for monumental change. NCLB changes in lifeworld-rich districts
disrupted rural education. The change came designed for much larger systems with a different
scope of problems. Residuals manifested in chief executive officers accepting the fallout of
reform: ongoing confusion especially at state and federal levels, distraction from the authentic
work of educators, and general mistrust perpetually below the surface of regard for public
education. All 16 of the superintendents interviewed related negative connotations and results
from some of their experiences with NCLB. Connotations ranged from caution and frustration to
outright regret and aggression. Superintendent Hendsonlern cited the loss of joy and engagement
in education. Superintendent Hendsonlern also noted the reform movement led to many peers
seeking a ready fix and the “need to buy programs.” In the superintendent’s opinion, purchased
programs completely removed the expertise and insight of classroom teachers in the enterprise of
education.
At first, educators could not even speak the language of NCLB. Superintendent
MacLongtim recalled so much new terminology which added to all the confusion during the
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period of change. The superintendent also recalled confusion and pressures resulted in some
veteran superintendents leaving the profession. Superintendent MacLongtim said it was several
years into NCLB before any clear understanding came:
Then it gets into the whole thing of what happens if you’re not [complying] to the Highly
Qualified Teachers . . . to the Title III, which was for ELL learners. Of course we got
into the whole thing of changing terminology. NCLB changed terminologies about
things. Because before that it was virtually all ESL—English as a Second Language.
Then [it] changed English Language Learners, you know, the concept of non-English, or
Limited English, or Fluent English . . . NEP, LEP, FEP, you know. I mean, those are just
examples of [how] it was very prescriptive in all these different things, and there were
different ways that you had to do things.
I was scrambling to understand it and then, “Now the rules were changing on
this!” I was trying to learn. I think that was one of the times that I kind of realized some
superintendents, just like a lot of educators, if they don’t want to, they don’t! So there
were some that were like, “I’m close to retirement, I’m not going to pay a whole lot of
attention to this. It’ll not be fully enforced before I’m done.” They weren’t paying
attention. Some of them just said, “I’m a rural superintendent, and I’m wearing so many
hats. I’m just lucky to get the basketball game covered on Tuesday night.”
Superintendent Simjoinskul spoke of losing valued colleagues to the hazards of NCLB as
well as the frustrations of complying with a tainted system and reform aspects taking away from
serving students:
It's disheartening to me that many of my colleagues and many good colleagues left—left
the profession because of it. And it's no different than the other federal regulations that
we’re in a battle [over] now. But all those regulations, all those silly requirements, all
those things that take away from opportunities of kids stress me out.
And I think people—a lot of my colleagues got tired of reports such as that. That
we are going to look at our people not as instructional leaders, but as a checklist—on a
list—that are you qualified or not? And when we see that interfere with offering
programs to our students, the good ones—the good ones are the ones that leave because
their hearts are invested and they see things being taken away from their kids.
So the whole thing on the “No Child Left Behind”—it’s such a hypocritical, such
a bogus statement, that the higher ups really embraced and had no clue other than
hammering us. I mean, that's the way I felt, so I think that overall stress and just
continually in the news being bashed, continually filling out asinine reports that have no
bearing. Being rated on an assessment system that is—and I’ve said it in every arena—
statistically invalid. There is no ifs, ands, or buts about it.
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Superintendent Gideerman recounted frustrations with unnecessary compliance in a highperforming district. The frustrations of being caught in the middle of compliance and what was
best for students, a good community, and a stellar district added to the mix of choosing
retirement and leaving the profession:
It’s not realistic. I don’t think there’s any school that could have a 100 percent proficient.
I guess that’s why I chose that word [unachievable]. . . . For everybody to be proficient, I
don’t think it was attainable for even the best school district in the nation.
I do [feel caught in the middle], yeah, and that’s one of the four or five reasons
why I’m calling it quits. . . . [Being true to who you are as a superintendent] . . . the
school of Fisher and everything like that. They know that—pretty much everyone knows
that we have a good school.
Superintendent Gideerman felt caught in the mix of feelings between opposing expectations,
especially related to technology use. The superintendent pointed out the leadership struggle
between appropriate uses of technology for student learning versus the state-imposed uses of
technology for mandated testing.
And you know that is counter-productive of what we’re supposed to be [doing] in the
classroom teaching and stuff. . . . But, it’s just frustrating that, you know, our technology
. . . like our elementary, we had two computer labs here. And, you know, we couldn’t
use our computer labs because we were testing all the time. And so that technology piece
we want to push with the kids, but if we don’t have the [time] slot for it [because of
mandated testing].
To Superintendent Gideerman, the time was right to exit the profession. Retirement provided the
needed option. The superintendent chose to retire rather than face ongoing disparities of reform
confusion. Superintendent Gideerman valued most the professional ethic of protecting students,
community, and the school district. The superintendent no longer chose to put energy into
misguided and financially unsupported change efforts mandated by the state and federal entities
ahead of what was best for students.
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Though RTTT initially projected approaches with merit, Superintendent Miller also
described the futility of energy spent on things not making a difference for students.
So even though some of the things that they [USDOE] were focused on, teacher
evaluation with test scores, I ended up not supporting as a good idea. I still think it’s the
right approach by the president to say, “We’re going to give out money to people that
will do these things.” . . . It turned out to be wrong [as far as focus], I think. But the
intent of Race to the Top I think is right. That that’s what the federal government should
do. What is an innovative practice? Who can get out there and do things? I think
unfortunately we just chased our tail for something that won’t really impact classrooms
for the most part, in the end.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd echoed the sentiment NCLB detracted from serving students
as a result of complying with punishing mandates: “It just seems like it's just punitive. . . . It's
that same feeling of ridiculous things that in no way help our kids learn, help our teachers teach.”
Superintendent Goetznvolvd knew the reform movement did not add benefit to the Holcomb
School District, especially with all the bureaucratic snafus experienced under NCLB: “It
certainly wasn’t a fit for our district . . . and I think a lot of this stuff comes down on a
superintendent. Honestly, I spend more of my day on that kind of stuff.”
Other superintendents also commented on the stress from punitive and negative aspects
of the reform decade. Superintendent Valuspeikiin expressed frustration at the impossibilities
and found most concerning the
inability to be able to accomplish it. So it set a lot of stress points up for people who,
again, were doing the best that they could and trying to be able to achieve the best for the
students. But you had a system [that] was put in place that just added the frustration as
well as the publicity about that you're failing. The media work on that as well as your
community, even though you're maybe able to make great gains even with the
subpopulations as identified.
Superintendent Valuespeikiin recognized the differences between accountability systems and
systems designed to promote student achievement. One system held organizations accountable
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for results. The other system promoted student growth. The superintendent called into question
the connotations that emerged from the reform movement which resulted in stress points:
I think it was an accountability system. Not necessarily a student achievement
system where again it was trying to hold the system accountable, but yet, then they turned
that around and tried to show it pursued growth. [I] do not believe that necessarily the
assessments that we used could be used in both ways. The message is that “you're not
making progress, you're not meeting student needs,” all the negative connotations that
come with it. . . . There’s a lot of comparison that always went on about what was
happening in the other district compared to your district. . . . Stay out of the paper on the
negative aspect, but you always have the positive things.
Superintendent Clickstipr also noted the detriment of district-to-district comparison and felt it
was a negative outgrowth of NBLC:
So you get these report cards comparing you to other school districts around your area. . .
. . Some of that has to do with socioeconomic and parent support and a lot of
dysfunction. I think it does have an effect and so they [students in the district] had more
challenges. . . . We’d just try to get day-to-day, kind of, “Let’s get through things and
rely on our teachers to provide good instruction.”
Superintendent Pushunthru voiced an additional concern for unnatural comparisons
between districts because it disrupted the community feelings toward the schools and among
communities.
It wasn't “supposed” to be a competition. Well, if it's not supposed to be a competition
then why are the schools in the areas and their grades put on the front page? . . . People,
that's all they'd see, they'd say, "Well, did we do better than [neighboring district]? Did
we do better than [different neighboring district]? Did we do better than___" I mean,
that's all people cared about, the public I'm saying. And it was a competition. I mean,
CDE can say what they want to, that's exactly what it was set up for.
Beyond the unnatural and heightened competitive tone, additional negative aspects of NCLB had
residuals on staff dispositions. Staff morale morphed around negative expectations of pressure.
In turn, staff pressured students then negatives reverberated to community and all felt the impact.
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Coming into a new district, Superintendent Pushunthru told of the first staff meeting the
superintendent held:
My first speech to the staff, I had two people come up to me and say, "So, when are you
going to rip us about the scores that were low to some people?" because [previous
superintendent] used to always do that, and that was his way of pushing them. And I
used to always tell people, "We know what tests we're giving in March and April. We
give it every year. Why put more emphasis on it now than then?" Because I think there,
for a while, some schools were putting way too much pressure on teachers, which when
the teachers felt the pressure, guess who else felt the pressure? The kids.
I think it goes back to the title. I mean, I think that whoever came up with that
title was a genius. I mean, really. When you look at it, “No Child Left Behind.” I
always thought about grandparents that really weren't that close to school anymore. And
they'd open up the paper and say, "New law enacted: NCLB (No Child Left Behind)." I
wouldn't blame them for their first reaction, to say, "You mean we aren't—we're leaving
children behind? Well, what are schools doing?" I think it was genius, but it kind of
harmed schools in a way.
Some superintendents found the disparagement to public education the most
disheartening aspect of the fallout from NCLB. Superintendent Weisman commented on the loss
of what is at the heart of teaching and learning and the damaging imposition of curriculum in the
Southdon School District:
I think, we’ve lost the love of learning and the love of teaching with all of this testing. I
think that is very sad.
“Teachers we don't trust that you are teaching what should have been taught.”
“You should teach this and here’s—(and the standards are great)—but, here's the
standards.” And, “Now we’re going to test you on that.” And it’s all clinical instead
of—just the art of teaching has been pushed way down. And it's like a rat on a wheel.
You’ve got to get this today and you’ve got to get this tomorrow. You’ve got to get this
the next day and there’s some good in that, but all that clinical—testing—high-stakes. As
the joy of learning and the joy of teaching has really been diminished by a clinical,
punitive model.
People see “Public Schools Stink.” And we’ve had a big growth in charter
schools and vouchers and that type of thing. Part of—because of the last 20 years of
public schools getting bashed so bad, so they set the bar so high, and it makes us look so
bad. And then the public schools get bashed in the media.
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Likewise, Superintendent Everrakid reflected on the damage NCLB did to perceptions of the
public education systems and listed the fallout of the burdensome aspects of reform.
[NCLB] affected all educators in ways it never really intended to do. [It had a] negative
connotation . . . saying educators had done a poor job. [With NCLB] there’s a lot of
work, a lot of reporting, and it just continues. [It] had a big impact on how people view
public education.
But the impact it had upon requirements for the districts—in a small district
everybody does do much. And, although we have fewer kids to educate, we wear so
many more hats. So we all take on different jobs besides our regular jobs. I think No
Child Left Behind really compounded that role for rural educators.
We went through some hard, hard times to where none of us felt really supported.
. . . No Child Left Behind had a huge impact on morale. . . . No Child Left Behind was
just overwhelming . . . really overwhelming at times.
I found myself in a position where I found myself caring more about meeting
these regulations and guidelines and everything than I—I lost the people . . . and these
were people who were my peers. . . . That was a tough time.
Superintendent Retarree cited NCLB as the starting point stirring up public
dissatisfaction of education. In the superintendent’s experience, NCLB started public discontent
and distrust of public education. NCLB spawned too much testing. According to Superintendent
Retarree, the federal law spurred on expanded political reach on the part of both parties. Both
Republicans and Democrats thought they were right and “doing what’s best.” Yet the law led to
national divisiveness. Superintendent Retarree grew disgruntled: “I’m bitter about what’s
happened to education and it’s not ‘for’ education. It’s ‘to’ education . . .” In the Pleasant Vale
School District and elsewhere, Retarree noted, “Teachers waste time teaching kids how to take
the test” beyond what was needed and at the expense of more important content.
Some participants called out the intent of the federal law as a means to discredit
educators, fueling additional fragmentation. Superintendent Hendsonlern coined a phrase
depicting the devaluing of classroom educators. When other superintendents looked for a
solution in ready-made curriculum, Superintendent Hendsonlern believed buying into mass
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produced curricula would “deteacherize” education. Reform brought about a lot of mistaken
suppositions of teachers as the problem. Superintendent Leavurwyl decried the NCLB negative
impacts on public education:
It was almost a witch hunt to prove teachers weren’t doing their jobs. And, granted, you
do have some teachers that maybe struggle and maybe aren’t fit for the positions. You
want to be able to do something with that. But teaching was still a pretty noble
profession, at that time. The accountability pieces that NCLB brought really changed
how the country viewed teachers. . . . It’s not thankless but, you know, they're not paid
the way sports athletes or politicians are paid. Yet the scrutiny in the public backlash
when the accountability pieces kicked in was just ridiculous.
The extent of frustration for Superintendent Weisman flared with perceptions of an
overall agenda behind the federal law, beginning with originators’ conceptualizations.
Superintendent Weisman depicted a reasonable scenario, distrusting the political intent possibly
behind the law at the outset:
And we’re going to send their kids to a charter, or voucher that was probably part of the
agenda from the get-go. So, yeah, right from the start. Just the way No Child Left
Behind was set up. And you just look at all the money and all the testing. Okay, so now
we have transparency and accountability. That’s hard to fight against accountability.
That sounds like a good thing. Yeah, everybody wants to be accountable. But, way, way
overboard on “accountability” or “transparency”—all these good words that we’ve used.
I'll be pretty pessimistic with a lot of this, this type of stuff.
Superintendents pushed through the negatives and frustrations and found ways to
negotiate the decade of reform. As time passed and confusion frequently resurfaced, the chief
executive officers of the school districts found strategies to circumnavigate the detrimental
aspects of NCLB and RTTT. Their responses fell into four categories: Civil Disobedience,
Jumping through the Hoops, Buffering, and Educating Under/Off the Radar. Superintendents
defied, complied, shielded, and/or revised systems according to ways reform fit—or didn’t fit—
the district. They took advantage of being inconsequential when necessary.
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As in the usual logistics of federal law dissemination, the Colorado Department of
Education (CDE) took the role of monitoring the state’s compliance with regulations and state
rules promulgated to follow mandates. In several cases, superintendents respected CDE officials
and noted the reform challenges at the state department of education as well. Some of the
regulatory grip shifted with CDE Commissioner turnover prior to NCLB and during the decade.
Many superintendents commented midway through NCLB, CDE took on a more supportive role
and tone than prior to and early in the NCLB decade. Pre- and early-NCLB stories of hard-fisted
state officials and monitoring abounded during interviews. Even with some easing of tone,
however, some superintendents still felt bullied by compliance expectations.
Civil Disobedience
Two superintendents used the term “civil disobedience” regarding some responses to the
requirements imposed by NCLB and RTTT. Defiantly, Superintendent Simjoinskul spoke of
dealing with NCLB regulatory demands:
I will continually say that I will not let the system wreck me. I will not let the system
break me. That's what we talked about [in] that board-superintendent agreement
[contractual agreement set in place at hiring]. Kids are number one priority. Every
decision we make is based on kids, so I'm going to follow the rules. I’m going to go
along, and I’m going to play nicely, but I’m going to be a little civil disobedient when the
time is there. Until I see the whites of the eyes or the red emails coming out, I'm not
going to get much of a charge out of it. It is stressful. . . . They need to leave us alone to
do our jobs is what I would say.
Superintendent Simjoinskul remembered a specific student who needed additional assistance.
The recollection and others provided examples of ways student needs and realities strengthened a
leader’s resolve to do what was best in spite of federal and state devised procedures and rules.
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Recalling the needs of one particular student, Superintendent Simjoinskul told of a compelling
moment:
Anytime we have a middle school kiddo that’s struggling, every middle school teacher,
that kid, and the parents are around this table, and we do that ten to twelve times a year,
bringing kids in. But we don't have file folders full of RTI documents and what level,
and what tier, and what intervention. Those are our interventions.
We take a real-life approach to it. So within all that, how’s No Child Left Behind
supposed to help us? Is handcuffing me that I can't have a veteran teacher that’s worked
with sixth grade for 30 years not teach an art class going to help me? Because you know
what their forcefulness did to our kids? And they did it because I told this guy, “I deem
you ‘highly qualified.’” He goes, “What are you talking about?” I said, “I'm tired.
[Teacher’s name], I'm tired of it. I went on the report, “Highly qualified.” And he goes,
“Well, what are you doing to do?” I said, “They can come and get me. Until I see the
whites of their eyes, I’m sick of this.”
Superintendent Goetznvolvd also spoke of civil disobedience and the irony of it in light
of a general preference for following rules. Superintendent Goetznvolvd typified an evolved
sense of disobedience after putting up with so many demands over time.
We’re a group of rule followers. (laugh) . . . Pretty much out here we did the bare
minimum. We continued to do what we did well and anything that we had to do to
comply, because we are rule followers. We filled out the paperwork, we did our best to
comply. . . . So, I don't know, it pretty much was one of those things that we all kind of
thought somebody else might be taking care of it, but if nobody bothered us, nobody took
care of it because we didn't want to. (laugh) It's our small civil disobedience.
And that sounds bad because . . . I truly believe you can't ask kids to follow the
rules if the adults don't follow rules, but there are just some things that are such road
blocks that we really have, each superintendent in their own way has chosen . . . to just do
what needs to be done and then later look at, oh yeah—we can make this fit by doing this,
or we just won't make it fit, what are they going to do to us?
So it does bother me. But not enough that I'm gonna change it. (laugh) . . . When
I can't, or I can't ask my people to do more, or if it doesn't make common sense. . . . It
does, a lot of times, just come down to what makes sense for our kids.
I think it's been somewhat of an evolution as I've felt more confident and kind of
gotten away from the, “Nope, it's a rule we've got to do it.”
I always want to make sure that I look into it enough and use the pieces that are
good and comply enough to be—I don't want to get us in trouble.
While not specifically using the term “civil disobedience,” Superintendent Retarree described
repeated refusals to do some required paperwork to be contained in a three-ring binder for
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inspection if a CDE official ever visited the district. Superintendent Retarree flexed
administrative muscle. The superintendent defied early CDE demands for accountability
information. Superintendent Retarree recollected the disposition taken toward early paperwork
demands:
“I’m not giving you a three-ring binder. You show up, and I’ll give you what you want. .
. . I’ll give it to them, and they can leave.” I told [CDE official], “It’s nothing against
you. It’s just this is a crazy system, and I’m not going to buy in to the whole thing.”
I care what is good for kids. If you care more about what your district looks like
than you care about kids, you might want to find a new job. . . . I really don’t care about
what I look like on paper.
An additional eight superintendents gave examples fitting a similar sense of rebellion or
resolve to do what was needed even if it was defiant. With the confusion and constant change in
answers from CDE or changes in processes, superintendents conditioned themselves to seek
answers and then throw their hands up and do what seemed to best fit compliance to the
advantage of their district. Superintendent Wippov described a confusing situation during the
decade of NCLB and dealing with the Consolidated Application details for Title programs
stretching the limits of compliance:
When Congress passes laws, when the state legislature passes laws, they have a certain
intent, but as the rules get developed it sometimes becomes something that you didn’t
realize that it was going to become.
I had a steep learning curve at first [when learning to do the Consolidated
Application] and then a continuous learning process as to how to best leverage the
dollars. How to do an annual application without getting in trouble . . . having to
continually revise it and such. It always felt like it was a moving target. Things would
change or be interpreted differently each year, and then at the tail end of course, it was a
feeling like we’re not even abiding by it in Colorado anymore, which led to our waiver.
When people talk about No Child Left Behind, you know, as superintendents we
piss and moan about all the frustrations you have when you go to the state department.
You ask one person, you get one answer. I mean [state department official] was
ultimately my person. I said to [state department official], “I got three different answers
from three different people. Give me a damn answer and give me it in writing so I know
what I’ve got to do.”
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Superintendent MacLongtim also dealt with Consolidated Application and compliance.
MacLongtim found room to wiggle on aspects within the legal parameters but stretched the
boundaries to the advantage of the students in the district:
And while I say that NCLB is prescriptive, I also learned in that process that there is
room for professional interpretation, so you read that line [in the Consolidated
Application] and it says, “You have to use this for instruction.” Okay! Well, then Gill
MacLongtim’s interpretation of what “instruction” is may be different than
Superintendent X down the road. And I would work really hard with my principals and
say, “Okay.” . . . They’re like, “I’ve heard you HAVE to use it this way!” “Wellll, let’s
not worry about what you’ve ‘heard.’ Let’s talk about, “Here’s the sentence. What do
you need in your building?”
“I think that falls into that definition.” Now I do some checking, you know, call
the Federal Programs person. Maybe call someone at CDE and say, “I want to use the
money this way. Does that meet this thing here?” Sometimes I get, “No.” Sometimes I
get, “Yes.” Sometimes I get, “Well, we haven’t had anybody ask that, in that way, but I
don’t know why not!” I push.
I think some of that’s just my personality. “Okay, we have to do this, but can we
interpret it in such a way that it really helps us?”
Superintendents eventually determined some of the demands simply were not going to be
entirely met and some aspects had little impact or no place in their organizations.
Superintendents deemed the good of the people and the system as more important than some
aspects of compliance. Superintendent Gideerman decided not everything required could be
completed: “I want to be . . . compliant with everything. But then it comes to a point that I think
you just have to say, ‘We’re doing all right, let’s just keep on doing what we’re doing,’ and then
I forget about it.”
In the face of the impossible expectations, Superintendent Gideerman opted to do what
he needed to and let CDE know NCLB goals were unachievable: “We just filled out the forms
and complained about how unachievable it was to get 100% of the kids at the level they wanted
over the time that they wanted.” Superintendents who did so risked being misaligned with the
state department of education. Superintendent Gideerman acknowledged discord, saying, “It’s
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been a good run here. My philosophy with the state of Colorado and the Colorado Department
of Education don’t mesh very well.”
Superintendent Hendsonlern described the approach taken when not everything could be
accomplished and when discerning reasonable compliance:
You pick the ones that are high yield: “These are the things I need to get done.” Other
ones, I’m like, “Well. I can’t get in too much trouble.” You know, “We’ll get done when
we get it done.”
I need to take some risks for our people. I need to push the envelope on really
thinking about how we do bring a healthy culture into a school.
I think we need to keep in our minds what we want kids to be able to do. . . . But
I mean, they can pass a hundred laws tomorrow. . . . Those type of things [problematic
laws] kind of derail some conversations. . . . Don’t just let things happen to you. You
don’t need to, you know. Yeah, you can work around laws—don’t break the law. But
you can figure out how to do what you need to do to be compliant without wrecking all
the good work people are doing. Yeah, you’ve got to be smart about that.
Superintendent Miller also saw benefit for the organization in taking risks and questioning
requirements. Toward the end of the superintendent’s position in Hillyard School District, staff
surveys indicated continued high support for the superintendent. Superintendent Miller reflected
on the leadership success indicated by staff in the midst of navigating NCLB: “Also, by that
time we were questioning some of the mandates. Teachers seemed to like to have their leader
question some of the mandates because they felt like they [superintendents] are doing that on
their behalf.”
Superintendent Clickstipr chose risk for what students needed over paperwork regulations
when it came to employing an educator with promise over a less capable one:
I mean, if we’re going to get dinged on a report next year because I don’t have her highly
qualified yet, so be it, because I know what she’s doing with kids, and I know that she’s
being effective, so I think that’s more important. And that’s where it gets a little
frustrating because you have these rules that dictate what you’re supposed to do, but then,
you just know that that person is the right person.
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During the decade, superintendents found themselves in the crosshairs of change. Over
time, they weighed the important parts of their organizations against the demands of NCLB.
Superintendent Evarrakid described defiance with NCLB and RTTT reform, especially after
expected funding fizzled. Inconsistencies created additional disregard for the integrity of RTTT:
We had to adopt certain standards in order to go after that money, so it was like they were
adopted and then we didn't get the money that we thought we were going to get. But we
still were stuck with the standards. And how do you go back—and I’m thinking strictly
math standards right now—and how do you go back to your teacher who is a phenomenal
math teacher. And he can pick the standards apart and tell you that these areas aren’t
preparing our kids for the ACT. They don't align. And so at which point do you say,
“Okay, we’re going to focus on the state standards to this level and, after that, we’re
going to do what is important to us for ACT and to make kids successful for college
prep?”
You can’t just stick to everything you're being told to do by the state. And I'm not
saying go against them, but I'm saying you have to be smart—I don’t know if it’s even
“smart.” You have to realize what makes the biggest impact on your kids. And those are
things you focus on. If they’re tied to some regulation and you can see a correlation,
great. If they're not, complete the regulation and dump even trying to attempt to tie them
together.
I think I’ve slowly been able to say, “This is what's important and how can I . . .”
So, now the relationship with them [staff], and giving them the tools, and assisting them,
and helping them, getting them focused on the things that really can make a difference.
They still see me as the person who has to meet all the regulations and, you know, state
testing is still here. So, sometimes I’m the deliverer of that. But I think they see me
more now as in a supporting role for them than they did during that time. . . . It was
survival. . . . But I think—yeah, they saw you more as the authoritarian that had to
dictate the regulation, rather than the person here that’s leading them, helping them.
Jumping through the Hoops
As time went on, compliance and confusion did not diminish. Required paperwork and
processes did not match realities in small, rural districts. Part of the scenario for superintendents
involved realizing much of the mandated demands meant simply meeting deadlines without
having any impact on the real work of educating students. Six of the 16 superintendents referred
to some of the NCLB and RTTT compliance responsibilities as “jumping through hoops” or “the
game” to be played. Superintendent Wippov acknowledged before the necessity of the reform
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took hold in the low-performing Middleton School District, meeting AYP was troublesome and
“left my organization in a situation where we had to jump through a lot more hoops to access the
federal program’s money and do our work.” Reform mandates meant little to them when
excuses for low student performance were pervasive.
Few superintendents saw relevance in the bulk of the requirements. Superintendent
Retarree noted the faultiness in the overall reform systems, saying, “If it’s a poor system, why
should we look at it and care?” Superintendent Clickstipr pointed out the problem with the
system and the way it evoked going through motions but did not make a difference in the
education of students:
I think that hurt us a little bit when they looked at it through the lens of data with that
accountability and the growth model. They weren’t growing as much as they should. . . .
Like I said, I played the political game or played the game. . . . Our district was
“Performance” so we were accredited . . . on “Improvement” as an elementary. . . .
I was able to change the game by taking our three schools and making them one
school. . . . I did that only because they talked about [changing tests and there was going
to be a five-year transition and stopping the clock]. . . . I did not want to take my chances
of getting stuck on “Improvement” and start dealing with that clock being stopped. I
didn’t have to do that, but I thought it was a gamble that I took because I wanted to make
sure.
Superintendent Clickstipr noted additional compliance absurdities. NCLB forced
superintendents to go through processes only for the sake of the processes. Absurdity heightened
when assessment opt outs became touted by a state leader. In the Northpine School District,
Superintendent Clickstipr made a big push for students to take testing seriously and as an
opportunity to do their best. However, statewide news picked up on statements made by a
political figure in Colorado who promoted students not taking the tests. The superintendent said,
“So they’re still holding us accountable and we still have to jump through those hoops. But one
of those leaders . . . is saying, ‘Opt out!’”
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Several superintendents remarked on jumping through hoops to complete the paperwork.
Superintendent Gideerman admitted, “But probably I’d say after the second year we would fill
out the paperwork, and basically, I think it was just putting stuff down that really didn’t mean
anything to me.” Superintendent Weisman acquiesced to compliance, acknowledging the scant
difference to the real work of education:
Okay, well, what are the rules? What's the game we’re going to play by? So for years
and years we’ve had all kinds of different things [that] are introduced. . . . Yeah, we do
way more testing and evaluations, and the DAC and some of those sorry jobs that
people—all the paperwork and punitive stuff we’ve got people doing. Yeah. Just
spending a lot of time on lots of stuff because of No Child Left Behind that doesn’t really
impact quality teaching and quality learning.
Superintendent Goetznvolvd talked about going through the motions in spite of the results of all
the bureaucracy: “But, we try. We try to do all the things and more than we're asked to do to get
the kids successful. The rest of it’s just hoops that we're jumping to keep the wrath of whoever
off of us.” Superintendent Goetznvolvd learned to be comfortable with getting compliance
requirements tackled just to comply rather than for any real benefit in most situations.
The big pieces we discuss. Some of this stuff I just kind of fly by the seat of my pants
and say, "I'll take that on, I'll do the paper." I just think it's like any typical legislation
that, “Here's what we need to do,” but to make sure everybody follows the rules, we add
this much bureaucratic “blah, blah, blah.”
Superintendent Everrakid also described the leadership feeling of completing useless
tasks, especially the lengthy improvement planning document:
It seemed like for a long time, we would just jump through the hoops to satisfy
regulations—that really—the application back to the classroom—there was a huge gap. . .
. You have to come up with this improvement plan that met all these guidelines and
regulations. . . . You couldn’t really take that document back to your teachers . . . it
wouldn’t make a difference to them because the requirements of that planning really
disconnected from what they needed to do better in the classroom.
You have to get it done, but it’s really not that important—Oh, it’s time
consuming. It’s time wasting . . . you just feel like you had to jump through the hoops to
continue to do what you wanted to do.
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Superintendent Leavurwyl felt the same about the improvement plan, saying, “UIP – quite
frankly not a living document. It’s something we do for compliance. . . . Nobody reads this.”
Superintendent Pushunthru also had strong feelings about the UIP and the residual sense of
compliance for compliance sake:
They [parents and community] could care less about the UIP. It was a piece of paper that
we were—or several pieces of paper—(chuckles) that we were being asked by the state to
play this game and that's the way I've always envisioned it. . . . It was a necessary evil.
(laughs) I mean, I hate to be so negative about that one piece of business. Oh, I can't
imagine that not everyone would say that because I think even CDE questions its
credibility.
Struggling to make sense of the unnecessary aspects of it, Superintendent Pushunthru
described additional ways NCLB became an exercise in futility as schools went through
compliance motions without having benefit for students.
You're just proving, especially in small schools that are scoring well, you're really just
proving to the—you're not proving to your own community. Your own community
knows you're a good school. You're proving to the state department and the feds
something that we've known at this community for a long, long time, that this school is
good. It's a good school. So that was frustrating that you had to prove that. . . . To me, it
was frustrating that we had to prove that because that was just more work of having to
jump through these hoops and play their game.
I know there's hoops to jump through, but . . . when I say “play games,” I think
that's part of that “proving” . . . what the town, and the community, and the parents, and
the teachers already knew about Sumplotte. They knew that it was a good school. They
knew it was a successful school, but now you're having to jump through hoops to prove
it.
Superintendents often struggled between doing what was important and doing what was required
for compliance. Superintendent Pushunthru depicted this sense of futility when responding to
whether NCLB made an impact on the superintendent as a leader:
I don't think that it had anything to do with it. I mean, in my own opinion, I don't think it
should have anything to do with your leadership style. Were there times when you
questioned what you were doing? . . . You know, you just have to sit back and say, "You
know what? Whether we like this or not . . ."
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Superintendent Pushunthru maintained a strong sense of leadership in spite of the futility of
compliance:
I would tell staff this all the time, "Whether we like CSAP, or this stuff, or this stuff . . .
Whether we like it or not, this is the game we're being asked to play, and we either play
the game, or we're not accredited." I mean, those are the bottom lines.
For some superintendents, the residuals of jumping through the hoops was the cost paid
to get on with the more important business of educating students. For some, going through the
motions meant exiting the profession. Superintendent Simjoinskul explained the scenario faced
by executive officers pitted superintendent against NCLB expectations in spite of the better
judgment of the professional:
A lot of my colleagues doing this role, getting hammered on the superintendent side—
trying to fill out the OCR [Office of Civil Rights] reports, liability reports—all the stuff
on that side. Then seeing what it does to staff at the elementary level—I mean it’s just—
you just take it all the time. And that’s where I don’t get riled up. I’m not going to worry
about it. I’m going to play the game. It’s all a bunch of hoops to me. If it benefits my
kiddos, I’ll do it.
I'll jump through whatever hoop I need to jump to. And I’m not going to get
wound up about it. I mean, it's no different than ESSA going out right now. . . . And,
I’m glad people are advocates and people do need to do that, but you’ve got to protect
your mental health at all costs, and you’ve got to protect your joy at all costs. So when it
rolled out, I said, “Yeah, here it comes.” “Well, Mr. Simjoinskul,” they said, “A hundred
percent of kids will be school ready, will be career ready.”
I said, “It ain’t going to happen. Whatever, dude! (laughs) It ain’t going to
happen!” And so I waited.
Buffering
Ultimately superintendents in many districts shielded their staff, school and communities
against the compliance struggles. In 11 cases, superintendents did their best to buffer others
from the problem areas of NCLB. Superintendent Menirolls, however, did the exact opposite.
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In the case of St. Ruthton School District, Superintendent Menirolls used the full force of the
reform to improve the lower performing district.
I don't think the staff was that concerned with No Child Left Behind. . . . The state was
doing so many things there and requiring CSAP and everything. It really wasn't called
“No Child Left Behind,” you know what I mean? But, that [NCLB requirements] filtered
down to the state, and the state had to do what they had to do.
You would not hear “No Child Left Behind.” What you would hear, “Well, the
State’s making us do all this stuff,” you know? “All this testing and CSAP and they're
rating us,” and all that.
And that's another thing. I wouldn't allow some people to be critical of that
because it's like, “Wait, you know, this is . . . We're going into the ‘state finals.’” And
you don't go into the state finals with the basketball team and start complaining about the
rules, you know? Those are the damn rules. You just take it, you know? None of this
whining about it. I mean, you accept it. You accept the rules. You accept CSAP. You
accept all—in fact, you embrace it and then you . . . do the best you can.
Superintendent Menirolls moved the district into high performance status by holding to high
standards of expectation and excellence forged from NCLB reform.
Superintendent Menirolls did not typify most of the superintendents in the study. Other
superintendents, especially those from successful districts, regarded NCLB and RTTT mandates
as intrusive. Those superintendents orchestrated reform demands and only imposed on the few
who had responsibility for the compliance requirements. Superintendent Retarree buffered staff
from unnecessary pressures:
Yeah, I mean the reality is, like I told you, I didn’t let it affect my life much. I tried to
have it affect everybody that worked here less. They don’t need to worry about that. I
mean, that stuff has nothing to do with kids (laughs).
Superintendent Clickstipr talked about ways to keep staff out of the confusion and avoiding the
fray, “if we could kind of insulate teachers from that kind of pressure.” Superintendent
Leavurwyl valued teachers and their roles in the district, refuting the implications of all the
assessments: “I’ll shoulder it because I think we’re more than that [test].” Superintendent
Leavurwyl did not want other staff to have to take time from students for NCLB issues: “To me,
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my job is to handle the federal and state issues and let the teachers do [their] job.” This also
extended to dealing with the UIP. Superintendent Leavurwyl told teachers, “I don’t want you to
worry about the report.”
Superintendents did not want staff to feel even more pressure than they already did and
set the tone for ways to regard the national and state reform pressures. Superintendent
Gideerman noted buffering staff:
[With NCLB] there’s pressure on teachers, too, to perform, and I probably did buffer that.
That wasn’t a high priority in our district, at this time. We just concentrated on what
we’re supposed to be doing here, and that’s educating the kids the best way that we
could. And No Child Behind had, had pretty much a zero influence on our district.
You know when we would talk about it at staff meetings, [we’d] just [discuss]
general information. I would even have an abbreviation test one day. You know all the
abbreviations, and I don’t think probably half of them knew what NCLB even meant, but
it was really never a factor here in our district, even with the staff.
They kind of know what’s important to me and what’s not important, so if I bring
it up and keep dwelling on it at staff meetings, or, memos, or newsletters, then it’s
probably important. But like I said, No Child Left Behind wasn’t that important, so it
was just general information. . . . So, I just kind of let it unfold and then . . . once they’ve
got it figured out, then we’ll know what the playing rules are, and then we’ll adapt to that.
Superintendent MacLongtim also shielded others from excess responsibilities associated
with NCLB reform. In very deliberate ways, the senior leader shouldered responsibilities and
honored a district culture keeping principals close to their learning centers:
You learn about delegating, okay? “I’m going to let you learn about this, and I’ve got to
be involved,” that kind of stuff. At least with No Child Left Behind, there really wasn’t
anybody to hand it off to unless I was going to hand it off to my principals, and that
didn’t seem right either because they’ve got enough to do, you know.
Not just with NCLB, but I’ve always had the approach, I’ve felt like part of my
role as superintendent was, “I will go to the state meeting, or the CDE meeting, or the
Federal Programs meeting, or whatever ‘that’ is and figure ‘that’ out, whatever we have
to do in the bureaucratic sense.” Then I would come back and filter it for my principals
because this district has always had a culture that principals do their very best to stay
close to the building.
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By shouldering the burdens and shielding staff from unnecessary reform infringement on focus,
superintendents still sought needed input and did not negate the importance of keeping staff in
the loop of change. Superintendent MacLongtim clarified the distinctions:
Yes! I would employ their help. Like if I was headed to something, and it was a pretty
practical application type thing, and it was for elementary school, then I was for sure
going to take my elementary principal. At that time my elementary principal was
probably my strongest instructional leader. You know, but if it was how to go fill out the
report and check the boxes to [complete] the report at the end of year, I’m going to that.
I’m not making anybody else go to that.
Interactions with state department officials and processes they promoted sometimes
played havoc with staff morale. Superintendents made concerted efforts to protect the positive
and successful learning environments and cultures of the schools and district. Superintendent
MacLongtim recalled two specific situations leading to a buffering type of response:
I remember he [CDE official] wanted to come back, and I said, “There’s really not any
reason—any reason—for you to come back.” And he goes, “Why?” And I said,
“Because you just insulted my principals. They don’t think you have any credibility so
there’s not really . . . ” He said, “We want to work with you!" I said, “I don’t think they
want to work with you.” So again that’s kind of me and the protecting part.
The second equally vivid recollection for Superintendent MacLongtim involved training toward
a new approach to addressing Title I school configurations:
I remember a No Child Left Behind kind of the thing that came in was schoolwide Title I.
So I took a group of people and we went. The first time it was rolled out, I can tell you
which hotel in Denver we went to. And we went there. And we left part way through the
day because I had several of my top-notch [teacher leaders]—and the way they [CDE
presenters] rolled it out—they said, “This will never work for us.” I said, “Okay!” We got
in the Suburban and came home.
A few years later, one of our federal programs [staff] from BOCES said, “Have
you thought about schoolwide?” I said, “Well, we went to the thing the way they
[presented] . . .” And they said, “Well they’ve kind of changed the way they’re talking
about that. Let me come.” So they came. The person that was now the Director of
Student Achievement, she had done it in her previous district. We rolled it out and one of
the teachers said, “Oh, we can do that. That can be very beneficial for us.” Then we did
it.
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During the reform decade, many educators feared the potential for extreme punitive
measures as consequences of inadequate performance. As a result, superintendents sought to
shift and buffer their organizations away from fear to garner productivity. Superintendent
Hendsonlern remained logical throughout the reform movement, calmed staff, and shielded the
district.
I’m like, “Okay, nobody in their right mind is going to come take over a school because
there’s no capacity for that. We need to figure out how to do the right thing by you, by
the kids. And it’ll be okay.” And I think that settled down. The previous superintendent
was very much a, you know, “The state says this. You better do this because if you don’t
do this evil, bad things are going to happen.” So people just generally worry and fear of
everything. I’m like, “Okay. That’s crazy. We don’t need to have that.” But, no, I don’t
know that since I’ve been here there’s been any real scare about NCLB. Probably
because I downplay it so much. It’s not top on my radar, you know.
But I also don’t get my district too wound up about them [unfunded mandates]. I
know a lot of superintendents who run around like chickens, you know, with their heads
cut off. It’s like, you know, “This horrible thing’s going to happen with the legislature
and it’s going to do this to our district.” Well, only if you let it happen to your district
will that happen. I mean, be smarter about insulation and how you protect people and
what you can do, you know.
I think initially again because of their previous experience with the former
superintendent, there were people fearful. But after a year or so of, “Hey, let’s not worry
about that. Let’s just get good instruction going.” It really, I don’t even think people
were aware that NCLB was still going on here. . . . No, I’m definitely an insulation and a
buffer for some things.
Superintendent Hendsonlern’s approach extended to the broader context of the school district
even in interactions with parents.
But when parents asked me, you know, “What do you use that data for?” Well, really
nothing. I don’t have any longitudinal data. The kids are gone, and it really doesn’t
mean a lot. Yeah, the test isn’t bad. It measures the standards, that’s okay. (laughs) I
think generally my board’s like, “Okay, We’re good.” And our staff is, because they
don’t feel like they’re getting beat up. We use NWEA data for teacher evaluations, so I
don’t use state assessment data for that, which you can. It’s like, “Okay.” I don’t really
get worked up—I’m not a frantic person, anyway. I think if you’re frantic person, this
job would kill you and your staff. Because people would be just as frantic as you are.
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Overall Superintendent Hendsonlern noted the staff and community responded well to the
stability the senior leader brought to the district. When asked how others saw the
superintendent’s role during NCLB, Superintendent Hendsonlern remarked,
I think a calming effect. I think generally people here feel like I’m somebody they can
trust, they can talk to. When I say my door is open, it is open, all the time. I think they
feel like there’s a sense of consistency. I mean, being here nine years has certainly
provided that for people. I value their work, and I think they know that. I mean, we’ve
worked to get them—anytime we have five extra cents in the kitty, we figure out a way to
help people’s livelihood and make their lives better. I’m about them, about our kids. I
think they feel that.
Participants in the study resolved complexities with reform demands by not bothering the
teachers and in turn strategically taking care of students. By the end of the decade,
superintendents emphatically promoted the mission to educate “all” children and not leave any
behind, but the sentiment translated locally rather than parading as federal and state mandated
practices. Most superintendents shouldered the mandated burdens and ended up minimizing
NCLB as a residual effect from the reform pressures. Superintendent Everrakid noted the
changed approach taken in the Southdon School District as reform came full circle:
The whole approach has changed somewhat, with the requirements that were brought on,
you know, by the state and the feds, both. At one point it was, you know, these are things
we have to do, you know. I do find myself, now, not bothering the teachers, the staff,
with some of those things. But rather focus—trying to refocus them on the things that we
know will make a difference. And hopefully, if we continue to do that and get better,
these other things take care themselves.
But it's not a one package fits all, even within a small school district. . . . And No
Child Left Behind, I think, really tried to deliver a one package fits all mentality. That
everyone, if you get this stuff, you know, this would make everyone successful, and it
didn't, in my opinion. Better, if you want to really make a difference in No Child Left
Behind, get your teachers to [also] focus on seeking out kids who are not your all-stars or
not your lowest. But those kids that are just—just on their own—just—they’re not your
all-stars. They’re not the kids that really struggle. You know, find a way to get your
teachers to seek those out, to build relationships with those kids, and in turn that engages
them. They find out somebody cares and engages them back in their education and it
makes a difference. That's “no child left behind,” in my opinion. Those are the things
that make a difference.
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Superintendent Everrakid emphasized the way NCLB strengthened leadership resolve to elevate
the importance of teachers and their work in the classroom. In the meantime, the superintendent
determined all the more to shoulder the burdens of change so teachers did not have to:
Well, I want to, you know—I’ll take care of any new regulations and things that it
has to do. Me and the people that have that role will do that. We’ll keep that away from
our teachers as much as we can and let them do their jobs and find ways to help them do
that.
Superintendent Weisman also took the high road, promoted a sense of safety for students and
staff to do their best, and saw good results:
As an administrator, try to relieve the stress of those people that are under the
microscope. . . . Like we said earlier, “Boy, we do a good job teaching from the first day
of the school year to the last day of the school year. And, you don't have to worry about
the test if our kids just do the best they can.” If they do the best they can, and they’re
“Partially Proficient” or they’re “Unsatisfactory,” “Oh, well. Good job. Thanks for doing
the best you can.”
In Superintendent Goetznvolvd’s experience, the job of superintendent included fighting
the battles of bureaucracy without unnecessarily bothering staff. The superintendent guided
compliance and also allowed slack where possible: “The things that I fight against most are the
bureaucracy things that I feel are a very necessary part of my job now. I feel like I'm kind of
shielding my district from the onslaught.” When compliance was necessary, Superintendent
Goetznvolvd acknowledged staff frustration and balanced resolve with leniency:
They could say, "I don't know why we have to do this, it isn't making sense." And I
could say, "Well, here's the piece you absolutely have to have, and we have to do this."
And then kind of give them permission to slide.
The superintendent illustrated the concern superintendents had for staff productivity and at the
same time identified the burden the reform added to executive officers for shouldering the load.
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Superintendent Goetznvolvd noted parceling out NCLB administratively worked in the district
so most staff and the school board did not have to be encumbered by reform pressures:
I would guess you could walk down the hall and ask most of my teachers what NCLB
means and they'll know the words, but they don't [know lots of specifics]. We've kind
of—the administrative team and [superintendent]—we talk to the board about it. We do
what we have to do, and we've taken teachers through the parts that we feel might be
beneficial for them, but we pretty much shield them and let them teach as much as we
can.
A lot of it I still think back to my teaching days [and] what helped me coming
from above, whether it's the superintendent or BOCES or a state (laugh) government. I
try to pass that stuff on, and then we just try to pretty much keep the rest away from them
that they don't need to be concerned about.
In the Sumplotte School District, Superintendent Pushunthru reacted in an identical
manner to what many of the other superintendents indicated:
In Sumplotte, the principal and I would do it [the UIP], because really, we tried to set up
teams that wanted to do it and you could see the lack of interest. And I'm like, "I am not
going to have people coming to these meetings." So we would get it done. We would
send out a draft and say, "Anything that you think we left out, or anything you'd like to
see us add or take away? Please come talk to us and explain why you want that either
added, or why you would rather not see that in there." And [other principal] and I . . .
Neither one of [us] ever—I can't remember anyone ever coming and asking.
I guess that's part of the other thing. I tried not to let NCLB run us. . . . I was
trying to be a buffer for them because they're hired to teach, not to worry about all the
bureaucratic things that are going on.
Where I would get the information, I had to really be picky and choosy about
what I would share with staff. Why upset someone by, you know, one more thing that we
may have to do? . . . Because, you know, there for a while, it was, like, the state was
changing this and changing that.
Superintendents for the most part, reached a point where mandated policies and
representing all the changes and expectations became moot. Superintendent Simjoinskul
rebuffed the demands for updated, tentative policies and refused to bother staff: “They created
all these lovely policies. My position? I’m going to borrow one, when they decide that's what
they want. I'm not wasting my people's time in that.” Instead of retooling to the nuances of
mandated and often-changing reform, district leaders went with gut feelings of what students and
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staff needed. Superintendent Simjoinskul alluded to residual feelings from the decade of NCLB
and RTTT and gave an example of throwing hands up and foregoing the typical school start-up
routines about student achievement. Instead, Superintendent Simjoinskul emphatically focused
teachers on kids:
I’m the meanest son of a gun. But through that time, one of the positive preventatives
from that mental first health class [taken in college]—I always presented this great big inservice day, and I had my PowerPoint, “Blah, blah, blah.” And, this year, I just said,
“Heck with it.” I left the computer in here [office]. I said, “This is what it boils down to,
people. You have a hundred and 40—150—148 days. You have 148 days that these kids
are going to come before you. And you’re their only chance in hell, and it's up to you!
For a hundred and 48 days, don't worry about TV. Don't worry about all the crap. Don’t
worry about the people coming in and hammering us. That's what I get paid for. So, no
matter what happens, you're not going to change that. 148 days you’re going to have
these kids in front of you. And we’re their ticket out of here, and that’s what you need to
worry about. You don't need to worry about what is going to happen.
Under the Radar
The residual impacts of a decade of reform also promoted a form of district camouflage
for small, out-of-the-way districts. Superintendents found relief from being under the radar.
Leading small, rural districts, participants noted the safety in being far removed from larger
populations and being less significant as compared to the big districts. Six of the 16 participants
referred to the benefit of being remote or taking advantage of size. Superintendent Hendsonlern
argued with a state official and did not support CDE plans aimed at reforming local education.
The official acknowledged to the superintendent the district was “a long ways from Denver” and
could probably get by with noncompliance. According to Superintendent Hendsonlern, the
comment was “implying that nobody’s going to come check really. And I know that there’s no
police running around checking what you’re doing in your schools necessarily, unless you’re
really bad.”
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Superintendents recognized the relative freedom from some pressures due to the isolation
of small, rural districts. Superintendent Retarree used the under-the-radar-approach to calm fears
among staff:
Who’s going to look at it [assessment data] other than you? . . . I think the biggest thing
for me was trying to put everybody’s mind at ease and just saying, “This isn’t that big of
a deal. If we work with kids, do the best we can, they’re not going to come in and take
over our school.”
Superintendent Clickstipr realized the cushion remoteness held for accomplishing hiring and
providing programs within the broader allowances of HQT.
There is a sense of being able to—because you’re in a rural area—being able to be a little
more flexible in, you know, the rule. Because I don’t think they’re going to come right
down on you [for an ongoing initial license issue]. Because being in a rural area, they
kind of allow that to happen.
Superintendent Leavurwyl confronted the pressures with a similar realization:
Being at Cherrywood, quite honestly, we dodged a lot of that because we’re so small.
When your “n” size didn’t put you in those places where you weren’t going to be in
newspapers, most people didn’t care. . . .
And so, for me personally, you know, I never really worried, you know, “Is the
state going to come in and close us down?” Number one, nobody there wants to come
here, and we’re far enough off the radar, there’s not a whole lot they can do.
In a similar way, Superintendent Weisman used staying above the AYP bar as a
leadership strategy and safety net with staff. Knowing they could stay off the radar kept the
district from having to deal with added accountability pressures:
Okay, we’ve got to “stay above the bar” and they’ll worry about lower schools. And, we
just “stay above the bar” and not have to get put on—whatever it was called—probation.
Or, all of that. And, they’ll—they’ll get bogged down and worry about all those other
people. And just “stay above the bar,” so we don't have to do all this remedial extra
work. We stayed above the bar and so, “Teachers, you just do a good job teaching. All
year long, you do good job teaching. Don't worry about the test. The kids will do just
fine.” And, for our little school, that was fine.
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Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
Residuals from a decade of No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top affected how
participants viewed the newest federal education law, Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).
Eleven of the 16 participants referred to the new law. Most of them took a “wait and see”
attitude. Lessons learned from NCLB guided the superintendents. Many voiced similarities of
potential uncertainty, confusion, and the idea they should learn but not jump on the bandwagon.
Superintendent Hanson said, “Take a breath and do what’s asked and it’ll all be okay,” but
“don’t get too ‘whigged out’ about anything.” Superintendent Gideerman noted how ESSA was
like NCLB because CDE seemed to be once again “kind of building the plane as we go.”
Gideerman cautioned, “Don’t jump in too quick,” and “don’t jump on the bandwagon right
away!” Amused at the next round of state committees starting up, Superintendent Hendsonlern
chose not to get involved in the current work and predicted in the current political climate, “the
rules are going to get nixed.” Superintendent Clickstipr also referred to the politics and had a
“wait to see what comes down from the feds” approach. Superintendents expected to determine
what aspects of the new law would fit rural districts. Superintendent Goetznvolvd described
expectations the new law might not be for rurals, “but mostly I'm doing the same thing, I'm
waiting for somebody to just actually tell me what does this mean for me.” Once the law and
regulations gained clarity, Superintendent Goetznvolvd expected to take all into consideration,
“And then I'm going to sort through it and decide what I need to do and what I don't need to do
because it doesn't look to me like it's tailored to rural schools.”
For some superintendents, ESSA brought an emotional reaction, especially with the new
unknowns potentially coming from the law. Superintendent Everrakid said,
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I’m a little worried about what that might bring, just after going through No Child Left
Behind. How will this impact us now? And how—I will approach it—as long as I stay
here, I will approach it differently. I guarantee you.
We’re in that transition period and, you know, that mixes a few emotions back up.
What will that bring? And how will that affect us?
Superintendent Simjoinskul also met the new law with some wariness, saying,
I guess as I shut the chapter on No Child Left Behind, it's really no different moving
forward. Because the feds still have their hooks in us at the level that now CDE has
third-party people trying to cover the reports and the assessments.
It’s just like ESSA coming out now. It’s just like all the wellness policies coming
out and all the crap that comes out. I don't jump on the band wagon. I wait. I wait. It's
frustrating to people because everybody goes to these workshops. “This is coming.
You’ve got to get ready.” “This is coming. What’re you going to do?” “What are you
going to do?” I sit back and to be honest, I just say, “I’m going to wait until they get
their ducks in a row.”
So it’s on my radar. ESSA is on my radar, to know that just pieces of it—
But I no longer go to [regional superintendent’s meetings]. And I no longer go to a lot of
different places, which is sad.
I guess, what I would say is No Child Left Behind's not a monumental time to me.
Because prior to that it was some other crap. It all just flows together. It’s like ESSA.
It’s no different. Now we’re going to go to a new horizon, and I’m not approaching it
any differently. And I know we’re going to ride that horse until it doesn't work, and then
we’re going to go to the next one.
Two superintendents took a more positive approach to the new federal law.
Superintendent Menirolls took it in stride, saying, “I don't know how ESSA's going to work out,
but if you take out— I think it'll be okay. You can't take out all the standardization, otherwise
people will do whatever they want out there!” Superintendent Pushunthru took a “wait and see”
approach:
Kind of like the new ESSA rules right now, they're being implemented before it's actually
implemented.
The main thing I'd say is don't be in a dang hurry because, right now, I'm
questioning all the—I see both sides of it, but I'm kind of questioning why we're still
putting this hub committee through all this, and putting all this time in on ESSA when,
who knows if in another six months this isn't gone? So we have all these rules put into
ESSA and it's—then it's gone. So then we've wasted a lot of people's valuable time
putting these rules together.
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Superintendent Pushunthru validated the wait-and-see approach by probing state department
officials to verify hunches that ESSA change was still in flux while remaining confident
resources would be available to assist in implementation:
I asked CDE the other day, the representative at the meeting, "Are other states going
ahead and going through this?" And they said, "No, not all of them."
I think that's the thing that I would tell any novice superintendent is “Don't be in
too big of a hurry.” You know, when they do finally come down with the rules, it's
always good to get state department people to come out to your school. Or out to your
BOCES, because they will. They'll come out, and they'll walk everyone through it, and
it's not— You don't have to reinvent the wheel. A lot of the rules that ESSA [will] have
are going to be similar to No Child Left Behind. Just like No Child Left Behind, some of
the rules were similar to what was done before that.
Summary
In many ways, NCLB and RTTT created results and residuals in organizations so leaders
had to adapt and find ways to bring rationality back to their districts. Some superintendents
experienced positive results and moved their districts to increased student acheivement. Many
other superintendents, however, survived the era by choosing to rebel, jump through the hoops,
and complete necessary and required aspects but forego other nonessential aspects. They
shielded staff and their community and hoped to stay under the radar by not bringing state
department attention to the district. Overall, superintendents looked at the new federal law with
caution and something a potential concern.
A third way to examine small, rural school superintendents’ experiences during a decade
of reform is to look through a lens of organizational theory. In chapter nine, Fullan and Quinn’s
(2016) Coherence Framework explains leadership actions to build greater coherence in the midst
of all the changes. I adopted Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) Coherence Framework because it
described the coherence-making work of effective leaders who succeeded at moving their
organizations toward a desired state of improvement. The Coherence Framework identified
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effective leaders as those possessing certain characteristics. Effective leaders “participate as
learners . . . balance and integrate push and pull strategies . . ., [and] build vertical and horizontal
capacity and integration” (p. 29). The framework helps interpret the data pertaining to “results
and residuals” of NCLB, including how superintendents worked with others to raise student
achievement and its lasting effects.
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CHAPTER NINE: ANALYSIS ̶ RESULTS AND RESIDUALS
In this chapter, I analyze superintendent responses using Fullan and Quinn’s (2016)
theory of leaders as coherence makers. I examine data conveying superintendent experience
dealing with the results and residuals of NCLB and RTTT. First, I briefly summarize the
Coherence Framework. Next, I analyze ways superintendents built coherence to get positive
results in improved districts. Then I use Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) theory to explain how
superintendents maintained coherence in spite of NCLB residuals and negative impact.
Results and residuals emerged from No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top reform.
For most leaders, a new reality manifested. For some, reform catalyzed much-needed change in
improved districts. In many situations, professionals who were wired for excellence had to find
ways to be satisfied surviving reform onslaught and performing a charade of compliance. In
most cases, superintendents determined ways to keep organizational focus on track. Situations
generated leading and thriving in spite of chaos. During the reform decade, superintendents led
organizations on an unmarked path of transition from a long-standing, traditional education
system. They ventured through undefined regions of mandated reform. Finally, they led
districts to an out-of-focus future rife with continuous changes and potential instability. Some
led improved districts to greater stability. Some gained even stronger confidence in already
effective practices. In all the cases, leaders found ways to keep districts coherent through
unprecedented change.
Coherence Making
Fullan and Quinn (2016) developed a Coherence Framework to explain leadership of
organizational change out of chaos. According to Fullan and Quinn, leaders serve at the center
of the various action components of system change. Change leaders put key components of
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reform into action as coherence makers within their organizations. These included components
of “focusing direction, cultivating collaborative cultures, deepening learning, and securing
accountability” (p. 3).
The Coherence Framework followed Fullan’s earlier work of chaos theory and
identifying the wrong drivers during organizational change processes: “The wrong drivers were
external accountability, individualism, technology, and ad hoc policies” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016,
p. ix). Fullan and Quinn (2016) determined the “right drivers were capacity building with a
focus on results, collaboration, pedagogy, and systemness” (p. ix). In order to achieve and
maintain organizational coherence during change, successful leaders put the right drivers into
action.
Coherence and Positive NCLB Results
Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) theory fits my study because superintendent actions within
systems diminished fragmentation and gained cohesiveness. Particularly in the cases of the
superintendents who led their districts to significantly higher performance, superintendents used
action elements to harness the change needed to move their organization out of persistently low
performance. Action elements for focusing direction included being “purpose driven, [devising]
goals that impact, [insuring] clarity of strategy, and change leadership” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016,
p. 17). Superintendents leading districts out of poor performance told of coming to a distinct
realization change was truly possible. More importantly, they said, it was the right thing to do
for the students in their districts. Superintendent Hendsolern unified efforts and decreased
fragmentation by clarifying strategies toward an innovative education approach.
Superintendents focused their organizations on the purpose of the needed changes. They
defined their improvement goals through a customized UIP as a document of clarified strategies.
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Fullan and Quinn (2016) delineated characteristics of leaders who succeed at moving their
organizations toward the desired state of improvement:




Best leaders use the new change dynamic to move their organizations forward and
“participate as learners.”
They balance and integrate push and pull strategies.
They build vertical and horizontal capacity and integration. (p. 29)

Both Superintendent Wippov and Superintendent Menirolls identified times when their own
sense of purpose and focus crystallized. Superintenent Wippov acknowledged change “had to
start with me learning more.” The acknowlegement followed the shake up coming from finally
realizing moral responsibility rested with the leader first and foremost. Superintendents who
moved their districts out of failure pushed and pulled within the change processes, focusing
efforts. They utilized CADI visits, tailored feedback in meaningful ways, and targeted
improvement goals. Participants built capacity within their organization. Superintendent
Menirolls accepted no excuses and set a high goal focused on becoming a “District of
Distinction.” Superintendent Menirolls supported, prodded, and continued standing shoulder to
shoulder with staff at various times throughout the improvement processes.
Participants who spoke of moving their districts off of low performance recollected
meaningful turning points. They determined actions to engage the whole learning community
toward better results. In essence, they challenged themselves and their leadership teams along
the lines of focusing questions Fullan and Quinn (2016) identified to shape the organization.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is my moral imperative?
What actions do I take to realize this moral imperative?
How do I help others clarify their moral imperative?
Am I making progress in realizing my moral purpose with students? (p. 19)

Superintendents sought to solidify the focus along with honing the culture.
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Fullan and Quinn (2016) found coherence in change resulted from leaders creating a
collaborative culture. This finding explains data in my study. For example, leaders built
coherence in their organization by establishing a culture of growth. They modeled being a
learner. Superintendents fostered learning. They built the capacity of the organization and made
collaborative work the norm. Both Superintendent Miller and Superintendent Hendsonlern
focused staff and school boards on needs and success of students. In the case of Hillyard School
District, Superintendent Miller and all segments of the district “embraced” and “felt like we were
really championing the cause” of student success. Leader and staff framed the organizational
goals around a culture of growth in the district. They learned together what was needed to
empower students to succeed. Finally, they worked together to make it happen. Superintendent
Hendsonlern used innovation to change the system to engage learners. Superintendent
Hendsonlern knew “inside of this system we have the capacity to do whatever we want to do.”
The system developed into one with a culture of empowerment and engaged learning.
Coherence, according to the framework devised by Fullan and Quinn (2016) depended on
deepened learning, system-wide. Deepened learning meant clear learning goals for both students
and adults. Deepened learning meant to “engender a new partnership for learning in our schools
and classrooms that is built on precision in the new pedagogies” (p. 79). Deepened learning
went hand in hand with technology accelerating learning for students and adults. Finally,
deepened learning meant an additional dimension of capacity building. In the dimension,
educator practices shifted to sustainable and ongoing habits. Those habits made a difference in
student learning and built authentic success with partnerships mattering to all stakeholders. For
example, Superintendent Hanson focused the Cranston River School District on literacy at the
secondary level along with meeting students’ social-emotional concerns. Superintendent Hanson
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explained, “We knew there were a lot of other things we needed to do as a district and really
create a lot of partnerships in the community with those in the community that would help us do
that.” As a result, both achievement and graduation rates increased in the district.
Superintendent Miller deepened the learning in the Hillyard district through shared, supportive
leadership and elevating teachers as leaders: “We need to get them [involved] in making these
big decisions. . . . We dug into it. . . . We’ll get them the professional development they need.”
The final aspect of coherence during change depended on “securing accountability”
through “collective accountability” (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, p. 109). Accountability in successful
change involved both internal and external accountability. External accountability dominated
reform during NCLB to the extent it damaged many systems and repulsed most educators.
Healthy accountability included appropriate external accountability counterbalanced by
responsible internal accountability. Fullan and Quinn (2016) argued accountability is not limited
to test scores:
Simply stated, accountability is taking responsibility for one’s actions. . . . Constantly
improving and refining instructional practice so that students can engage in deep learning
tasks is the single most important responsibility of the teaching profession and
educational systems as a whole. (p. 110)
Superintendent Hendsonlern kept a healthy sense of accountability to students as the focus of the
Goodranch School District, saying, “I have always been under the impression that my first
accountability is to the kids we serve. My last is to the state and the federal government.” Both
Superintendent Hendsonlern and Superintendent Goetzenvolvd built shared accountability
among students, parents, and school through the Individual Career and Academic Plan (ICAP).
The two superintendents counterbalanced externally mandated accountability. They turned the
ICAP into a useful tool from an otherwise cumbersome process. In these cases, superintendents
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generated coherence amidst the potential chaos of mandated change. Their work toward
coherence led to improved student performance.
Coherence and Residuals of NCLB
The preceding examples demonstrate positive results from NCLB and the benefit of
coherence-making as district executive officers sought ways to improve circumstances for
students and staff. Initially, coherence-making during NCLB eluded most district executive
leaders. Even in the end, NCLB did not impact most small, rural districts in the study in ways
the federal law purportedly meant to do. According to participants’ stories, most often NCLB
gave superintendents little solid ground from which to promote coherence around reform.
Coherence-making for superintendents eventually concentrated against reform repercussions.
Fullan and Quinn (2016) noted, “In challenging situations, people are motivated primarily by
intrinsic factors: having a sense of purpose, solving difficult problem, and working with peers on
issues that are of critical importance to the group” (p. 4).
Unfortunately, much of the NCLB and RTTT reform movement did not promote
coherence in districts. The chaos from mandated reforms and disruption to systems outweighed
positives for most superintendents in the study. Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) Coherence
Framework provided insight as far as the negative impacts and residuals of NCLB. The wrong
drivers plagued reform efforts. Superintendents talked about the frustrations of trying to
implement an incoherent system of reforms and defective requirements. They depicted muddle
upon muddle and found themselves in the middle. Leaders’ vocabulary changed with the lingo
of reform. Mandates tested professional ethics. In Superintendent Hanson’s case, it was Race to
the Top award money tempting inclinations but provoking turmoil if obtained. In other
situations, superintendents dealt with several changes in testing negating all previous test
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preparation work and causing incoherence. Participants in the study faced multiple change
aspects seeming disjointed and defective.
When trying to foster direction, Superintendent Miller was not able to move the Benson
School District. A school board member sidelined the shift toward an innovative response. The
innovation would have improved the learning conditions of their low-performing students. The
circumstances eventually led to the superintendent’s departure. Fostering direction challenged
long-held community sentiment about which kids could succeed. The sidelining of the
innovation hinged on collective moral disregard for truly believing subpopulation students could
do better. Superintendent Miller thought out loud about the situation and felt in spite of the
“good people” to work with in the district and community and in spite of other successes, it came
down to beliefs about children. Superintendent Miller surmised,
I think some of the problems that we ran into in Benson was not understanding how big
of a shift that was in thinking for staff members and community members. That not
everybody was on board with the law that said, “Everyone should learn.”
In the case of the Benson district, Superintendent Miller could not bring coherence when others
resisted direction and a collaborative culture was elusive. Ironically, NCLB disrupted and
fragmented public education purpose. It created difficult problems. NCLB reform isolated
people in the midst of discrete work polarizing the education community. Coherence theory
helped illuminate why No Child Left Behind morphed into “Most Districts Left Behind.”
For many superintendents, the decade of change meant functioning with the incongruity
of having to do what was meaningless or pejorative in a profession previously considered
purposeful and honorable. Superintendents tried to support and follow through with required
processes. Responsibilities increased, but superintendents found asking subordinates to waste
time on useless tasks further eroded coherence in the system. Executive leaders took on more of
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the burdens. They wore more hats. Superintendents recalled they “jumped through hoops.”
They shouldered the imposed meaningless of the NCLB work rather than dilute the focus of the
direction for other educators in the system.
In districts performing adequately or above, superintendents implemented coherence
drivers in ways fortifying successful practices. Most of those practices predated NCLB,
however. To achieve coherence in spite of NCLB confusion, superintendents found ways to
accentuate the positives rather than hammer on the negatives of student achievement.
Superintendents bolstered staff against harmful components of NCLB and media hype. Out of
the chaos, external accountability generated unnatural academic competition. Instead, of
“deteacherizing” as Superintendent Hendsonlern cautioned, participants encouraged teachers.
Superintendent Weisman chose to “praise, praise, praise” staff and students for authentic hard
work, effort, and diligence rather than criticize for not meeting student needs.
Superintendents reassured staff the good things already being done were more important
than the fears and pressures of testing. Superintendents would do the heavy lifting of
compliance. The superintendent’s job was to do the heavy lifting and deflect pressures away
from others so instruction remained the focus. Several participants unified staff culture around
doing their best and in turn encouraging students to do their best. Those superintendents fostered
a collaborative sense of what would make the difference. Fullan and Quinn (2016) cited Kirtman
and Fullan (2015), pointing out for some successful leaders making a difference may sometimes
mean “‘moving compliance to the side of the plate.’ The idea is not to be a rebel for the sake of it
but to change the game from compliance to purposeful focus” (p. 23). Superintendents came to
grips with taking action through minor civil disobedience rather than losing district focus and
collaborative spirit.
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In some cases, following reform law and resulting regulations seemed to make it “right”
to do what participants felt was not in the best interests of students, staff, and community. When
required to do incoherent things, superintendents of high-performing districts made choices as to
what extent they spent time on compliance. They determined for themselves how they
disseminated information and regulations. Several superintendents recognized the need to
negotiate their own sense of meeting compliance. They complied in acceptable ways at the state
level while not sacrificing more than necessary at the local level. Fullan and Quinn (2016)
addressed the local leadership dilemma, saying , “they must also link to the wider political and
policy arena by proactively engaging in state priorities and policies, sometimes blunting
directives that are distracting but mostly by figuring out how to use external requirements to
improve local performance” (p. 136). Coherence-making meant not shifting focus from what
was working. Superintendents buffered staff from additional disruption.
Deep change of sorts and consequential disruption marked the era, yet in some regards,
not much changed locally for already stable districts. Superintendents took advantage of the size
and remoteness from metro centers and stayed under the radar. Already successful systems
eventually resisted the imposed chaotic change from external forces. Local systems destabilized
in part and then superintendents got their bearings and found solid ground again. With media
hype, communities and school staff feared public education demise. Then superintendents met
fears head on, especially in the area of accountability.
NCLB, as an external force of accountability did not necessitate improvement on its own
merits. Improvement stemmed from internal accountability as part of a larger framework.
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Fullan and Quinn (2016) noted the importance of collaborative internal accountability:
The main feature of successful schools was that they built a collaborative culture that
combined individual responsibility, collective expectations, and corrective action—that
is, internal accountability. Transparent data on instructional practices and student
achievement were a feature of these cultures. As these cultures developed, they were also
able to more effectively engage the external assessment system. (p.111)
Strong local school district leadership secured accountability internally. Participants celebrated
success whenever possible including those things measured by external requirements. NCLB did
not necessarily motivate change, especially in cases of already proficient or above student
performance. Instead, administrators innately held a sense of enhanced systems. The natural
mission of education drove performance: provide for student success. Speaking of a previous
rural district, Superintendent Clikstipr talked about the challenges of state testing.
Superintendent Clikstipr noted how leadership efforts intuitively shifted to internal
accountability and collaborative culture of improvement. At the time Superintendent Clikstipr
served as Secondary Curriculum Director:
One of our big challenges was, you know, through the state—like all the states—was
accountability. How do we hold the students accountable? But then we started moving
towards how do we hold the teachers accountable and what can we do to strengthen their
instruction in order to get the students to achieve more?
Almost in spite of NCLB, many superintendents pushed away from the threatening sense
of accountability and its discontinuity. Instead superintendents promoted the wisdom and
expertise of quality teachers and their successful instruction. Using affirmation, superintendents
strengthened coherence in the organization. They looked to internal strengths and collegial effort
within the human enterprise. Superintendents applauded the people in the organization that
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elevated the importance of student success. Superintendent Everrakid thought back on a decade
of NCLB and appreciated the local education team:
It doesn’t drive us anymore. . . . The compliance doesn’t drive us anymore. . . . Those
things we can separate from the real work that needs to be done. . . . People really make
the difference. It’s the people that make the difference, and some of those things don't
change people. You know, they’re just—they’re just unnecessary requirements. They
don't change people. So what are the things that people can get behind, take hold of the
changes, that improve instruction, which improves education? Those are things that
matter now to me, more than the regulations. We will be compliant, but they're not—I
don't worry so much about the compliance as I used to.
Several superintendents discounted the use of ever-changing state testing requirements, a
significant destabilizing factor. Superintendents engaged internal accountability systems. They
relied instead on standardized indicators from NWEA and other locally understood and trusted
measurement systems. Required student achievement components for staff evaluations came
from the more trusted avenues. Those avenues also allowed for more timely results and follow
up. The efforts to use local preferences settled some fear among staff. Superintendent Clikstipr
recapped the importance of internal accountability in spite of NCLB, recognizing it to be the
more potent and appropriate force for change and student success, even if federal and state
mandates would somehow be eliminated:
We’re still internally going to have things that we need to have to measure success for
kids and to make sure that they’re doing it—using MAPS or using some other data. Then
looking at that data, driving instruction and going, “Look—identifying these kids—
they’re not getting what they need here. How do we change our instruction to make sure
they get what they need?” So we still have that vision, regardless of whether state or
federal mandates it.
Summary
NCLB and RTTT brought daunting circumstances of fragmentation to districts. Some
superintendents overcame the challenges of fragmentation by utilizing tools of reform mandates
and innovation. Other superintendents recognized the value in maintaining solid practices
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already resulting in student success. Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) Coherence Framework provides
a theoretical lens to understand the ways superintendents maintained meaning within their
organizations in the multitude of changes during NCLB. Superintendents sought coherence
during chaos. Intuitively, superintendents’ overall leadership task became coherence making in
the midst of so much fragmentation. Their leadership and decision making centered on action
components of fostering direction, creating collaborative cultures, deepening learning, and
securing accountability. Superintendents in the study used Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) action
components to accomplish the right drivers: “capacity building, collaboration, pedagogy, and
systemness” (p. 5). In low-performing districts, superintendents navigated change successfully
by bringing coherence to their organizations and improving student performance.
Superintendents secured coherence in the face of incoherent regulations and the disruption of
change, especially in those districts already performing above average and those with high
student performance.
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CHAPTER TEN: SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I examined the experiences of veteran superintendents serving small, rural Colorado
school districts during the decade of No Child Left Behind. The study explored the meanings
participants made of leading during unprecedented education reform caused by NCLB along
with an associated Colorado version of Race to the Top. In this final chapter, I summarize my
findings and discuss the human side of change. Superintendents led districts through a
significant transition in educational reform. The reforms challenged a longstanding traditional
sense of American public education and resulted in a changed sense of education driven by
accountability.
I summarize and later discuss the implications of my study organized around three major
themes found in my data chapters: (1) people and place, (2) dilemmas and demands, and (3)
results and residuals. I propose recommendations for superintendents, school boards,
professional associations, and superintendent preparation programs based on my study of
change. I next provide a statement regarding the limitations of my study and the potential
avenues for further research. I close the chapter with my concluding thoughts as a culmination
of the study.
Summary
This qualitative study investigated leadership experiences of chief executive officers of
school districts. These veteran leaders had at least five years in the same district and many had a
decade or longer of experience in the same district. They spoke of professional, personal and
institutional transitions. Some superintendents led low-performing districts to successful change
and used NCLB reform as a tool for increased student success. They harnessed reform chaos
and created a culture focused on improved student achievement. Superintendents of already
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successful districts navigated the pressures in a different way. They deflected reform chaos and
preserved the positive culture of quality education their districts. All the superintendents in the
study valued the rural lifeworld where they worked and lived. Superintendents responded to the
reform pressures from leadership points of reference and adapted their leadership as needed. By
the end of the decade of reform, superintendents emerged as coherence makers in their
organizations in the midst of the mandates and required processes.
Discussion and Implications
The following discussion and implications reflect findings and considerations resulting
from a greater understanding of the phenomenon of veteran superintendents’ experiences leading
change in small, rural Colorado school districts during an era of unprecedented reform in public
education. I organized my research around three themes: people and place, dilemmas and
demands, and results and residuals. Discussion develops around the same organizing themes.
People and Place
My study illustrated deep change in small, rural school districts impacts superintendent
leadership because of people and place. Superintendents described their leadership as it related
to people and places. They cared about students, staff, and the success of their districts. They
invested their lives and expertise in the people and the places where they worked and found their
livelihood. Participants valued rural life and showed a high regard for children, schooling, and
the importance of the community.
The places they lived and worked represented various rural circumstances across the state
of Colorado. The places resembled each other. Leaders of small schools, removed from cities
and metropolitan centers, experienced similar issues related to NCLB. Schools and education in
the district were established institutions. As the educational placeholders, they maintained
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historical and traditional ties to the community. Communities supported their schools and much
of the local activity centered on the students and schools. Yet each place claimed distinct
attributes, strengths, concerns, personality, and local context. The geography and economic
factors of the places varied considerably. Transitions away from some traditional education
values tested superintendent expertise in the midst of lifeworld contexts.
Bridges and Bridges’ (2016) change theory provided explanation for the transitions
people and institutions experienced as a traditional sense of schooling shifted. During times of
significant change, three phases occurred. Transition started with an ending of what had been.
Endings preceded a second phase when people, organizations, and institutions moved through a
time of a neutral zone. The neutral zone rendered the familiar into the unfamiliar and stirred up
confusion. Finally, as the transition reached a final phase, new beginnings materialized.
Established organizations such as school districts originally followed an organizational lifecycle
years prior and became institutions. As part of their further lifecycle, institutions also went
through transition processes during significant change. They either died or went through
renewal.
The concept of lifeworld (Habermas, 1987) explains the backdrop of rural place and the
value of schooling where superintendents led school districts. The small, rural communities
encompassing the school districts fostered a lifeworld. The lifeworld remained as an everpresent but invisible context enveloping children, their learning environments, and the educators
within the environments and community. A rural lifeworld held values toward education caring
about students, staff, and the well-being of the community. Lifeworld of places in the study saw
schooling as something much greater than just test scores. My research concluded from
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superintendents’ narratives NCLB and RTTT reform threatened to displace core paradigms of
educational enterprise important in small, rural communities.
The stories superintendents told illustrated the far-reaching implications of federal and
state education reform on small, rural district superintendents. My study found large-scale
reform often disrupts people and place in ways not always recognized or regarded by those who
instigate and enforce change mandates. A traditional value of schooling promoted administrators
and educators caring more about students than about standardized test scores. Superintendents
felt a sense of loss when traditional value ended and was replaced by a culture of accountability.
They depicted challenges during the neutral zone when job responsibilities multiplied beyond
what could be managed. Superintendents told of leading their districts to new beginnings as
institutions underwent renewal either through improved practices or by reaffirming and
maintaining effective practices. Superintendents managed change in places holding a lifeworld
context and where “one-size” mandates often did not fit. Lifeworld also strengthened executive
leaders’ resolve to do what was best by keeping faces, names, and circumstances of children and
the community as the focal point during the turbulence of reform pressures.
Dilemmas and Demands
The second theme concerned how superintendents faced dilemmas and demands from
mandated reform. Superintendents initially supported the basic concept of reform: each child’s
success mattered. They acknowledged there was nothing wrong with a wake-up call reminding
educators every child was important. However, several troubling aspects surfaced and
challenged their leadership over the NCLB reform era. Dilemmas originated from mandates not
fitting the needs, structures, resources, and interests of small, rural school districts. Bureaucracy
dictated. Superintendents protected. Highly qualified teacher regulations devalued teachers and
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threatened quality programming for students. Assessment pervaded and derailed the mission of
schooling. NCLB and RTTT usurped local control.
Mandates imposed greater demands on superintendents who took on more roles. Where
possible, superintendents protected staff from reform havoc and then pushed back. In districts
where practices needed to change, superintendents focused staff on beliefs about equity and
children’s capacity to learn and do well. Reform demands exacerbated funding concerns and set
superintendents up as disrupters in order to carry out required reform processes. District
executive leaders viewed the pressures from perspectives grounded in scenarios based on district
performance status. In districts needing to improve, superintendents restructured. In districts
with adequate and high performance, superintendents rejected pressures.
Superintendents led their districts through complex change scenarios during the NCLB
decade. The dilemmas and demands required professional agility in responses. Superintendents
in low-performing districts used NCLB and RTTT to change structures. Superintendents in
adequate and high-performing districts maintained successful structures. Many superintendents
counteracted human resource disruption. Overall, superintendents joined forces with other
superintendents, incorporated a political frame, and fought back. By then, local control
emboldened district leaders to push back on reform. Politics took place mostly at the local and
state levels where district executive leaders felt their voices might be heard.
Results and Residuals
Superintendents grew more effective at leading change and became coherence makers.
They took action within and among systems to focus, build collaboration, promote learning, and
be appropriately accountable. Superintendents described some positive results but also residuals
of NCLB causing fragmentation. They found ways to return their organizations to coherence. In
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telling their stories, superintendents noted changes in public education in America over time. As
the era progressed, superintendents determined the extent of benefit NCLB and RTTT held for
their school district. Participants weighed the requirements: hazards against the opportunities. If
reform offered an appropriate opportunity, superintendents jumped on board and built coherence
through change. If reform disrupted too much and held peril, superintendents jumped through
the hoops but built coherence by reaffirming already proven success. My study found
superintendents led their districts to renewal in one of two ways: by taking on NCLB as a tool
for change or by resisting and deflecting the chaos of the era.
Participants applied several strategies to hold their organizations together in the milieu of
reform. Fullan and Quinn (2016) established four action steps during dramatic change guiding
organizational coherence: focused direction, cultivated collaborative cultures, deepened
learning, and secured accountability. My study found whether superintendents led improving
districts or districts of success, they implemented each of the four steps in some fashion. The
superintendents became seasoned coherence makers in their districts.
Superintendents who led improvements and increased student performance celebrated
positive results of reform. They brought coherence to their organizations by implementing the
four action steps denoted by Fullan and Quinn (2016). Most of the superintendents, however,
did not find NCLB to be a tool for success. Instead, superintendents of already successful
districts took on a semblance of civil disobedience. They described feeling like they were
jumping through hoops and staying under the radar of regulatory pressures. Superintendents
completed requirements mostly to appease regulations but with little benefit to their students or
district. They achieved coherence in their organizations by implementing Fullan and Quinn’s
four action components but did so by reasserting successful practices already in place in the
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district. Those superintendents reaffirmed the district’s direction, bolstered the culture of caring,
and emphasized proficiency of instruction. Superintendents promoted deepened learning around
already effective practices. They secured accountability by reassuring students and staff doing
their best was the most important. They helped others to believe their successful practices would
secure a good outcome. Overall, almost all the superintendents in the study buffered their staff
and district from the distractions of reform as much as possible.
My study revealed residuals from NCLB and RTTT included a general wariness and
some uncharacteristic cynicism on the part of superintendents as the next wave of reform started
to take shape. Participants cautioned against any reaction to new requirements until regulations
and the political schemes settled into place. Without needing external pressures, rural
superintendents in small districts respected their on-going mission of taking responsibility for
each and every child in their district. They spoke of gained perspective, confidence, and wisdom
along with reassurance of pride in their chosen profession regardless of NCLB reform.
Figure 7 graphically represents the “ride down the rapids” NCLB and RTTT seemed like
for superintendents. Starting from a traditional education base pre-NCLB, superintendents
experienced the ending of familiar waters. They survived the hazards in a lifeworld raft
surrounding them with a rural context and keeping them afloat in dangerous waters of the neutral
zones of institutional transitions. Using leadership perspectives concerned with structures,
human resources, political and symbolic frames, superintendents managed demands of AYP,
HQT, and UIPs. As they tumbled over more rocky rapids of accountability, superintendents
navigated toward coherence and kept student success as their mission.
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Figure 7. Rural superintendent experience during No Child Left Behind (Bolman & Deal, 2014;
Bridges & Bridges, 2016; Fullan & Quinn, 2016; Habermas, 1987)
Recommendations
In the following section I offer recommendations to superintendents regarding people and
place, dilemmas and demands, and results and residuals. Then I offer additional
recommendations to school boards, professional associations and BOCES, administrative
preparation programs and state departments of education.
Recommendations Pertaining to People and Place
Superintendents experience change along with the people in their organization. At the
same time, they must professionally manage the transitions of others and also lead change
processes. It is lonely at the top (Bridges & Bridges, 2016), especially during times of change of
great magnitude. Transitions challenge these district executive officers. They may not have
training in change management and institutional life cycles. In the midst of significant reform,
they may or may not see monumental change is upon the institution. Rural superintendents lead
institutions part of a lifeworld hankering for continuity and everyday stability (Habermas, 1987).
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Institutions go through transitions as complex as professional and personal changes people in the
organization go through. In small, rural school districts, institutional change also anchors deeply
in lifeworld and local history.
I recommend superintendents develop professional knowledge and expertise around
managing change. They should note people and organizations move through three phases of
transition during deep change. In addition, superintendents should understand school districts
function as an institution going through a lifecycle and must renew or die. In rural settings,
lifeworld establishes a strongly nuanced context for people and places going through change. I
recommend superintendents pay attention to lifeworld and help others, especially school boards,
to better understand the dynamic it brings to change processes.
Recommendations Pertaining to Dilemmas and Demands
Superintendents often work in the “in-between” complexities of external demands
imposing dilemmas on the system and internal demands of safety and continuity working against
change and create additional dilemmas. To negotiate dilemmas and meet demands,
superintendents approach leadership from varying frames of reference. My study noted
particular strain on superintendents operating from a structural or human resource frame
(Bolman & Deal, 2014). NCLB and RTTT upended structures and imposed “one size fits all”
processes and expectations. Superintendents felt especially burdened by the ways reform
imposed regulations and processes devaluing staff and students. The reform mandates created
demeaning and disruptive conditions such as employment restrictions in the face of limited
qualified or desirable candidates for positions. As a result of trying to comply with mandates,
superintendents found themselves at odds with their natural inclination to protect and promote
well-suited and quality human resources in the system. They told of ethical dilemmas of
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following regulations but compromising human dignity or compromising solutions to essential
services. Superintendents became more active politically in spite of complicated time and
logistical considerations. Some superintendents successfully exercised a symbolic frame to
move districts toward remarkable improvement. Others had to help rediscover joy in the
organization when the magic of classrooms got displaced with the tedium of testing.
I recommend superintendents use information pertaining to leadership frames as
diagnostic and operational tools for their own leadership effectiveness. Complexities in
education, especially regarding ongoing change, require nimble executive responses and frame
shifting. Because of the complexities from external pressures, superintendents must be
especially vigilant in the political frame arena and become more savvy and competent politically.
I also recommend superintendents individually take time to review previous situations and
identify preferred patterns of reference. Bolman and Deal (2014) referred to the need leaders
have of thinking with different frames of reference: “Multiframe thinking is a powerful stimulus
to the broad, creative mind-set that imagination and great leadership require” (p. 20). Leaders
who are able to frame-shift in the midst of dilemmas are more likely to resolve circumstances
because they are able to see multiple perspectives of an issue or pressure. With collaborative
professional reflection, a superintendent could challenge previous thinking on a dilemma and
seek “multiframe thinking” solutions regarding the next situation.
Superintendents should recognize the opportunities for symbolic leadership especially in
times of change. Leading from a symbolic frame provides an appropriate response in a variety
of situations and may be just the aspect needed for institutional renewal. I encourage
superintendents to pay attention to the ethical aspects of leadership when student performance
lags. They would do well to challenge and not allow excuses from themselves, from their staff,
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or from their community. It is my recommendation for superintendents to draw upon the
symbolic leadership frame to champion the cause for all students.
Recommendations Pertaining to Results and Residuals of Reform
As the era of reform closed, superintendents looked back and noted results and residuals.
For superintendents who led their districts to higher achievement and successful student
outcomes, the results were largely positive. At the same time, some aspects of reform created
fragmentation for most of the superintendents regardless of improvements in student
achievement. Superintendents in every district in the study became coherence makers.
Residuals for superintendents amounted to a level of distrust of reform and caution in the wake
of NCLB chaos. Except for in low-performing districts, most superintendents eventually found
themselves going through the motions of required processes and paperwork without much
benefit to students, staff, and the district.
I recommend in districts where student achievement is low, the superintendent must step
up and be the leader of change, as several superintendents modeled in my study.
Superintendents in low-performing districts need to use the tools of reform to renew their
institutions for the benefit of children. In districts where student performance is high, if the
mandates don’t fit, superintendents should push back. No matter the performance level of the
district, leaders need to be careful of blind spots. In all cases, superintendents need to understand
they are the key coherence maker in the district. I recommend superintendents build and audit
coherence in systems by using action components: focusing direction, creating collaborative
cultures, deepening learning, and securing accountability (Fullan & Quinn, 2016, pp. 12-13).
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Recommendations for Support from Others
School boards, professional associations and BOCES, administrative preparation
programs, and state departments of education all have essential roles to play in the support of
chief executive officers of school districts. As a basis for my recommendations, I noted from
examples participants gave superintendents do well to take advantage of professional
associations, conferences, state department of education meetings, area meetings with BOCES,
and other opportunities where colleagues gather and training is available. In small, rural
districts, it is difficult for administrators to get to meetings, both because of remoteness as well
as the many time and task demands on them. However, not affiliating professionally increases
isolation. Isolation limits collaboration, learning from others, and sharing narratives of
challenges, resiliency, and innovation. As partners in overall student success, other education
entities need to be alert to the isolation factor for executive offices. Partners should support
superintendents’ needs to work collaboratively with other superintendents and take advantage of
professional development opportunities.
School boards. In addition to supporting the professional growth and collegial
interactions of the superintendent, school boards can add to the success of the superintendent in
other ways. From the implications of my study, I recommend school boards take time for their
own professional development to gain greater understanding about lifeworld. Perhaps like being
in the fishbowl, it is hard to see the surrounding water, especially when it has slowly gotten
murky. School board members could identify the strengths and challenges of serving on a board
intrinsically tied to the community. Then they could specifically look at decisions and issues
complicated by lifeworld contexts in their current school board circumstances. In making the
assumed obvious and transparent, school boards and superintendents give themselves a tool to
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consider options during change. Going even further, they could identify the lifeworld challenges
experienced by superintendents and supports needed so district executive officers function with
backing and autonomy, especially in the face of reform.
School boards wield power through local control contexts and can bolster the political
frame for local superintendents. I recommend they also become aware of frames of reference so
they support the work of the executive leader of the district who may be considering multiple
sides of issues and demands. Board members should also review their own approach to
situations. Collectively a board could work with their superintendent to consider the leadership
frame variables in play when issues and dilemmas arise.
I recommend school boards become familiar with the importance of positive coherence in
the district and seek to understand superintendent actions as coherence makers. School boards
can support focused direction, a collaborative work culture, professional development deepening
learning at all levels of the organization, and the place for appropriate accountability (Fullan &
Quinn, 2016, pp. 12-13).
Professional associations and BOCES. Professional associations and regional
education agencies such as BOCES can provide important avenues for superintendents to interact
around a well-designed support collaborative focused on managing transitions and institutional
life cycles. A support collaborative enables superintendents to interact face to face and also can
be bolstered by technology use allowing online interaction in on-demand or pre-scheduled
formats. When well-designed and without becoming a complaint platform, organized peer
analysis and debriefing leads to productive venting of superintendent frustrations when
coherence is threatened by external forces. Successful superintendents in my study gave
themselves permission to focus on the important things, not try to do it all, and to have
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confidence in the many things they were doing right. They felt more professionally adept with
affiliated support. Professional associations and cooperative service agencies can optimize
avenues for professional growth and quality collegiality.
Some of the superintendents of the study found their BOCES interaction to be
particularly helpful in weeding through the mandates and helping superintendents to strategically
ignore or avoid aspects wasting time and effort. For some superintendents, their BOCES took on
a few of the roles necessary during the reform era, taking some pressure off superintendents at
times. In some cases, BOCES staff assisted in ways allowing superintendents to focus more on
other essential administrative tasks and roles. (The BOCES in Colorado organize in different
ways and may or may not serve districts in absorbing tasks.)
Technology may diminish pressures of superintendents being absent from the district
while still affording supplementary interaction in periods of times between face to face
opportunities. Professional associations and education agencies can also tailor some training
opportunities toward rural superintendent specific needs through professional social media
platforms.
Administrative preparation programs. Administrative preparation programs would do
well to offer segments of coursework in multiple areas giving perspective on the distinct aspects
of rural settings. Rural settings offer aspiring superintendents creditable opportunities to lead
organizationally and toward greater education success for an important segment of the student
population. In addition, as mentioned already, superintendents and school boards would benefit
from training and professional development around managing change, lifeworld dynamics,
organizational lifecycles, and institutional renewal. Higher education centers could partner in
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both professional development and research opportunities especially pertaining to rurality,
institutional renewal, and executive educational administration related to lifeworld.
From the implications from the findings in my study, I recommend superintendent
preparation programs provide information and learning opportunities for participants to
understand leadership frames. Programs can offer simulations and collaborative discussions of
scenarios exploring multi-frame thinking and practice. In addition, preparation programs need to
ready district executive officers for realities of federal and state education policy and mandates
enacted in small districts. They can also provide preparation for the political advocacy falling to
superintendents as chief executive officers of a school district.
Administrative preparation programs would do well to include coursework incorporating
Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) work regarding coherence making within systems. Internship
experiences involving the four action steps could assist administrators as they go into the field. I
would recommend coursework also include experiences dealing with the residuals of reform and
regulation, given the reality some regulation is not well-suited for small, rural school districts. In
addition, superintendents too often face circumstances requiring responses contrary to what they
know is beneficial for students and staff. Discussions and case studies related to the kinds of
responses superintendents in my study experienced would be worth considering by students in
administrative preparation programs.
State departments of education. Superintendents in the study noted the changes in the
Colorado Department of Education toward becoming more of a partner in reform processes as
compared to the early years of regulatory oversight. Due to the turnover in some segments of
CDE, some employees may not have a clear understanding of rural school districts. I
recommend training for new staff so the important differences between rural and more populated
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areas can be noted. This is especially needed by staff handling CDE matters specifically
involving small, rural districts.
Most importantly, CDE should continue to do its part in representing small, rural district
interests and circumstances to policy makers and politicians. CDE has taken important steps
with rural education and advocating for the people and places served by superintendents in rural
areas. This study promotes continued state department of education assistance and vigilance
toward right-sized policy and means of strengthening the education opportunities and programs
of small, rural districts.
State departments of education offer important platforms for partnership with
superintendents as education law, policies, and regulations evolve at federal and state levels. As
a result of past politically framed efforts by superintendents and others, Colorado Department of
Education acknowledged the distinction of rural and small district configurations. I recommend
continued work with small, rural district superintendents such as takes place with rural education
councils, rural representative officers, and field representatives. I also recommend continued
superintendent representation on policy design and implementation panels and commissioner
councils. CDE does well to offer professional development regionally to help defray costs of
training and ongoing learning both in terms of time and travel logistics. Also of critical
importance, the state department of education should remain committed to shared advocacy on
behalf of rural superintendents and their students and districts.
I encourage state departments of education to consider the positive results from the
reform decade and encourage districts to use Fullan and Quinn’s (2016) coherence framework.
State departments should also differentiate the needs of low-performing and high-performing
districts and partner with superintendents accordingly. In a similar manner, state departments of
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education need to also consider the residuals and ways small, rural school district
superintendents found themselves in the midst of fragmentation due to mandates poorly fitting
superintendents’ real world scenarios. Where possible, state departments of education need to
simplify and right-size reform expectations and mandates so no district is left behind.
Figure 8 displays a graphic representation of my recommendations as superintendents
float “new beginnings” after the era of NCLB reform ended.

Figure 8. Recommendations for consideration following a decade of NCLB and RTTT reform
Some superintendents experienced difficulties reconciling reform demands against what
the superintendents knew to be beneficial to students, staff, and communities. Superintendents
had to choose between coherence and regulations or mandated processes. While superintendents
found ways to appease regulatory requirements, doing so meant minor civil disobedience,
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jumping through hoops and hoping to stay under the radar. For superintendents who otherwise
value appropriate authority and coherent systems between local and state agencies, the residuals
evoked a sense of loss and distrust. I recommend state department of education representatives
consider the findings in my study and review the ways reform mandates impacted various rural
district superintendents and their institutions.
Limitations
My study researched the experiences of veteran superintendents in small, rural school
districts in Colorado. Each participant had at least five consecutive years of experience in their
district during the No Child Left Behind era. I wanted to understand their leadership during a
decade of reform. As such, my study had limitations. My research included 16 superintendents
and did not include all of the potential population fitting the parameters of my study. My study
did not consider experiences of novice superintendents nor did I study superintendents in larger
rural or non-rural districts. Informants under those circumstances may have a very different
story to tell. I also did not explore the collective experience by bringing together a focus group
of superintendents who might have recalled additional aspects or compared recollections to
generate additional findings.
Another limitation is the timing of my study. My study involved stories recalled from a
decade of reform which took place during the school years of 2003-2004 through 2013-2014. I
held interviews during the 2016-2017 school year. By design, I wanted to understand the lasting
impact of the NCLB reform era on leadership. Interviews in the midst of the era may have
yielded different results and findings. It is possible some participants did not recall some aspects
of change and reform they dealt with and more salient at the time but were eventually forgotten
or purged. Interviewed during the school year, most participants were fully involved in the
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regular business of their jobs and graciously took time out of their normal routines to share their
stories. Their focus and recollection may have been affected by current and immediate demands.
Participants were all practicing Colorado superintendents or within two years of having
served as a Colorado superintendent. I limited my search of participants to those I could find
through current public information except for one who was recently retired but still associated
with a practicing Colorado educator so contact information was accessible. I also did not
examine superintendent experiences exclusively focused on unsuccessful districts, or situations
where multiple superintendent turnovers occurred, or where a superintendent had less than five
consecutive years in the same district during the decade. Different sets of participants less
recently engaged in a superintendency, currently serving out of state, or with fewer consecutive
years in at least one district might have yielded different recollections and experiences.
Noting these limitations, it is reasonable to expect a multitude of additional studies could
be of benefit for future research. Additional research informing superintendent practice during
change and federal reform could offer additional findings and recommendations. The
significance of rurality and lifeworld is distinct. Their impact on education is certainly not yet
fully understood and has only had token exploration (Howley, Howley, & Yahn, 2014).
Concluding Thoughts
This study showed the human side of superintendent leadership during the overarching
reform era of NCLB and RTTT. I met many professional and caring veteran, rural
superintendents. By nature they serve and protect children, staff, and the community. They
respect the lifeworld expectations for education in their community. Small, rural school district
superintendents invest themselves in their districts and communities. They function as chief
executive officers of major organizations in those communities. Superintendents in small, rural
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school districts may be the only district administrator, or they may share a dual role as a
building-level principal. They wear many hats. Federal and state education mandates add even
more responsibilities to their roles. They also shoulder an inordinate amount of pressure, burden,
and responsibility. They struggle at times and then rebound. They are resilient and maintain
their humor. I felt honored they shared poignant reflective moments. I enjoyed laughing with
participants. One superintendent told of working hours on a mandated process and getting so fed
up with trying to meet compliance pressures she threw her high-heeled shoe—it ended up stuck
in the wall! She and her business manager still laugh at the comic relief the incident provided
and remember the renewed perspective it gave them. They left the hole in the wall as a
reminder—students matter the most.
Superintendents have strong constitutions. They are capable and courageous. They often
know what it means to be “lonely at the top” (Bridges & Bridges, 2016). Superintendents base
their decisions and actions on many inputs. These district administrators operate from big
picture understandings not always evident to others. They have ideas and vision for their schools
and hold the mission of the district close to their heart. They believe in the potential of their
organizations and defend the cause for students.
During past federal reform, superintendents worked individually and collectively to
advocate politically for small, rural school districts. Later adjustments in procedures and policy
seemed to show success from political activism. Superintendents pushed back on some aspects
of reform in a form of civil disobedience. They found ways to minimize the impositions on staff
where possible. As reform pressures grew, dilemmas and demands collided. They gave
themselves permission to do what was within their scope of power and influence. They also
allowed themselves to put time and energy into the things they felt mattered most. Where
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possible, they put any disruptive hat they could back on the hat rack. They found significant
professional strength in board support. They also noted support for local control gave them an
advantage in representing the children and communities in their district.
As the era progressed, superintendents shelved the demands and dilemmas as best as they
could. Superintendents found federal and state reform created fragmentation and chaos for
small, rural school districts. As the NCLB and RTTT era closed, superintendents noted a need to
bring coherence to their organizations. In large part, results and residuals depended on the
success of the district. Superintendents leading districts out of failing and low performance
enjoyed the renewal of the district. Increased student achievement and district improvement
resulted. Superintendents enabled innovation and effective instruction, transforming districts and
schooling for children, staff, and community. Superintendents of proficient and high-performing
districts eventually regained footing in all the reform demands and maintained the celebrated
good status of their district.
Professionally, superintendents emerged from the era more cynical toward politics and
policy makers in general. They cautioned against the next wave of reform and decided a “wait
and see” attitude served them and their districts best. Superintendents saw themselves as more
seasoned, savvy, and their leadership wrought in the heat of reform pressures. Many still showed
strong reactions and held vivid memories of their experiences. Superintendents took even
greater pride in the success of students and teachers. Together and along with the community,
they offered a great place for students to learn and grow.
I feel grateful for the time, openness, and honest dialogue each participant in the study
gave me. My appreciation grew for the women and men who serve day in and day out—year
round—to meet the needs of children, staff, and communities in small, rural districts in Colorado
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and elsewhere. I applaud them as champions for students and as unsung heroes of people,
places, and lifeworlds to be treasured.
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APPENDIX A
Informed Consent Form

Consent Form

A Study of Rural, Veteran Colorado Superintendents' Experiences Leading a School District
during a Decade of No Child Left Behind

IRBNet Tracking Number 864934-1

You are invited to participate in a research study about the experiences and leadership stories of
rural, veteran Colorado superintendents who led districts during the NCLB decade of reform. You
were selected as a possible participant because information in public records indicated that you
were a superintendent in a rural Colorado school district for several years during the reforms of No
Child Left Behind. You are eligible to participate in this study because you have served as
superintendent for five or more years in the same rural Colorado school district during the years
2004-2014. The following information is provided in order to help you make an informed decision
whether or not you would like to participate. Please read this form and ask any questions you may
have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Dawn S. Olson, under the advisement of Dr. Sarah J. Noonan, UST
Leadership, Policy & Administration Department, University of St. Thomas, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of St. Thomas.

Background Information

The purpose of this study concerns the experiences of veteran, rural superintendents in one state
and their leadership during a period of significant educational change from approximately 2004 to
2014. I plan to examine how superintendents responded to changes in federal and state laws and
mandated reform programs pertaining to the implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act (U.S.
Department of Education, n.d.). The reforms associated with NCLB engaged superintendents in
substantial change with regard to educational practice and included public reports of student
achievement and comparisons. The guiding question of the qualitative study is:
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How did veteran, rural superintendents experience and make meaning of leading a school
district in response to federally-mandated reform efforts of ESEA, known as the No Child
Left Behind Act, and associated state-adopted programs and measures in response to NCLB?

The study will incorporate qualitative case study methods using interviews, review of supporting
documents, member checks, and possible follow up conversations and focus groups. Insights
resulting from the study may deepen understanding of education change and sustaining
improvement in school district systems.

Procedures
If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to recollect and tell of your experiences of
leading a school district and any associated work or events related to reform processes within a ten
year time span of No Child Left Behind. The time commitment for a participant is estimated to be
approximately 15 minutes to complete a simple demographic questionnaire, 60-90 minutes for an
initial interview followed on a different day by a 45-60 minute member check conversation. In
some cases, 2-3 additional hours may be requested of some participants if a follow up interview or
focus group conversation is sought. Interviews will take place in a public location convenient and
agreeable to both the participant and the researcher. Interviews will be audio recorded and later
transcribed.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study

There is potential risk that a participant might feel he or she is divulging private information
regarding the number of years working at a distirct, or the number of districts served as a
superintendent, or that contact information is private. Due to the typically close knit nature of rural
communities and a rurality factor of familiarity, a participant could feel potentially at risk with
identifiable information regardless of the researcher's care, respect for confidentiality, and safe
handling of information. Recalling situations related to change and stress due to leadership during
difficult times could cause some participants to feel emotionally distressed. Some participants may
have negative associations with events within their narrative or recall conflict, threat to well-being,
or detrimental job outcomes. A participant could feel that their leadership story and response to the
pressures of change are personal and some things are of a sensitive nature regarding their
experience.

All participation will be voluntary and participants are notified of their right at any time to not
participate, withdraw from participation, or to not answer or continue in an interview or
conversation. In any follow up processes, the researcher and the participant will review the
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informed consent options and a copy of the informed consent agreement will be available in hard
copy if an additional copy is needed. The researcher will ask participants if they have questions
about their participation and if it is alright to begin the data collection process. The researcher will
also acquaint participants with the safeguards to information and explain that the standard of
quality, ethical research is to do everything reasonably possible to maintain confidentiality. The
researcher acknowledges that sometimes the familiarity within a rural setting may prevent
absolute anonymity or complete masking of information.

In order to minimize risks, throughout the interview, the researcher will be observant of any overt
signs of stress or changing emotions and will check with the participant to be sure of the comfort
level. If there are indicators by the participant of highly charged emotional associations with an
aspect of the conversation, the researcher may change the direction of the interview so that the
participant’s stress level is diminished or ask if the interview should conclude. Participants are not
required to respond to any questions that become distressing during the course of the interview or
follow up conversations; and the researcher will review the consent options with the participant
additional times if needed. University of St. Thomas counseling services may also be a resource for
you. They can be accessed with the following information: Counseling and Psychological Services
at (651) 962-6780, Website: http://www.stthomas.edu/counseling

At the same time there may be benefits to participants such as having the opportunity for
professional conversations in professionally safe settings about distinct experiences that are
particular to top administrators. Participants may benefit from hearing about others’ experiences
and find affirmation of their own experiences or see their situation in light of highly regarded
theorists who have studied leadership dynamics during education and organizational change.
Participants may benefit from processing a challenging aspect of their professional life with another
person who is interested and wants to understand. With member checks, participants might come
to better realizations about their contributions to their organization and leadership strengths when
times were difficult and tested their leadership acumen. There may be questions about the reform
pressures they experienced that they've never felt comfortable talking over with another educator
before having this opportunity in a confidential setting with another administrator. Participants
may benefit from information related to the theoretical framework or feel positive results from
follow up conversations and member checking steps.

Compensation

Participation is voluntary, however, the researcher appreciates the time, effort, and consideration
for scholarly study given by the participants. There is no compensation for participation in the
study.
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Privacy

Your privacy will be protected while you participate in this study. The researcher respects the right
to privacy of individuals participating and will follow processes to safeguard any identifiable
information. Identifiers from the initial brief questionnaire have been coded and will be retained in
a locked and separate, secure location from other data collected. Pseudonyms will be used
throughout the data transcription, analysis and final reporting processes instead of actual names
and school district locations. All data will be associated with a code number corresponding to the
secured list of participants so that only the researcher would have outright knowledge of each
participant’s contribution. Some information related to a school district or circumstance might be
distinct enough that precautionary measures won’t completely mask an individual or site. It is
recognized that the study pertains to rural school districts in often close knit communities where
actual full privacy is sometimes relative to circumstances. Due to the nature of the study and data
collection involving rural, small town communities and school administrators who were potentially
well known in the community, privacy cannot be guaranteed while you participate in this study.

Confidentiality

The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you. The types of records I will create include
audio recordings, transcripts and notes of interviews, transcripts and notes of follow up
conversations, focus group conversation transcripts and notes, master lists of information for
analysis (coding, themes, and patterns), memos, diagrams, and computer generated records. All
hard copy materials will be stored in a locked file in a private, secure area inaccessible to anyone
other than the researcher. Upon completion of the study the coded list with identifier information
will be destroyed. All other information will be retained for at least three years beyond the
completion of the study but will not have any identifier information associated with it. Audio
recordings will also be destroyed at the conclusion of the study. Any data transported would
remain in the custody of the researcher or locked in a secure location. Should any data be kept
longer than three years, all information would have already been coded and identifying information
destroyed at the conclusion of the study.

All signed consent forms will be kept for a minimum of three years upon completion of the study.
Institutional Review Board officials at the University of St. Thomas reserve the right to inspect all
research records to ensure compliance.

Voluntary Nature of the Study
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Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with the researcher or the University of St. Thomas.
There are no penalties or consequences if you choose not to participate. If you decide to participate,
you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of any benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled. Should you decide to withdraw, data collected about you may still be used
unless you ask in writing for it to be excluded from the study. You can withdraw by notifying me in
writing by email or by hard copy including a date and signature. You are also free to skip any
questions I may ask.

Contacts and Questions

My name is Dawn Olson. You may ask any questions you have now and any time during or after the
research procedures. If you have questions later, you may contact me at [phone] and at email
address: [email address]. My advisor’s name is Dr. Sarah J. Noonan [phone] and at email address:
[email address]. You may also contact the University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board at
651-962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with any questions or concerns.

Statement of Consent

I have had a conversation with the researcher about this study and have read the above
information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent to participate in the
study. I am at least 18 years of age. I give permission to be audio recorded during this study.

You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

_______________________________________________________________

________________

Signature of Study Participant

Date

_______________________________________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
_______________________________________________________________

________________

Signature of Researcher

Date
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Transcriber Confidentiality Agreement
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APPENDIX C
Initial Contact Email

Hello Name,
I hope all has been going well for you and 2016-17 school year start-up was successful.
After my work as a Colorado superintendent a few years ago, I have been working on my dissertation
and am hoping to complete it soon. I am studying the Superintendent’s experience with a decade of No
Child Left Behind. Specifically I am interviewing superintendents who served at the same rural Colorado
school district for five or more consecutive years during NCLB (2004-2014).
You fit the participant pool I am studying. Would you be interested and available to help me? I’d enjoy
having you be part of the study and hearing about your recollections of how you navigated your district
throughout the NCLB years.
The initial interview would be approximately 90 minutes and I would be happy to meet with you at
your district or in another place you might suggest that would be convenient and public. There would be
another follow up meeting to check the information I learned from you and any additional thoughts that
might have occurred to you. That second meeting would be about an hour. Confidentiality of all
participants will be protected under the guidelines of human subject research and the study will adhere
to Informed Consent protocols.
Especially with the beginnings of the newest federal education program, Every Student Succeeds Act, I
think the information from Colorado Superintendents of Rural Districts who dealt with the previous
federal program is important. Their stories and experiences may shed light on the collective
circumstances they face.
Please reply to this email with your preferred contact information (email if other than this one and
phone numbers). I will follow up with you to set up a date and time to interview and give you additional
information.
Thanks,
Dawn
Dawn S. Olson
Phone
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APPENDIX D
Recruitment Letter
DATE
Dear XXXX,
It is amazing to think that No Child Left Behind began well over a decade ago. As you know, it set in motion
unprecedented school reform and resulted in various state education efforts, including Race to the Top in Colorado. I am
studying superintendent leadership of rural Colorado school districts during the decade of NCLB as part of my doctoral
research and invite you to be part of my study.
Having served as a former superintendent of a rural Colorado school district myself, I know you are busy and
your time is important. I value your consideration and possible input. If you become a participant, the time commitment
would be approximately 60-90 minutes for an initial interview, followed on a different day by a meeting with you to check
my summary of your recollections. The follow up conversation would be approximately 45-60 minutes. After that,
additional follow up may include a second interview or conversation, altogether comprising an estimated additional 1-2
hours. I would like to work with 10-20 current or former superintendents.
Interviews will take place in privacy in a public location, such as a school office or meeting room or public
library small group conference room, convenient and mutually agreeable to both the participant and the researcher.
Interviews will be audio recorded and later transcribed.
I am interested in learning about the experiences and leadership stories of rural, veteran Colorado
superintendents who led districts during the NCLB decade of reform. My research is framed around superintendents who
served in the same rural Colorado school district for five or more years during 2004-2014. This research is a qualitative
study through the University of St. Thomas in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is designed as case study research and initially
uses the theories of Fullan and Quinn (2016) and Bolman and Deal (2014) as a framework for the inquiry.
Would you be interested in participating? I would enjoy hearing about your experiences and recollections of
leading your district during that time. If you would like to take part as a participant, please reply to this invitation and to
me at [email address] within a week of this communication.
We can establish a date, time, and location for the interview by email, phone, or text depending on what works
best for you.
As with any reputable research, this study will be conducted under the confidentiality and safety guidelines
concerning human subject research. Identifiable information will be coded and stored securely and separately from data.
Pseudonyms will be used for names and school district locations. If you participate in the study, further information and
details will be given to you regarding research guidelines. Informed consent protocols will be followed.
With any human subject research there may be associated risks. For example, recall of stressful times or
traumatic events may trigger distress or emotions. Rural settings are generally close knit and even though confidentiality
safeguards are used, information may inadvertently be identifiable. At the same time there may be benefits to
participants such as having the opportunity for professional conversations in professionally safe settings about distinct
experiences that are particular to top administrators. Participants may benefit from hearing about others’ experiences
and find affirmation of their own experiences or see their situation in light of highly regarded theorists who have studied
leadership dynamics during education and organizational change.
If you have questions regarding this invitation or my study, please feel free to contact me. Thank you for your
time and I will look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Dawn S. Olson
Phone
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APPENDIX E
Initial Interview Questions

1. Please share a little about yourself such as where you’re from, where you went to school,
about any hobbies or interests.
2. On the questionnaire you returned, you listed some of your education experience. Tell me
about a highlight from one or two of the positions other than the superintendent job(s)?
3. What helped you decide you wanted to go into education?
4. Why did you choose to become a superintendent?
5. Tell me your story about being a superintendent during No Child Left Behind.
6. Tell the chronology of your district as No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top unfolded?
7. What was your experience with your school board (other administrators, staff, or
community) during those years?
8. What are any critical events you think of during those years?
9. How would you picture or represent your district during those years?
10. How do you think others saw the role of superintendent during those years?
11. What are some examples of the ways people in the system responded to your leadership
during No Child Left Behind?
12. Would you say your district changed during No Child Left Behind? If, yes, in what ways or, if
not, what do you think accounts for not changing?

